
[7#01#13 PM]
rain_coin
:
Likewise

Same questions as Chad. We listened and don't understand hence the 
questions

I apologize for my ability to extract the right info from the podcast

[7#10#03 PM]
Tom
:

> 
rain_coin
> 
I apologize for my ability to extract the right info from the podcast
It's not you, the podcast simply was vague in that regard

[7#21#09 PM]
rain_coin
:
Things make sense, total support.

 Ambiguity ~ a range of human emotions related to anxiety. Just stating feelings 
as a long time member

[7#25#23 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:
I also would like to know when my weekly coin amount will get fixed.   I talked 
with support over a week ago and they said it would get done.   No change so 
far.   My coin amount was more than cut in half when changed from daily to 
weekly and most the plans had 29 days remaining

[7#27#29 PM]
Cynthia Henthorn



:

> 
T Albrechtsen
> 
All with no value. Sigh.
Agreed

[7#28#01 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
I just listened to April 24th podcast. The end of it tells us P1, P2, commissions, 
referrals, missing balances, dailies that were turned to weeklies and due now, 
plans due now that were converted from alt coins, anything that is due now is in 
a DO NOW QUE to be paid starting at midnight of the 24th.

[7#32#15 PM]
Colin Mac
:
What did the latest one say... something along the lines of they're getting paid 
every business day but queued... but everyone still asking. Did someone forget 
to raise the barrier at the front of the queue to get this shizzel rolling :joy:

[7#34#00 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
The April podcast mentions no favorites for certain clients or those who may 
have been in longer or shorter times. Must admit I have a challenge with those 
being in longer not having priority.  Seems 8 months veterans of KYC should 
have priority. Did I just put my neck on the line?

[7#36#01 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
The update of 4/30 stated, in part "We have many payouts going out in 
batches...". That's pretty clear. Also it was said that people in here have been 
paid and have not posted it. 

Monday another update is coming. My chief concern is regulatory interference. 
This is what has caused CS to struggle with payments. I hope CS moves off US 
soil  to a more business friendly environment. Then, getting paid will be based 
on their trade performance, and not exchange impediments. 



I have had my say for today. Thank you CS. I know you are doing your best.

[7#36#01 PM]
Cara Wiley
:

> 
Red
> 
Thatʼs awesome!!! Everyone needs redheads in their life lol! :woman:

🏼🦰

:woman:

🏼 🦰

:woman:

🏼 🦰

So true! I'm a redhead too!

[7#38#39 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
Cara Wiley
> 
So true! I'm a redhead too!
I married a redhead :+1:

[7#38#55 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
The update of 4/30 stated, in part "We have many payouts going out in 
batches...". That's pretty clear. Also it was said that pe
I've got 1000 BTC.

that's stated but is it true 

🤯 🤯 🥴 🥴

  you decide :wink:

[7#39#32 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Ostia Commerce
Absolutely understand the hold  ups by exchanges being major obstacle. Yes, I 



too am concerned about regulatory issues.

[7#40#36 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
I also would like to know when my weekly coin amount will get fixed. I talked 
with support over a week ago and they said it wo
Any admin care to answer my question

[7#45#58 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
Usually when an exchange requests KYC docs, they will limit what you can 
transfer per day until you provide that information. This could be why payments 
are queued, until sufficent funds are available to pay. Perhaps the best thing to 
do is put a payments made indicator on the site, detailing how many payments 
were made that day. I don't know. Just trying to think of ways to keep people 
satisfied. We will know more Monday.

[7#46#31 PM]
Cara Wiley
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
I married a redhead :+1:
:+1:

[7#46#40 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
Usually when an exchange requests KYC docs, they will limit what you can 
transfer per day until you provide that information. Th



:+1:

🏻

 I had a similar thought

[7#47#56 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
Usually when an exchange requests KYC docs, they will limit what you can 
transfer per day until you provide that information. Th
Don't suggest things like that incase they want to close site for another week or 
so to implement a  "paid today counter"

[7#49#48 PM]
Tom
:

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
I also would like to know when my weekly coin amount will get fixed. I talked 
with support over a week ago and they said it wo
Agreed. Sent in a ticket (which chat support requested me to do) about a 
discrepancy in my new plans as well, along with one plan vanishing, also havnt 
heard back

[7#51#05 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Tom
> 
Agreed. Sent in a ticket (which chat support requested me to do) about a 
discrepancy in my new plans as well, along with one pla
Ticket already been sent.

Actually over a week ago

[7#54#47 PM]
Lolly



:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
I married a redhead :+1:
I am sometimes a redhead.

🤔 '

♀ :joy: doesnʼt count but i like to pretend 
sometimes.

[7#58#01 PM]
Tom
:

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
Actually over a week ago
Sent, as in past tense. I was talking about myself

[7#59#07 PM]
Red
:

> 
Cara Wiley
> 
So true! I'm a redhead too!
Love it 

🤗 🤗 🤗

> 
Marty Moose
> 
I married a redhead :+1:
Good man!!! 

🤗

[8#10#34 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:

> 
Colin Mac



> 
Don't suggest things like that incase they want to close site for another week or 
so to implement a "paid today counter"
I understand your feelings. The last update did say they were being restricted in 
their ablility to get funds out of exchanges and were asked for KYC, ( which 
should remedy the situation). They also clearly said this was affecting their 
ability to pay on time. But not completely stop payments. So, that's the 
situation. Perhaps a "payments made today" counter is silly. But people here 
are so eager to know if "anyone was paid today" I thought it might help. 
Otherwise, CS will simply have to provide the KYC, get restictions removed and 
catch up payments. Another update is due Monday, so let's wait and see.

[8#10#34 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Tom
> 
Sent, as in past tense. I was talking about myself
People are too busy talking about redheads to see the important stuff

[8#11#42 PM]
Tom
:

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
People are too busy talking about redheads to see the important stuff
Dude I was about to say the same. All that nonsense about cats, dead rabbits 
and cat memes just clogs everything up in here for important stuff

[8#12#20 PM]
Kouper
:
The important stuff is in the updates on the site.

[8#12#37 PM]
LdQ
:



> 
Tom
> 
Dude I was about to say the same. All that nonsense about cats, dead rabbits 
and cat memes just clogs everything up in here for
No Kitting.

[8#12#49 PM]
Tom
:
Sure, if u are satisfied with half and vague info, fine. Most people are not

edited 

> 
Kouper
> 
The important stuff is in the updates on the site.
And Im pretty sure if things were so clear, we wouldnt get multiple people that 
have actually read updates/listened to podcast, come up with the same 
questions to be clarified

[8#16#08 PM]
Mateo
:

> 
ShirleyAnnTX
> 
The April podcast mentions no favorites for certain clients or those who may 
have been in longer or shorter times. Must admit I
I concur we that have been in almost a Year should be priority

edited 
[8#16#40 PM]
Tom
:
Given the number of requests for clarification vs the amount of people that are 
completely content with the update, I'd say not

[8#18#45 PM]
LdQ
:



> 
Tom
> 
Given the number of requests for clarification vs the amount of people that are 
completely content with the update, I'd say not
I don't see it that way, I see 320 members and only a couple dozen constantly 
reasking the same questions, but it's not worth arguing about.

[8#18#58 PM]
Kouper
:
At one time we had an update only channel, people still came to this one with 
the same questions.

[8#18#59 PM]
Tom
:

> 
LdQ
> 
I don't see it that way, I see 320 members and only a couple dozen constantly 
reasking the same questions, but it's not worth ar
I agree, its not,

[8#22#58 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
The update clearly gave a reason for payment slowness - exchange limits on 
CS, presumably remedied once KYC is given. They are working on solving that. 
Payments are being made but not "on time".   I dont know how much more 
clearly it could have been stated.

[8#23#06 PM]
Kouper
:
So what question do you have that isnt searchable and easnt answered by any 
of the updates?

[8#28#08 PM]
Robert



:
Itʼs obvious what the question is: “when do I get paid.” Try relaxing and enjoying 
the fact that BTC is coming up on $5700.

[8#41#24 PM]
Jesse S.
:
So is the btc that we send in to CS still being used to buy and sell after a plan 
ends?

Curious to know if the BTC that we invest is continuously being used as we wait 
for payouts, or if it is sitting in a wallet untouched.

[8#48#14 PM]
TXpaid
:
im down with fixing things.

[8#49#46 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Fixing things is good and worth the wait

[8#50#01 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
Turn the chat off so it doesn't bother the work you guys are doing.

[8#51#13 PM]
Mateo
:
CS we are VERY grateful excited to get the coin confirmed in our wallets of 
course I'm sure u know humans Get emotional ESPECIALLY when it comes to 
dealing with their Money!! Thank you

Do we have to do taxes ONLY because of being in the USA?

[8#54#03 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:



Who are these people????!?

Phuck man. Why they ruining a good thing.

[8#54#20 PM]
Joel Atherton
:

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
Who are these people????!? Phuck man. Why they ruining a good thing.
I know right!

[8#56#17 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Brett M
You're not demanding? Really?

[8#56#20 PM]
apdxminter
:
well who has been paid in the 24 hours? anyone?

[8#58#05 PM]
Jarred Smith
:
For the record - I'm in full support to keep things running as currently 
operating. I am not a fan of trying to push someone into a corner, especially 
when the corner pusher has no idea as to what all is being done in their favor 
and the extensive work being done. There is a lot about this pioneering that 
most of us don't fully understand. This particular game requires trust and faith. 
IMO. And Patience. This is coming from someone who has a plan due, others 
coming due within 10 days. Ignorant demand vailed as questions seems a bit, 
well, ignorant. Just my two thoughts (about all I have lol)

[9#00#34 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Dilly Dilly !! Chillax everyone listen to the podcast and give CS a week or two 



before going ape 

🦍

 :hankey:

[9#00#44 PM]
John Good
:
I know youʼre doing everything in your power to succeed- thank you for 
persevering...

[9#01#25 PM]
Red
:
Iʼll send whatever is needed to comply! My family is thankful you havenʼt shut it 
down and praying you donʼt! Thanks for sticking through it and continuing to do 
the work!!!

[9#01#25 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Thank you. People just need to give it time.

[9#01#33 PM]
Jarred Smith
:
And everyone conveniently forgets to acknowledge the work you guys put in 
once a payout is received. From my point of view, it is wild the amount of work 
and BS you guys do and deal with when you don't have to. Seems like this 
"machine" would work at a smaller level just fine without all of us. Thus, I hope 
to always have appreciated access.

[9#02#02 PM]
apdxminter
:
really only 19 accounts - it is going to take forever to get the rest of us paid at 
that rate.  That is less that one payment per hour

[9#03#54 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
Wow! Now that's perspective!



[9#04#15 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
wow... 21M plus if you fiat convert. nice!

[9#04#44 PM]
apdxminter
:
so it appears the queue is account specific not random based on who is next in 
the queue

[9#05#29 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
I have a different investment in fiat that is being sent via wire transfer, it was 
sent about 6 weeks ago. I still don't have it, that's after 6 months of them 
getting it ready to send to me!

[9#05#55 PM]
Jane
:

> 
P
> 
The newletter? It really didn't really answer that at all. Just said we were behind 
and hopfully getting caught up in the next f
.
L

[9#06#21 PM]
Nick Nix
:
And coin is only going up so longer the wait the more itʼs still worth crazy how 
that works

[9#06#51 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
And I just sit and wait, I'll be happy whenever I get it. :grin:



[9#07#33 PM]
apdxminter
:
whats the note from the lawyer - " we need to submit a W-9 before we get 
paid"?  Where do I submit the W-(

w-9

[9#08#26 PM]
rain_coin
:
Thank you CS for the further updates on the situation. I am satisfied with the 
answers and grateful for all of your efforts. 

I don't think individuals that posed questions are necessarily demanding 
anything. Most often just confused with the given updates. 

I for one suffers concussions so information can be fragmented. Thank you 
members for helping to answer as well. 

I never asked about being paid, but rather the challenges that CS faces. 

All in good will, thx CS

[9#41#15 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
Thank you Techman.

[9#41#54 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Thank U , Techman, CS and assoc.

[9#43#36 PM]
Marty Moose
:
Cheers mate. We appreciate your big heart. 

And I hope youʼre right about that 75,000+



[9#43#39 PM]
Kouper
:
If itll speed me up, happy to do a w9.

As it is, resyncing my brd again. Haha.

[9#44#21 PM]
Will Bradley
:
Thanks CS for all ya do and being transparent. You guys & gals rock!

[9#44#45 PM]
Tom
:
Not sure if I missed it, but is this W9 now a requirement or still just a suggestion 
by lawyers to CS, but not necessary?

[9#45#14 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Man, I REALLY APPRECIATE YOUR UPDATES AND CS HARD WORK! SCREW 
whoever thinks otherwise! Keep doing your thing CS! The majority of us are 
behind you!!! :low_brightness::low_brightness::low_brightness::100::100::100:

[9#45#41 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
Downloading DoWallet right now!

[9#49#09 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
I downloaded DoWallet last week, it's awesome :+1:

[9#49#43 PM]
apdxminter
:



GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout

THANLS CS!

THANKS CS!

[9#50#02 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Congratulations

[9#50#07 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Does your BTC from CS show up in it :flushed:... too early for bad 
jokes :joy::joy:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Nice one dude. Itll all come good.... I have faith

[9#50#49 PM]
Jason D.
:
Would Dowallet compare to exodus in anyway? I have used exodus and really 
liked it. How does it compare?

[9#52#04 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:

> 
Jason D.
> 



Would Dowallet compare to exodus in anyway? I have used exodus and really 
liked it. How does it compare?
I think both are awesome. I'm using both

[9#52#55 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Anyone used coinomi? Or do I delete and just go with dowallet

[9#54#27 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Ibukun Ifetayo
> 
I think both are awesome. I'm using both
Thank you

[9#54#36 PM]
Tom
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Joke or 4real?

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Anyone used coinomi? Or do I delete and just go with dowallet
I do coinomi for my mobile wallet. No probs

But once ledger x ships imma switch over to that for most of coins

[9#56#59 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Cheers Tom, I'm actually wait for my ledger also but they had some issues so 



now I'm getting two :+1:

[9#57#33 PM]
TXpaid
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
congrats!

[9#58#07 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
:+1:

edited 
[9#58#24 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Cheers Tom, I'm actually wait for my ledger also but they had some issues so 
now I'm getting two :+1:
Nice xD mine was supposed to ship April, but I guess delays are the hot topic of 
2019 :joy::joy:

[9#58#39 PM]
RFdevil
:
Hopefully I'll be right behind you :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[9#59#11 PM]
Tom



:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Weren't u the one who asked about then w9 just a couple hours ago lol^??

[10#00#06 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Tom
> 
Nice xD mine was supposed to ship April, but I guess delays are the hot topic of 
2019 :joy::joy:
Lol hopefully not much longer to wait now

[10#00#09 PM]
apdxminter
:

> 
Tom
> 
Joke or 4real?
TOM - it is for real - just checked my wallet

still waiting on the YOP payout

[10#00#59 PM]
Mateo
:
WOOOO 

🥂

:beers::fire::chart_with_upwards_trend:

[10#01#50 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Tom



> 
Weren't u the one who asked about then w9 just a couple hours ago lol^??
Maybe we should all ask for w9s :speak_no_evil:

[10#02#02 PM]
Johnson
:
Does this mean no one gets a payment till we submit a W-9?

[10#02#44 PM]
TXpaid
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Does this mean no one gets a payment till we submit a W-9?
no man dont assume

[10#02#59 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Outstanding! I remember that feeling quite well! Got my P1 in March! Pumped 
for my Rollover here soon too! This is exciting! Congrats! And for the rest of 
you, RELAX, itʼs coming! :100::100::100:

[10#06#47 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Does this mean no one gets a payment till we submit a W-9?
Haha hence my question, the payout time was just so coincidental after his 
question lol



> 
apdxminter
> 
TOM - it is for real - just checked my wallet
Ok thx mate

[10#09#51 PM]
Jane
:
very good news..about P1 payment!

[10#10#18 PM]
Niranjan
:
Great News!!!

[10#14#30 PM]
Jerry
:
Wow!!
19 accounts paid 3900 Coin today .. That's the kind of updates I like to hear:)

[10#15#44 PM]
BDB
:
How does DoWallet compare to Blockchain?

[10#16#24 PM]
Asa
:
How about making the next 320 payments to the 320 members in this chat? 
That would definitely calm the masses by the many “I got paid” post we would 
see all day every day. When payouts were happening many members posted 
while spreading much much needed positive energy. Just an idea :bulb:

edited 
Iʼm totally aware of the randomized payout system but i also know it can easily 
be changed.

[10#18#44 PM]



walkerworthless
:
I wish it was as simple as refreshing or updating my wallet and being surprised 
by a payment. My phone always ruins the surprises by immediately notifying me 
when I get paid

> 
BDB
> 
How does DoWallet compare to Blockchain?
I would like to know as well

[10#20#04 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:

> 
Asa
> 
How about making the next 320 payments to the 320 members in this chat? 
That would definitely calm the masses by the many “I got
Are you an admin?

[10#22#52 PM]
Joel Atherton
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Good news! Congrats!

[10#23#21 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Asa
> 
How about making the next 320 payments to the 320 members in this chat? 
That would definitely calm the masses by the many “I got



Pointless comment after we just went over exactly that it is randomized and 
stays randomized 

🤦

[10#23#54 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:

> 
Asa
> 
How about making the next 320 payments to the 320 members in this chat? 
That would definitely calm the masses by the many “I got

-

[10#26#44 PM]
Asa
:

> 
Tom
> 
Pointless comment after we just went over exactly that it is randomized and 
stays randomized 

🤦

I understand you only know what youʼve been told.

[10#31#01 PM]
Micah Theard
:

> 
Joel Atherton
> 
I have a different investment in fiat that is being sent via wire transfer, it was 
sent about 6 weeks ago. I still don't have it
Check is in the mail :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[10#35#08 PM]
Asa
:

> 
TeamRamRod6010



> 

-

I understand you only know what youʼve been told.

[10#36#16 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
TOM - it is for real - just checked my wallet
:+1:

🏻

[10#39#21 PM]
Asa
:
Lol really ok.

[10#41#14 PM]
Tom
:
:nail_care::nail_care::nail_care:

[10#41#29 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Random is more fun !!! Unless we are talking girlfriends then not so fun

edited 
[10#46#55 PM]
MR BTC
:
Your welcome techman.     Lol

[10#48#48 PM]
Jason D.
:
I just notice we cannot use SegWit address but have to use a legacy address.



[10#48#51 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:

> 
Asa
> 
Lol really ok.
Are you seriously that arrogant and selfish? What makes you think first that 
your smarter then the admins that are allowing you to be part of this and 
second that you are better then anyone else invest here?

[10#52#52 PM]
Diversehh
:
Is Dowallet cheaper in fees??? That's part of what I am looking at....and yay on 
your P1 !!!!

[10#57#30 PM]
Tom
:
I see a timeout coming..

edited 
[10#59#07 PM]
Asa
:

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Are you seriously that arrogant and selfish? What makes you think first that 
your smarter then the admins that are allowing you
It has nothing to do with the 3  traits you spoke of. Itʼs about showing members 
that payouts happen. Name calling shouldʼve been fixed at home by age 4.

[11#00#56 PM]
Adam Scholl
:
@CS_Mgr @Bri_CS_Support can you please add my CS sponsor @joelasorsa to 
this thread?

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40CS_Mgr
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Bri_CS_Support
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40joelasorsa


[11#03#53 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
I think it would be very wise policy that CS excercise their right to place all who 
are displeased into a refund queue, remove them from this chat and ease the 
burden of dealing with the dissatisfied minority. This is not meant to be mean 
spirited, but to deliver satisfaction all around and allow CS to focus on solving 
the day to day issues on the outside. With that, I am going to say good 
afternoon and hope you all are well.

--- 
Friday, May 3, 2019

 ---

[12#38#50 AM]
Jesse S.
:
Do wallet is awesome.

Spent the last 20 minutes setting it up and playing on it

[12#41#36 AM]
Karen
:
Well said Ostia

[12#52#29 AM]
Margaret Walker
:
Emailed the CS tax person 2 days ago .. havenʼt received any response ... is 
there a usual timeframe for questions ?

> 
Joel Atherton
> 
And I just sit and wait, I'll be happy whenever I get it. :grin:
I think there are some people who have never seen a payout .. so I think itʼs 
reasonable for some folks to have doubts and concerns .

Both my weekly and rollover are up this week ! Excited to see something 
happen! Been waiting on my daily plans for 2 months .. glad they will be 
weeklies ... and excited to get that payout here soon



[1#00#35 AM]
Ace Nilson
:
Thank you for your continued efforts... been in this since May of 2018 and have 
received multiple payments (not exactly on time but received eventually). Iʼve 
had the opportunity to meet you in person and can attest that you are very 
generous with your time and this opportunity you have shared with so many.  It 
is life changing for many.  
Focus on the future success of CS and know that the majority are in this for the 
long term investment opportunity and support you and your team.
Weed out the few complainers (refund and closed acct) and move on... 
especially anyone who has violated terms and conditions of being a CS 
member.  
My plans mature tomorrow.  Iʼll make sure my wallet address is up to date and 
check back in a few days.  Iʼll be reinvesting 99% to continue growing my egg.  :
+1:

🏼

[5#28#08 PM]
Tom
:
:rainbow:

[5#28#51 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
Good morning guys

[5#29#04 PM]
Lolly
:
Good morning!

[5#29#45 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Good morning beautiful family and our ever active admins.

[5#30#34 PM]
Mateo



:

[5#31#01 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Good morning crypto fam!! ITʼS A GOOD DAY TO BE ALIVE!!!

[5#31#51 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Any following up with Bitcoin price today?? So awesome :+1:. Seems we would 
be seeing 6k by this weekend

edited 
[5#37#27 PM]
MR BTC
:
Question why would you name a plan Endgame?

[5#37#37 PM]
Mateo
:
CS please add @BitcoinBruno

:heart:

🤘 🥂

[5#39#54 PM]
MR BTC
:
Anybody wake up to BTC in their wallet this morning?

[5#40#19 PM]
George Wiley
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Question why would you name a plan Endgame?
That was the name of the Avengers movie that released this past week

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40BitcoinBruno


[5#40#33 PM]
MR BTC
:
Oh OK I just hope it wasnʼt a prophecy

[5#40#38 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
MR BTC
I didn't understand either until I saw a trailer for the new Avengers movie

edited 
[5#40#48 PM]
MR BTC
:
Lmao

In reality I thought it was a Game of Thrones thing. LOL

Another show I havenʼt watched

[5#42#53 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
MR BTC quote. Sometimes the bet that we can do is to start over. Whatever it 
takes.

Is better, not the bet.

[5#43#47 PM]
Nick Nix
:
I woke up to the BTC in my wallet up 6% woo hoo hope itʼs a Bull Run :runner:♀!

[5#43#48 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Whoops the best we can do



[5#45#36 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
I woke up to the BTC in my wallet up 6% woo hoo hope itʼs a Bull Run :runner:♀!
I did too but is it new fresh coin from CS.  LOL

[5#46#48 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
MR BTC, good for you! Thanks for sharing

[5#53#20 PM]
RFdevil
:
So Mr BTC, you got paid this morning? Was it from p1?

[6#04#21 PM]
Tom
:
:+1:

[6#04#50 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
And we appreciate you! Do your thing! :100:

HARD work! :muscle:

🏽

[6#05#30 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:+1::+1:

edited 
[6#06#08 PM]
MR BTC
:



CS. Make lots of btc with all the activity on BTC today...

[6#06#32 PM]
Will Holman
:
Today is scheduled to be my payday. And I am aware that it is only an estimated 
date, but it feels good to know my name is being thrown into the hat. Keeping 
the faith. Thanks for this opportunity CS.

[6#06#50 PM]
Squishy
:
Hells yeah!. Oh and relax RFdevil.....

[6#07#12 PM]
Red
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
Good morning crypto fam!! ITʼS A GOOD DAY TO BE ALIVE!!!
I tell my son everyday (heʼs 7) that any day above ground is a good day lol!

[6#07#17 PM]
MR BTC
:
Be prepared for a delay Will. Iʼm still waiting patiently on a payment from the 
25th

[6#07#27 PM]
RFdevil
:
Just asking for what changes this work will entail

geez

I forgot, not allowed to ask questions here

[6#08#21 PM]



Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Red
> 
I tell my son everyday (heʼs 7) that any day above ground is a good day lol!
:100#TRUTH!

[6#09#45 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Nice. Moving forward

[6#09#47 PM]
RFdevil
:
Not sure what to make of that. . .

[6#10#08 PM]
Will Holman
:
Mr BTC I am prepared for a delay, and Iʼm alright with that. It is just nice to 
know I am one step closer. I remember when dailies paid out like clockwork. I 
have faith that in the future we may get back to that.

[6#10#10 PM]
Squishy
:
OH MY!!!!!!!!!

[6#10#23 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
:heart_eyes::heart_eyes::heart_eyes:

[6#10#28 PM]
MR BTC
:



> 
Will Holman
> 
Mr BTC I am prepared for a delay, and Iʼm alright with that. It is just nice to 
know I am one step closer. I remember when daili
Good I concur

Just trying to manage my own expectations

Ty

[6#11#33 PM]
Squishy
:
I loved dailys

[6#11#35 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:heart::+1::+1::yum::yum:

[6#12#13 PM]
MR BTC
:
Lol

Nice

[6#13#06 PM]
Aanu Adeyemi
:
Agreed 100%

[6#13#39 PM]
Diversehh
:
I loved dailies as well

[6#14#33 PM]
RFdevil



:
Bitcoin market cap is $100 Billion dollars in USD. It would take an insanely large 
amount of leverage to move it that much in such a short amount of time

[6#14#35 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
Dailies look good IF only it wouldnt be too complex for the admin to handle.

[6#14#38 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
The keyboard is mightier than the wand! 

⌨

>

1

[6#14#47 PM]
RFdevil
:
Not to mention effect positively all the other alts in the same timreframe

[6#15#11 PM]
Squishy
:
Today is the 10th business day since one of my plans finished. I have been 
praying to the crypto gods and the wizard for good luck and fortune for today!

[6#15#11 PM]
Colin Mac
:
What... taking screenshots

:joy::kissing_heart:

[6#15#54 PM]
RFdevil
:
I know there's some leverage through CS, but to take credit for that seems a bit 
much. Riding the wave and making money is another matter

[6#16#12 PM]



Squishy
:
:pray:

[6#18#03 PM]
Mateo
:
Boom TechMan

[6#19#09 PM]
Squishy
:
CS could you please add @Steveyea757

[6#19#32 PM]
Brandon
:
Iʼm back in! Thank you :pray:

[6#20#19 PM]
Squishy
:
Thank you so much

[6#20#20 PM]
Tom
:
Nice work

[6#20#30 PM]
RFdevil
:
Are you saying that's how much CS has?

[6#20#47 PM]
Tom
:

> 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Steveyea757


RFdevil
> 
Are you saying that's how much CS has?
Cs has more than that

[6#21#34 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Tom
> 
Cs has more than that
How do you know? Have they said or are you inferring?

[6#22#04 PM]
Tom
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
How do you know? Have they said or are you inferring?
A little birdy told me a while ago

Also keeping mind CS wouldnt trade with 100% of its coins

[6#23#00 PM]
RFdevil
:
So CS hasn't said that?

[6#23#08 PM]
Bob T
:
That was when I was going back and forth with you but people think Iʼm a plant 
and may not read our banter.

[6#23#08 PM]
RFdevil
:



Is what I'm reading . . .

[6#23#43 PM]
Bob T
:
3000 gain in usd

[6#23#47 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Boom :microphone: drop lol

[6#23#52 PM]
Bob T
:
Do I win the prize?

[6#23#53 PM]
RFdevil
:
It's been going up and down?

Like it has for years?

Used to be like 8x what it is today

[6#24#29 PM]
Tom
:
3k up to 6k isnthe bigger pic hes talking about

[6#25#29 PM]
HC
:
Would that whale be able to swim in a DEX? Just curious...

[6#25#50 PM]
Bob T
:



> 
Tom
> 
3k up to 6k isnthe bigger pic hes talking about
Agree itʼs the movement of coins in and through the market. Itʼs the play 
against all the people that short the market that CS is fighting against making 
want to be whales look like idiots.

[6#26#05 PM]
RFdevil
:
@techman2020 been in crypto along time as well as other investments

[6#26#46 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
:+1::+1::+1:

[6#28#02 PM]
TXpaid
:
I belive it was stated that CS is still functioning but not at the pace one would 
like.

[6#28#10 PM]
HC
:
Meant a decentralized exchange. Sorry...

[6#28#58 PM]
Tradin1
:
I appreciate that CS still communicates with us.

They do not have to waste their time talking to us here. Complaining every 
single day is obviously not going to speed things up.

[6#30#23 PM]
EJ Swanson

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


:
Cs appreciate you guys praying,waiting, and talking to the person who referred 
me who is much more knowledgeable so I donʼt have to ask dumb questions 
here just want to say thanks

[6#30#55 PM]
Tradin1
:
Even if this was a scam, WHICH I DO NOT BELIEVE IT IS, everyoneʼs constant 
complaining will eventually force them to shut this chat and all communications 
off.

[6#31#41 PM]
TXpaid
:
he dead

lol gotcha

[6#32#39 PM]
Tradin1
:
Nobody forced anyone to INVEST. You made your own decisions. There are 
ZERO guarantees when investing.

[6#33#13 PM]
Red
:
:point_up:

🏼

:point_up:

🏼

:point_up:

🏼

 CS has always said if you donʼt like it 
here or tired of waiting hit the refund button

[6#34#15 PM]
Tradin1
:
STOP ASKING THE SAME QUESTION OVER AND OVER expecting a different or 
more detailed answer. I for one do not want to be left in the dark because of 
this.

[6#34#31 PM]
Roger Hughes



:
Instead of us having to cash out. Then reinvest,  give us the ability to spreed 
our coins around into different plans. Maybe I only want to cash out one coin. 
Put the rest into different plans. Just a thought.

[6#34#57 PM]
Strolg
:
Many are unfamiliar with the phrase, origin, and meaning of: "You should not 
look a gift horse in the mouth." Time to get a grip.

[6#36#41 PM]
walkerworthless
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Instead of us having to cash out. Then reinvest, give us the ability to spreed our 
coins around into different plans. Maybe I o
This is where I am at as well. I only want to pull out a few to ease living costs 
and do my own trading on exchanges. The rest I want to keep in

[6#37#04 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Instead of us having to cash out. Then reinvest, give us the ability to spreed our 
coins around into different plans. Maybe I o
Sounds like you havent read/listened to the updates. Thats planned already.

[6#37#45 PM]
Tradin1
:
I support techman. I am not a plant. I am just as frustrated as everyone else. My 
people wear me out all day and night too. Complaining fixes nothing and only 
adds to the stress. Be happy the executive team is directly accessible in any 
capacity.

edited 



I still have not got my P1 and have multiple dailies I am waiting on. So I mean it 
when I say Iʼm frustrated.

Please stop complaining!!!

rant off. 

🥰

[6#42#04 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Instead of us having to cash out. Then reinvest, give us the ability to spreed our 
coins around into different plans. Maybe I o
Here here, good option for people if it's a possible solution. Part of the problem 
for some is feeling that they are kissing out on new plans

[6#43#29 PM]
Tradin1
:
CS please be patient with the few so the many do not suffer. 

🤪

[6#46#31 PM]
Christina
:
New to the chat - hello all.

[6#47#16 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Positive reinforcement. The key to success. Moving forward.

[6#48#10 PM]
Blade Runner
:
Promise it's the last time? 

🤣

[6#50#51 PM]



Bob T
:

> 
Christina
> 
New to the chat - hello all.
Hi

[6#51#14 PM]
Pmoney3
:
Do we have a time frame when the rollover button will be back on the site?

[6#51#23 PM]
Christina
:

> 
Bob T
> 
Hi
Hey. Nice profile pic Bob :)

[6#51#47 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Pmoney3
> 
Do we have a time frame when the rollover button will be back on the site?
Eventually!

[6#51#57 PM]
Red
:

> 
Pmoney3
> 
Do we have a time frame when the rollover button will be back on the site?



Podcast said soon

[6#52#49 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
Christina
> 
Hey. Nice profile pic Bob :)
Thanks I put my name back on as it used to be HE>I but some people didnʼt 
know who I was when I changed it to that so I figured Iʼd change it back to my 
name again.

> 
Pmoney3
> 
Do we have a time frame when the rollover button will be back on the site?
By end of weekend or early next week

[6#53#54 PM]
Pmoney3
:

> 
Bob T
> 
By end of weekend or early next week
Thank you!

[6#54#22 PM]
Will Holman
:
Oh I know Alan. I know there are a lot of people that have been waiting longer 
and have more invested than I do.

[6#54#47 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
I came here to see what crazy WISH items people found per suggestion of chat 
closing last night. Bummer ....



[6#56#57 PM]
Blade Runner
:
Sun, You had 3 of the longest, most self-righteous rants just the other day 
when we were put in timeout.  Anyone can go back and see them from 3 days 
ago...

[6#57#13 PM]
Christina
:

> 
Bob T
> 
Thanks I put my name back on as it used to be HE>I but some people didnʼt 
know who I was when I changed it to that so I figured
:+1:

🏽

:relaxed: transitory place, chat...

[6#57#34 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Riley Schuit
> 
I came here to see what crazy WISH items people found per suggestion of chat 
closing last night. Bummer ....
A bathing suit that is only for the twig and berries.... some anime cosplay stuff. 
And a seord with a bb gun built into it

[6#57#36 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Blade Runner
> 
Sun, You had 3 of the longest, most self-righteous rants just the other day 
when we were put in timeout. Anyone can go back and
:joy:



[6#58#57 PM]
Riley Schuit
:

> 
Kouper
> 
A bathing suit that is only for the twig and berries.... some anime cosplay stuff. 
And a seord with a bb gun built into it
:ok_hand:NICE

[6#59#12 PM]
TXpaid
:
Huh? Lol

edited 
[7#00#09 PM]
Blade Runner
:
Lol...I'm obsessed.  That's why you decided to reach out TO ME in a personal 
rant...then disconnected.

[7#01#30 PM]
Akintoba Akindoyin
:
18+

[7#10#42 PM]
Jodi & Derek B
:

> 
Bob T
> 
That was when I was going back and forth with you but people think Iʼm a plant 
and may not read our banter.
Bobs not A plant:seedling:.... he's homosapien:joy::joy:.

[7#12#41 PM]
Bob T



:

> 
Jodi & Derek B
> 
Bobs not A plant:seedling:.... he's homosapien:joy::joy:.
Awesome thanks for that

[7#12#49 PM]
Mateo
:
Lol Humanssss

--- 
Saturday, May 4, 2019

 ---

[12#08#30 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
Welcome back

[12#13#25 AM]
Suren Baregamian
:
When you gonna have rollover on all plans

[12#15#28 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Good evening all!

[12#24#59 AM]
MR BTC
:
Hi

[12#25#50 AM]
Dr Nat
:



Hi

edited 
[12#27#10 AM]
Tom
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
When you gonna have rollover on all plans
Whenever it's ready lol. I doubt that asking about it will in any way make it be 
implemented faster :sparkles: :grin:

[12#28#20 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Itʼs been soooo long :pray:

🏽

edited 
[12#34#31 AM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Tom
> 
Whenever it's ready lol. I doubt that asking about it will in any way make it be 
implemented faster :sparkles: :grin:
:+1:

[12#34#34 AM]
BitcoinBarta
:
Today is about to be a great day.

edited 
[12#35#46 AM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 



Today is about to be a great day.
I appreciate your enthusiasm, letʼs all hope it is infectious.
:grin:

[12#40#07 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
I kid I kid :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[12#41#15 AM]
Mateo
:
Wait wait so should I not have put my email in there lmao!?

[12#58#30 AM]
walkerworthless
:
Is it really gonna be satoshi though

[1#05#31 AM]
MR BTC
:
:+1:

🏻

[1#14#11 AM]
Jason Thorset5
:
So No rollover button today?

[1#19#15 AM]
Mateo
:
Admins shall BTC payments continue 24 7 or do they stop after business days 
aka no weekends thank you:)

Wow good for you, you can use meme generator HA

--- 
Monday, May 6, 2019

 ---



[1#43#06 PM]
Garrett Noble
:
Good morning CS! Excited for a new week!

[1#51#16 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
Today is a good day.

[1#51#56 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Good morning CS family

[1#52#38 PM]
Ray Stender
:
Everyday is a good day if we get to open our:eyes: 

Good morning everyone:raised_hands:

🏽

 

Happy Monday!!:sunglasses: Letʼs Rock this!!

[1#54#47 PM]
Gary Lyman
:
Good morning everyone and happy Monday. I just finished doing my 1 hour 
bootcamp fitness class. It's going to be a beautiful day here in Upstate New 
York. It's  going to be close to 70° today!

[1#55#08 PM]
Marty Moose
:
Feeling the love this morning. Positive vibes :heart:

[2#02#50 PM]
Jennifer Humes



:
Good morning all, I very rarely post on this feed,but keep tabs on it for updates 
from Admin.

This morning I find the pinned post unsettling.
It sounds like there is another feed that is nothing more than a gossip/rumor 
mill.  No thank you, I will get my updates and information from Admin.

[2#03#39 PM]
MR BTC
:
Ditto^^

[2#13#55 PM]
Kouper
:
Yay. Early feed.

[2#14#10 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:

> 
Gary Lyman
> 
Good morning everyone and happy Monday. I just finished doing my 1 hour 
bootcamp fitness class. It's going to be a beautiful day
Where in upstate NY Gary?  I'm in Rochester...

[2#23#25 PM]
CoinHippy
:
i feel like this is going to be pay week!!!

[2#31#17 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Jennifer Humes
> 



Good morning all, I very rarely post on this feed,but keep tabs on it for updates 
from Admin. This morning I find the pinned po
:100:

[2#47#54 PM]
Reid Francom
:
What is the current update from admin?  Any updates? How many folks are will 
receive there coins today?  Sorry to cut to the chase!

[2#48#57 PM]
P
:

> 
Reid Francom
> 
What is the current update from admin? Any updates? How many folks are will 
receive there coins today? Sorry to cut to the cha
They don't start working the forms til 9am pst usually. So you have a couple 
hours to waits

Forum*

[2#54#06 PM]
Gary Lyman
:

> 
C.B. Schottland
> 
Where in upstate NY Gary? I'm in Rochester...
Hey CB I live here near Canandaigua in a small town called Clifton Springs 
about 30 miles Southeast of Rochester

[2#56#42 PM]
Lolly
:
Woohoo! Good morning :smiley:  :sunny:

[2#57#36 PM]



Tradin1
:
Morning!

[2#59#58 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:

> 
Gary Lyman
> 
Hey CB I live here near Canandaigua in a small town called Clifton Springs 
about 30 miles Southeast of Rochester
I know it well.  I am in Victor, NY.

[3#02#58 PM]
Marty Moose
:
https://www.ccn.com/breaking-7-trillion-asset-giant-fidelity-to-launch-crypto-
trading-within-weeks

[3#03#16 PM]
Anthony
:
Shout out from Vegas !  GM everybody.  Noticing a lot more crypto ATMs lately 
in the convenience market/ gas stations.  Used them before over a year ago just 
to say I did it but there was an 8% fee which was crazy.

[3#05#17 PM]
Lolly
:

> 
Anthony
> 
Shout out from Vegas ! GM everybody. Noticing a lot more crypto ATMs lately in 
the convenience market/ gas stations. Used the
The nearest crypto atm to me that i know of is a 6hr drive.:joy::joy::joy: i think 
you are being generous at 8%, i thought most of them were 10-12%

🤔

[3#09#43 PM]

https://www.ccn.com/breaking-7-trillion-asset-giant-fidelity-to-launch-crypto-trading-within-weeks
https://www.ccn.com/breaking-7-trillion-asset-giant-fidelity-to-launch-crypto-trading-within-weeks


Josh
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
https://www.ccn.com/breaking-7-trillion-asset-giant-fidelity-to-launch-crypto-
trading-within-weeks
Interesting. Targeting a select few institutional investors. Those types donʼt buy 
small. Could get fun shortly

[3#18#07 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Jennifer Humes
> 
Good morning all, I very rarely post on this feed,but keep tabs on it for updates 
from Admin. This morning I find the pinned po
Feel the same way. We need positive feedback not negative

[3#19#09 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
Josh
> 
Interesting. Targeting a select few institutional investors. Those types donʼt buy 
small. Could get fun shortly
Yes, Wall Street has not joined the crypto world because it didnʼt have a way to 
generate fees from it. While they publicly bash crypto, they have quietly been 
building the infrastructure to offer trading platforms and other products so that 
they can generate fees. 

Goldman Sachs bought Poloniex. 

Fidelity will have a trading and custody platform. 

The owner of the NYSE is working on a crypto futures platform Bakkt. 

It is rare that us little guys are able to get in before Wall St. but this is our once 
in a lifetime opportunity :)



[3#19#42 PM]
A Rogers
:
Admin please Add Mark@mbpeac

[3#22#13 PM]
Red
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
Yes, Wall Street has not joined the crypto world because it didnʼt have a way to 
generate fees from it. While they publicly bash
Nice!!! Yes so thankful for this opportunity for this “small investor”. Canʼt wait 
to be up there with the big wigs.

[3#27#35 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Good morning from North Texas. It's going to be a great day!

[3#28#29 PM]
Red
:
Thereʼs my TX buddy :wink:

[3#29#31 PM]
Lolly
:

> 
ShirleyAnnTX
> 
Good morning from North Texas. It's going to be a great day!
Iʼll be visiting your neck of the woods this weekend for a race.:heart_eyes: keep 
that weather nice for me.:stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes:

[3#31#52 PM]



BitcoinBarta
:
North Texas here too. Beautiful weather in the Dallas area.

[3#38#28 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Lisa. Headed to Alliance area. Don't miss Buc-ee's for barbeque beef 
sandwiches 

🤗

Good morning BitcoinBarta.
DFW areaa well represented this morning

Good morning Red!

[3#43#19 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Forget Texas and good mornings. It's all about good afternoons from 
Belfast :grin:. Is this the week.....

[3#44#11 PM]
Steve
:
Agreed. Dallas tx is pretty nice this morning

[3#48#49 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Anyone else notice the number of weekly plans on the site is considerably 
lower?

[3#49#56 PM]
Kouper
:
Payouts are happening, lady luck is just not with us  haha

[3#51#46 PM]
Jo Bell
:



Hey Texas CS Investors!!! I'm just outside of Austin, building a nonprofit Retreat 
Center... Can't wait to subsidize people who need to visit us but can't afford 
to... With my exciting BTC investments! Love all the love and appreciation being 
posted this morning-we are indeed alllll blessed to be here! 
ThankYouThankYouThankYou CS!!

[3#51#57 PM]
Kouper
:
Althougg thatd mean 2/3 of us either got paid and didnt say anything or are p1/
rollover only.

[3#52#01 PM]
Red
:
Lots of TX people in here! Love it! Iʼm in the Grand Prairie area!!!

@rileyschuit I noticed that also as well as member count is lower also!!!

[3#52#55 PM]
Anthony
:

> 
Jo Bell
> 
Hey Texas CS Investors!!! I'm just outside of Austin, building a nonprofit Retreat 
Center... Can't wait to subsidize people who
:+1::+1::+1:

[3#53#46 PM]
Steve
:

5

Darn that was close. Bit not the same flag

[3#58#21 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40rileyschuit


> 
Colin Mac
> 
Forget Texas and good mornings. It's all about good afternoons from 
Belfast :grin:. Is this the week.....
Never been but my wife is in love with Ireland. Hope your day has been great

[4#03#19 PM]
Riley Schuit
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Althougg thatd mean 2/3 of us either got paid and didnt say anything or are p1/
rollover only.
I will say somthing when I do, to help others calm the F down

[4#05#02 PM]
Steve
:
I would speak up too.

[4#05#11 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Riley Schuit
> 
I will say somthing when I do, to help others calm the F down
I will as well, but instead of being helpful itll have more of a neener neener tone 
to it.

[4#07#51 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

🤣

[4#07#53 PM]
Colin Mac



:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
Never been but my wife is in love with Ireland. Hope your day has been great
It's been a rough day... aches everywhere after Belfast marathon yesterdsy

[4#09#22 PM]
Riley Schuit
:

> 
Kouper
> 
I will as well, but instead of being helpful itll have more of a neener neener tone 
to it.
haha, yes, nice

edited 
I am definately doing a endgame match

[4#16#41 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Good morning from sunny Utah.

[4#18#05 PM]
Anthony
:

> 
Kouper
> 
I will as well, but instead of being helpful itll have more of a neener neener tone 
to it.
Lmao.  I will too. Rolling back in also.

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Good morning from sunny Utah.
Good morning



[4#19#18 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
:sleeping: morning

[4#20#03 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
Good morning admin and everyone in the house.

[4#20#09 PM]
Tom
:
Morning! Did anyone else see the pic posted over the weekend with the 750% 
return on the leverage trade? :rocket:

[4#23#45 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Yes the ordered Of the pay out queue is by date, but we have multiple plans 
end on any given date.

edited 
[4#24#32 PM]
MR BTC
:
CS How long should one wait for a payment before putting a ticket in after a 
plan expires?

[4#25#36 PM]
John Good
:
I have a plan that ended on 5/1 so am hopeful I will see that soon.

[4#25#47 PM]
MR BTC
:



4/25

[4#25#53 PM]
Karen
:
4/23

[4#26#14 PM]
MR BTC
:
OK so weʼre all in the same boat

I donʼt mind the waiting I just like to know whatʼs going on

[4#26#32 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
*slowly backs away* ask me at 9am.... Iʼm technically not supposed to be here 
yet

[4#26#50 PM]
MR BTC
:
Sorry itʼs 1130 here in Florida

[4#26#53 PM]
Clarissa
:
4/29 + P1 please:relieved:

[4#26#57 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
So there is a random order to plans that would end on the same date, but all 
plans ending on the same date would be paid before plans would be paid on 
future dates

[4#28#03 PM]



CS Manager
:
admin
I can assure you that we are sending out a large group of payments today very 
shortly to kick off the week

[4#28#11 PM]
MR BTC
:
Excellent

[4#28#13 PM]
John Good
:
Nice....

[4#28#17 PM]
MR BTC
:
And thank you

[4#28#20 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
Cool

edited 
[4#28#32 PM]
MR BTC
:
I will report if a payment come in today. Of course not the amount

[4#28#38 PM]
John Good
:
Same here...

[4#28#41 PM]
Karen
:



Me too

[4#29#26 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

🥳

 yaay Happy Monday. 
Iʼm gonna go get coffee now

[4#29#31 PM]
Rick B
:
Great way to start the week off!

[4#29#35 PM]
MR BTC
:
Enjoy it

[4#30#02 PM]
Sebastian Saltos
:
Thank you Cs manager

[4#30#14 PM]
Holly Lutes
:
Mine was due 4/19 and my husbands was due a week before mine :pray:

🏼

:disappointed:. Hoping that today will be the day

[4#30#16 PM]
Tom
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
I can assure you that we are sending out a large group of payments today very 
shortly to kick off the week
Does that payment have to do with the 750% return pic from this 



weekend? :grin:

[4#32#19 PM]
Clarissa
:
Thanks cs manager!

[4#32#54 PM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
*slowly backs away* ask me at 9am.... Iʼm technically not supposed to be here 
yet
Bahahaha!

[4#35#42 PM]
Holly Lutes
:
Yes Alan!   Me too. Weʼve missed out on everything so far

[4#36#10 PM]
Niranjan
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
I can assure you that we are sending out a large group of payments today very 
shortly to kick off the week
Awesome!!!

[4#40#29 PM]
Jarred Smith
:

CS...

Good almost 900 morning to everyone.



[4#41#35 PM]
Jim
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Good morning from sunny Utah.
What part of Utah?

[4#41#42 PM]
RFdevil
:
It's 337 on Telegram :stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes:

[4#41#47 PM]
Aaron
:
it's 12#41am here in japan but good morning to everyone else

[4#42#31 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Northern. Utah. Syracuse area.

[4#43#19 PM]
Jim
:
I'm in the Murray area.

[4#47#31 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
*slowly backs away* ask me at 9am.... Iʼm technically not supposed to be here 
yet



Its 16#47.... you're late!! :wink:

[4#47#34 PM]
Tom V
:
SW Florida here

[4#55#05 PM]
Dee Zlo
:
Are the payments that are going to be made this week or today going to be the 
full amount or partial payments?

[4#55#27 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
I can assure you that we are sending out a large group of payments today very 
shortly to kick off the week
WhooHoo!!

Thank You CS!

[5#08#57 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
What about the weekly sit was suppose to be today the pay outs

[5#09#31 PM]
Tom
:
Just wait till later, ull see whats included in the payout CS will send and what's 
not :grin:

Once paid, The respective plan will disapper from your page

[5#10#02 PM]



Suren Baregamian
:
Ooookeeey

[5#14#04 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Adm. Please add @jdreel to group. She's registered in her 
Account since 29th. Thanks! :yum:

[5#18#11 PM]
Joseph Fang
:
One of my referrals, Angelo Wang, said he would eat his own dick on TV if he 
got paid in full today.

[5#21#56 PM]
Tradin1
:
I canʼt wait to let everyone know when I get a payment. This will be a good 
week. 
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[5#27#19 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Not in here homie. No posting your btc amounts please

Or soliciting

[5#27#50 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
I got paid my p1

[5#28#28 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Outside of the feed is all you. Post whatever links you want, but we want to 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40jdreel


keep this feed on topic

[5#28#52 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
I got paid my p1
Today?

[5#29#23 PM]
Nick Nix
:
So thatʼs a no on for pushing Girl Scout cookies here ?

[5#30#08 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Not in here homie. No posting your btc amounts please
Hi mr manager :) can I ask just out of general curiosity what the issue is with 
telling your amount of BTC or even attaching a screen shot showing that they 
have been paid? Just curious as thought this would settle people as they could 
see people are getting paid. (As in for people that doubt). Just a question

[5#30#11 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
I make coin in other places 
Lots of it daily 
Every day 
Non stop

[5#30#52 PM]
Colin Mac
:



> 
Nick Nix
> 
So thatʼs a no on for pushing Girl Scout cookies here ?
Can I PM you about those cookies though :joy:

[5#32#43 PM]
P
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Hi mr manager :) can I ask just out of general curiosity what the issue is with 
telling your amount of BTC or even attaching a s
You put yourself at risk to be hack. One thing to say hey I got paid. But telling 
us how much is risky biz

[5#35#48 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Hi mr manager :) can I ask just out of general curiosity what the issue is with 
telling your amount of BTC or even attaching a s
Well some members may know , some may not. However we had an incident 
where someone was held at gun point for their coin. So itʼs always Safer to air 
on the side of caution. If you wanna send each other screenshots and what not 
in a  PM then have at it, but in here there are far too many people

[5#35#53 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Cs management my bot from Friday has not ended yet is that normal?

[5#36#08 PM]
Steve
:



> 
John Good
> 
I have a plan that ended on 5/1 so am hopeful I will see that soon.
3/29... it was an alt plan that has been converted to BTC

[5#40#51 PM]
P
:
Sounds like solisting to me

Solicting*

You have been in the feed for a couple hours and already talking about other 
opps lol

[5#41#45 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
P
> 
Sounds like solisting to me
Nope not here 
Eggs man

[5#42#08 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Ok zackery... everyone has heard you... time to settle

[5#42#15 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Would you prefer fruit :watermelon:

[5#42#58 PM]
Colin Mac
:



> 
CS Manager
> 
Well some members may know , some may not. However we had an incident 
where someone was held at gun point for their coin. So itʼ
Fair enough... i forget what you crazies are like across the Atlantic :wink:
Thanks also @Pisthename

[5#45#57 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Cute. But believe me when I say, thatʼs me being nice :wink:

[5#46#35 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Cute. But believe me when I say, thatʼs me being nice :wink:
Thank you manager

[5#46#46 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Now letʼs continue with this being a pleasant morning. Yes?

[5#47#04 PM]
Tradin1
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Now letʼs continue with this being a pleasant morning. Yes?
I agree!

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Pisthename


[5#47#53 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Now letʼs continue with this being a pleasant morning. Yes?
:+1::+1:

[5#50#50 PM]
P
:
:raised_hands::raised_hands::raised_hands::raised_hands:

[5#52#14 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Now letʼs continue with this being a pleasant morning. Yes?
Cough*** afternoon **cough :blush:

[5#52#53 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Cough*** afternoon **cough :blush:
Itʼs only 10am pst :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[5#53#46 PM]
Ivan
:
Any timeframe as to when payout begins? Thatd be great to know :)



[5#54#27 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:

> 
Ivan
> 
Any timeframe as to when payout begins? Thatd be great to know :)
:+1::+1:

[5#57#39 PM]
Anthony
:
I thought it already started Zachary is proof

With all due respect I do appreciate CS need a rating on the pinned post, 
recordings, and terms that this is not an MLM.Been there done that and this is 
the reason why I have no referrals because I didnʼt just burn that bridge I blew it 
up

CS Re-iterating

[6#03#21 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Anthony
> 
I thought it already started Zachary is proof
Yeah zackery, send us a screen shot and your address... anyone got a gun I can 
borrow :blush:

[6#04#28 PM]
Anthony
:
Lmao. Omg

[6#06#36 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
I think that sounds dangerous 



But I 100% got paid

[6#06#58 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Yeah zackery, send us a screen shot and your address... anyone got a gun I can 
borrow :blush:
Nope. Not most of the members on the west coast. Thanks government :+1:

🏻

[6#07#36 PM]
Colin Mac
:
What sounds dangerous... itll be fun... trust me :smiling_imp:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Nope. Not most of the members on the west coast. Thanks government :+1:

🏻

Can get one here but might raise suspicions at the airport in Belfast when they 
see the gun and balaclava :joy:

edited 
[6#08#41 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Hahah instead of a Rolex Plan, just swap it out for the glock plan. (You know... if 
it wasnʼt considered arms dealing that is)

[6#09#17 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Currently Iʼm on a beach in the Bahamas 
Atlantis Resort itʼs 1#08pm

[6#10#22 PM]



CS Manager
:
admin
You should get back to that

:stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[6#10#45 PM]
Ivan
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Hahah instead of a Rolex Plan, just swap it out for the glock plan. (You know... if 
it wasnʼt considered arms dealing that is)
How does the Rolex plan work? How do we recieve it? Also which Rolex watch is 
it exactly, cuz I couldn't find the exact pair and wanted to see the retail value of 
it

[6#10#50 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
Currently Iʼm on a beach in the Bahamas Atlantis Resort itʼs 1#08pm
Sand is gross.

If you consider sand fun, then sure.

[6#12#08 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
I prefer camping. :evergreen_tree: hugging

[6#12#31 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin



> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
I prefer camping. :evergreen_tree: hugging
Ayyyeee all About that Tree life

[6#12#53 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
You should get back to that
Haha donʼt poke the cuddly bear :bear:

[6#13#31 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Removed. Thank you

[6#13#51 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
If you consider sand fun, then sure.
We need to have a talk how sand is gross.

[6#14#03 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Germs

Other people

Litter



[6#14#26 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Germs
You can put your own germs in the sand

Cats do all the time

[6#14#35 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Sand between my toes is good stuff, only trees are palm trees

[6#14#53 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Sand is like the glitter of nature

[6#15#00 PM]
LdQ
:
You have been going to the wrong sand.

[6#15#01 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
It never goes away

[6#15#25 PM]
Bob T
:

> 



CS Manager
> 
It never goes away
Then the ocean washes it off

[6#15#38 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Germs
Germs,  hahaha.  Think about how many doors u open and someone with poor 
hand washing habits touched b4 u.

That's gross!!

[6#16#03 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Hahah instead of a Rolex Plan, just swap it out for the glock plan. (You know... if 
it wasnʼt considered arms dealing that is)
:joy::joy:

[6#16#31 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Bob T
> 
Then the ocean washes it off
Everything in the ocean is horrifying have you seen what lives at the bottom of 
the Mariana trench??

[6#17#37 PM]



MR BTC
:

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
Germs, hahaha. Think about how many doors u open and someone with poor 
hand washing habits touched b4 u. That's gross!!
Cruise :ship:

[6#17#45 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
Germs, hahaha. Think about how many doors u open and someone with poor 
hand washing habits touched b4 u. That's gross!!
Iʼll use my foot to nudge the door handle open before Iʼll touch it with my hands

[6#18#08 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Iʼll use my foot to nudge the door handle open before Iʼll touch it with my hands
Ditto

[6#18#22 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Everything in the ocean is horrifying have you seen what lives at the bottom of 
the Mariana trench??
Nope. There all kind of scary stuff though but when we are on our cruise I will 
hang with you on the water and in the sand



[6#18#45 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Bob T
> 
Nope. There all kind of scary stuff though but when we are on our cruise I will 
hang with you on the water and in the sand
Nice*

[6#19#19 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Y'all need to go through hand washing is the single best defense against the 
spread of germs.  

U will suddenly become OCD

[6#19#40 PM]
MR BTC
:
Just like my high tolerance for the ups and downs of bitcoin. I have high 
tolerance for germs as well. :joy:

[6#19#52 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
MR BTC
> 
Just like my high tolerance for the ups and downs of bitcoin. I have high 
tolerance for germs as well. :joy:
Iʼm allergic to being in the sun  and sand

[6#20#19 PM]
MR BTC



:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Iʼm allergic to being in the sun and sand
:cry::cry::cry::disappointed_relieved:

[6#22#05 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Stick with 

🏕

[6#22#27 PM]
MR BTC
:
I live 5 miles from the beach yet I never go. I stay out of the sun too.  But I do 
you like cruising in case you havenʼt noticed LOL.

[6#22#34 PM]
Gary Lyman
:

> 
Gary Lyman
> 
Hey CB I live here near Canandaigua in a small town called Clifton Springs 
about 30 miles Southeast of Rochester
That's awesome!

[6#24#31 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
MR BTC
> 
:cry::cry::cry::disappointed_relieved:
Ok not really, but still. Lol



[6#24#47 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Ok not really, but still. Lol
I hear you

[6#28#42 PM]
Tom
:
I hope they are. Would be almost cruel to work their ass of but not allowed to 
profit from it

[6#29#04 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Tom
> 
I hope they are. Would be almost cruel to work their ass of but not allowed to 
profit from it
I concur

I took the question back I thought it mightʼve been too personal

[6#38#18 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Pumped to get that “rollover” plan payment soon! Iʼll be letting you all know just 
like when I got my P1! #CheersToCrypto
#StartedFromTheBottomNowWereHere

[6#38#50 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Cs management when do Friday bots end?

edited 

tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=CheersToCrypto
tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=StartedFromTheBottomNowWereHere


[6#39#32 PM]
Kouper
:
Atthis point id settle for any of my 3 plans that are expired. If its one of the 
larger ones almost everything is goinf back into CS for matching.

edited 
[6#40#05 PM]
Tom
:
CS admin/support - i still have an unanswered open ticket from almost 2 weeks 
ago regarding plan discrepancies after the conversion. As it sounds like 
payments are rolling out this week, wouldnt it make sense to get this fixed 
before wrong amounts are paid out, just seems easier to do before?

[6#43#34 PM]
P
:

> 
Tom
> 
CS admin/support - i still have an unanswered open ticket from almost 2 weeks 
ago regarding plan discrepancies after the convers
Live chat is up rn prob a better place to get an answer

[6#45#21 PM]
walkerworthless
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Atthis point id settle for any of my 3 plans that are expired. If its one of the 
larger ones almost everything is goinf back int
Same lol. I'd be happy with any of the ones on my list.

[6#45#36 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Iʼm just waiting for my jet card

edited 



[6#48#10 PM]
Tom
:

> 
P
> 
Live chat is up rn prob a better place to get an answer
Dont think so cuz they told me to send in ticket in first place, and then when i 
asked chat a week later, to wait for answer lol. It just seems easier to me to 
resolves this b2fore having to backtrack after the plans get paid out with wrong 
amount in it ^^

[7#08#21 PM]
Ankit
:
Gm CS and members! Quick question about the Rollover plan, will we get a 
rollover button now that the plan has ended or will the return amount shown go 
into our wallet? Sorry if this was already answered. :smiley:

edited 
[7#11#06 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Ankit
> 
Gm CS and members! Quick question about the Rollover plan, will we get a 
rollover button now that the plan has ended or will the
Admin indicated last week that  the ʼ Rolloverʼ button is coming back late last 
week or early this week. 

If you do not rollover then the balance amount will show up in your wallet 
eventually.

[7#12#38 PM]
Ankit
:
Sweet, thanks for the info. I thought I saw that about the rollover button but this 
chat goes wild sometimes and hard to keep up with CS news.

[7#13#01 PM]



Funnyfarm69
:
True true.

[7#14#52 PM]
Ankit
:
Hoping for the weekly to pay out this week 
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[7#15#42 PM]
Ivan
:
Should pay out today if the plan ended on Friday

[7#30#28 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Hey guys temporarily muting the chat so we can take care of live support for a 
while and matured plans. we will reopen the feed shortly

[8#09#27 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
For anyone inquiring about rollovers, please just send us a ticket with your 
account info and the plan youʼd like rolled over and we will take care of it for 
you. 

https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new
Brett CS Support invited Brenton Fernandez

[9#25#45 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:+1::+1:

[9#25#45 PM]
MR BTC
:

https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new


Bam

[9#25#46 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
WhooHoo

Damn it 3rd place

[9#26#06 PM]
MR BTC
:
Lol

[9#26#07 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:smile:

[9#26#07 PM]
Kouper
:
Yay

[9#26#07 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
:tired_face:

[9#26#26 PM]
MR BTC
:
Whomp whomp

> 
MR BTC
> 
CS How long should one wait for a payment before putting a ticket in after a 
plan expires?



??

4/25 5/2 etc etc

[9#29#44 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
No weekly plan ??????

[9#30#23 PM]
Niranjan
:
:+1::+1::+1:

[9#30#24 PM]
MR BTC
:
Ty Cs

[9#30#48 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
When itʼs going out it was suppose to be payed today

[9#31#52 PM]
Ayodeji Olasupo
:
:+1::+1:

[9#35#03 PM]
P
:
Is the big mass payout happening today utilizing the node as planned?

[9#35#43 PM]
Yvette White
:
What if I asked to be rolled over to a weekly plan? Will they just pay it then?



[9#36#41 PM]
RFdevil
:
p1 payouts, converted weeklies, yop, or all of the above?

[9#36#45 PM]
Colin Mac
:
I'm scared to ask incase some chews my head off (not CS staff) BUT fuck 
it....CS staff, is it normal or expected that my plan ended on 21st  (YOP) and I've 
not received anything yet?

[9#37#02 PM]
John Good
:
Does that include Weekly's?

[9#37#07 PM]
Ivan
:
Will all payment go out by todau? If not then by when will know so that I can 
contact support in time to roll over to another weekly instead of waiting

[9#39#57 PM]
King Deville
:
Happy PAYDAY everyone, checking in to see some smiles today! :sparkles: 
check back later.

[9#40#04 PM]
Wendy Dayton
:
CS Admin please Add  vegasshanna

edited 
Will do, thanks for letting me know.

[9#40#42 PM]
Colin Mac
:



:joy::joy: but I dont think you understand the real question

Will it be paid:joy:

[9#41#42 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
So Fidelity Investments is about to help clients buy Bitcoin! That's gonna be 
huge!

[9#42#01 PM]
Colin Mac
:
It was more incase it was missed, as it was from the 21st... but I'll put my faith 
in you :blush:

[9#43#42 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
Elon musk wants to buy and delete facebook.. then all you guys would have is 
this telegram group. That would be a sad day

[9#43#56 PM]
Red
:

> 
Ivan
> 
Will all payment go out by todau? If not then by when will know so that I can 
contact support in time to roll over to another we
I went ahead and sent in a ticket requesting rollover of my expired plan and one 
set to expire tomorrow and if I get a payout before that happens itʼs a win win! 

Thanks admin for letting us rollover!!!

[9#44#45 PM]
Joel Atherton
:

> 



Andrew Vose
> 
Elon musk wants to buy and delete facebook.. then all you guys would have is 
this telegram group. That would be a sad day
Someone else would just make a copy cat. Sometimes Elon is an idiot.

[9#45#11 PM]
Will Holman
:
So what youʼre really trying to say is.......

[9#46#10 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
i am 1,000,000% onboard with this and will happily pay into it

[9#47#14 PM]
Niranjan
:
:joy::joy::joy:

[9#48#09 PM]
Robert
:

> 
Joel Atherton
> 
So Fidelity Investments is about to help clients buy Bitcoin! That's gonna be 
huge!
To take a brake from the unending barrage of “when do I get paid”.....letʼs do 
math.....Fidelity $2.46 trillion assets under management. One % of that, divided 
by current market value of BTC is......

[9#48#42 PM]
Coin Slayer
:
Question about rollovers, is there just one plan you can roll into or can you 
specify? Do you have to roll the entire amount or can you request a small 
payout and the rest rolled?



[9#49#18 PM]
Celena
:
CS could you add @SterlingFuller to this telegram chat? Thank you!

[9#49#50 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:

> 
Jim
> 
I'm in the Murray area.
American Fork here :facepunch:

🏼

 Nice to know not everyone in here is from 
Texas

[9#50#57 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
The CS admins have asked multiple times to not request to add people to the 
telegram chat. PLEASE CONTACT SUPPORT FOR THIS!

[9#54#54 PM]
Kouper
:
American Fork 
And Murray eh? Sugarhouse here.

[9#57#42 PM]
Pmoney3
:
Is the endgame plan match only for new coin or does this apply to the rollover 
as well?

[9#58#07 PM]
Josh
:
New only

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40SterlingFuller


[9#58#13 PM]
LdQ
:
1000%

[9#58#32 PM]
Sir Francis Drake
:
I grew up in Murray. But now in the great Austin, Texas!! :notes::dancer:

🏻

:beers:

[9#59#42 PM]
Nemo
:
Has anyone received a phase 1 payout recently?

[10#02#22 PM]
RFdevil
:
Someone said they got p1 earlier but I'm not sure if they meant got paid today 
or not, I don't think they ever answered that question

[10#07#53 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:

> 
Kouper
> 
American Fork And Murray eh? Sugarhouse here.
Nice. With the amount of members CS has vs people in the world I assumed I 
was probably the only Utahn member. Maybe we have the same sponsor. TJL?

> 
Sir Francis Drake
> 
I grew up in Murray. But now in the great Austin, Texas!! :notes::dancer:

🏻

:beers:

-



[10#14#57 PM]
Bryan
:

> 
Kurray Quinn
> 
Nice. With the amount of members CS has vs people in the world I assumed I 
was probably the only Utahn member. Maybe we have the
I'm in Lehi and know of 6 other members in UT who don't use this app, so, there 
are a few of us Utahns.

[10#15#50 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
Nice :sunglasses:

[10#16#18 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Kurray Quinn
> 
Nice. With the amount of members CS has vs people in the world I assumed I 
was probably the only Utahn member. Maybe we have the
Nope.

[10#19#27 PM]
Yvette White
:
I lived in Ogden in the 70s.

[10#19#39 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Yvette White
> 
I lived in Ogden in the 70s.



Ouch im sorry.

[10#20#22 PM]
Dr Nat
:
Techman 2020? How much exposure does CS have wit bitfinex? Also how will 
the bitfinex situation affect bitcoin pricing in yr opinion?

[10#20#49 PM]
Reid Francom
:
Did I miss something with a roll over option?

[10#21#12 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Ouch im sorry.
Right

[10#21#14 PM]
Yvette White
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Ouch im sorry.
Haha it wasnt to bad then.

[10#21#32 PM]
Reid Francom
:
I am in Provo

[10#21#34 PM]
Rob Duncan



:
Iʼm from Utah

[10#21#59 PM]
Red
:

> 
Reid Francom
> 
Did I miss something with a roll over option?
The pinned message has the link to submit a ticket if you want to rollover

[10#22#06 PM]
Reid Francom
:
We should start a Utah rumor mill

[10#22#31 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
Provo is my place. Now if only BYU would but out it would be perfect.

[10#23#02 PM]
Reid Francom
:
Haha

[10#23#25 PM]
Yvette White
:
Well I'm now in Ohio. Utah looks like paradise.

[10#23#39 PM]
Reid Francom
:
Then 1/2 the jobs and population would be lost

[10#23#43 PM]



Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Andrew Vose
> 
Elon musk wants to buy and delete facebook.. then all you guys would have is 
this telegram group. That would be a sad day
Google Lifelog.  Compare date Lifelog was terminated, and date FB came into 
existence.

[10#23#43 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
The Y on the mountain is the ugliest damn thing Iʼve ever seen 

🤮

[10#24#02 PM]
Reid Francom
:
But itʼs a great hike

[10#24#21 PM]
Lacey Boam
:
Utah is awesome :+1:

[10#24#25 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:

> 
Reid Francom
> 
Then 1/2 the jobs and population would be lost
I think Iʼd be ok with that

[10#24#29 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 



Bryan
> 
I'm in Lehi and know of 6 other members in UT who don't use this app, so, there 
are a few of us Utahns.
More Utahns then you know. Clearfield here

[10#24#50 PM]
Reid Francom
:
I know the place is to crowded these days

Why am I not seeing the pinned message?

[10#25#43 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
I owned a small venue in Provo in ‘05-‘06 and non my my customers were BYU 
affiliates. Quite the opposite actually.

[10#25#49 PM]
Reid Francom
:
Never mind

[10#26#15 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Vineyard Utah

[10#26#54 PM]
A Rogers
:
Sorry Sean never heard of Vineyard..lol

[10#27#52 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
Vineyard is basically where Geneva Steel was.



[10#28#07 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Vineyard Utah
When was that town made up..

I remember the steel place.

[10#30#20 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
Utah just took over the thread :sunglasses: Way to represent :muscle:

🏻

[10#31#06 PM]
Kouper
:
Vineyard is basically west orem.

[10#34#27 PM]
Jeremy Reheis
:
Thanks CS some of our friends saw payouts in p1 progress is in the air

[10#35#58 PM]
Pmoney3
:
Thank you!!

[10#36#30 PM]
Dr Nat
:
Techman 2020? How much exposure does CS have wit bitfinex? Also how will 
the bitfinex situation affect bitcoin pricing in yr opinion?

[10#36#55 PM]
TXpaid



:
Cool story

[10#41#35 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Hugeeeeeee!!! Congrats!

[10#41#51 PM]
Kouper
:
What do you prefer for breakfast if you dont do eggs?

[10#42#34 PM]
LdQ
:
Bacon with a side of bacon.

[10#47#02 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
Congrats

[10#47#23 PM]
LdQ
:
Steak wrapped in bacon, toast with bacon on it.

[10#47#28 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
Did it come in today?

[10#48#08 PM]
Melissa Schubring
:
Syracuse, UT!



[10#50#35 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
Joel Atherton
> 
Did it come in today?
Yes

[10#53#06 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
Nice!

[10#59#33 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Checking in from Mars.

[11#00#28 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Jeremy Hughes
> 
Checking in from Mars.
The planet or the candy company?

[11#00#54 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
You know it

[11#00#54 PM]
LdQ
:
I could use some M&M's



[11#01#58 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Sigh*** I technically canʼt time out the feed for its current weird food driven 
conversation, but just know Iʼm judging all of you lol

[11#02#03 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
No m&m but seems to be plenty of fruit loops

[11#02#29 PM]
Chef Crypto
:
I'm here, lol. Who wants to talk about food 

🙂

[11#02#47 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Letʼs do this food talk change the pace

[11#02#51 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
just to make a very quick correction to a previous statement, the rollovers do 
not go towards the endgame match

[11#02#55 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Alright, Iʼm gonna Show Myself out.

[11#03#16 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Buzzkill



[11#04#20 PM]
Chef Crypto
:
Fun fact thursday I got to chef up, 650 breakfast burrito's, 400 parfaits and 10 
fresh fruit platters.

I'm out ttyl later

[11#04#58 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
just to make a very quick correction to a previous statement, the rollovers do 
not go towards the endgame match
But all rollovers go into Endgame right?

[11#05#13 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Marty Moose
> 
But all rollovers go into Endgame right?
yes yes

[11#06#02 PM]
Marty Moose
:
:+1:

[11#06#05 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Thatʼs a lot of food



[11#07#15 PM]
Pmoney3
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
just to make a very quick correction to a previous statement, the rollovers do 
not go towards the endgame match
Okay thanks for the correction

[11#08#11 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Ok what happened with weekly plans we where suppose to get pay today???

[11#14#40 PM]
John Good
:
Thank-you Jared....

[11#15#31 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Well canʼt wait to see that I got payed

Ty

Ty Jared

Canʼt wait bro

[11#26#35 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:

> 
A Rogers
> 
Sorry Sean never heard of Vineyard..lol
Well itʼs a little town reserved for only the classiest of individuals. :joy:



[11#41#30 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Well folks. Itʼs been a long day. Iʼm out. Good night from Northern Utah.

[11#41#30 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
If you take of the digits of a circle, you can always bring them back to 9.  360° 
is 3+6+0 = 9.  Cut that in half and 180° is 1 +8+0= 9.   Half of that is 45° which 
is 4+5 = 9.  Half again is 22.5°. 2 + 2 + 5 = 9. Welcome to the circle society.

[11#43#27 PM]
Chef Crypto
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
If you take of the digits of a circle, you can always bring them back to 9. 360° is 
3+6+0 = 9. Cut that in half and 180° is 1
glad some one is good at math besides me.

[11#44#08 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
Anyone get paid weeklys  or rollovers??

[11#47#28 PM]
Kouper
:
So the old kyc rollovers are being automatically rolled over to end game?

[11#48#09 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 



Anyone get paid weeklys or rollovers??
No rollover yet on my end

[11#48#17 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
Kouper
> 
So the old kyc rollovers are being automatically rolled over to end game?
No. Where did you see that?

[11#49#01 PM]
Kouper
:
Ah simple misunderstanding from two chat threads at once i think.

[11#49#38 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
Chef Crypto
> 
glad some one is good at math besides me.
Yup itʼs the nerd in me

[11#49#57 PM]
Chef Crypto
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
Yup itʼs the nerd in me
Me too, haha

[11#50#40 PM]
Red
:



> 
Kouper
> 
So the old kyc rollovers are being automatically rolled over to end game?
No, You can pick which plan you want your plans rolled into!!

[11#52#09 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Question, on the website at the top when it shows the “weekly plans” and then 
the “USA active users” what does the weekly plan number mean? Is it how 
many plans that were purchased today?

[11#52#55 PM]
John Good
:
I believe it means how many plans are left to be paid out...

[11#53#30 PM]
Dr Coin
:
I laughed out loud!

[11#53#33 PM]
Johnson
:
Itʼs how many active weeklys I believe

[11#54#06 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
Hereʼs one for the square society:

To get the square of any two digit number that ends in five you multiply the first 
digit by the next highest number and put 25 at the end.

15 squared is one times the next highest number which is two.  And 25. So 225

25 squared is 2 times the next highest digit which is 3.  So 625



35 squared is 3 x 4 = 12. 1225

[11#54#28 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Lol two different answers

[11#55#24 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Itʼs how many active weeklys I believe
Yep its active weeklies i dont believe it counts overdue weeklies like all the 
converted ones that expired on the 3rd or the pre-existing ones that have gone 
unpaid since before the 24th of april.

--- 
Tuesday, May 7, 2019

 ---

[12#15#40 AM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Yep its active weeklies i dont believe it counts overdue weeklies like all the 
converted ones that expired on the 3rd or the pre
Why would someone want to buy into more weeklies if they arenʼt getting paid 
out .. weekly . Maybe it should be called something else

[12#25#42 AM]
P
:
is support chat coming back online today?

[1#03#16 AM]



Will Holman
:
Oh boy, Iʼm trying to figure out who this is. Me sitting drinking beer with you 
doesnʼt really narrow it down for me.

Oh and she isnʼt that nice.

[1#13#31 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Why did my weekly change to a balance due plan and extend to 5/10

[1#16#16 AM]
TJ
:
Test The System??? Payouts will shut everyone up bro!

[1#17#20 AM]
TXpaid
:
Dailies paying out each day really had the doubters quiet, those were the days

[1#17#59 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
My weekly has been due two times this will be the third week.

I have sent a request and canʼt get a response

Until this week yes this week it has been push out with no growth

[1#19#39 AM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Steel no money in my wallet

[1#20#10 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Iʼm ok with no payment as long as it continues to grow Iʼm just going to roll it 



again

[1#20#28 AM]
Robert Sauer
:
Iʼll buy one if I get my payment from my converted daily!

[1#20#42 AM]
Suren Baregamian
:
In my wallet

[1#21#30 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
The weekly growers faster than the other roll options so I was waiting to put it 
back into the weekly till my fourth week the put that in the yop

[1#21#32 AM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Did you see what I wrote it said steel no money in my wallet

[1#22#28 AM]
TXpaid
:
That would be great, compounding was fun

[1#23#22 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
I just want to grow coin please as fast as possible

[1#25#14 AM]
Tom
:
Oh god no more dailies :joy::joy:



[1#26#34 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
20+

[1#26#48 AM]
Tom
:
Was just thinking the flood of complaints once theres a missed daily xD

[1#27#27 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Iʼm not complaining

[1#27#56 AM]
TJ
:
When are they going to catch up? Still no P1's, RollOver's, YOP! You all said you 
needed time to build supernode now make it produce. If you all perform like you 
say you are consumers will hush bro. Actions speak way louder words! Truth!!!

I feel ya bro but now that's over how long until we start back sailing we have all 
weathered the storm. Some way longer than others

[1#29#38 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Techman if you could call me and help me figure out what the next move for me 
should be that would be awesome complete faithful here.

Letʼs go talk coin and golf

[1#31#17 AM]
Robert Sauer
:
Iʼm in for golf talks, can help anyoneʼs golf games here!

[1#31#17 AM]
Jeremy Hughes



:
Letʼs go

[1#31#26 AM]
Robert Sauer
:
Game

[1#31#37 AM]
TJ
:
I got your back bro but if you cant do something dont say it or commit to it. 
Make an accurate account and give yourself a grace period just in case you 
need extra time. This is business and you know the consumer is always rt! Lol

[1#32#04 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Utah has nice golf courses letʼs roll

Whatʼs the balance due plan techman?

[1#32#50 AM]
Robert Sauer
:

> 
Jeremy Hughes
> 
Utah has nice golf courses letʼs roll
It does, played in the Utah open. Ball goes far at the elevation also?

[1#33#13 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
I know makes me better than I am lol

I donʼt want endgame lol.

[1#43#29 AM]



CS Manager
:
admin
In an effort to clean up the feeds and prevent the spread of misinformation, We 
will be enforcing chat curfew and muting the feeds. 
 TONIGHTS CHAT CURFEW: 
5#30 PST - 6am(ish)  PST.

We know some of you are likely unsure of how to spend your free time- Donʼt 
worry! CS has got you covered! 

We recommend: 

Idk... read the encyclopedia? Kind of running out of ideas here. 

Anyway,
Have a nice evening everyone.

[5#01#52 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Good morning guys

[5#02#00 PM]
Will Holman
:
Let the games begin.

[5#02#07 PM]
MR BTC
:
Morning

[5#02#08 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Good morning

[5#02#09 PM]
Jason D.
:



:raised_hands:

🏼

[5#02#12 PM]
Tradin1
:
Morning

[5#02#51 PM]
Steve
:
Morning!

[5#02#51 PM]
John Good
:
Morning!

[5#02#55 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
Morning CS family

[5#03#29 PM]
Steve
:
Daily Plan Matching today?

[5#03#57 PM]
MR BTC
:
Look on your homepage

[5#04#10 PM]
Steve
:
:stuck_out_tongue:

[5#04#24 PM]



MR BTC
:

🤯

Lol

[5#04#37 PM]
RFdevil
:
All my plans were consolidated into a single plan

[5#04#45 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
"show me the money" - jerry mcguire

[5#05#00 PM]
RFdevil
:
With an end date on the 10th

[5#05#25 PM]
John Good
:
any update on installation of the withdraw/roll over button?

[5#05#56 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
With an end date on the 10th
Not mine

[5#06#15 PM]
Ivan
:
What happen to weekly payout yesterday? Did anyone get it?



Hoping it comes today to take advantage of the daily matching

[5#06#36 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
All my plans were consolidated into a single plan
Did you send in a ticket to request a rollover? If so how long did it take before 
you saw it on you dashboard?

[5#08#13 PM]
Avis Reel
:
I am New in here and I have a question if we request a rollover can we split our 
BTC or do we have to put all of it in the rollover

[5#09#26 PM]
Dave Karakas
:

> 
Jason D.
> 
Did you send in a ticket to request a rollover? If so how long did it take before 
you saw it on you dashboard?
About 30 minutes after I submitted my ticket.

[5#09#43 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Jason D.
> 
Did you send in a ticket to request a rollover? If so how long did it take before 
you saw it on you dashboard?
No rollover requested



[5#10#39 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Dave Karakas
> 
About 30 minutes after I submitted my ticket.
:+1:

🏼

> 
RFdevil
> 
No rollover requested
:+1:

🏼

[5#11#56 PM]
Bob T
:
Forwarded message: 

World Crypto
 [
May 7, 2019 1#24#23 PM
] 
 5.3K
:cn: Chinese messaging giant WeChat will now start terminating the accounts 
of users who engage in cryptocurrency trading.
via The Block

:dollar: Alibaba subsidiary Ant Financial has backed a $10 million funding round 
for a blockchain privacy startup.
via CoinDesk

:chart_with_upwards_trend: Ether transaction volumes on decentralized 
applications have reached a new all-time high.
via Cointelegraph

:football: A former NFL club investor is said to have links to a company in New 
York attorney generalʼs Bitfinex suit.
via Bloomberg

<

 Dubai is piloting a blockchain data storage infrastructure powered by 

tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblockcrypto.com%2Ftiny%2Fwechat-bans-crypto-transactions-in-its-payment-channels%2F
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblockcrypto.com%2Ftiny%2Fwechat-bans-crypto-transactions-in-its-payment-channels%2F
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Falibabas-ant-financial-backs-10-million-round-for-blockchain-privacy-startup
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Falibabas-ant-financial-backs-10-million-round-for-blockchain-privacy-startup
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcointelegraph.com%2Fnews%2Freport-ether-transaction-volume-on-dapps-register-new-all-time-high
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcointelegraph.com%2Fnews%2Freport-ether-transaction-volume-on-dapps-register-new-all-time-high
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Famp%2Fnews%2Farticles%2F2019-05-03%2Fex-nfl-owner-is-said-to-have-ties-to-850-million-crypto-mystery
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Famp%2Fnews%2Farticles%2F2019-05-03%2Fex-nfl-owner-is-said-to-have-ties-to-850-million-crypto-mystery


multiple Outlier Ventures portfolio companies.
via Forbes

[5#18#59 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
MORNING ALL!!

[5#19#15 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Good morning

Is it possible to roll my accounts into a daily

[5#21#18 PM]
Tradin1
:
When can we rollover?

[5#21#33 PM]
Sebastian Saltos
:
Good morning CS Support and everybody.

[5#21#37 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Simply put. Then I guess I will wait for a cash out.

[5#21#39 PM]
Tradin1
:
And what can be rolled into what?

[5#22#24 PM]
P
:
Support with that fire :joy:

tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.forbes.com%2Fsites%2Fdantedisparte%2F2019%2F05%2F06%2Fsmart-dubai-and-outlier-ventures-pilot-decentralized-data-structure


[5#22#49 PM]
Michael
:
Good morning everyone.  Just curious, I thought dailyʼs bogged the system 
down stopping payouts.  Could anyone, in an official capacity, expand on why 
theyʼre back or whatʼs changed?

[5#22#54 PM]
Ivan
:
Hi I sent ticket to rollover into daily, will it be match if I gets roll overed today?

[5#23#01 PM]
John Frantz
:
I requested rollover yesterday and it has not rolled over yet...

[5#23#03 PM]
Tradin1
:
I do not have a rollover button. I just logged out and back in.

[5#24#04 PM]
P
:

> 
Michael
> 
Good morning everyone. Just curious, I thought dailyʼs bogged the system 
down stopping payouts. Could anyone, in an official c
Support said to me yesterday that it was gonna be limited

:raised_hands::raised_hands::raised_hands: i like options

[5#25#33 PM]
Tradin1
:
6000++:tada::tada:



[5#25#37 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
@techman
Options are good my man! 
Thanks CS!!

[5#25#42 PM]
Tradin1
:
Good job techman!

[5#30#33 PM]
Kouper
:
I wonder what % of support tickets are about overdue payments.

[5#30#36 PM]
Rob Duncan
:
The new daily plan wonʼt bog down the system will it?

[5#31#43 PM]
A Rogers
:
I've stopped writing tickets on overdue payments they are aware of the 
problem. Please just be patient

[5#31#56 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Canʼt get our weekly but now thereʼs a daily again. Hahaha 

-

[5#32#16 PM]
Kouper
:

> 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman


A Rogers
> 
I've stopped writing tickets on overdue payments they are aware of the 
problem. Please just be patient
For sure and so have i  but again, we arent all of CS.

[5#32#18 PM]
Ivan
:
Hope daily works since weekly didnt pay on time

[5#32#28 PM]
Sam
:
Has anyone recieved payment for any of the dailies that were converted to 
weeklies.  Asking for one of my down lines.

[5#32#43 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:

> 
Sam
> 
Has anyone recieved payment for any of the dailies that were converted to 
weeklies. Asking for one of my down lines.
This week hopefully

[5#33#08 PM]
P
:

> 
Sam
> 
Has anyone recieved payment for any of the dailies that were converted to 
weeklies. Asking for one of my down lines.
From what I can tell most the people here did not.

[5#33#42 PM]
Sam



:

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
This week hopefully
Ok let's keep it going and let Techman2020 do his best.

[5#34#35 PM]
P
:
Suprisingly low

Lol

[5#39#14 PM]
Red
:
Morning CS! Happy Tuesday! Catching up on messages. For the record this 
single coin chick plans to grow to definitely 4 digits worth if not 5 or 6 digits. In 
it for the LONG haul!! Yahoo!! Have a wonderful day everyone!! 

🤗 🤗 🤗

[5#41#52 PM]
Lolly
:

> 
Red
> 
Morning CS! Happy Tuesday! Catching up on messages. For the record this 
single coin chick plans to grow to definitely 4 digits w
Ditto!:boom:

[5#48#39 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Bit behind here in Ireland but struggling to see the sense of dailies.... if they 
were slowing everything down in the past how is it possible now and if theres 
such a massive delay currently on plans getting paid out... then how does 
dailies make sense?

So expired plans are being rolled over 

🤨

?



[5#51#19 PM]
Shaun
:

> 
Sam
> 
Has anyone recieved payment for any of the dailies that were converted to 
weeklies. Asking for one of my down lines.
Nope. I have 2 weekly plans, 2 YOP plans and a rollover plan that all expired last 
week. No payments on any of them but trying to stay patient. Totally out of our 
control so hopeful that this gets rolling again.

[5#51#26 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
So expired plans are being rolled over 

🤨

?
Itʼs a choice

[5#51#27 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
So expired plans are being rolled over 

🤨

?
Mine were, no request, just woke up to see my expired plans gone and a single 
new plan with a new end date

[7#29#58 PM]
MR BTC
:
Bam

[7#30#01 PM]



Kouper
:
Yay

[7#30#05 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:+1:

[7#30#07 PM]
John Good
:
Here we go..

[7#30#10 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
6th

[7#30#14 PM]
MR BTC
:
How was your meeting

Some good news

[7#35#38 PM]
Tradin1
:
Any updates for us?

[7#36#03 PM]
RFdevil
:
Admin said to expect podcast today

Probably saving updates for that

[7#37#07 PM]



Suren Baregamian
:
I guess no updates for us we are not gonna get anything today to as usual

[7#38#21 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Sorry suren, speak for yourself :smirk:

[7#38#40 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Oh you got already?

[7#38#59 PM]
Ivan
:
Really hoping weekly comes in today :pray:

[7#39#31 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Yes, a big mac, large fries, strawberry milkshake and some mozzarella 
dippers :blush:

[7#40#06 PM]
Rick B
:
Hopefully some good news on the podcast.

[7#40#09 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Well Colin Iam steel waiting for my order

[7#41#06 PM]
MR BTC
:



> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Well Colin Iam steel waiting for my order
You and mostly everybody else on this thread

[7#41#21 PM]
Colin Mac
:
:joy: trust me, so am I, McDonalds is the only thing dishing out and to be really 
honest, i didn't even get one of them... they're disgusting

[7#42#12 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
:joy: trust me, so am I, McDonalds is the only thing dishing out and to be really 
honest, i didn't even get one of them... they're
^^^^ :hankey::hankey::hankey:

[7#42#45 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Well last Monday I was told that my plans would be paid out before this Friday. 
So Iʼm staying positive. Now Iʼve herd this before. Still staying positive.

[7#43#07 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
BTC now @ 5900 range. Wow.

What baffles me the most, is the fact we still have 56% Bitcoin dominance. 
That's incredible.

BTC maximalist here :joy:

[7#46#12 PM]
Aj



:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
:joy: trust me, so am I, McDonalds is the only thing dishing out and to be really 
honest, i didn't even get one of them... they're
Lisburn man here... how long u been with CS bud?

[7#46#35 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Ibukun Ifetayo
> 
BTC now @ 5900 range. Wow. What baffles me the most, is the fact we still 
have 56% Bitcoin dominance. That's incredible. BTC m
Who is we cause I have nada lol

[7#47#22 PM]
Bob T
:
Forwarded message: 

WhaleBot Alerts
 [
May 7, 2019 5#00#04 PM
] 
 2K
Top News Stories For Today

Report: CFTC is ready to approve Ethereum futures says insider
Site: CoinDesk | Published: 2019-05-07

BlueWallet Lightning wallet introduced an app for Apple's smartwatch
Site: Bitcoin Magazine | Published: 2019-05-07

Joseph Stiglitz calls for “shutdown” of “the cryptocurrencies”
Site: The Block | Published: 2019-05-07

Winklevoss Capital invests in a company that wants to use excess natural gas 
to power cryptomining
Site: The Block | Published: 2019-05-07

tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Fcftc-would-approve-ether-futures-if-asked-insider-says
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbitcoinmagazine.com%2Farticles%2Fbluewallet-brings-lightning-network-apple-smartwatch-new-app%2F
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblockcrypto.com%2Ftiny%2Ffamed-economist-joseph-stiglitz-calls-for-shutdown-of-the-cryptocurrencies%2F
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblockcrypto.com%2Ftiny%2Fwinklevoss-capital-invests-in-company-set-to-use-natural-gas-to-power-cryptomining%2F
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblockcrypto.com%2Ftiny%2Fwinklevoss-capital-invests-in-company-set-to-use-natural-gas-to-power-cryptomining%2F


Pieter Wuille unveils two ‘Taprootʼ proposals for an upcoming Bitcoin privacy 
soft fork
Site: CoinDesk | Published: 2019-05-07

DUST Ledger promises to log physical objects on a blockchain with diamond 
dust
Site: CoinDesk | Published: 2019-05-07

Tron patched a critical DDoS bug that could have crashed the entire network
Site: The Next Web | Published: 2019-05-07

 What can the first blockchain antitrust case teach us about the crypto-
economy? - Konstantinos Stylianou
Site: Harvard JOLT Digest | Published: 2019-05-06

Maker discloses “critical update” to its governance voting contract
Site: The Block | Published: 2019-05-06

Bitfinex and Tether respond to NYAG in court saying that there is no ongoing 
fraud, and no victims
Site: The Block | Published: 2019-05-06

[7#48#13 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Aj
> 
Lisburn man here... how long u been with CS bud?
Long enough to realise I must be at the end of the queue every day :joy:

[7#48#56 PM]
Aj
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Long enough to realise I must be at the end of the queue every day :joy:
Just in front of me :joy:

tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Fnew-bips-hint-at-upcoming-taproot-bitcoin-soft-fork
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Fnew-bips-hint-at-upcoming-taproot-bitcoin-soft-fork
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Fdust-adds-physical-products-to-the-blockchain
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Fdust-adds-physical-products-to-the-blockchain
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fthenextweb.com%2Fhardfork%2F2019%2F05%2F06%2Ftron-blockchain-dos-attack-vulnerability-hackerone-cryptocurrency-trx%2F
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fjolt.law.harvard.edu%2Fdigest%2Fwhat-can-the-first-blockchain-antitrust-case-teach-us-about-the-crypto-economy
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tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblockcrypto.com%2F2019%2F05%2F06%2Fbitfinex-and-tether-respond-to-nyag-saying-that-there-is-no-ongoing-fraud-and-no-victims%2F


[7#50#20 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Iʼm sure if some payouts happen today, that 200 slots will be filled in an instant.

[7#50#35 PM]
Colin Mac
:
We'll get there, I have confidence... well had when ethereum was paying like 
clockwork, now I'm trying to be confident but had nothing that gives me the 
slightest bit of it

[7#54#33 PM]
A Rogers
:
Is the 200 only for new coin?

[7#54#53 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Yes

[7#55#09 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
Iʼm sure if some payouts happen today, that 200 slots will be filled in an instant.
Wish I could get in, that's fer sure

[7#55#19 PM]
Dr Nat
:

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
Iʼm sure if some payouts happen today, that 200 slots will be filled in an instant.
Wish I could!



[7#55#39 PM]
Johnson
:
I plan on taking up a good chunk of those spots w compounding when the 
payouts hit :raised_hands:

🏻

[7#55#48 PM]
A Garr Cranney
:
For CS admin only:  How many P1 payouts are currently overdue?

[8#01#29 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
Iʼm sure if some payouts happen today, that 200 slots will be filled in an instant.
Ditto.

[8#08#11 PM]
Aj
:
This is the most expensive group chat Iʼve ever been in... joined in August and 
havenʼt seen a payment :joy::joy:

[8#09#16 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Aj
> 
This is the most expensive group chat Iʼve ever been in... joined in August and 
havenʼt seen a payment :joy::joy:
:joy::joy:

> 



Aj
> 
This is the most expensive group chat Iʼve ever been in... joined in August and 
havenʼt seen a payment :joy::joy:
:flushed: really though

[8#13#33 PM]
Aj
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
:flushed: really though
That Iʼll admit...:stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[8#13#51 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

[8#15#52 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Lisburn is only along the dual carriageway :hammer::hammer: "GIVE ME ALL 
YOUR BITCOIN"

[8#23#11 PM]
Aj
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Lisburn is only along the dual carriageway :hammer::hammer: "GIVE ME ALL 
YOUR BITCOIN"
:joy::joy::joy: a fan of the hammers I see :joy::joy:

[8#24#08 PM]
Colin Mac
:



Lol I just couldn't find a gun :joy:

edited 
[8#25#23 PM]
Dave O
:
Question—- under the my plans section if you put your courser on a plan and 
click on it, you get a check mark and a x box what is this and what is it for.

[8#28#16 PM]
Andy Novotny
:

> 
Dave O
> 
Question—- under the my plans section if you put your courser on a plan and 
click on it, you get a check mark and a x box what i
I believe that allows you to change the name of your plan

[8#28#32 PM]
Bryan
:

> 
Dave O
> 
Question—- under the my plans section if you put your courser on a plan and 
click on it, you get a check mark and a x box what i
You can rename the plan. So if you purchase a plan with multiple friends or 
family members you can note it there

[8#30#59 PM]
Dave O
:
Ok thanks

[8#34#20 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
@CS_Mgr  Is it possible to know the approximate time for the podcast today? 
Just trying to plan my day. Thank you.

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40CS_Mgr


[8#34#45 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Later this afternoon. There are quite a few meetings today

But it will be up before the day is over which is what  matters

edited 
[8#43#08 PM]
TXpaid
:
the site says 35 weekly plans.  It keeps decreasing, does this indicate that 
weekly plans are being paid with only 35 to go?

[8#43#52 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
If itʼs like that Iʼll be happy

[8#45#08 PM]
TXpaid
:
yeah me too

all of us for sure

[8#45#24 PM]
Kris
:
It means that all of the other plans expired and people are waiting for their coin 
to reinvest. (What I will do once the Rollover plan pays)

[8#46#04 PM]
PyroJon
:
Bulletproof Hoodie | NIJ-IIIA | Bulletproof Jacket | Wonder Hoodie - USA | 
Wonder Hoodie
https://wonderhoodie.com/products/bulletproof-hoodie?
variant=13817822150711

https://wonderhoodie.com/products/bulletproof-hoodie?variant=13817822150711
https://wonderhoodie.com/products/bulletproof-hoodie?variant=13817822150711


[8#46#20 PM]
TXpaid
:
so it doesnt mean they are being paid, only that they have expired.

[8#46#27 PM]
PyroJon
:
Just tossing this out there

[8#47#21 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
PyroJon
> 
Bulletproof Hoodie | NIJ-IIIA | Bulletproof Jacket | Wonder Hoodie - USA | 
Wonder Hoodie https://wonderhoodie.com/products/bulle
I need this

[8#47#22 PM]
Kris
:

> 
TXpaid
> 
so it doesnt mean they are being paid, only that they have expired.
Nope. Only that plans have expired.

[9#41#12 PM]
Javier H-R
:

> 
A Garr Cranney
> 
For CS admin only: How many P1 payouts are currently overdue?
?



[9#46#57 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
I donʼt think they answering 
Because we all ask the same questions over and over and expect different 
results

[9#50#58 PM]
Nick Nix
:
“Iʼm a gambler and want to put in for the new daily, how sure is CS about the 
system paying consistently scale 1 to 100. 

Since I have two converted dailies still in the “Voldemort” stage Iʼm more 
then :grimacing: nervous

[9#54#32 PM]
LdQ
:
I would take a matched daily in a hearbeat. No hesitation.

[9#54#50 PM]
Nick Nix
:

> 
LdQ
> 
I would take a matched daily in a hearbeat. No hesitation.
Well do it silly

[9#55#58 PM]
LdQ
:
Maybe I did.

[9#56#07 PM]
Nick Nix
:



Ok had to do the VPN on the new computer here goes once more into the 
Breach

[9#56#16 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
I just did 10 BTC daily 
And Iʼm still owed coin 
I just at the point of bliss 
I know Iʼll get paid 
I trust them

[9#57#33 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Now Zack. Thatʼs a positive attitude.

[9#58#18 PM]
Lolly
:
So want to join the daily fun!!! Just need some coin to hit my wallet so i can play 
in that sandbox.:sunglasses:

[9#59#47 PM]
Ivan
:
Does the blockchain congestion have anything to do with any of us not getting 
payments? It's at 40k
Was at 7k this morning

[10#04#02 PM]
Tom
:
So with new dailies starting, meaning first payouts are expected to hit tomorrow 
(?), what does that mean for all the other outstanding stuff? Are the dailies 
payouts added to the end of the payout queue, is it separate?

[10#07#49 PM]
Bryan
:



> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
I donʼt think they answering Because we all ask the same questions over and 
over and expect different results
They could do something like a FAQ on the website for all the long term 
questions (there are many of those). 

Other than that, people want to know why CS is allowing people's confidence in 
them and their system to evaporate. People want to know their money and 
investment are safe. If people were satisfied by the CS answers to these 
questions, they wouldn't ask any more.

[10#08#41 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
When we gonna get payed for weeklys

[10#09#46 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
When we gonna get payed for weeklys
The more often u ask, The earlier it gets paid out.

[10#09#54 PM]
Ivan
:
I thought the point of weekly was to avoid the daily problem but if they're 
offering dailies again and are confident that daily payments start tomorrow then 
how come the weekly hasnt been payed out? Or does this mean it's all coming 
tomorrow along with daily payout

edited 
[10#10#15 PM]
Tom
:

> 



Ivan
> 
I thought the point of weekly was to avoid the daily problem but if they're 
offering dailies again and are confident that daily
Thats kinda where my question was going too

[10#10#36 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Yah more often I ask Iʼll get blocked so I wonʼt ask huh

[10#10#47 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Yah more often I ask Iʼll get blocked so I wonʼt ask huh
Now u got it

[10#12#08 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Tomorrow tomorrow tomorrow. 
If dailies are on and not the problem can my plans go back to being dailies 
instead of weeklies... or even just pay out once in a while would be nice... along 
with YOP's :blush:

[10#12#43 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Yesterday was Sid tomorrow and this is tomorrow from yesterday

[10#13#09 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 



Yesterday was Sid tomorrow and this is tomorrow from yesterday
Show me where it says weekly's are forsure gonna be paid Tuesday

[10#13#36 PM]
Jesse S.
:
All my weeklies were grouped in one payout it looks like. When it pays out, how 
long do I have to invest in another plan? Donʼt want my account to be 
deactivated if it takes me a few hours to realize Iʼve been payed and reinvest.

[10#14#49 PM]
P
:

> 
Jesse S.
> 
All my weeklies were grouped in one payout it looks like. When it pays out, how 
long do I have to invest in another plan? Donʼt
In the past they have said 24hrs

[10#15#27 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
P
> 
In the past they have said 24hrs
Okay, thank you. More then enough time for me.

[10#15#54 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
I need to get payed so I can reinvest

[10#16#02 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
^



[10#16#31 PM]
Kouper
:
Me too haha. If i get my overdue converted weekly itll go straight to a daily.

[10#18#05 PM]
Nick Nix
:
But with the new node will Block chain delays effect new daily plans !?! Iʼm 
trembling to click lol

[10#18#55 PM]
Jesse S.
:
Have you guys considered investing into an AI? Iʼve heard good things about 
Ultron, and skynet. Also one called Hal9000 that is in production.

[10#22#17 PM]
Rick B
:
How many Daily plans are still available at this point?

[10#22#41 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:

> 
Rick B
> 
How many Daily plans are still available at this point?
190 per the masthead on the site

[10#23#02 PM]
Rick B
:
That was at 12#30 pst

[10#23#10 PM]
Ostia Commerce



:
true

[10#23#37 PM]
P
:

> 
Rick B
> 
How many Daily plans are still available at this point?
I would think if you can buy then they are still available

[10#25#18 PM]
Rick B
:
True that!

[10#29#34 PM]
Jesse S.
:
If you are serious, then that is impressive. But I was joking... those AIʼs are all 
evil movie creations.

[10#29#42 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Really, really trying not be frustrated right now after all the phones calls I have 
had sticking up for _whatever_is_going_on_here_.  If I knew one person that got 
their "Balance due", I would feel a LITTLE better.

[10#30#00 PM]
P
:

> 
Jesse S.
> 
If you are serious, then that is impressive. But I was joking... those AIʼs are all 
evil movie creations.
I saw skynet and then I knew you were joking :grin:



[10#30#25 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
P
> 
I saw skynet and then I knew you were joking :grin:
:joy:

[10#30#44 PM]
Bryan
:
We haven't named it yet since it's a timid little thing. It makes 3% per trade, but 
only does trades every few days!

[10#31#35 PM]
Nick Nix
:
One more plan gone !!!

[10#32#31 PM]
P
:
32 active weeklies

[10#32#46 PM]
Reid Francom
:
I still have a bit of missing coin!  I have brought this up with admin and itʼs like 
they donʼt here me!

[10#32#56 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
Riley Schuit
> 



Really, really trying not be frustrated right now after all the phones calls I have 
had sticking up for _whatever_is_going_on_he
I used to be just like you 
But now I donʼt worry 
I trust that it will all work out 
And have diversified my assets 

It will come when it comes 
Meanwhile I place coin in again
Because I know itʼs gonna pay me in morning 

I believe

[10#34#18 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
Bryan
> 
We haven't named it yet since it's a timid little thing. It makes 3% per trade, but 
only does trades every few days!
Well keep up the good work. Maybe youʼll be up to CS levels someday.

[10#34#31 PM]
Riley Schuit
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
I used to be just like you But now I donʼt worry I trust that it will all work out And 
have diversified my assets It will c
Thanks.  I just had plans to keep stacking to grow.  Can't grow if it's just stalled.

[10#42#30 PM]
A Garr Cranney
:
For CS admin:  Could you describe steps of getting a refund of my seed 
money?  How long does it take?

[10#45#00 PM]



Nick Nix
:
My Daily has already shown up in my back office has not been Matched yet just 
sharing with the group the process

[10#45#22 PM]
Andy Novotny
:
We are in this for the long haul and believe CS is dealing with a ton of current 
challenges that we donʼt even know about.  Looking forward to the future and 
focused on LONG TERM growth.  Amazing opportunity.   Thank you CS team for 
fighting through all the issues and working on our behalf.  We are still sharing 
with people that have an understanding of what this investment is...

[10#47#15 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Thereʼs a large button on your home screen that says refund

Press it .

[10#47#41 PM]
A Garr Cranney
:
Time period for refund?

[10#47#43 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Within 60 days

Legal handles it once youʼve requested a refund

[10#49#20 PM]
Pmoney3
:
Is the chat working on zendesk? Ive noticed it's been off all day



[10#52#08 PM]
George Wiley
:
Took nearly 2.5 hours for first confirmation to go through on my daily plan... But 
as soon as I noticed first confirmation, it showed up in my back office!

Thanks CS!

[10#52#44 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
My Daily has already shown up in my back office has not been Matched yet just 
sharing with the group the process
Same here, but I believe it will show up within the hour

[10#53#59 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Thatʼs my thing 

Itʼs an investment 

I had to wait a year once on my investment returns 

These fast plan are a godsend 

So what itʼs taking them longer
 donʼt care !!!!
As long as I eventually get paid and they donʼt run !!!
Iʼm good

[10#57#04 PM]
Frank DeMaio
:
It would be nice to get paid so I can reinvest in the dailyʼs:grimacing:

[10#58#02 PM]
Twin_river



:
P1 definition. Patience level 1. Namaste

[11#01#09 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Iʼve been Matched !!!

[11#01#23 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Iʼve been Matched !!!
:+1:

🏼

[11#08#58 PM]
A Garr Cranney
:
For the group:  Anybody on this chat who has asked for a refund?  How long did 
you wait?

[11#09#25 PM]
RFdevil
:
I think anyone who asks for a refund gets removed from chat

Admin can confirm though

[11#12#00 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Not telling my coin amount but will share the fact Iʼm legal highly armed with all 
the California permits necessary and sleep with a 100lb German Shepard fur 
bag with razor blades :joy:. Iʼm am a sheep dog protect my flock very well. So if 
you come for me you are a Daisy If you do :wink:

[11#12#15 PM]



CS Manager
:
admin
you select refund your removed from chat since your no longer a member

[11#12#48 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
you select refund your removed from chat since your no longer a member
^^ Bam

Just like that

[11#13#12 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Not telling my coin amount but will share the fact Iʼm legal highly armed with all 
the California permits necessary and sleep wi
Iʼve watched a lot of ninja warrior, I got this :muscle:

🏻

[11#13#52 PM]
Nick Nix
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Iʼve watched a lot of ninja warrior, I got this :muscle:

🏻

Lmao Iʼm to old for that now so Glock 43 is my equalizer

[11#14#24 PM]
CS Manager
:



admin

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Lmao Iʼm to old for that now so Glock 43 is my equalizer
Iʼm too short to be a ninja... I should probably follow your lead

[11#14#32 PM]
Runamuck
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Not telling my coin amount but will share the fact Iʼm legal highly armed with all 
the California permits necessary and sleep wi
Good ole tombstone.

[11#17#26 PM]
Nick Nix
:
FN 5.7 on my permit also for those trips to LA and Oakland :joy:

[11#21#34 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Why would anyone want to refund. No Ninja crap in Utah. We still open carry. 
No gun laws either.

[11#25#08 PM]
Taye W
:
Smh

[11#25#51 PM]
Sebastian Saltos
:
Great deal,  but I would like to have the return P1 now in my wallet and continue 
another investment. 
Thank you



[11#26#50 PM]
Tom
:
Is there a downside to using the super node for payouts? Honestly interested

[11#28#05 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Nice update on the new Daily. How about an update on the old plans. P1. 
Weeklies. Staying positive.

[11#28#48 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Nice update on the new Daily. How about an update on the old plans. P1. 
Weeklies. Staying positive.
+1

[11#32#11 PM]
Ivan
:
Is there a specific tax person we should talk to? with cryptocurrency still being 
semi new, I'm sure not alot tax people know much about cryptocurrency and 
how it works

[11#33#32 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Can you put my weekly payout on the Daily plan

[11#33#47 PM]
Josh
:
:point_up:



[11#37#22 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Nice update on the new Daily. How about an update on the old plans. P1. 
Weeklies. Staying positive.
+1

[11#38#24 PM]
Kris
:
You have inside knowledge of how to classify whatever CS is doing. Here are 
my questions: 

Can you classify the activity we are actually conducting by entering into a plan 
with CS? Are we purchasing a product? Are we lending coin to CS for interest? 
Are we conducting a trade like on an exchange? Is each payment to CS and 
from CS considered a trade? How are we taxed when BTC received from CS 
eclipses they amount of bought BTC?

I would strongly appreciate and advocate a podcast or newsletter from your 
lawyers describing with detail what is actually going on here.

[11#39#39 PM]
Robert Sauer
:
If 200 payments can be handled, why is there such a delay in all the payments 
being sent out?

[11#40#06 PM]
A Rogers
:
So this new daily plan will be paid tomorrow but many here are still waiting on 
our P1s and other plans to be paid. Not to be a little perturbed but why do 
these new plans get to the front of the line.

> 
Robert Sauer



> 
If 200 payments can be handled, why is there such a delay in all the payments 
being sent out?
:clap::clap:

[11#41#06 PM]
Robert Sauer
:
I would love to get in on the daily today but am still waiting on payouts.....

[11#41#59 PM]
Nick Price
:
What about the past dailies that were turned into weeklies? Will these be paid 
out tomorrow before these new dailies?

[11#42#25 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Nick Price
> 
What about the past dailies that were turned into weeklies? Will these be paid 
out tomorrow before these new dailies?
:clap::clap:

[11#42#48 PM]
RFdevil
:
The dailies turned into weeklies have been pushed to next week for me and at 
least two others I know of

Not sure if that's the plan for everyone

[11#44#54 PM]
Nick Price
:
Strange, not sure why the those weeklies would be pushed out past these new 
dailies



[11#45#55 PM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
Doesnt make sense ...many , many, many of ous waiting for our LONG delay on 
getting our weeklies paid out.. but yet, those that participate in plan today  will 
get paid out starting tomorrow along with a match?

[11#46#36 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Madeline Alvarado
> 
Doesnt make sense ...many , many, many of ous waiting for our LONG delay on 
getting our weeklies paid out.. but yet, those that
That's the frustrating part. I'm still waiting on P1

[11#46#38 PM]
Tradin1
:
When can we expect dailies converted to weekly and P1 payments? What about 
the rollover button? 

I want to stay positive and keep compounding!!! :+1:

🏻

[11#46#46 PM]
CoinHippy
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
Not sure if that's the plan for everyone
Mine got pushed back to, seems frustrating to me that new dailies will get paid 
before the old ones

> 
Madeline Alvarado
> 
Doesnt make sense ...many , many, many of ous waiting for our LONG delay on 



getting our weeklies paid out.. but yet, those that
:+1:

[11#47#39 PM]
Nick Nix
:
The Node needs to be tested so us gamblers are guinea pigs for you all !! You 
are welcome :pray:

🏻

[11#48#13 PM]
RFdevil
:
Didn't he say they're not even using the node right now?

"The super node would be activated and pay all 200 plans simultaneously if 
over 40,000 unconfirmed transactions"

Admin

I don't know how the supernode would help with unconfirmed transactions 
though. Each transaction still has to be confirmed by multiple nodes and the 
other nodes would put CS transactions at the back of the line anyway. Unless 
they pay more fees to grease it along

But you don't need a supernode for that

[11#52#34 PM]
Kris
:
Again, that does not classify the activity we are conducting on CS. Tax specifics 
vary, not US tax law itself, state yes, US no. The activity performed here does 
not vary.

[11#54#04 PM]
A Rogers
:
Taxes still don't or won't apply if you haven't received any payouts. I'll worry 
about that when it shows

[11#54#38 PM]
Ivan



:
I know we still have to wait for podcast and maybe it will hold the answers but 
weeklies are scheduled to pay the latest tomorrow along with dailies? 
Since the point of converting to weekly was to minimize individual daily 
payment into one chunk so that we can all receive payment on time?

[11#54#39 PM]
Kris
:
Plan ahead and be positive!! 

🥳

Will your legal@circlesociety.com answer my general questions? Pretty sure 
most tax/crypto lawyers have not heard of CS

--- 
Wednesday, May 8, 2019

 ---

[12#03#59 AM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
A Rogers
> 
So this new daily plan will be paid tomorrow but many here are still waiting on 
our P1s and other plans to be paid. Not to be a
Yes very confusing

[12#05#19 AM]
Oliver Assoc
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Legal handles it once youʼve requested a refund
For clients that want to exit.  
It is only the principal balance returned, after KYC is submitted & verified?

Correct?

Copy.

mailto:legal@circlesociety.com


[12#07#55 AM]
Bryan
:
I don't have any super duper late payouts, I'm waiting on a single weekly that 
was rolled over from a bunch of dailies, but PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE can we 
get these P1's and other super duper late payouts done and over with?! If I ever 
see the term P1 again, it'll be too soon! Pause all the other payouts for a week 
and get these gone! :pray::pray::pray::pray::pray::pray: 
pleasepleaseplease?:cherries:

[12#11#27 AM]
Dee Zlo
:
Are we obligated to do a rollover or could we just wait for our phase 1 payouts 
and our daily‘s that were turned into weekly payout? Sorry if you mentioned it 
but I donʼt have time to read all day long on this feeds.

[12#12#05 AM]
Oliver Assoc
:
CS Admin>
I know it is likely online or one of my emails from support... sorry to bother you.

*Are the KYC requirements still the PDF document that states our ‘origination of 
fundsʼ plus the normal Government ID & Address verification docs.

:+1:

🏻

[12#17#28 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
I sent a ticket like I was told and no response. Will my balance due be paid 
Friday?

[12#17#51 AM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Bryan



> 
I don't have any super duper late payouts, I'm waiting on a single weekly that 
was rolled over from a bunch of dailies, but PLEA

🤞 🤞 🤞

[12#18#35 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
I submitted it at 6#30 am

It was on your help desk

Bri no email received on my end

[12#29#27 AM]
Tom
:
@Bri_CS_Support no email from u guys. Not in spam folder either

[1#10#30 AM]
T Albrechtsen
:
Thank you So So much CS for the transparency. The podcast hopefully 
answered a lot of questions for everyone. Everyone Please make sure to do 
your part and listen!  Theyʼre giving us great blessings here. We can be patient. 
And letʼs maybe give them a break from support tickets for a few days. Just 
listen to the pinned update!

[1#11#34 AM]
CoinHippy
:
I appreciate the update man, straight forward and honest.

[1#12#58 AM]
A Rogers
:
Great podcast thank you for the clarifications, patiently waiting

[1#14#37 AM]
Zackery Hunter

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Bri_CS_Support


:
Thank you for the update admin 
Made me feel great 
Just put cash order in for another 10 BTC (Iʼll get that in morning)
And off to CS it goes 

Could you please extend match 

I think youʼll get a few people here that want it

[1#17#18 AM]
RFdevil
:
Honestly the podcast just have me more questions than answers but we'll see 
what next week brings

[1#19#32 AM]
Twin_river
:
Great podcast. If we have over 20 btc in the system of exchanges, then what is 
Circles societyʼs feasible amount for us members to request for withdrawals? 
My plans are matured but it sounds like CS doesnʼt like me and they want to 
keep some of my coins and make me watch it compound? Only thing is Iʼve 
been watching since August last year and Iʼm craving crypto proof. I can almost 
taste it!

[1#20#28 AM]
Mhung
:
Thank goodness for coinbase. They reset my max purchase to $15 a week.... So 
can we extend this for... 387 weeks?

[1#21#13 AM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
Mhung
> 
Thank goodness for coinbase. They reset my max purchase to $15 a week.... So 
can we extend this for... 387 weeks?
I hate coinbase 



I use coinmama and CEX.IO

[1#22#10 AM]
Mhung
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
I hate coinbase I use coinmama and CEX.IO
True. I need to change it out. Just been lazy not wanting to do kyc again hahah

[1#24#15 AM]
RFdevil
:
I agree. I know it was mentioned in the podcast as a bad thing, but I would 
actually like to see deposits stopped and support suspended until the queue of 
tickets and payouts is finished and then open it up to new plans. Most people 
will roll back in anyway and have more confidence to bring in others. Just my 
opinion.

[1#25#13 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
I am purposely curtailing my posts in here to ease the burden on staff and will 
continue to do so. For the next podcast it may help if this question can be 
answered: At your present rate of allowable coin withdrawals from your 
exchanges, and with the fixed number of all overdue account balances known, 
how much longer should we be prepared to wait for that backlog to be paid off? 
This is not to put pressure, but perhaps to give the field a realistic 
understanding and not continually re-ask the "when" question. Just my 
suggestion, good or bad, I thank you and have a good night.

[1#25#16 AM]
Joel Atherton
:
As of March 5th from the Newsletter, there were 352 P1 accounts to be paid. 
So it's gotta be getting close to done.

[1#27#16 AM]
Ivan

http://cex.io/


:
I know podcast mentions payout still going out every day, any idea how far 
along the queue it is? What type of payments are going out, I've only heard few 
p1 but no weeklies yet

[1#30#32 AM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Mhung
> 
Thank goodness for coinbase. They reset my max purchase to $15 a week.... So 
can we extend this for... 387 weeks?
Lol

CS thanks for podcast.

GN everyone

[1#35#33 AM]
Pmoney3
:
Just listened to the podcast. Do we have a time frame for when the rollover 
button will be added to the site?

[1#40#05 AM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Hey Bri. Tomorrow could you check on support ticket #7103. I opened it 
Monday at about 1#30pm. I canʼt find a response and want to make sure it didnʼt 
delete it or something.

[1#43#20 AM]
Dr Nat
:
Ditto and they can buy matched plans too

[1#43#26 AM]
Ivan
:



If anyone saw any fraction of btc in their wallet, they'd reinvest right away too

[1#44#44 AM]
LdQ
:
That would probably require a site shutdown and days, if not weeks, of writing 
code.

[1#45#05 AM]
Zackery Hunter
:
!!!!!!!!!!!Diversify!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

[1#45#07 AM]
TXpaid
:

> 
LdQ
> 
That would probably require a site shutdown and days, if not weeks, of writing 
code.
Exactly

[1#46#05 AM]
LdQ
:
CS is hand built, they can't just buy Microsoft Coin and tell it to pay out 
differently every few days

[1#46#28 AM]
TXpaid
:
Just wait, they will come thru in time. Until then I'll troll his feed and laugh a bit 
at the questions.

[1#47#53 AM]
LdQ
:
While the feed is off you can learn about the stranger in your house (wife) and 



the little folk (kids).

One member of  CS recently put his phone down and discovered another room 
in his home that had a box in it full of food that was cold.

It even had a light in it that came on when you opened the door to the box.

[1#49#11 AM]
Twin_river
:
Iʼd like to order my rollover crypto sandwich, I promise to share it.

[1#52#36 AM]
LdQ
:
Are the men's 4X Bitcoin Thongs back in stock yet?

[1#52#47 AM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:
Thanks for the podcast.  Itʼs good get these regular updates.  

Thereʼs a part I donʼt understand, hoping you can dispel my confusion.  If CS is 
only allotted a certain amount per week from the exchanges with which to pay 
P1ʼs, etc, then where do the funds come from to pay out daily matches?  I donʼt 
get how that math adds up.  Or do they come from separate accounts?  
Confusing

[1#52#59 AM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Are the men's 4X Bitcoin Thongs back in stock yet?
Hahaha 

🤣 🤣 🤣

[1#53#15 AM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:



> 
LdQ
> 
Are the men's 4X Bitcoin Thongs back in stock yet?
I bought extra.  Selling them on Amazon.

[1#53#47 AM]
Christina
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
I agree. I know it was mentioned in the podcast as a bad thing, but I would 
actually like to see deposits stopped and support su
I agree.

edited 
[1#54#31 AM]
LdQ
:

> 
Scotty Two Shoes
> 
I bought extra. Selling them on Amazon.
Good, I can squeeze into those with a little help from a friend.

[1#55#35 AM]
Christina
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
I am purposely curtailing my posts in here to ease the burden on staff and will 
continue to do so. For the next podcast it may h
I 100% agree. It's just math, and would settle a lot of minds and expectations.

edited 
[1#55#53 AM]
Niranjan
:



Thanks alot for the podcast. Great info!!!
Being able to invest in the Circle Society and taking part of this program has 
had such a great influence in my life. My long-term investment goals have 
always been huge. My major reason for investing is to be able to provide for my 
future generations. I want to ensure that my small children and eventually my 
grandchildren will have a bright and prosperous future. To do that, there is no 
other opportunity as great as what CS has offered. I have been a part of CS for 
a while now and have been able to grow my initial investment exponentially. To 
say I am grateful cannot express enough gratitude for this opportunity in my 
life. Another major reason that I wanted to invest in CS was to provide an 
opportunity to establish my family and give them a good life. Thanks alot CS!!

[1#56#28 AM]
Christina
:

> 
Niranjan
> 
Thanks alot for the podcast. Great info!!! Being able to invest in the Circle 
Society and taking part of this program has had su
:hearts:

Goodnight all, thanks CS, and looking forward to next updates.

[4#18#40 PM]
rain_coin
:
Morning!

[4#18#52 PM]
Kouper
:
Mornin.

[4#20#34 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
GOOD morning!

[4#21#04 PM]



Rick B
:
Mornin All!

[4#24#42 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Good morning!

[4#26#22 PM]
Aj
:
Question on Daily Match... if 1BTC invested in Daily does it become 2 BTC and 
pay 5% per day on 2 BTC .. ie Daily payment of 0.1 BTC ??? Apologies if this has 
been covered but never been involved with Match before. 

Ohhh.. and good morning :smiley:

[4#26#52 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:

> 
Aj
> 
Question on Daily Match... if 1BTC invested in Daily does it become 2 BTC and 
pay 5% per day on 2 BTC .. ie Daily payment of 0.1
Yes

[4#28#15 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Aj
> 
Question on Daily Match... if 1BTC invested in Daily does it become 2 BTC and 
pay 5% per day on 2 BTC .. ie Daily payment of 0.1
They create a second 1 BTC plan they both pay out .05 weekdays, effectivly .1 
each day.



[4#28#21 PM]
Mateo
:
LAWDDD crypto gods I wish I had my P1 withdrawal request my 2 YOP plans my 
Rollover and Weekly..... to invest it ALL IN DAILYS:((((((

[4#28#31 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Ditto

[4#28#34 PM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 
Mateo
> 
LAWDDD crypto gods I wish I had my P1 withdrawal request my 2 YOP plans my 
Rollover and Weekly..... to invest it ALL IN DAILYS:(
Same

[4#28#54 PM]
Mikey Deluxe
:

> 
Mateo
> 
LAWDDD crypto gods I wish I had my P1 withdrawal request my 2 YOP plans my 
Rollover and Weekly..... to invest it ALL IN DAILYS:(
Me too

CS keeps saying that it is an investment (long term). The question is how long? 
I havenʼt gotten a strait answer.

[4#32#04 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Well letʼs see We going to get payed today or itʼs Going to be the same as 
yesterday day before that last week



[4#33#09 PM]
Mikey Deluxe
:
Also, why does CS need exchanges?

[4#33#38 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Mikey Deluxe
> 
Also, why does CS need exchanges?
To trade coin.

[4#33#49 PM]
Colin Mac
:
:joy::joy::joy:

[4#34#20 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
:+1:

[4#34#55 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Well letʼs see We going to get payed today or itʼs Going to be the same as 
yesterday day before that last week
Some will be paid today, others will be paid later. So yes, like almost every day, 
payments are going out.

[4#35#47 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:



Lyman you work for CS?

[4#35#53 PM]
LdQ
:
Be nice, help out.

[4#36#34 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
I canʼt wait so you get paid and reinvest everything

edited 
[4#36#41 PM]
Mikey Deluxe
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Some will be paid today, others will be paid later. So yes, like almost every day, 
payments are going out.
CS mentioned showing the que? Or at least showing payments that have been 
made?

[4#36#42 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Lyman you work for CS?
Nope, I just keep up on their latest news and don't forget it every few hours.

[4#37#46 PM]
RFdevil
:
From my own account and those I know, overdue weeklies (including those 
which were dailies) have been pushed to next week at the earliest



[4#37#47 PM]
John Good
:
Iu

[4#38#06 PM]
RFdevil
:
I don't know about yop

[4#38#16 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Mikey Deluxe
> 
CS mentioned showing the que? Or at least showing payments that have been 
made?
I recall they mentioned it, but don't know when it will be implemented. Most 
days they have mentioned about how many payments go out. I believe it was 
300 Monday and 200 Tuesday, but that's my own recollection, you would have 
to research the post yourself for an accurate answer.

[4#38#17 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Well Iʼm waiting Unpatient patiently

[4#39#08 PM]
Nick Nix
:
I got paid my daily Match from yesterday at 11pm !!! Please super node hold it 
together!! I want to compound.

[4#39#11 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
I am very excited to get payed today



[4#40#11 PM]
Mikey Deluxe
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Well Iʼm waiting Unpatient patiently
:point_up_2#Im keeping my expectations low so I can be pleasantly surprised.

[4#41#05 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Canʼt wait to get the some so I can put everything on daily plan

[4#41#12 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
I got paid my daily Match from yesterday at 11pm !!! Please super node hold it 
together!! I want to compound.
They're not using the "supernode"

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
I am very excited to get payed today
I wouldn't expect payment today unless you bought into a daily yesterday

[4#43#11 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
I didnʼt put anything yesterday Because I have no coins Iʼm waiting for it so I 
can put everything back in it

[4#44#56 PM]
Nick Nix
:



> 
RFdevil
> 
They're not using the "supernode"
I know but I really like saying “super” and itʼs nice to know itʼs on back up 
generators

[4#45#47 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
I didnʼt put anything yesterday Because I have no coins Iʼm waiting for it so I 
can put everything back in it
I would prepare for it by getting ready to wait :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[4#46#44 PM]
LdQ
:

When the time comes, the power is available to warp this bitch into Plaid.

[4#49#15 PM]
Nick Nix
:
She has gone from suck to blow !!!

[5#04#18 PM]
Ivan
:
If anyone gets any sort of payment, besides dailies thatd be great to know. Give 
us all a little hope :)

[5#05#29 PM]
George Wiley
:



I did receive a Daily payment and a March payment today... if that helps at all

Match

[5#06#10 PM]
RFdevil
:
March to Match, *sad trombone*

lol

[5#06#12 PM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
Binance was hacked.. for anyone who uses them as a wallet... check.

[5#08#01 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:

> 
Madeline Alvarado
> 
Binance was hacked.. for anyone who uses them as a wallet... check.
Member accounts are safe. It was only the hot wallet that was breached. But for 
sure, keep your large amounts of coin off of exchanges.

[5#08#17 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
George Wiley
> 
I did receive a Daily payment and a March payment today... if that helps at all
Nice! Congrats! Canʼt wait to report my rollover to everyone! Keep the hope 
alive! Itʼs coming people!!!!

edited 
[5#08#47 PM]
RFdevil
:



> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
Nice! Congrats! Canʼt wait to report my rollover to everyone! Keep the hope 
alive! Itʼs coming people!!!!
It was just his daily+match, not a payment overdue from march

Just for clarification

[5#10#21 PM]
George Wiley
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
It was just his daily+match, not a payment overdue from march
Correct... sorry for original typo

Daily + Match

[5#11#10 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Nice

[5#13#16 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
I hope everyone understands that the Daily Plans are for new coin only. I repeat, 
“NEW COIN ONLY” Coin that is from any other plan AKA rollover can not go into 
a daily.

[5#14#18 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Be positive, itʼs a business adventure. It takes time to grow Iʼm in the same 
adventure as most of you. Still waiting. It the not knowing that breeds 
negativity. Be patient. Be positive. CS is on it.



[5#14#51 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
If only we can rollover All the plans to daily

[5#16#08 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Photo
Looks like my old Atari

[5#17#19 PM]
Rick B
:
I'm not sure whether you can rollover from any other plan into the Daily or not 
because that was not addressed in the podcast.  What was said in the podcast 
is that to expect a match on a rollover is definitely not in the picture

[5#17#24 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Looks like my old Atari
The computing power of the 2600 was only overshadowed by the begging 
power I used to obtain one.

[5#17#26 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
If only we can rollover All the plans to daily



That is not in the rules.

[5#18#17 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
I know Bob Thatʼs why I say if

[5#19#57 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
LdQ
> 
The computing power of the 2600 was only overshadowed by the begging 
power I used to obtain one.
Lmao.

I need my endorphins stroked today come on CS LOL :joy:

[5#22#42 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
It was just his daily+match, not a payment overdue from march
But a PAYMENT nonetheless :ok_hand:

🏽

:100:

edited 
[5#23#59 PM]
MR BTC
:
The immediate payments to members from yesterday‘s new dailies are 
encouraging.

[5#26#05 PM]
Jeremy Reheis
:
Amazing times this is going to be great once all accounts are caught up.



[5#28#26 PM]
Mateo
:

> 
Jeremy Reheis
> 
Amazing times this is going to be great once all accounts are caught up.
Amen

[5#32#03 PM]
Clint P
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Be positive, itʼs a business adventure. It takes time to grow Iʼm in the same 
adventure as most of you. Still waiting. It the no
:+1:

[5#32#11 PM]
Johnson
:
Anniversary month - if I get one of my 3 plans payout anytime
This month itʼs gonna be a fun date night 

- I canʼt wait to see my wifeʼs face when I show her the wallet balance with a 
“and thereʼs more on the way” ....

CS rocks

[5#33#26 PM]
A Rogers
:
Is it weird I'm now having dreams of my waking up and looking at my CB and 
seeing my P1.

[5#34#05 PM]
LdQ
:



The only thing better than seeing that coin hit is buying a matched daily with it 
and seeing it hit day after day...  I need a cold shower now.

[5#35#27 PM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Lyman you work for CS?
No he is just a cheerleader

[5#35#57 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 
No he is just a cheerleader
Well, yeah. With sexy legs like his...

[5#38#45 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
Well, yeah. With sexy legs like his...
damn straight

[5#40#23 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
GoodMorning all,

It was so amazing getting my daily made me forget about my ridiculous CS 
balance 
Today Iʼm waiting on new coin from exchange I did yesterday so I can take full 
advantage of the match and put in a super large one :point_up: 



I think if you on the fence , get one now with new coin or new money 

Iʼll be grabbing a big one this afternoon

[5#40#37 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 
No he is just a cheerleader

We've got Bitcoin, yes we do!
Buy a daily - no - BUY TWO!

[5#41#27 PM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Photo

🤣 🤣 🤣

bahahaha 

🤣 🤣 🤣

[5#42#32 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
LdQ
> 
The only thing better than seeing that coin hit is buying a matched daily with it 
and seeing it hit day after day... I need a c
Daily plans were great while they were paying (about 1.5 weeks for me). Then 
the payments stopped and I got stuck in limbo like everyone else. :cry:

[5#42#51 PM]
Colin Mac



:
Glad to see your dailies getting paid out folks :+1:

[5#47#27 PM]
TXpaid
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
GoodMorning all, It was so amazing getting my daily made me forget about my 
ridiculous CS balance Today Iʼm waiting on new coi
I like your enthusiasm but I don't know about "grabbing a big one" unless I take 
a piss and that's not that big either.

[5#48#13 PM]
rain_coin
:
May I post a dumb question that I can't figure out. Maybe you guys can 
decipher. 

Hypothetically, there are 5000 coins in CS that are due. 

Exchanges release up to 1250 coins/week

CS pays the 1000, the rest for the bot to trade.

Outstanding coins to be paid out now is 4000. 

Yet these 4000 get rolled into another plan, bringing the balance back up. 

Would the que somehow get caught up based on exchange limitation?

My question directed towards members. I agree with podcast that CS staff 
needs their time to concentrate.

[5#49#05 PM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
With the USA active user (600) count getting lower..does that mean we will 
have to wait that much longer for our expired funds?



[5#50#18 PM]
JGUS
:

> 
Robert Sauer
> 
I would love to get in on the daily today but am still waiting on payouts.....
Same here :hand:

[5#50#22 PM]
P
:

> 
Madeline Alvarado
> 
With the USA active user (600) count getting lower..does that mean we will 
have to wait that much longer for our expired funds?
What does user count have anything to deal with payouts. If anything it would 
make it better. Less people to pay...

[5#51#40 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Photo
Lol

[5#51#46 PM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
Well they need more coin in order to pay us... thus the reason for the new daily 
plans, atleast thats what i got from the message.

[5#52#24 PM]
Mateo
:



So Bri or CS support none of my coin is being grown rn just waiting held in 
limbo... rollover coming soon and withdrawals?

[5#52#25 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Did anyone even go into that rolex plan?

[5#52#30 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
TXpaid
> 
I like your enthusiasm but I don't know about "grabbing a big one" unless I take 
a piss and that's not that big either.
Haha:stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes::stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes::stuck_out
_tongue_closed_eyes::stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes:

[5#52#43 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Yeah, they need new users plans/bitcoin to pay plans due... kind of like a 
pyramid scheme... but not

[5#53#03 PM]
rain_coin
:

> 
Madeline Alvarado
> 
Well they need more coin in order to pay us... thus the reason for the new daily 
plans, atleast thats what i got from the messag
I think the daily is to build trust and to display good will from CS. 

The coins are bring paid out with the given fixed amount released from 
exchanges

Being*



[5#54#08 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Mateo
> 
So Bri or CS support none of my coin is being grown rn just waiting held in 
limbo... rollover coming soon and withdrawals?
Once a plan expires, there's no more growth on that coin for the member, the 
balance stays the same until payout actually happens

That's what I've seen with my accounts and others I know of

[5#55#11 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Given I'm sitting around waiting, might as well just make it go into a new plan, 
even though I didn't get paid.  Wish I could roll it...

[5#57#37 PM]
B
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
Once a plan expires, there's no more growth on that coin for the member, the 
balance stays the same until payout actually happen
I agree with you. The frustration is we are given the run around day in and day 
out while all our coin is sitting there. Someone must be playing monopoly with it 
and it sure isnʼt us.

edited 
[5#57#55 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Riley Schuit
> 
Given I'm sitting around waiting, might as well just make it go into a new plan, 
even though I didn't get paid. Wish I could ro



You can roll into the ENDGAME plan any time via a ticket, live chat or rollover 
button.

[5#59#45 PM]
B
:

> 
LdQ
> 
You can roll into the ENDGAME plan any time via a ticket, live chat or rollover 
button.
I donʼt see a rollover button and my last few responses over the passed couple 
weeks have gone unanswered

[5#59#57 PM]
Riley Schuit
:

> 
LdQ
> 
You can roll into the ENDGAME plan any time via a ticket, live chat or rollover 
button.
Thanks buddy

[6#00#54 PM]
Ivan
:
Anyone can confirm that endgame shows up on account page after 40 
consecutive days after choosing plan?

[6#01#49 PM]
Mateo
:
Thank you^

edited 
[6#02#16 PM]
John Good
:
Hi Bri - will a rollover button be installed as I do not see one on my page....



[6#02#40 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
John Good
> 
Hi Bri - will a rollover button be installed as I do not see one on my page....
It will be installed. They are working on it

[6#02#46 PM]
Johnson
:
Is it all or nothing with current rollover requests? 

Meaning - have to rollover entire balance or 

if I want to rollover letʼs say 30% if my current balance to
A ENDGAME and let the other 70% stay in que for payout?

[6#02#47 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
They said probably at the end of this week

[6#02#55 PM]
John Good
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
It will be installed. They are working on it
perfect.

[6#03#01 PM]
RFdevil
:
I fundamentally disagree about the investment length analogies. Any 
prospective investment should be analyzed by not only ROI but also ROR and 



risk factor. The ROR is what made CS so attractive. But if payments keep 
getting pushed, ROR gets worse and worse and so the investment analysis has 
to change. This would go for any investment.

[6#03#39 PM]
B
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
They said probably at the end of this week
They said that last week too

[6#03#59 PM]
John Good
:
Thanks so much Bri...

[6#04#11 PM]
B
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
I fundamentally disagree about the investment length analogies. Any 
prospective investment should be analyzed by not only ROI bu
Bingo

[6#04#13 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
B
> 
They said that last week too
I remember seeing it that they were talking about it being finished this week

Could be mistaken though



[6#04#30 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Hi Bri how you doing?

[6#05#59 PM]
Tom
:
@Bri_CS_Support is live support coming online today? Still need to finish that 
conversation of my ticket that u said was responded to but I have not received 
it any where

[6#06#59 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
:+1::+1::+1::+1:

[6#09#07 PM]
Tom
:
Can u just resend ur response to the email on my home page? And let me know 
when done and I'll check again?

I usually have no problems receiving any emails there

Ok thanks;)

[6#09#28 PM]
Colin Mac
:
So to rollover (YOP) just drop support a ticket naming the plan to be rolled over

Cheers bri

[6#10#38 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Hey Bri. Tomorrow could you check on support ticket #7103. I opened it 
Monday at about 1#30pm. I canʼt find a response and want to make sure it didnʼt 
delete it or something. Or maybe Iʼm having the same email issue as a few 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Bri_CS_Support


others.

[6#13#02 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:
I have ticket #6441 that still hasnʼt been fixed.    Wonder if I can get any info on 
this

[6#13#26 PM]
Twin_river
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Is it all or nothing with current rollover requests? Meaning - have to rollover 
entire balance or if I want to rollover letʼ
Same

[6#13#30 PM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
Daily plans were great while they were paying (about 1.5 weeks for me). Then 
the payments stopped and I got stuck in limbo like
exactly .. had three daily plans they paid out a handful of days then nothing .... 
we will see how long these dailies pay before they stop 

🛑

[6#13#59 PM]
Jesse S.
:
Very interested in doing the daily plan. Just worried that it will have the same 
result as the last time I bought one.

[6#14#17 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Exactly why I'm not going to do it



[6#15#09 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
They have to realize with no converted weeklies .. p1 .. rollovers etc being paid 
out ... itʼs going to be hard to get people to keep forking out money ...

[6#15#52 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
Riley Schuit
> 
Exactly why I'm not going to do it
Yes, I have the bitcoin ready to go, but intuition tells me to hold onto it and wait 
for past due balance to be paid out first. Probably why so few people have 
jumped on the new dailyʼs. Only 28 right now.

[6#16#02 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
Yes most everyone feels the same way

[6#16#53 PM]
RFdevil
:
Yeah, there's a reason so few daily plans have been purchased despite the 
matching offer. People still waiting to see returns on expired plans first

[6#17#24 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
So ... has anyone been paid anything in the last few days ??? Speak up please ! 
I havenʼt

[6#17#25 PM]
Twin_river
:
Matured plans



[6#17#59 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
We still want to see payouts as we were told there would be payouts ...

[6#18#28 PM]
RFdevil
:
None of that changes what I said. Whether thinking in crypto or fiat, my points 
still stand

[6#18#58 PM]
Twin_river
:
Iʼm here for the long run, but I want to know what CS expects from me as an 
investor. I want to hear about everyoneʼs accounts over 500 btc one day, and 
donʼt care if it takes years. And when we get there how much will CS allow an 
individual to withdrawal from 500btc? How much of my current matured 
rollover plan can I withdrawal? 20%,50%, or 100%?

[6#19#01 PM]
P
:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 
So ... has anyone been paid anything in the last few days ??? Speak up please ! 
I havenʼt
Ive seen a few p1 peps. Daily people posted above that they got those

[6#19#09 PM]
RFdevil
:
ROI and ROR are the same as long as you calculate both the investment and 
return in the same currency

[6#19#26 PM]
Margaret Walker



:

> 
P
> 
Ive seen a few p1 peps. Daily people posted above that they got those
Not interested in new daily payouts ....

[6#21#17 PM]
Marty Moose
:
I submitted a support ticket asking to consolidate my plans and roll them over 
immediately after the post was pinned to do so a few days ago and have not 
heard anything. Is this bc you cannot consolidate or just havenʼt got to that 
ticket yet? Thanks

[6#21#18 PM]
Russ
:
If anyone is interested, I came accross a Telegram bot that will notify you when 
you have BTC deposits into your wallet. That way, you don't need to waste time 
checking it all the time. It says it'll work for ETH as well, but it didn't for me. But 
it's nice getting BTC notifications: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?
topic=4479224.0

[6#24#08 PM]
Twin_river
:
The transparency here hasnʼt comforted the fact of my wallet not receiving any 
payouts for 9 months. And Iʼm only on patience level 1 still. I hear chirping

[6#24#35 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
Russ
> 
If anyone is interested, I came accross a Telegram bot that will notify you when 
you have BTC deposits into your wallet. That wa
Sounds like a great way to track people and hack their accounts

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4479224.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4479224.0


[6#26#19 PM]
Mateo
:
Bri and CS dont take any of this personally thank you for everything BUT we 
need confirmed Bitcoin in our wallets period I've been in for 10 going on 11 
months...

[6#28#19 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
LOL!!!!!

[6#28#27 PM]
RFdevil
:
So what is the point? I invested crypto based upon calculated ROI and ROR to 
be returned in crypto. The expected ROI and ROR never materialized. The coin I 
invested is not continuing to grow, it is sitting in an expired plan waiting to be 
paid out. No fiat involved, just crypto invested and expected crypto return.

[6#29#45 PM]
Twin_river
:
Crickets awoke! Iʼm game with the endgame. Currently just in limbo. Can I 
rollover 50% of my matured plan?

edited 
[6#33#41 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Please excuse support staff and myself while we attempt to quickly work 
through the substantial amount of support tickets from members that have 
come through overnight. 
As much as I know they enjoy conversing in the feed, this morning Iʼm going to 
have to ask that my support staff be left to focus and help members on our 
help desk.

> 
Twin_river
> 



Crickets awoke! Iʼm game with the endgame. Currently just in limbo. Can I 
rollover 50% of my matured plan?
Yes, but please send this in the form of a ticket to support

[6#38#51 PM]
Twin_river
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Yes, but please send this in the form of a ticket to support
Will do thanks

[6#39#24 PM]
RFdevil
:
Ok, will be quiet for a while to let CS do its work.

[6#41#36 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
RFdevil
> 
Ok, will be quiet for a while to let CS do its work.
:wink: you may have your turn later. Donʼt worry

[6#43#45 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
Doesnʼt matter if itʼs “growing “ if itʼs never paid out ...

Oh there it is!! Knew it would be thrown at me at some point

No thanks ... just would like to see some people getting returned investments .

I think itʼs pretty reasonable to wonder whatʼs going on with our Investments 
that we have been waiting patiently for ... you are saying there are payouts .. 
just want that confirmation from the members . Thatʼs fair



[6#48#32 PM]
Twin_river
:
I heard patience level 1 is the hardest of all the levels.

[6#52#11 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
Just wondering if anyone was getting payments ... havenʼt heard anyone has . 
Maybe there will be a new update to help us understand the new issues that is 
delaying ...

[6#54#08 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Request refund 

🤨

 terrible attitude

[6#54#36 PM]
Red
:
People are getting payments they just donʼt want to post it here. Plus a lot of 
members arenʼt in this group that have gotten paid as well!!

Podcast was awesome and explained a lot!!!

[6#54#44 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
My big one just confirmed 

You guys a silly 

Your stepping over profit to wait 
Itʼs crazy 

I just told everyone 

20 coin is 40 coin 
Thatʼs 2 coin a day 
Thatʼs like free $5800 a day lol



40 is 80 *wink 

Thatʼs 4 BTC a day 
Thatʼs $11800 a day free money 
Ty CS gods

[6#55#17 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Just sharing that I rolled my balances to endgame.  I am sitting on my hands 
getting furstrated, I might as well let time work for me.

[6#56#31 PM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Request refund 

🤨

 terrible attitude
I know ! Iʼm not sure why they treat members like that

> 
Red
> 
People are getting payments they just donʼt want to post it here. Plus a lot of 
members arenʼt in this group that have gotten pa
Weird only the ones in this feed havenʼt been paid ... but others not on the 
feed .. those are the ones that have ...? Thatʼs sounds .. odd

> 
Red
> 
People are getting payments they just donʼt want to post it here. Plus a lot of 
members arenʼt in this group that have gotten pa
No one I know has .. and I havenʼt .. I would assume the random distribution 
would hit one of our many plans .... hoping soon 

@

[6#59#24 PM]
Red



:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 
Weird only the ones in this feed havenʼt been paid ... but others not on the 
feed .. those are the ones that have ...? Thatʼs so
Some have posted in here theyʼve gotten paid last week and I think someone 
posted this week too!

[6#59#29 PM]
Josh
:
Has anyone who has requested rollover into endgame.  Does it show up as a 
plan. And had it happened yet for those requesting it?

edited 
[6#59#36 PM]
LdQ
:
Why is it called CIRCLE Society?  Because every 24 hours people circle around 
and ask the same questions that have been answered already.

Either you believe the answers, or you don't.  Either you trust CS or you don't.  
You can paddle or you can jump out, but why chose to drag like an anchor?

[7#00#12 PM]
Red
:

> 
Josh
> 
Has anyone who has requested rollover into endgame. Does it show up as a 
plan. And had it happened yet for those requesting it?
I did on Monday and it was there really quick. My plans were supposed to retire 
Tuesday so I rolled them on over!!!

[7#00#49 PM]
Josh
:
TY. Did you do the full amount. And if not does the balance show pending 
withdrawal?



[7#01#02 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
Ok. But payments are continuing to go out ... is there an idea of how many 
average per day ? Is there certain coin locked up  associated with certain 
plans ? Or is it all random

[7#01#49 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Josh
> 
Has anyone who has requested rollover into endgame. Does it show up as a 
plan. And had it happened yet for those requesting it?
Yes, it shows up as ENDGAME.

[7#02#07 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Iʼve been paid PS1 Iʼve been paid 7/30 alt dailyʼs and now 1/30 BTC daily. If you 
have doubts Iʼm real look me up or message me. I only speak the truth Eagle 
Scout in me 

A scout is trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, 
cheerful, thrift, brave, clean and reverent. (Wow can still do that from memory)

[7#02#20 PM]
Red
:

> 
Josh
> 
TY. Did you do the full amount. And if not does the balance show pending 
withdrawal?
I did full amount

[7#04#54 PM]



Bob T
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Iʼve been paid PS1 Iʼve been paid 7/30 alt dailyʼs and now 1/30 BTC daily. If you 
have doubts Iʼm real look me up or message me.
I also have similar stats

[7#05#49 PM]
Dave O
:
Does anyone have a rollover tab out next to their plans or do we have to contact 
support to rollover a plan

[7#06#24 PM]
Josh
:
No tab on mine. Support is whatʼs been said previous

[7#06#35 PM]
John Good
:
They are working on the programming to have the button installed....

[7#06#58 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Dave O
> 
Does anyone have a rollover tab out next to their plans or do we have to contact 
support to rollover a plan
Have to contact support.

[7#07#53 PM]
Red
:



> 
Margaret Walker
> 
No one I know has .. and I havenʼt .. I would assume the random distribution 
would hit one of our many plans .... hoping soon 

🤞

And the person I came in under, his whole team has gotten their P1 over a 
month ago. So if will happen! Those issues that came up were out of CSʼs 
control. From what podcast said they are working around the clock to fix 
everything! And they will!!!

[7#08#42 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Iʼve been paid PS1 Iʼve been paid 7/30 alt dailyʼs and now 1/30 BTC daily. If you 
have doubts Iʼm real look me up or message me.

🥴

 :joy::joy:

[7#19#11 PM]
Nick Nix
:
No body should of put any money in this they couldnʼt afford to lose. If itʼs a 
scam hit refund pray you get paid and leave the chat. If itʼs real even with 
delays Returns like this canʼt be find anywhere else. Think about it even 150% 
return if it takes twice as long itʼs still 75% !!! If you have got your PS1 you are 
already in the black and the rollover is full profit.
If you can handle the pain donʼt play game. 

If you can handle the loss donʼt roll the dice :game_die:

[7#20#27 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
No body should of put any money in this they couldnʼt afford to lose. If itʼs a 
scam hit refund pray you get paid and leave the
Best thing written in this thread today!! 



Thnx Nick!

[7#22#23 PM]
Dustin Smith
:
Bri can you look at ticket #6990. The response we got seems like the ticket was 
just glanced over. We know you are all busy. My wife had requested that her 
weeklies and rollover be put into an endgame. Her weeklies were done but her 
Rollover hasnʼt been touched. When she responded to have it fixed the reply 
she got was that her weeklies would show up as balance due, which made no 
sense. Thanks for the help!!!

[7#23#46 PM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
Red
> 
And the person I came in under, his whole team has gotten their P1 over a 
month ago. So if will happen! Those issues that came u
:+1:

[7#25#12 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
My big one just confirmed You guys a silly Your stepping over profit to wait Itʼs 
crazy I just told everyone 20 coin is
You can thank my cat. She controls the blockchain.

[7#26#21 PM]
Johnson
:
Seeking Rollover Clarity: 

Is rollover all or nothing with current rollover requests? 



Meaning - have to rollover entire balance or 

if I want to rollover letʼs say 30% if my current balance to
A ENDGAME and let the other 70% stay in que for payout?

[7#26#45 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
No body should of put any money in this they couldnʼt afford to lose. If itʼs a 
scam hit refund pray you get paid and leave the
You need to find something to do

[7#28#11 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Nicks helpful CS Admin Tip of the day 

Announce each day how many of each plans are going out 
Example 

5 PS1
7YOP
6 ALT conv plans 
3 Rollovers 

Iʼm promise you support tickets and bitching  will drop dramatically :wink:

[7#30#18 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Seeking Rollover Clarity: Is rollover all or nothing with current rollover requests? 
Meaning - have to rollover entire balan
Yes, thatʼs what I did.



> 
Johnson
> 
Seeking Rollover Clarity: Is rollover all or nothing with current rollover requests? 
Meaning - have to rollover entire balan
Give them BTC amounts specific for rollover and payout and they will update on 
you dashboard.

[7#31#27 PM]
Johnson
:

> 
Jason D.
> 
Give them BTC amounts specific for rollover and payout and they will update on 
you dashboard.
Thanks

[7#31#40 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Thanks
Anytime

[7#36#31 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Seeking Rollover Clarity: Is rollover all or nothing with current rollover requests? 
Meaning - have to rollover entire balan
Submit a ticket on website on contact us page and tell them how much to roll 
and how much to keep in balance. This is not hard. When they get to your ticket 
they will do what you requested.



[7#36#55 PM]
Squishy
:
CS admins. When you get a minute could someone look at ticket #7307. I just 
wanted verify that I didn't submit more than the 1

[7#39#28 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
All tickets are looked at in the order that they are sent in. 
We will get to everyoneʼs ticket  when itʼs their turn.

[7#42#59 PM]
Squishy
:
I couldn't tell if the 1st time went through my screen change really fast was 
refreshing either. So I did another Ticket..

*wasn't

[7#44#36 PM]
TXpaid
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
No body should of put any money in this they couldnʼt afford to lose. If itʼs a 
scam hit refund pray you get paid and leave the
Not being negative here but I hate this answer, agreed you shouldn't invest 
money that you don't want to lose but it's not lost. It's locked up, we have been 
told that. Techman has 23950 btc, more than enough. Don't spread FUD about 
money being lost. Just relax and let the system work.

[7#46#17 PM]
Tradin1
:
When will support chat be back up?



[7#48#59 PM]
Nick Nix
:

> 
TXpaid
> 
Not being negative here but I hate this answer, agreed you shouldn't invest 
money that you don't want to lose but it's not lost.
Moral to my story is about expectations. If you donʼt have any then your 
feelings are not offset. Learning to live life without expectations is game 
changer. 

With that being said holding people accountable is also important. 

Keep on keeping on 

Side note  itʼs super hard concept for woman especially not to have 
expectations :joy:

[7#53#34 PM]
Twin_river
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Nicks helpful CS Admin Tip of the day Announce each day how many of each 
plans are going out Example 5 PS1 7YOP 6 ALT conv
Letʼs not forget refunds. They wanted to have fun but were left out. Let the 
crypto gods bless them

[7#57#24 PM]
TXpaid
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Moral to my story is about expectations. If you donʼt have any then your 
feelings are not offset. Learning to live life without
I'm with you, it's like the old SNL skit lowered expectations. Some folks just get 
a little more anxious than others.



edited 
[8#04#22 PM]
Runamuck
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Iʼve been paid PS1 Iʼve been paid 7/30 alt dailyʼs and now 1/30 BTC daily. If you 
have doubts Iʼm real look me up or message me.
(Scout law) you forgot the....And always late!:wink: at the end.

[8#19#59 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:joy::joy:

[8#20#24 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Lol admin :joy::joy::joy::joy::joy::joy:

[8#22#55 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
Where do these ticket numbers come from, I have submitted 2 tickets in the 
last 5 weeks. I have never seen a ticket number maybe my tickets are not going 
thru, since I never get a response from cs

edited 
[8#25#27 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Rapidrnr
> 
Where do these ticket numbers come from, I have submitted 2 tickets in the 
last 5 weeks. I have never seen a ticket number maybe
If you sign in (log into) the support site then there is a option called ‘My 
Acttivityʼ under your name.  All support tickets and chat sessions with CS are 
listed there with there corresponding number(s).



[8#26#05 PM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Funnyfarm69
> 
If you sign in (log into) the support site then there is a option called ‘My 
Acttivityʼ under your name. All support tickets an
Thanks, Iʼll do that

[8#26#13 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Rapidrnr
> 
Thanks, Iʼll do that
:+1:

[8#27#33 PM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Funnyfarm69
> 
:+1:
Nope, no activity under my name

[8#32#06 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
Do you see the My Activities option, along with Edit my Profile, Change 
Password, etc.

[8#34#04 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Still 96 plans 



Iʼm buying more 
More coin for me 
Everyday 

Thanks CS

[8#34#12 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
No, I have none of those, I had my mom check hers and my buddy check his 
none of us have that

[8#34#30 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
Hmm...

[8#35#49 PM]
Nick Nix
:
@techman2020 can you drop BTC down to 5k for a few minutes so I can buy a 
coin. Then put it back to 6k :joy:

[8#36#02 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
See PM

[8#38#00 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
No activities option

[8#38#12 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Rapidrnr
> 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


No, I have none of those, I had my mom check hers and my buddy check his 
none of us have that
Alan,

I will PM you with help.

[8#38#30 PM]
Jerry
:
I

[8#38#31 PM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Funnyfarm69
> 
Alan, I will PM you with help.
:+1:

[8#41#22 PM]
Marty Moose
:
My plans have been consolidated and rolled over. Thank you 
@JJ_CS_Support !!! Here's to another 230% in 40 days! :+1:

[8#43#14 PM]
Lolly
:

> 
Funnyfarm69
> 
If you sign in (log into) the support site then there is a option called ‘My 
Acttivityʼ under your name. All support tickets an
Thanks! I wondered how people had ticket numbers to check on too... i got it 
figured out.

[8#44#54 PM]
Rapidrnr

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40JJ_CS_Support


:
Hey bri, went to contact us, then clicked on submit a request

[8#48#55 PM]
Jason D.
:

🤯

[8#50#23 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
At no point in your rambling incoherent response were you even close to 
anything that could be considered a rational thought. Everyone in this room is 
now dumber for having listened to it. I award you no points and may god have 
mercy on your soul.

Can I please answer some of these gems!?!? :pray:

[8#57#08 PM]
MR BTC
:
CS I demand you refund them save yourself the headache 

🤕

 

🤯

:joy::joy::joy:

CS maybe you need to have an upgrade concierge service for some folks.   
Lolololol

[9#07#36 PM]
Red
:
Wow lol thatʼs up there with some putting their home address for their wallet 
addresses. I still laugh at that one!!! Keep those coming. They are funny!

[9#09#01 PM]
Tom
:
:joy::joy:

[9#09#16 PM]
Roger English
:



Ok. That was funny....

[9#17#54 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
:pray::pray::pray:

Please Crypto Deities,
let me receive a payout today!

Daddy needs to buy myself a Daily!

:pray::pray::pray:

[9#20#10 PM]
Ivan
:
If I was to roll over my weekly into endgame, how likely will my endgame payout 
be recieved? 
Hoping by then everything is running smoothly and can receive endgame 
payout

[9#23#09 PM]
P
:

🤣 🤣 🤣

[9#25#18 PM]
Lolly
:

> 
Funnyfarm69
> 
:pray::pray::pray: Please Crypto Deities, let me receive a payout today! Daddy 
needs to buy myself a Daily! :pray::pray::pray:
I second that motion for you and me... and many others

[9#27#11 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:



Itʼs ok Iʼll wait for my coins to come and then Iʼll put it next month

On daily s

[9#28#30 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
@techman2020 can you drop BTC down to 5k for a few minutes so I can buy a 
coin. Then put it back to 6k :joy:
Yesssss get on the side of your CS boys :joy:

:joy::joy:

[9#30#41 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
That's the best thing I ever heard :point_up_2::laughing:

[9#32#18 PM]
Runamuck
:
Now that's funny! I needed a good laugh.

[9#32#24 PM]
Colin Mac
:
:joy: oh that had me tickled

[9#32#25 PM]
MR BTC
:
Hilarious

[9#38#25 PM]
Kouper
:



If that person is in here, hey its me ur wife.

Pm me and ill give you the wallet for half.

Muwahaha

[9#42#17 PM]
Tom
:
CS saving lives :joy:

edited 
@Bri_CS_Support though I still dont seem to receive your email responses, the 
issue described in the ticket has been resolved and correct balances are now 
shown on my page. Thanks for the help :+1::blush:

[9#44#49 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Tom
> 
@Bri_CS_Support though I still dont seem to receive your email responses, the 
issue described in the ticket has been resolved an
If you pull up the incident in zen desk you will see the reply there as well.

[9#44#58 PM]
Tom
:
Nope I dont

I checked in activity tab

Theres only 2 old tickets from last yr

[9#45#50 PM]
Nick Nix
:
“Risk nothing gain nothing 
Risk a little gain a little 
Risk everything gain everything” 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Bri_CS_Support


Sent another daily in !!! :tada::grimacing:

[9#46#05 PM]
Tom
:
Maybe has to do with the fact that I was not logged in with my username on 
zendesk when I originally submitted the ticket. I just had put my email in the 
header

edited 
[9#49#10 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Tom
> 
Maybe has to do with the fact that I was not logged in with my username on 
zendesk when I originally submitted the ticket. I jus
That should still link to your Support page. It has for mine in the past.

[9#49#37 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Thanks for quick response to rollover request!

[9#49#49 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
“Risk nothing gain nothing Risk a little gain a little Risk everything gain 
everything” Sent another daily in !!! :tada::grimacing:
I'd probably rephrase the last one into
"Risk everything, gain everything. Or loose it all and declare bankcrupcy"

:joy::joy:

> 
Funnyfarm69



> 
That should still link to your Support page. It has for mine in the past.
Yeah I was thinking it would. But that fact that my ticket didnt show up under 
my activities after I opened it also weird

NExt time I'll make sure to be logged in

[9#55#45 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
:+1:

[10#03#03 PM]
Duncan Boyle
:
Will we be contacted if our address is invalid?

[10#03#16 PM]
Taye W
:
Is there anyone on here who has received their P1 in the last month?

[10#07#09 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Taye W
> 
Is there anyone on here who has received their P1 in the last month?
There were at least 3 people over the past 2 weeks saying they got it

[10#08#06 PM]
Taye W
:

> 
Tom
> 
There were at least 3 people over the past 2 weeks saying they got it
How does it look on your page when you get it or do you just check your wallet 



for confirmation of your withdrawal?

[10#08#30 PM]
Tom
:
The plan disappears from ur page once paid out

edited 
Until then its untouched/in queue

[10#09#11 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
There hasnʼt been anyone in the feed that has received their weekly yet 
correct?

[10#09#13 PM]
Taye W
:
Gotcha.  I've been checking everyday and I was wondering if I was looking at 
the wrong thing

[10#10#32 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Taye W
> 
Gotcha. I've been checking everyday and I was wondering if I was looking at the 
wrong thing
Nah just waiting game at this point nothing else to do about it

[10#11#09 PM]
Ivan
:
Question for admins, once weekly starts paying out will it be slow for a few 
weeks since there are other payouts (p1, matured plans) or will it all be payed 
out within a week?

[10#12#06 PM]



Tom
:
By the time weekly payouts starts, there should be no more p1 payouts left. No?

[10#13#22 PM]
Ivan
:

> 
Tom
> 
By the time weekly payouts starts, there should be no more p1 payouts left. No?
I think its random and not necessarily since dailies are getting paid when 
weekly and matured plans are not
But could be wrong and maybe there is a specific lineup in the queue

[10#14#03 PM]
Tom
:
It is randomized yes, but it sounded like the p1 payouts were given priority

That is its randomized within a payout category

[10#19#03 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Told my friend to send me coin and Iʼd get him into CS 

Now Iʼll get match and we both win 

More free money 

Thanks CS

[10#19#28 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Tom
> 
@Bri_CS_Support though I still dont seem to receive your email responses, the 



issue described in the ticket has been resolved an
Iʼve had the same problem as tom. Ticket # 6441 and have been waiting for 2 
weeks to get it fixed.   Any word on it?

[10#25#48 PM]
LdQ
:
I've never put a ticket in and no one from support has ever contacted me to 
thank me. Putting in 7 successive tickets now to address it...

[10#27#22 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Iʼm all matched CS is working fast on that thank you :pray:

🏻

[10#30#54 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
LdQ
> 
I've never put a ticket in and no one from support has ever contacted me to 
thank me. Putting in 7 successive tickets now to add
Make sure that each line of the ticket is a word from allstar

[10#31#21 PM]
MrIrish
:
What difference does the value of the coin make? We were all given an 
estimated pay out date of 7 days, 30 days or whatever and CS has grossly 
missed those dates. How can you possibly tell someone they need to have a 
long term investment mindset when the original deal was to pay whatever 
percent interest back to the person in 7 days? That is not a long term 
investment. It is a very short term investment. It is not a year over year 
investment.

[10#33#40 PM]
Colin Mac
:



> 
MrIrish
> 
What difference does the value of the coin make? We were all given an 
estimated pay out date of 7 days, 30 days or whatever and
Valid point, seen plenty saying this is long term... but 7 days is 7 days... 38 is 
38. 

Is that stating the obvious :joy:

[10#36#32 PM]
MrIrish
:
If I had someone who asked me to invest in their company and they would pay 
me back in 7 days at what point am I allowed to ask him for the real answer 
about where the money is? 30 days later, 60 days later, 180 days later? 
Remember he agreed to pay me back in 7 days. And how in the world am I (the 
investor) considered the jerk and treated like crap because I would like a 
truthful answer about what really happened to my money? If you are hanging 
onto it (interest free) so that you can continue to trade and make more money 
for the company, then just say that. Just tell us that you are unwilling to pay us 
back and that you want to keep making money with our coin. We would rather 
have the truth than a bunch of smoke screens.

[10#39#20 PM]
Kris
:

> 
MrIrish
> 
If I had someone who asked me to invest in their company and they would pay 
me back in 7 days at what point am I allowed to ask
:point_up_2#Truth

[10#39#25 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
What kind of company , besides CS 
Gives these kinds of returns ????

None that Iʼve researched



[10#39#44 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
MrIrish
> 
If I had someone who asked me to invest in their company and they would pay 
me back in 7 days at what point am I allowed to ask
Iʼm pretty sure he did say that in last nights podcast

[10#41#33 PM]
Evan S
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
What kind of company , besides CS Gives these kinds of returns ???? None that 
Iʼve researched
The point is the dates when investors were supposed to get the money back 
has not been met. We're all here because of the returns yes but when a date is 
said that's what the investor expects. If it was going to be 1 year for 250% or 
whatever then we would wait a year but when a plan was supposed to pay in 18 
days 10 months ago investors get upset.

[10#42#46 PM]
MrIrish
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
What kind of company , besides CS Gives these kinds of returns ???? None that 
Iʼve researched
The returns are 0 until you are actually paid. And the amount of the return is 
irrelevant. They choose to offer the return of their own choosing. We decide if 
we want to invest on those terms or not. We all obviously agreed to those 
stated terms and so did they. However, they do not hold up their end of the 
bargain and then get super defensive when we ask where the money is. 
Whether they choose to give you 1% return of 1,000% return is irrelevant. I 
understand that the payout dates are 'estimated' but no one can make an 
argument that 8 months overdue on a 7 day investment is acceptable. 



Especially when they choose to take in new money and pay that out 
immediately.

[10#45#30 PM]
Evan S
:

> 
MrIrish
> 
The returns are 0 until you are actually paid. And the amount of the return is 
irrelevant. They choose to offer the return of th
1,000,000% agree period. The investment term was stated as such, it's 
irrelevant that other invests don't produce what CS is stating. If CS said 7 days 
and paid on day 8 (24 hours after the bot ends) but some other investment will 
only do 1% in those 7 days where CS does 25% then that argument is relevant.

[10#45#44 PM]
Kris
:
What I heard in the podcast was they "need new coin to keep the lights on". Is 
CS not making a profit from coin already in the system? Not making profit from 
all the missing payouts? If you are offering "returns that you will not see 
anywhere else," are you not making profits that cannot be made anywhere else?

> 
MrIrish
> 
The returns are 0 until you are actually paid. And the amount of the return is 
irrelevant. They choose to offer the return of th
Firehose of truth

[10#47#06 PM]
Johnson
:
From the podcast seems has the coin to payout but not willing to pull it 
because of what it would do to price......

....but getting to a point where it might be worth pulling large amount out of 
exchanges to make everyone happy w past due

- the dip can create a rebuy for some



Peeps - before the surge back up from the new plans purchased

[11#43#06 PM]
Johnson
:
Can we roll into it? Looks good

[11#43#28 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Chats will be muted temporarily to once again ask that my Support team
Be given the opportunity to work peacefully and focus on resolving issues for 
members who have submitted support tickets. 
We have thousands of members, many of who are not on Telegram and who 
have been patiently waiting for assistance.  
So To quickly address a few thing- 

Expired plans are currently in the queue to be paid out.  If you would like your 
plan to remain in the queue, leave it as is (the name may change to Balance 
Due).  If you would like to continue growth, we can happily assist you in rolling 
applicable plans into ENDGAME.

CS has no control over market or regulatory conditions and is not responsible 
for delays caused
by exchanges or by new regulations.

 The laws
surrounding crypto-currency are changing rapidly and new regulations, laws or 
protocols are
likely to develop and could impact the market or the viability of any strategy, 
protocol or
structure.

Before purchasing crypto currency or making any deposits, you must ensure 
that the nature,
complexity and risks inherent in the trading of cryptocurrency are suitable for 
your objectives in
light of your circumstances and financial position. 

Many factors outside of the control of CS will and could affect the market, 
including but not
limited to, changes in laws, national and international economic, financial 
regulatory, political,



terrorist, military and other events, positive or adverse news and publicity, and 
generally
extreme, uncertain and volatile market conditions. 

CS does not control the exchanges, nor the rate at which the exchanges 
release coin back to CS. CS must adapt and comply to the changes made by 
third parties. Frustration is absolutely understandable and expected. However 
the constant attacking occuring in this feed is not appreciated whilst the staff is 
working day in and day out jumping hurdles to resolve these delays.

(All of the above is directly from our membership agreement and risk 
disclaimer.)

--- 
Thursday, May 9, 2019

 ---

[5#01#17 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Good morning!

[5#01#17 PM]
Gary Lyman
:
Good morning/Good afternoon everyone! I hope everyone has an awesome 
Thursday and today is better than yesterday for you all!

[5#01#31 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Morning guys

[5#02#32 PM]
Gary Lyman
:

> 
ShirleyAnnTX
> 
Good morning!
Haha Shirley you beat me for the first message by a split-second 



LOL :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[5#02#48 PM]
Akintoba Akindoyin
:
It's good evening here in Qatar @ 7#02pm

[5#02#51 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Good morning Gary

[5#03#18 PM]
Gary Lyman
:
Yeah I forgot there are people all around the world on here it's High Noon 03 
here at the moment lol

[5#03#43 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Great! Good evening Akintiba Akindoyin

[5#03#59 PM]
Gary Lyman
:
Good morning CS support

[5#04#00 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
5#03 pm here in Nigeria

Such a big family with intercontinental engagement

[5#05#05 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Here's to a less stressful day for all. But Techman 2020,  vinegar?



[5#06#21 PM]
Red
:
Morning everyone! 

That kind of plane ride in that video would be heavenly lol

[5#07#39 PM]
Gary Lyman
:
I don't know if this question has been asked but is it acceptable to submit an 
email to support to ask if you all could possibly provide us with a rough 
estimate on what number we are in queue for our payouts. I have listened to all 
the podcasts and I understand everything that's going on at the moment. I'm 
just thinking people might like knowing where they stand in line. As always 
thank you and your team for all the hard work you do.

[5#07#54 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Red,  like sleeping on a cloud. :wink:

[5#08#44 PM]
Red
:

> 
ShirleyAnnTX
> 
Red, like sleeping on a cloud. :wink:
Yes yes yes!! 

🤗

[5#09#21 PM]
MR BTC
:
Good morning from the sunshine State.

[5#09#47 PM]
Gary Lyman



:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Good morning from the sunshine State.
Hello Florida!

[5#09#56 PM]
MR BTC
:
:+1:

🏻

edited 
[5#10#29 PM]
Red
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Good morning from the sunshine State.
One of my favorite places! My parents and aunt live in Destin!

[5#10#32 PM]
rain_coin
:

> 
Gary Lyman
> 
I don't know if this question has been asked but is it acceptable to submit an 
email to support to ask if you all could possibly
Not sure if that is possible since the payout is randomized.

[5#11#07 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Red
> 
One of my favorite places! My parents and aunt live in Destin!



:+1:

🏻

Very nice area. Iʼm on the Space-Coast

[5#11#48 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Good morning all woke up this morning to all my Dailys being lumped together 
and paid as one at 12#20 am PST :pray:

🏻

@cssupportbrett but I did notice two 
of my counters are still at 30. As much as I would love the extra bonus best to 
tell the truth and let admin know.

[5#12#01 PM]
Red
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
:+1:

🏻

Very nice area. Iʼm on the Space-Coast
Nice!

[5#12#45 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Good morning all woke up this morning to all my Dailys being lumped together 
and paid as one at 12#20 am PST :pray:

🏻

@cssupportbrett
Iʼm glad youʼre seeing some returns. I hope the prior obligations start to get 
funded ASAP

[5#14#56 PM]
Tradin1
:
Good afternoon from Puerto Rico 

B

[5#16#18 PM]
Kris
:
Glad to see that the long term investment of Dailies are being paid. Now how 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40cssupportbrett


about some love for those of us that have not been paid since August. Rollovers 
are coming due!

[5#16#29 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Good Evening from Florence Italy :it:

[5#16#46 PM]
MR BTC
:
President Trump declares cryptocurrency money. Therefore no more taxes on 
it. And then I woke up.  :joy::joy::joy::joy:

Funny thing is, It really is money

[5#19#19 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
If payout are random. I must not be on that list. Or most of the people in this 
group. How do we get on the random list. Oh ya. Good morning

[5#21#08 PM]
Steve
:
Good Morning all from the lone star state. Woke up to daily being payed out. I 
had missed that payout feeling. :)

[5#23#11 PM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
Good for you for getting payed out... the rest of us are waiting, grey hairs are 
growing.

[5#24#16 PM]
Ivan
:
If anyone receives anything but a daily, please let us know! Give us all some 
hope



[5#24#39 PM]
Kris
:

> 
Ivan
> 
If anyone receives anything but a daily, please let us know! Give us all some 
hope
Yes Please!

[5#27#11 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
So you got payed

[5#27#42 PM]
Colin Mac
:
So if I get am daily plan AM I GETTING IT DAILY??

Or will it be one day and then excuse?

[5#29#00 PM]
Steve
:
positive thoughts!

[5#29#02 PM]
MR BTC
:
Something tell me this thread is going to be shut down here real soon for a 
cooling off period.

[5#29#16 PM]
Josh
:
So when the plan changes to balance due, then you are in the queue for 
payment correct?



[5#29#17 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
No it will be 1 week and excuse

[5#29#57 PM]
Josh
:
And yes. Way to early for bad vibes.

[5#30#26 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
ITʼS ANOTHER BEAUTIFUL DAY! Why??? Because youʼre breathing, reading 
this, and have the OPPORTUNITY to be part of this ONCE in a lifetime 
company! Smile MORE and worry LESS! Head up, ENJOY your day and keep 
moving forward!

[5#30#42 PM]
Colin Mac
:
I'm not doing bad vibes, I asking genuine question. Are dailies going to keep 
going without any excuses

[5#31#09 PM]
Red
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
ITʼS ANOTHER BEAUTIFUL DAY! Why??? Because youʼre breathing, reading 
this, and have the OPPORTUNITY to be part of this ONCE in a
Preach!

[5#31#11 PM]
Josh
:

> 



Bradley Oprendek
> 
ITʼS ANOTHER BEAUTIFUL DAY! Why??? Because youʼre breathing, reading 
this, and have the OPPORTUNITY to be part of this ONCE in a
Absolutely

[5#33#12 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Red
> 
Preach!
:raised_hands:

🏽

[5#33#17 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
Speaking of polls , what was the final outcome of yesterdayʼs poll

[5#33#21 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Josh
> 
Absolutely
:100:

[5#33#34 PM]
HodlerSavage
:
Sounds like 90% of you in here spent your last pennies doing these plans and 
such and youʼre freaking out cause youʼre broke cause of it.

[5#34#28 PM]
MR BTC
:



> 
HodlerSavage
> 
Sounds like 90% of you in here spent your last pennies doing these plans and 
such and youʼre freaking out cause youʼre broke cau
Thatʼs a strong possibility

[5#35#12 PM]
Dustin Smith
:
It would be great to have a ticker that states how many of what plans were paid 
the previous 24 hours. I would love to say that would make people feel better. 
But, I can only speak for me and my group. I know my group would love a daily 
update like that.

[5#35#31 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
Good to know about daily. But my P1 and P2 have not been paid. Also all the 
individual I know haven't gotten paid. So all this people are not in the so called 
random list. Also there is no random in a computer. Computer does what you 
program. Please stop with the BS.

[5#35#50 PM]
MR BTC
:
Iʼd rather see CS under promise and over deliver than overpromise and under 
deliver.

[5#36#00 PM]
Kris
:

> 
HodlerSavage
> 
Sounds like 90% of you in here spent your last pennies doing these plans and 
such and youʼre freaking out cause youʼre broke cau
Last pennies no. There comes a point when you don't throw more money at a 
problem just because it appears appealing. Not being paid in 10 months for 40 
day plans, given excuses why it's not paid, should give pause to anyone 
thinking of putting more money in.



[5#36#09 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Is that a comment in regards to silencing me. I've put enough into CS to have 
concerns over not having any return and if I have a question in regards to 
putting coins into a daily... then I think I'm entitled to ask... with a slight 
negative twist due to previous form.

[5#38#03 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
I did not see any important info here. Jared.

[5#38#48 PM]
A Rogers
:
@ Admin: So on the plans page it lists how many plans I assume that's left to 
pay. Is there a way to show P1 progress? Show that number ticking down?

[5#39#06 PM]
MR BTC
:
Really wish we had a channel for information only from administrators that sit 
along side of this thread for comments

[5#39#40 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Well that's potentially 5 folk who have concerns but are aiming to put more coin 
in if they were given some confidence... let's see how things unfold.

I wasn't relieving frustration, I was asking a question as I'm basically about to or 
planning to getting on the daily train but it would be nice to be given 
confidence instead of someone jumping on about silencing me... and 4 
others :blush:

[5#39#57 PM]
MR BTC
:



No truck for you LOL

[5#40#08 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
I would just mute everyone here and make it for information only.

Poll that!

[5#40#31 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
Maybe you did not understand me. I don't need BS info I need actual facts and 
progress.

[5#40#48 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Really wish we had a channel for information only from administrators that sit 
along side of this thread for comments
:+1: asking CS questions and getting actual answers from them rather than 
comments from people with no clue

edited 
[5#40#52 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Gary Lyman
> 
I don't know if this question has been asked but is it acceptable to submit an 
email to support to ask if you all could possibly
As coin becomes available to pay out from the exchanges, the system builds a 
batch of us randomly to come up with a group of people that equal the amount 
of coin available to pay out. That batch is then paid out. There is no real 
"positions in line", so to speak.

It has been suggested that people are paid in order of who has been waiting the 



longest, or whose plan matured first Etc, but that would require stopping 
payments for several days while new code was written.

[5#42#16 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
I would like to see a number that would show some progress in P1 payment 
each weak.

[5#42#31 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
Hahaha, but I have two trucks already, so I donʼt need one. But good come 
back:smile::smile::smile::innocent:

edited 
[5#42#47 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
How are people going to share payment success if the thread is muted that 
way?

I did vote

[5#43#30 PM]
Dr Nat
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Really wish we had a channel for information only from administrators that sit 
along side of this thread for comments
Yes that is such a great idea so we donʼt have to read throw nonsense, 
bickering and social conversations from others.
It would also be interesting to learn csʼs opinions about market news i.e 
exposure to bitfinex,hack info and how cs protects our funds, technical trading 
info etc.

[5#44#12 PM]
Rapidrnr
:



I could use a new snowmobile though or supercub

[5#44#45 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Agree with that,we're all on the same boat and fed the same info time and time 
again and waiting... but I'm confident. I just wanted to hear from a CS that there 
will be no issue with daily but daily plan just bought anyway

[5#44#50 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
Did you get you P1 or p2. I'm waiting for both.

edited 
[5#44#51 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Dr Nat
> 
Yes that is such a great idea so we donʼt have to read throw nonsense, 
bickering and social conversations from others. It would
I concur. I still want this thread for Issues. But we need facts and information on 
a separate thread. Without all the banter

[5#46#13 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Well that's potentially 5 folk who have concerns but are aiming to put more coin 
in if they were given some confidence... let's
Colin, if it makes you more comfortable, I had several dailies back in March (the 
good Olʼ days) and received payment every day for about 3 weeks until the 
solar flare and other issues caused havoc.

edited 
[5#46#56 PM]
Ostia Commerce



:
How about a poll asking if CS should publish the number of queue payments 
made each day? This has been asked about repeatedly by several members.  
CS can make a separate update Telegram Group, or just send out e-mails for 
updates.

[5#47#13 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
:+1:

[5#47#24 PM]
BleacherBum
:
I voted, but will add this. By now Support certainly knows all the FAQ's. Please 
post the list and the official answers and LEAVE IT UP so all can see 24/7. 
Hopefully that will help stop all the bullshit and guessing.

[5#47#39 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
Colin, if it makes you more comfortable, I had several dailies back in March (the 
good Olʼ days) and received payment every day
Cheers Marty. I also received dailies back then but on ETH, have a fair bit of 
BTC and all balance due now but never received any BTC daily (past set up).

[5#49#14 PM]
Dustin Smith
:
Can we have 3 threads? 
1) official CS responses and Info (muted to all but CS admin)
2) specific CS question member thread
3) CS family thread (where we can talk about pets and vacations and other 
non-CS related stuff. 

Just a thought. I like this thread for all three reasons. But, it does get a little 
time consuming to catch up on everything amidst friendly banter and fun talk.



[5#49#16 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Plan already purchased :+1:. Long may they continue. Thamks

Thanks**

edited 
[5#49#27 PM]
Mhung
:
The few of us don't care to ask repetitive question (yes singular) can we get 
one called CS coffee cats?

[5#50#14 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
Don't get me wrong if I had received the first investment that I had inputed In 
CS. I wouldn't worry just like you. But I haven't.

[5#50#29 PM]
Steve
:
I can confirm that i got my daily over night

[5#50#43 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Gagik Tagaryan
> 
Did you get you P1 or p2. I'm waiting for both.
Iʼve gotten my P1 in March. Just waiting on my Rollover :ok_hand:

🏽

[5#51#20 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek



> 
Iʼve gotten my P1 in March. Just waiting on my Rollover :ok_hand:

🏽

Thank that gives me a little hope.

[5#51#48 PM]
MR BTC
:
Itʼs obvious that the dailies were paid last night. 
 I think everybodyʼs concerned about P1 & P2 and the old dailies that were 
converted?

[5#52#19 PM]
Ainʼt No Fun Waiting Round to be a Millionaire
:

> 
Dustin Smith
> 
Can we have 3 threads? 1) official CS responses and Info (muted to all but CS 
admin) 2) specific CS question member thread 3) C
:+1:

[5#52#40 PM]
Ivan
:
I know all the people dont account for all members of cs but I havent heard 
anyone receieve any sort of payment except dailes in last week, is it strictly p1 
or all types?

[5#53#41 PM]
Evan S
:
When did you and your group recieve your P1? My guess is March

[5#53#42 PM]
MR BTC
:
Iʼm short a few pieces of that pie but Iʼm content waiting for them

[5#53#47 PM]



Andrew Vose
:
hahaha

[5#54#10 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Actually Iʼm enjoying an opera tonight in Florence Italy :it: 
But I see your point lol

[5#54#33 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
:sunny::sunglasses::surfer:♂

🏝

edited 
[5#55#46 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
I think this is very insensitive to those who took advantage of the dailies before, 
and wound up in the queue. Please. I am all for CS, but this kind of thing really?

[5#57#07 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
I think this is very insensitive to those who took advantage of the dailies before, 
and wound up in the queue. Please. I am all
Ostia is not wrong about that??

I love to take a vantage of those dailies. But I need to get my investment back. 
Just  like everybody else here.

[5#58#23 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Dustin Smith



> 
Can we have 3 threads? 1) official CS responses and Info (muted to all but CS 
admin) 2) specific CS question member thread 3) C
I second this

[5#58#28 PM]
Ivan
:
Funny dumb idea, but maybe convert weekly back to dailies? Since that actually 
pays out as apposed to weekly or any other plan 

I'm sure itll take time but we have already been waiting a long time so I'm sure 
itll work??

[5#58#46 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Ivan
> 
Funny dumb idea, but maybe convert weekly back to dailies? Since that actually 
pays out as apposed to weekly or any other plan
?

[5#59#12 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Itʼs a slap in the face for the people who were in dailies. Dailies stopped, got 
converted and put into a weekly queue. And then you started dailies again and 
start paying new plans. Sc has to see how that looks to us

[5#59#16 PM]
Evan S
:
Funny how new coin gets rewarded and paid on time perfectly but all past coin 
that has been waiting for 11 months to be paid is "in que" for some magical date 
in the future, "tomorrow" "next week" "later today" "it will be paid, I promise" 
"Gotta keep the lights on." How about paying the investment in the timeframe 
that was promised. It's WAY past the 3-5 day grace period, about 330 days 
past.



It happened because Techman called it

[6#01#09 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
Any real estate agents in here? Our brokerage is hiring in Canada and US. 

Let me know Iʼm taking apps

[6#01#29 PM]
Evan S
:
For you

[6#01#33 PM]
Runamuck
:
Sweet.... oh yeah.... nice job on getting it to 6000.:boom::boom:

[6#01#49 PM]
Colin Mac
:
:heart_eyes: oh I am looking forward to the day all my plans payout :grin::grin:. 
Confidence will be re-established and coin will grow further with CS again

[6#02#24 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
Nice thanks.

[6#02#31 PM]
MR BTC
:
This feed is just getting me more frustrated. When you open a new thread for 
just factual information only please let me know.

[6#03#49 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:



:+1::+1:

[6#04#15 PM]
Evan S
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
This feed is just getting me more frustrated. When you open a new thread for 
just factual information only please let me know.
There is no factual information so we won't see that.

[6#04#16 PM]
Colin Mac
:
You are able to mail them and roll it over, no?

[6#04#51 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Evan S
> 
There is no factual information so we won't see that.

🤯

[6#05#44 PM]
Evan S
:

> 
MR BTC
> 

🤯

I can give you a bunch of facts but let's save that for a later date

--- 
Monday, May 13, 2019

 ---
JJ Support invited M



--- 
Tuesday, May 14, 2019

 ---

[6#03#46 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
Latest Update!
https://www.buzzsprout.com/324689/1132682-update
Buzzsprout
Update. - CircleSociety's Podcast

Brett CS Support pinned «Latest Update! https://www.buzzsprout.com/
324689/1132682-update»

[7#00#49 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
We hear you loud and clear, you want this thread open for communication 
again. There are numerous Telegram groups continuously spreading 
misinformation and specualtion. So, 12-3pm PST each day this thread will open 
for communication. Do NOT PM the staff, do not fight in the feed, and do not 
spread misinformation. Any support inquiries are welcome here:

https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us
Bri CS Support pinned «We hear you loud and clear, you want this thread 

open for communication again. There are numerous Telegram groups 
continuously s»

JJ Support invited Todd Johnson
JJ Support invited Niki Sampson

[8#14#58 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
:+1:

[8#15#09 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo

https://www.buzzsprout.com/324689/1132682-update
https://www.buzzsprout.com/324689/1132682-update
https://www.buzzsprout.com/324689/1132682-update
https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us


:
:+1::+1:

[8#15#12 PM]
Rick B
:
Hi All.  Admins - Thank you for opening this up once again!

[8#15#27 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Sorry we opened a few minutes late, we're working on tickets at the same time. 
We'll be here through 3pm. How's everyone doing? (:

[8#15#36 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Is it against policy to ask support in general to look at a ticket I have entered?

[8#15#46 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Rick B
> 
Hi All. Admins - Thank you for opening this up once again!
Hello! Sure thing!

[8#15#54 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
Sorry about the delays, weʼre around 400+ tickets deep :ʼ)

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 



Is it against policy to ask support in general to look at a ticket I have entered?
When did you send it in? Weʼre extremely backed up

[8#16#21 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Woo hoo. Were back. Hello everyone

[8#16#28 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
8 days ago.

[8#16#35 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Thank you CS for paying dailies and for the opportunity to be part of CS

[8#16#43 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Good to seeing the thread open again. How has everyone been??

[8#17#18 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
8 days ago.
If thatʼs the case you may have a reply already, weʼre on may 7th currently

[8#17#29 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Sean Gallacher



> 
8 days ago.
Me to!

[8#17#45 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Hello! Sure thing!
Look at ticket 6441 for me.   Itʼs almost 3 weeks with no resolve.   Please and 
thanks!

[8#17#52 PM]
DELETED
:
No reply

[8#17#53 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
I just looked and I donʼt see anything

[8#18#26 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
I just looked and I donʼt see anything
If anything was sent after that it usually gets put back to the end of the cue on 
that side

[8#18#31 PM]
Coin Slayer
:
I just got a comment on a ticket I opened 13 days ago. No resolution yet, but a 



comment that they will look into the issue

[8#19#37 PM]
Travis
:
Thanks for this open chat time!

[8#19#52 PM]
Caleb Luketic
:
Had a plan scheduled to be done May 8... any time frame on when those get 
paid out? Iʼd like to be able to buy dailies after I get paid out... seem to have 
missed this opportunity for this round of dailies

[8#20#08 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Keep in mind Support doesn't have unlimited access to solve tickets. So if 
there's an issue we can't resolve ourselves, we forward it to the appropriate 
department and from there it's out of our hands.

[8#20#17 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Moving forward how long should I wait for a reply to my ticket. I donʼt want to 
be part of the backlog ticket problem

[8#20#39 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Sean I believe this is the case for your ticket specifically

Biggi not sure about you

[8#20#51 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin



> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Moving forward how long should I wait for a reply to my ticket. I donʼt want to 
be part of the backlog ticket problem
At the rate theyʼre coming in, it could be a week plus depending when it came 
in

[8#21#00 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
What's your ticket number Biggi?

[8#21#07 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Any status update on the balance due payments and when we might start 
seeing them?

[8#21#20 PM]
Sam
:
I am asking for a referral that is not on the feed.  Has anyone recieved payout 
on the dailies that were converted into weekly was due a while a go?

[8#22#16 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Sam
> 
I am asking for a referral that is not on the feed. Has anyone recieved payout on 
the dailies that were converted into weekly w
No

[8#22#28 PM]
Roger Hughes
:



No

[8#22#50 PM]
Daisy
:
Iʼm May 1 payout. One Podcast said they wanted to keep the bots going and 
that we would like the results.

[8#22#51 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
Weʼre not putting out any hard dates on those payouts until we are 110% set on 
no chances of issues arising

[8#22#52 PM]
Rick B
:

> 
Sam
> 
I am asking for a referral that is not on the feed. Has anyone recieved payout on 
the dailies that were converted into weekly w
No!

[8#22#59 PM]
Nick Nix
:
I was told current dailys will be paid between 12 and 2 is this still correct ?

[8#23#22 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
All the new dailyʼs are paid every morning

[8#23#35 PM]
Anthony
:



> 
TeamRamRod6010
> 
Any status update on the balance due payments and when we might start 
seeing them?
Yes CS staff. Can u give us anything regarding this question. Is this the 
question you were answering Brett?

[8#23#39 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
Weʼre not putting out any hard dates on those payouts until we are 110% set on 
no chances of issues arising
Okay, are the payments on hold? Are they being sent out slowly?

[8#23#44 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
Weʼre not putting out any hard dates on those payouts until we are 110% set on 
no chances of issues arising
So payouts on expired dailys aren't being paid at this time?

[8#23#52 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Anthony
> 
Yes CS staff. Can u give us anything regarding this question. Is this the 
question you were answering Brett?
Yes



[8#23#52 PM]
Nick Nix
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
All the new dailyʼs are paid every morning
No they were not

[8#24#22 PM]
DELETED
:
Request payment today

[8#24#52 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
TeamRamRod6010
> 
Okay, are the payments on hold? Are they being sent out slowly?
Some payouts are still going through, limited, but still going

> 
Nick Nix
> 
No they were not
They should be paid by this afternoon

[8#25#26 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
Some payouts are still going through, limited, but still going
Prove it



[8#25#38 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
All the new dailyʼs are paid every morning
Not today Brett 

🤔

[8#26#03 PM]
Clarissa
:
Hello admin and support staff. Many thanks for all you do. Is it possible to get 
an update on payout queue? A member at one point asked if status of type of 
payout and how many paid was possible. Thanks again

[8#26#14 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
DELETED
> 
Prove it
LOL

[8#26#24 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
All the new dailyʼs are paid every morning
My referral didnʼt receive his Daily this morning. Are they still going out? I hate 
to have his put in a ticket to add to the backlog. Thanks in advance

[8#26#34 PM]



Roger Hughes
:
So. No payout plan for balance due. No payout on p1.

[8#26#54 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Jason D.
> 
My referral didnʼt receive his Daily this morning. Are they still going out? I hate 
to have his put in a ticket to add to the ba
Yes, they just havenʼt processed yet, theyʼll be there by this afternoon

[8#27#03 PM]
Red
:
KYC form isnʼt on website and my referral was looking for it. Where can we find 
the KYC forms?

[8#27#09 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
Yes, they just havenʼt processed yet, theyʼll be there by this afternoon
Thanks

[8#27#17 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Red
> 
KYC form isnʼt on website and my referral was looking for it. Where can we find 
the KYC forms?
News



[8#28#09 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Red
> 
KYC form isnʼt on website and my referral was looking for it. Where can we find 
the KYC forms?
click news on the site and they can be found via that or within our zendesk

[8#28#09 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
The exchanges are being difficult, these delays are a bigger headache to us 
than you can imagine. If we could force them to release everything we would, 
for obvious reasons it isn't like the staff enjoys being pummeled 24/7

[8#28#26 PM]
Tradin1
:
Hey CS!!

[8#28#31 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Uhmmm

Tiring

[8#29#11 PM]
Lacey Boam
:
With the exchange hold up,  are balance due accounts even in the que to be 
paid?

[8#29#14 PM]



Colin Mac
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
The exchanges are being difficult, these delays are a bigger headache to us 
than you can imagine. If we could force them to rele
This is in regards to previous plans isn't it? Not new dailies?

[8#29#16 PM]
Travis
:
Any chance of a daily status on progress of payments and total tickets? I think 
that would reduce the number of the same questions over and over.

[8#29#31 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
The exchanges are being difficult, these delays are a bigger headache to us 
than you can imagine. If we could force them to rele
Thanks for all the hard work.

[8#29#59 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Lacey Boam
> 
With the exchange hold up, are balance due accounts even in the que to be 
paid?
all the expired plans and balances due are in cue to pay, but obviously still have 
the delays attached to them

[8#30#00 PM]
Bri CS Support



:
admin
Yes Colin this is in regards to previous plans. recent Daily's are doing just fine. 
In the meantime, everyone has options. ENDGAME is a great plan and it's 
available for rolled over coin.

[8#30#53 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Yes Colin this is in regards to previous plans. recent Daily's are doing just fine. 
In the meantime, everyone has options. ENDGA
If it is rolled over into endgame do you foresee that paying on time or will that 
also be delayed? Or do you guys not know yet?

[8#31#22 PM]
RFdevil
:
So if the exchanges are the delay, why is that not effecting the new daily plans? 
Why are they given payout priority of available exchange withdrawals over 
those who have been waiting for months?

[8#31#48 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Travis
> 
Any chance of a daily status on progress of payments and total tickets? I think 
that would reduce the number of the same questio
I would be happy to give Daily updates on tickets! Payment progress is 
something Support doesn't have immediate acess to however we're working on 
options for that as well.

[8#32#21 PM]
Red
:



> 
Brett CS Support
> 
click news on the site and they can be found via that or within our zendesk
Check both places and not seeing forms. I even searched KYC in the tab and 
says no results.

[8#32#28 PM]
Rick B
:
Can the Rollover plan from KYC be rolled into Endgame

[8#32#47 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
TeamRamRod6010
> 
If it is rolled over into endgame do you foresee that paying on time or will that 
also be delayed? Or do you guys not know yet?
right now we are avoiding any hard yes or no's on that side, all we can say is 
that we are estimating that it should all be cleared up, emphasis on the 
'estimating'

[8#33#29 PM]
Lacey Boam
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
all the expired plans and balances due are in cue to pay, but obviously still have 
the delays attached to them
Are they behind P1 payouts with them being new coin that wasn't from KYC? 
Just wondering if these are separate ques from the P1/P2 from KYC

[8#33#45 PM]
DELETED
:



> 
Bri CS Support
> 
LOL
Glade you find my money (which I earned by working) so amusing.  Hope youʼre 
enjoying it Bri.  If that really is your name

[8#34#02 PM]
Dave Rawley
:

> 
Red
> 
Check both places and not seeing forms. I even searched KYC in the tab and 
says no results.
https://circlesociety.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/CS-KYC-IND-
Form-3.6.pdf

[8#34#06 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
RFdevil
> 
So if the exchanges are the delay, why is that not effecting the new daily plans? 
Why are they given payout priority of availabl
new daily plans are all ran seperately, obviously we are not going to place the 
same new stuff within the places with issues

[8#34#20 PM]
LdQ
:
And the children come out of the woodwork, tantrums in full swing.

[8#34#21 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

https://circlesociety.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/CS-KYC-IND-Form-3.6.pdf
https://circlesociety.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/CS-KYC-IND-Form-3.6.pdf


> 
Bri CS Support
> 
The exchanges are being difficult, these delays are a bigger headache to us 
than you can imagine. If we could force them to rele
Any chance you can check my ticket 6441

[8#34#39 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
LdQ
> 
And the children come out of the woodwork, tantrums in full swing.
Hahaha you read my mind

[8#34#52 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Mcdonald is successful because of the “system” no matter where you go itʼs 
the same 

When daily payouts occur at the same time every day and then boom doesnʼt 
occur it cause a shock to the “system” 

Consistency is key

[8#35#22 PM]
Coin Slayer
:
Rollover question. Do you have to roll the entire balance due or can you specify 
some for rollover and some for payout?

[8#35#42 PM]
Currie Downs
:
Brett CS Support

I want to rollover over to the Endgame plan but the rollover button in not on my 
page.  Can you help me?



[8#35#45 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Mcdonald is successful because of the “system” no matter where you go itʼs 
the same When daily payouts occur at the same time
Is there a reason daily didn't arrive at normal time today?

[8#35#45 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Lacey Boam
> 
Are they behind P1 payouts with them being new coin that wasn't from KYC? 
Just wondering if these are separate ques from the P1/
everything is mixed in together, portions are paid from both, obviously p1 over 
p2

[8#35#51 PM]
Johnson
:
Hey CS management. -

Monday was mentioned P1 and balance due plans were cued to payout - 

Any way you can share how many got paid out? Or was zero paid and only put 
in a “cue” for some undermined time to payout at a later date? 

Just want to see some
Form of progress for balance due / P1

[8#35#52 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 



Coin Slayer
> 
Rollover question. Do you have to roll the entire balance due or can you specify 
some for rollover and some for payout?
You can specify an amount.

[8#36#03 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Currie Downs
> 
Brett CS Support I want to rollover over to the Endgame plan but the rollover 
button in not on my page. Can you help me?
throw over to support and we will manually do this for you

[8#36#10 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Coin Slayer
> 
Rollover question. Do you have to roll the entire balance due or can you specify 
some for rollover and some for payout?
you can roll any amount of your plan you'd like and the remaining will be in the 
payout queue

[8#36#10 PM]
Nick Nix
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Is there a reason daily didn't arrive at normal time today?
Thatʼs what Iʼm waiting to find out

[8#36#11 PM]



DELETED
:
I hope you are wrong Iceman, but if it looks like a duck and quacks like a duck...  
you get it

[8#36#24 PM]
Travis
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
I would be happy to give Daily updates on tickets! Payment progress is 
something Support doesn't have immediate acess to however
Well that's a great start and hopefully the other info will come along soon. 
Thanks!

[8#36#34 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Currie Downs
> 
Brett CS Support I want to rollover over to the Endgame plan but the rollover 
button in not on my page. Can you help me?
You have to send an email specifically telling support what you want rolled over 
and they will take care of it.

[8#36#37 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Coin Slayer
> 
Rollover question. Do you have to roll the entire balance due or can you specify 
some for rollover and some for payout?
we give options on % when you go to roll over, if it is through support we can 
also manually leave a portion



[8#36#45 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
Any chance you can check my ticket 6441
Took a look at your ticket. JJ responded to that in April. Are you not getting 
these responses?

[8#37#38 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Took a look at your ticket. JJ responded to that in April. Are you not getting 
these responses?
Responded to him as well.   Problem still not fixed.    Responding doesnʼt solve 
a problem.   Iʼm waiting for it to get fixed

[8#37#43 PM]
Ivan
:
I know you cant give hard dates for payouts only estimates, is it by this month, 
next month? Possibly July? Just want to gauge my next payout

[8#37#48 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Is there a reason daily didn't arrive at normal time today?
its just human error on that side, less error more just not putting them through 
in time



[8#37#53 PM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
new daily plans are all ran seperately, obviously we are not going to place the 
same new stuff within the places with issues
What does that mean specifically?  Cause this is a question that tons of us 
have.  Does that mean coin from the new Dailyʼs was placed into a different 
exchange from where other funds were placed?  If so, then how can you 
guarantee that this exchange wonʼt have the same problem as previous ones?

[8#38#19 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
new daily plans are all ran seperately, obviously we are not going to place the 
same new stuff within the places with issues
Can you explain this further? Supposedly exchange diversity already happened 
before the first daily plans started. Why didn't that seem to help at all? There 
are only so many legitimate exchanges to choose from, why is the new 
exchange different than the old one?

[8#38#32 PM]
Lacey Boam
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
everything is mixed in together, portions are paid from both, obviously p1 over 
p2
But are they from the same exchange? Bri just stated that the daily's were not 
put in to the same system that has the issues. So for the old dailys converted to 
weekly's, why would they be in the sme exchange with P1. Not trying to cause 
an issue by any means, just trying to make sure I'm understanding. Easier ti be 
patient if its fully understood 

🙂



[8#38#43 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
its just human error on that side, less error more just not putting them through 
in time
Thanks for clearing up Brett... other than that they were paying 
perfect:ok_hand:

[8#39#13 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Took a look at your ticket. JJ responded to that in April. Are you not getting 
these responses?
All I want to know is ..am I getting expired year of pig..  and a timeline?

[8#39#16 PM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
Can you explain this further? Supposedly exchange diversity already happened 
before the first daily plans started. Why didn't th
Yes this, exactly

[8#39#19 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Scotty Two Shoes
> 
What does that mean specifically? Cause this is a question that tons of us have. 



Does that mean coin from the new Dailyʼs was
the issues which caused the initial issues are being avoided, we know the 
issues which caused the backup and we are approaching everything differently

[8#39#40 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
Responded to him as well. Problem still not fixed. Responding doesnʼt solve a 
problem. Iʼm waiting for it to get fixed
JJ is a woman. She logged it for review. I'll bug the staff to see why it hasn't 
been updated.

[8#39#42 PM]
John Good
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
its just human error on that side, less error more just not putting them through 
in time
Hi Brett - to confirm we are on the 12#00 to 2#00 payouts for the dailies now?

[8#39#44 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Lacey Boam
> 
But are they from the same exchange? Bri just stated that the daily's were not 
put in to the same system that has the issues. So
no, everything is seperated on that side

[8#39#49 PM]
DELETED



:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
the issues which caused the initial issues are being avoided, we know the 
issues which caused the backup and we are approaching
All I want to know is ..am I getting expired year of pig..  and a timeline?

[8#39#57 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
John Good
> 
Hi Brett - to confirm we are on the 12#00 to 2#00 payouts for the dailies now?
correct, yes

[8#39#58 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
the issues which caused the initial issues are being avoided, we know the 
issues which caused the backup and we are approaching
That's not an answer. . .

[8#40#14 PM]
John Good
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
correct, yes
Thank-you Brett.

[8#40#38 PM]



Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
the issues which caused the initial issues are being avoided, we know the 
issues which caused the backup and we are approaching
Um, what does that mean?  Can you please be specific?  That didnʼt actually 
address my question

[8#40#50 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
DELETED
> 
All I want to know is ..am I getting expired year of pig.. and a timeline?
yes, you will be paid out, timelines are no longer happening until we have a 
110% guarentee, obviously noone else wants to hear another date which will not 
be met

[8#41#51 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
JJ is a woman. She logged it for review. I'll bug the staff to see why it hasn't 
been updated.
Sorry. Didnʼt know that.   Anyway Iʼve talked to them 3 more times since the 
original ticket and they all said. “ we will take a look at it”.  Nothing has 
happened since.     Letʼs get it fixed!!

[8#42#21 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 



Scotty Two Shoes
> 
Um, what does that mean? Can you please be specific? That didnʼt actually 
address my question
they are placed into a different exchange, one which does not have the issues 
we are facing with others, the things which caused the other ones to have 
issues is something we are aware of and we are making sure we do not follow 
the same path

[8#42#24 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Sean I believe this is the case for your ticket specifically
Would it be better for you for me to send an email addressing my rollover and 
question or just wait for a reply to my ticket?

[8#43#18 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
yes, you will be paid out, timelines are no longer happening until we have a 
110% guarentee, obviously noone else wants to hear
Who should I notify outside CS W/ more clarity?  All investments have a timeline 
Bri.  Otherwise I never would have invited in you company

[8#43#20 PM]
Paul F
:
So when can we expect answers to our tickets?

[8#43#27 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin



> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Would it be better for you for me to send an email addressing my rollover and 
question or just wait for a reply to my ticket?
i'd wait on the reply, every time you reply to a ticket, it gets put backwards in 
the cue, considering we had around 300 come in over the weekend, that could 
set your ticket which was 5/6 back, 306 tickets back

[8#43#30 PM]
Ivan
:
Can we get a daily update of how many payments were paid out for each day, 
that way we all see progress

[8#43#31 PM]
JJ Support
:
admin

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Would it be better for you for me to send an email addressing my rollover and 
question or just wait for a reply to my ticket?
There are currently multiple tickets from you already please be patient and you 
will see a response shortly.

[8#43#41 PM]
Paul F
:
Ok

[8#44#28 PM]
Travis
:

> 
Ivan
> 
Can we get a daily update of how many payments were paid out for each day, 
that way we all see progress



They said they are not able to provide this right now. I asked earlier.

[8#44#31 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
Weʼre not putting out any hard dates on those payouts until we are 110% set on 
no chances of issues arising
Thatʼs good

edited 
[8#44#59 PM]
RFdevil
:
For CS staff, I'd like this question answered, please: Supposedly exchange 
diversity already happened before the first daily plans started. Why didn't that 
seem to help at all? There are only so many legitimate exchanges to choose 
from, why is the new exchange different than the old one(s)?

[8#45#11 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:

> 
JJ Support
> 
There are currently multiple tickets from you already please be patient and you 
will see a response shortly.
I have 2 open tickets and the second was sent in 7 days after the first one. So 
one can be closed if your working on it.

[8#45#22 PM]
Lacey Boam
:
Curious, how many coin is needed to be paid out vs what the exchange is 
provided weekly/ bi-weekly?

[8#45#35 PM]
Jared



:
Greetings, hope everyone is well!!

[8#46#36 PM]
Colin Mac
:
All good Jared, hope you're good and looking forward to scrolling through all 
these comments :blush:

[8#46#57 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:

> 
Jared
> 
Greetings, hope everyone is well!!
Not at all

[8#47#53 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
JJ Support
> 
There are currently multiple tickets from you already please be patient and you 
will see a response shortly.
Does having an open ticket give us better odds of getting payout?

[8#48#12 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Did I hear on the podcast that tickets raised to have funds rolled over would 
actually be rolled over from the expiry date of previous plan. Perhaps CS can 
clear that up for me... please? :blush:

[8#48#22 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:
Hey CS, can you clarify how "The Monthly" plan will work?



[8#48#51 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
DELETED
> 
Does having an open ticket give us better odds of getting payout?
Tickets have nothing to do with payouts. Tickets are a means of contacting 
support.

[8#49#06 PM]
Red
:
Lots of people have gotten paid. I got paid like clockwork from July until KYC 
happened and then Iʼve been rolling over. And people have posted when they 
got P1 etc.

[8#49#48 PM]
Mateo
:
Me voicing myself here but mine and Everyone heres Roll Over and P1 should 
really be priority to be paid this month!! Does CS not have the BTC liquid to pay 
them or what?????????????????????

[8#50#02 PM]
Wayne
:
When I get paid I'll be sure to mention it for everyone.

[8#50#07 PM]
Jesse S.
:
If I request a refund, how long will it take to be paid? Would it be the same 
timeline as if I waited for a payout?

[8#50#19 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo



:

> 
Mateo
> 
Me voicing myself here but mine and Everyone heres Roll Over and P1 should 
really be priority to be paid this month!! Does CS no
:+1::+1::+1:

[8#50#31 PM]
Rick B
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Did I hear on the podcast that tickets raised to have funds rolled over would 
actually be rolled over from the expiry date of pr
I heard that as well.  That would be good to get answered.

[8#50#47 PM]
Lisa
:
I put in a ticket a month ago regarding a missing commission & still haven't 
heard anything back.

[8#51#37 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Mateo
> 
Me voicing myself here but mine and Everyone heres Roll Over and P1 should 
really be priority to be paid this month!! Does CS no
That's what they've said, they don't have enough liquidity in their bitcoin to pay 
out at this time

[8#51#55 PM]
DELETED
:



> 
Wayne
> 
When I get paid I'll be sure to mention it for everyone.
Me too))

[8#52#02 PM]
RFdevil
:
Hence my following question: Supposedly exchange diversity already happened 
before the first daily plans started. Why didn't that seem to help at all? There 
are only so many legitimate exchanges to choose from, why is the new 
exchange that is paying out daily different than the old one?

[8#53#09 PM]
DELETED
:
So it sounds like we will get paid by Friday!!  Thanks CS.  I told all my friends 
you werenʼt a Scam!!

[8#53#11 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
I will make podcast in 15 min to address everything

Techman 2020 pinned «I will make podcast in 15 min to address 
everything»

[8#53#33 PM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
they are placed into a different exchange, one which does not have the issues 
we are facing with others, the things which caused
Thank you

[8#53#35 PM]
Lacey Boam



:
Thanks

🙂

[8#53#35 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
When I read through this chat flow daily, what I see is the same questions being 
repeated.

For sure admins don't seems to like those things but it's rather unfortunate that 
when questions remained untreated, it will definitely keep coming up again.

The best answer to payment questions is the actual payment.

[8#53#48 PM]
Mateo
:
Thank you Techman! Just REALLLLY need some confirmed bitcoin paid to my 
wallet after a year now!

[8#53#49 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:

> 
Techman 2020
> 
I will make podcast in 15 min to address everything
:+1:

[8#54#04 PM]
MR BTC
:
Iceman how long have you been involved with CS?

[8#54#13 PM]
Damian Hunt Shameless
:
Just opened my chase account! About to transfer $ to get this invest meant 
startedddddd woooo! Dailyʼs here I come!



[8#54#19 PM]
Bryan
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
That's what they've said, they don't have enough liquidity in their bitcoin to pay 
out at this time
How can they not? They've taken in how much coin and paid out how little since 
late march?

[8#54#29 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Good afternoon CS. On 5/7 I sent a request for info on moving rollover and 
balance due. Replied by JJ. But nothing happened. Sent a second request on 
5/13. My apologies for second request. Still no answer. Thank you

[8#54#49 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
10 dailyʼs left 

Please everyone 

Give me 15. Min to catch up read everything and respond
Techman 2020 pinned «10 dailyʼs left Please everyone Give me 15. Min to 

catch up read everything and respond»

[8#55#13 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
Iʼve frozen feed so I can review and respond

[9#53#52 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin



Hang tight everyone, reviewing a podcast. Sorry for running late.

[10#11#49 PM]
The JimBob
:
@techman2020 thank you for all you're doing!

[10#11#56 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Good podcast we donʼt want legal making more money! I think people are 
freaking out but stay calm have faith in the boss man.

[10#12#43 PM]
HodlerSavage
:
@techman2020  

My name is HodlerSavage

My question is: Can you guys just roll anyone who has a current plan that 
already passed the due date.. take our payout we were supposed to get and roll 
that into a daily plan so we arenʼt missing out since those are being paid?

[10#12#54 PM]
Rick B
:
Let's not get this shut down.  Keep this train on its tracks!

[10#14#25 PM]
Jesse S.
:
@techman2020 my name is jesse
My question is: If I request a refund, how immediate is it? Will I just be put into 
the que again? Will it be exactly like waiting for the payout? I donʼt Want to 
request a refund if it will be the same amount of time, obviously the payout will 
be worth much more then the refund of my original investment.

[10#14#44 PM]
RFdevil

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
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:
@techman2020 Supposedly exchange diversity already happened before the 
first daily plans started. Why didn't that seem to help at all? There are only so 
many legitimate exchanges to choose from, why is the new exchange that is 
paying out daily different than the old one?

[10#16#01 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020 

in the “good old days” of dailies w China it was routine that 50-300btc plans 
where freely given out 

Almost a 1,000 btc worth. 

My question: 

If there was that much coin available to give out - 

Why has P1 been so underfunded and what immediate actions are being done 
to remedy pass due? 

(Beyond the “exchanges are holding all our coin” response)

[10#16#17 PM]
Damian Hunt Shameless
:
@techman2020 

My name is damian 

My question is since Iʼm just getting started trying to get funds together to get 
into this match coin plan If the slots expire and Iʼm unable are you planning to 
make more? Or do I have to wait for payouts before more become available? 
Also are the dailyʼs-the only plans paying out at this time?

[10#16#25 PM]
John Good
:

> 
Techman 2020

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
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> 
Iʼve frozen feed so I can review and respond
That was really well stated - very poignant at the same time.  Very mush 
appreciate your perserverence and it is clear to me that you are trying to do 
everything within your power to overcome obstacles that are out of your 
control.  Thank you.

[10#18#12 PM]
Rick B
:
My name is RickB. My question is - Can you not do away with the match on any 
plan and use any overage gained above that to go towards paying peoples 
accounts.  The returns stated without the match are more than generous as 
they are and they can't be found elsewhere?  Not a popular sugges or question 
to be sure, but I think could solve some immediate issues.

[10#19#30 PM]
Neil5611
:
Has anyone received P1 or balance due???

[10#20#10 PM]
Tim
:
? Don't understand.

[10#20#21 PM]
rain_coin
:
@techman2020 

My name is rain_coin.

Please trust me when I say that there are some of us who are genuinely 
concerned about your physical and mental health, and security. We have also 
discouraged individuals from getting into legal entanglement. 

We are family and we want to do our best to help, which can only be done if we 
know what is going on and how we can help. 

Most of us are on board with using VPN to continue to support this platform. If 
we are talking about migrating the site to a different continent, what would be 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


the estimated timeframe to do so? What are some challenges? How can 
members help? Thank you

[10#20#31 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Tim
> 
? Don't understand.
check pm

edited 
[10#20#42 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Tim
> 
? Don't understand.
do not use any names, refer to staff as admin or the appropriate telegram 
username

[10#21#37 PM]
Red
:
@techman2020 my name is Red (Allison)

If you do take CS out of the US can those of us in US still participate? 

Iʼm all for doing whatever needs to be done to get this thing back to how it was 
pre KYC and running smoothly! We do NOT want legal to get involved and get 
shut down. LAST THING WE NEED!!! Thanks for all you are doing to get all the 
issues fixed and paid!!

[10#22#14 PM]
Ivan
:
@techman2020 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
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Hi name is ivan 
Is it better to cease rollover in the meantime until payment is caught up? If we 
keep rolling over, then the amount of btc owed is significantly higher, and as 
much as we all want to keep making more in the meantime, wont it be too much 
for you guys to pay it all? Due to limited amount you're allowed to pull from 
exchanges

JJ Support invited Ryan Firth

[10#22#46 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
@techman2020 

Name: ostiacommerce   

Question:  Given what you know now, what is your best estimate for having all 
plans (P1, Rollover, Balance due) caught up? Weeks? Months? Years? Please, 
some estimate of time.

JJ Support invited Chuck Bove

[10#24#08 PM]
walkerworthless
:
@CSSupport1 off topic, but if I want to roll over, is it better for me to send a 
support ticket, or a message to the site support chat?

[10#24#48 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020 

Question: can we get a mon- fri total of P1/balance due paid out and home 
many left to go on the login screen or telegram group?

[10#24#50 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
walkerworthless
> 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
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@CSSupport1 off topic, but if I want to roll over, is it better for me to send a 
support ticket, or a message to the site suppor
ticket definitely

[10#24#59 PM]
Tim
:
Ok "admin"...I have two questions. 1. You changed our dailies to weeklies but 
they have never paid. When will they pay? 2. How many P1'S are left to be paid 
and when will they be completed?

[10#26#30 PM]
rain_coin
:
guys I think the question is..  the amount of coins exchanges are willing to 
release to CS per week lol..

[10#27#04 PM]
MR BTC
:
@techman2020 
Hi tech me and my name is MR BTC.   

Thank you for what youʼre doing. It would be nice if you could maybe setup a 
virtually  UK business to run the site. without physically having to move there.

[10#27#17 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020

It was mentioned on Monday this week P1 was cued to pay then “balance due” 
a few hours later I. The day 

Question: 

Are P1/balance due now different “batches” somehow? even tho my P1 was 
changed to “balance due”

[10#27#24 PM]
Bri CS Support

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
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:
admin
keep the questions coming, I'm recording them all for ya

[10#29#12 PM]
MR BTC
:
Techman2020 
 I really love your vision. I feel that you are very sincere. I hope we can continue 
earning as we once did!   SOON

[10#29#28 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:
@techman2020

My name is RocSchott

Can you clarify how "The Monthly" plan will work?

[10#29#49 PM]
Neil5611
:
I did

[10#31#00 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
@techman2020 

Another question, if possible. You mentioned considering a daily variable plan. 
Would that take effect immediately on ALL current principal balances, or just 
new coin in? Thank you.

[10#31#19 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020

What if i gave up 10% of my expired plans as a fee to support so that they can 
get paid out this week?

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
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[10#32#51 PM]
Sam
:
@techman2020 

why would you mirror an overseas site? 
If you proclaim as the website  says you are trading then why would you not 
have the accounts you have be audited and be reporting how much you make 
and withdraw and then when you pay out send out the 1099 or K1 for the taxes 
like all the other companies that take and trade on clients behalf. If you are  
paying out then it does not matter what people have filed at what government 
agency. You will be able to pass scrutiny by paying people out instead  of just 
taking in tokens and rolling them over.

[10#34#17 PM]
Jeremy Baja
:
@techman2020 
My name is Jeremy 

There was a podcast or post here or the old thread about everyone being 
required to use a VPN, whatʼs the latest with that? 
Also I believe it would put a bunch of people at ease if at the end of every week 
or day there was a total of how many of each type was paid. i.e. P1, past plans 
and balanced due. We donʼt care particularly care how much coin just the 
number of transactions. 

You guys are awesome,
Thanks

edited 
[10#36#03 PM]
LdQ
:
@techman2020

My name is Lyman deKoquonut

My question, regarding the feed and CS in general, your transparency and 
openness is quite appreciated - but there must be limits.

As far as those who openly accuse CS of fraud or criminal activity, can they be 
removed from the feed and placed on refund status so the rest of us adults can 
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have a civil conversation and participate without a minority of people making it 
unbearable to be involved?

[10#36#12 PM]
Diversehh
:
It amazes me how many peeps don't listen or follow instructions!!!!!

[10#36#14 PM]
Colin Mac
:
@techman2020 

Colinmacd15 

Trying to rollover several of my previous plans, it said in one of the podcasts 
that this would be rolled over from the expiry date of previous plans, can you 
confirm that... and whether you like marshmallows?

[10#36#41 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Good afternoon

[10#38#49 PM]
LdQ
:
Oh - oh...

[10#38#52 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
LdQ
> 
@techman2020 My name is Lyman deKoquonut My question, regarding the 
feed and CS in general, your transparency and openness is
I'll second that motion.  Reading the over 100 posts, some of these people are 
aggressive and threatening.   I'm glad they are only online.
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Sheesh !!

And thank you CS admin and crew, for all u do !!

[10#38#57 PM]
Barbara Allen
:
@techman2020 My name is Barbara Allen  My question is:
Some have asked me..since the prior dailies that were changed to weeklies 
were all 'new' coin and in 'new' exchanges, why are they not able to paid out 
immediately like the 'newest' dailies are?  Thank you.

[10#39#00 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
@techman2020 

My name is Chad 

Can you tell us exactly how much coin the exchanges are letting you receive 
each week and what that coin is being used for besides the new daily plans? 
Because we havenʼt seen anyone say they have received either a p1 or the 
balance due payment in a few weeks. And thereʼs 400+ people in this chat. 

Thanks

[10#41#10 PM]
Red
:

> 
LdQ
> 
@techman2020 My name is Lyman deKoquonut My question, regarding the 
feed and CS in general, your transparency and openness is
Yes I donʼt want ANYTHING or ANYONE to ruin this AMAZING opportunity!!

[10#41#10 PM]
Jarred Smith
:
@techman2020 MS twin here. 
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First off thank you for all the exhausting work you and your team are doing. I'm 
glad to be part of your family and hope to be able to play in your field a long 
time. 

? - from a business perspective is it a viable option to dumb down everything 
and have it operate at a lower payout level, one that matches the estimated rate 
of pay the exchanges can produce, and turn the tide involving all the people 
that have less then 100% trust in you and the system. For a 30 - 90 day period. 
(I understand you could choose to, as el presidente, continue VIP as desired)
2nd ? - Is there a better screening process for members joining (perhaps less 
enticing commissions as it appears that there are a few get rich quick 
members) so that there is way to have less time handling questions and way 
more time focusing on solving the unforeseen growth issues. I know you've 
mentioned that something like 70% of the invested comes from only a few 
clients that offer no complaints...

Anyways, looking forward to great things here. Thank you!

[10#42#13 PM]
Sam Kerby
:
@techman2020 

My name is Sam Kerby

I like your idea of putting a percentage of our total coin due in our wallets daily 
until paid out. Many members would feel more at ease.  Question is how could 
we set that up and what percentages for total coin due would we get if it was 
possible? Thank you for the hard work.

[10#43#21 PM]
Akintoba Akindoyin
:

> 
Sam Kerby
> 
@techman2020 My name is Sam Kerby I like your idea of putting a percentage 
of our total coin due in our wallets daily until p
:+1::+1::+1:

[10#43#49 PM]
Aanu Adeyemi
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:

> 
Sam Kerby
> 
@techman2020 My name is Sam Kerby I like your idea of putting a percentage 
of our total coin due in our wallets daily until p
:+1::+1::+1:

[10#44#46 PM]
Niranjan
:
@techman2020 
Hi CS, great podcast - I really appreciate it. 
My questions are:
You mentioned that all account balances could be rolled into a unique perpetual 
daily that would pay out between 0.1%-5% depending on the account balance. I 
think that's a great idea! How fast could you start doing that? If you could do 
that, that is a huge thing! Would our investment still continue to grow? Could 
you please define the account balance brackets at which each percentage 
would be paid?

Thank you so much for all that you do for us!!

[10#45#28 PM]
Jarred Smith
:

> 
LdQ
> 
@techman2020 My name is Lyman deKoquonut My question, regarding the 
feed and CS in general, your transparency and openness is
:pray::pray:

[10#46#04 PM]
Josh Giles
:
@techman2020 my name is JG, I understand that payouts are random but all 
saw support say last week that they are in order of the estimated bot end 
dates. Can you clarify if they are completely random or based on end dates and 
then random for all due on the same day? If they are in order by date, what date 
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are the Balance Due plans currently at?

[10#46#42 PM]
Thom Peterson
:

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
I'll second that motion. Reading the over 100 posts, some of these people are 
aggressive and threatening. I'm glad they are o
I totally agree

edited 
[10#48#08 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
12 minutes remaining guys

[10#48#53 PM]
John Good
:
My name is John Good and this may be retracking old ground but for the 
amounts in our account that are balance due, if a single new plan system/
platform is implemented, could we put that on hold and roll it into the new 
platform as a daily payout (or whatever the chosen plan is)?

[10#49#06 PM]
Scott Preston
:

> 
Travis
> 
Any chance of a daily status on progress of payments and total tickets? I think 
that would reduce the number of the same questio
Amen to that

[10#49#46 PM]
T
:



Thanks for the updates.  Are Dailyʼs still going out today?
I and a referral didnʼt receive today.
Thank you,

[10#49#47 PM]
Josh Giles
:
@techman2020 my name is JG. Can you please tell us how much coin is owed 
to P1 and Balance Due plans? Then also tell us at current rate how much coin 
the exchanges let you take out every day? That will give people an estimate of 
how long till theyʼre paid. Thank you.

[10#49#48 PM]
Nick Nix
:
@techman2020 

My name is Mud 

How many daily match plans left and is todayʼs delay an isolated incident or are 
there still bugs to be worked out ? Also no one still seems to be getting them is 
there still an issue ?

[10#51#14 PM]
BlockZer0
:

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
I'll second that motion. Reading the over 100 posts, some of these people are 
aggressive and threatening. I'm glad they are o
I'll third that, if it hasn't already been :)

[10#51#56 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
@techman2020 

No questions for me. Itʼs been a long road but Iʼve received multiple payments 
(to include my P1 back in March) and some earlier pre-KYC payments too. I just 
want to say THANK YOU to you and the CS Staff. I could be bitching and 
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complaining about my rollover and wondering where is it. I know itʼs coming and 
heck, if I would have received it on May 3rd... it would have been a lot less than 
what BTC is at currently. So call this what you want, kissing ass, brown nosing, 
whatever... I appreciated this company and want you to know there is one less 
person complaining about CS. Life is too short to be angry, DONʼT GET 
DISCOURAGED! Iʼm sure everyone in here is a gambler and takes risks. Well 
taking a breath of air IS the ultimate risk... let this OPPORTUNITY work itself out 
and stop stressing so much! OUT!

edited 
[10#52#13 PM]
Dustin Smith
:
@techman2020 my name is DS

You mentioned before part of the problem with the exchanges is the 
information they are now requesting..ie W-9, coin history. Is that still the case 
and could we voluntarily send in that info if we donʼt mind doing it? Or, would it 
even help if all arenʼt willing?

[10#52#35 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
8 minutes

[10#54#16 PM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
LdQ
> 
@techman2020 My name is Lyman deKoquonut My question, regarding the 
feed and CS in general, your transparency and openness is
:+1:, sounds good

[10#54#21 PM]
Daisy
:
My name is Jason, my question isinglass the bots I for what is now called 
balance due are still running, is it possible for those balance due plans to 
continue earning dividends?
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I would like to Roll my dividends into another plan if, only iF, itʼs going to take 
two months to obtain the balance due. That way my calling is not sitting idle 
during the interim

[10#55#48 PM]
spectre
:
When will P1ʼs be all paid to all, to include the big whales?  Also we are told if 
we send a ticket your staff will respond and fix. Iʼve been trying to get my 
account w/ proof of a screen shot fixed for a month, and nothing has been 
done, with no response.  Iʼm put in bad position by this and it frustrating. Iʼm 
trying to be patient and not make waves.

[10#55#49 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
@techman2020 No questions for me. Itʼs been a long road but Iʼve received 
multiple payments (to include my P1 back in March) a
I'll 2nd this!! 

Calm down, let them fix things.

[10#55#55 PM]
Shaun
:
I donʼt see the podcast for some reason. Can someone share the link?

[10#57#12 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
I like to open a bottle of wine every time I read this thread:)

[10#57#24 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
3 minutes



[10#57#24 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
just a few minutes left everyone get your questions posted

edited 
[10#57#52 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
I like to open a bottle of wine every time I read this thread:)
Not bad, a lot of people on here apparently do a truckload of meth before they 
start commenting.

[10#57#59 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
@techman2020  my name is BitcoinBarta

Can I still send support funny memes?

[10#58#25 PM]
LdQ
:
Funny to you, or funny to them?

[10#58#29 PM]
T
:
@techman2020  my name is Tim,

Did Dailyʼs go out today?  Thanks so much

[10#58#34 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
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@techman2020 my name is BitcoinBarta

What if they are only mildly funny?

[10#58#34 PM]
Diversehh
:
@techman2020 
My name is Divershh
My question is:
If I have missed payments weekly and rollover..do I need to submit a ticket?  I 
am assuming you already  know...thank you

[10#58#39 PM]
Travis
:
@techman2020 
My name is Travis
 My question is, besides not inundating the staff with repeat tickets and direct 
messages. What can we do to help make things run smoother?

[10#58#48 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Funny to you, or funny to them?
Haha. Exactly

[10#58#50 PM]
George Wiley
:
@techman2020 my name is George

Will rollover buttons be available on all accounts this week?

[10#59#22 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
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admin
last minute

[10#59#49 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
P1 P1 P1 P1 pls. Thanks

[11#00#00 PM]
BTC TEAM
:

> 
LdQ
> 
And the children come out of the woodwork, tantrums in full swing.
12 months no payments will do that

[11#00#06 PM]
The JimBob
:
@techman2020
My name is JimBob1
What is the likelihood of the US being shut down to participation? What options 
would US citizens have at that point, if any?

[11#00#14 PM]
Jerry
:
@techman2020 is it possible to limit the number of times people can make 
smart ass remarks on here in a day:)

[11#00#20 PM]
Rick B
:
Just a quick Thank you for all that you do!

[11#00#23 PM]
Javier H-R
:
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Name Javier.. 
Question: Myself and some of my comrades are in the hundreds and or 
thousands BTC's area and have plans that are do now or going to be do soon, 
are we going to be pay all at once and if so how will it affect the company if CS 
owes more than what it has?

[11#00#42 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
okay, thats the call

we will go through all the questions above, get them all answered and get the 
podcast out to you

[11#03#44 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Everyone's questions are recorded! Thanks for taking the time to drop us some 
Q's. (:

 (except for you Barta... I'm sorry but you already know the rules for memes. 
They must be absolutely hilarious.)

[11#12#00 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
Only 8 pages of questions 
Thank you all Iʼll go get a cup of earl grey 
And then start answering questions

--- 
Wednesday, May 15, 2019

 ---

[12#27#03 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
Good Afternoon 



That was fun 52 minutes of my life 

https://www.buzzsprout.com/275978/1142033-answers-to-your-8-pages-of-
questions

Here are you answers 

Admin
Buzzsprout
Answers to Your 8 pages of questions - CS News
Answers To questions

JJ Support invited Jackie Mulgrew

[2#12#28 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
24 KB
 

[2#12#57 AM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Thank you for answering the questions techman.

[2#13#20 AM]
Jennifer Humes
:
:+1:

🏻

[2#13#36 AM]
LdQ
:
Everyone have a fine evening!
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[2#13#41 AM]
Josh
:
Variable plans sound simply amazing

Good night all

[2#13#54 AM]
Barbara Allen
:
Thank you!

[2#13#55 AM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Everyone have a fine evening!
You too!:+1:

[2#14#06 AM]
MR BTC
:
Still listening excellent

[2#15#10 AM]
Pollo Prosper
:
Thanks for the podcast Techman.

[2#15#43 AM]
Anthony
:
Thank u

[2#15#45 AM]



KDrod
:
Thanks Techman. I appreciate all that you do

edited 
[2#15#54 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
I personally like the idea of the one plan idea paying vaiable daily, especially if it 
can be implemented in a reasonable amount of time and pays daily without a 
queue. I presume the balance used to calculated the variable daily payment 
would be the sum of the "Return Amount" showing in our plans list.

[2#15#55 AM]
Zack H
:
Thank you Techman

[2#17#23 AM]
MR BTC
:
TECHMAN2020 :+1:

🏻

[2#17#53 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
#variabledaily

[2#19#44 AM]
Funnyfarm69
:
Thank you CS Admin.

[2#20#13 AM]
Bob T
:
You the man Admin!

[2#21#13 AM]
Bradley Oprendek

tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=variabledaily


:
Thank you @techman2020

[2#21#22 AM]
rain_coin
:
Very good podcast. My only question would be if CS can give more detailed 
clarity over the Ku Coin balloon withdrawl. 

I am grateful either way with or without that info and excited to see the 
company grow. I think the one page idea is great!

Thank you techman and again, remember your fish oils and B vitamins

[2#21#54 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
rain_coin
> 
Very good podcast. My only question would be if CS can give more detailed 
clarity over the Ku Coin balloon withdrawl. I am gra
NO MORE QUESTIONS TONIGHT... for the love of God. Cant we talk about cats 
again? 

🤣 🤣 🤣

[2#22#40 AM]
Gran
:
Thank you Techman, we "red headed Grannies" appreciate your continued hard 
work you do for us and being up front..  GREAT recording. Thanks 

🤗

[2#23#05 AM]
rain_coin
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
NO MORE QUESTIONS TONIGHT... for the love of God. Cant we talk about cats 
again? 

🤣 🤣 🤣

Count it for tomorrow then ha!
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[2#23#16 AM]
Chef Crypto
:
Thank you @techman2020 your an absolute inspiration in this feed. Was a 
great message today. Have a great evening, you need to enjoy your off time 
rather then trading for us as a group. Well deserved my friend.

[2#23#17 AM]
Joseph F
:
Thank you @techman2020    I would the idea of balances rolled into a variable 
plan

[2#23#17 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
rain_coin
> 
Count it for tomorrow then ha!
DEAL! Ha!!

[2#23#19 AM]
Bob T
:
We are a family here and I am sorry that some bad apples are in here but all 
families have them.

[2#24#31 AM]
John Good
:
Amen!!

[2#24#37 AM]
Chef Crypto
:

> 
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Bob T
> 
We are a family here and I am sorry that some bad apples are in here but all 
families have them.
any family has a few sour apples in the bunch, use those to make a fruit pie?

[2#24#57 AM]
rain_coin
:
1 Cor 13

4 Love is patient and kind. Love is not jealous. It does not brag, does not get 
puffed up,  5 does not behave indecently, does not look for its own interests, 
does not become provoked. It does not keep account of the injury.  6 It does 
not rejoice over unrighteousness, but rejoices with the truth.  7 It bears all 
things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things

[2#25#30 AM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Bob T
> 
We are a family here and I am sorry that some bad apples are in here but all 
families have them.
I prune my family tree.  :)

[2#26#49 AM]
John Good
:

> 
rain_coin
> 
1 Cor 13 4 Love is patient and kind. Love is not jealous. It does not brag, does 
not get puffed up, 5 does not behave indecent
Love that verse

[2#27#22 AM]
Bob T
:



> 
Chef Crypto
> 
any family has a few sour apples in the bunch, use those to make a fruit pie?
I want to see what you could bake them into!

[2#28#01 AM]
Tom
:
Thanks for the extensive update :v::rocket:

[2#28#03 AM]
Bob T
:

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
I prune my family tree. :)
Your cut throat.

[2#28#25 AM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
A dead limb bears no fruit

[2#28#30 AM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Respect :fist:

🏾

 @techman2020

[2#29#20 AM]
Niranjan
:
Thanks alot @techman2020 for taking the time to answer so many questions. 
Wow really amazing CS team. We know you are doing the best. This is truly a 
great opportunity and my family and I are grateful for this. Circle Society is a 
great program guys!!!
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[2#29#42 AM]
Marty Moose
:
In @techman2020 we trust :pray:

[2#31#20 AM]
Ivan
:
Patience is key, let them figure out a solution and trust that they execute the 
changes needed to keep everything running smoothly and resume payments for 
all

[2#31#43 AM]
Chef Crypto
:

> 
Ivan
> 
Patience is key, let them figure out a solution and trust that they execute the 
changes needed to keep everything running smooth
exactly

[2#32#11 AM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Bob T
> 
We are a family here and I am sorry that some bad apples are in here but all 
families have them.
Agree, all of cs has acted accordingly as family, thank you

[2#35#33 AM]
Jared
:
So what I summarized from the lengthy and thorough update ( Thanks 
Techman) 

Is Patience is just something we all have to endure for a little while longer... 
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And anyone who might of had concerns or worries about coin not being in place 
or CS being something other than authentic can rest a little better tonight... 

I really hope everyone can take to heart what they heard and do their best to 
hold in a little longer... 

Iʼve been frustrated as anyone… And I have 16 people to manage within my 
group... so Iʼm only sharing the philosophy that Iʼve cultivated throughout this 
experience which has brought me peace of mind, because there was quite a 
while there where I went without it. 

Excited about the coming transitions and what it means for us in the long 
term... 

🥳

> 
Bob T
> 
We are a family here and I am sorry that some bad apples are in here but all 
families have them.
We all have those weird cousins… And that one crazy uncle 

🤣

[2#38#05 AM]
Bob T
:

> 
Jared
> 
We all have those weird cousins… And that one crazy uncle 

🤣

Just tell him to stop trying to touch me ok.

[2#40#08 AM]
Jarred Smith
:
Mad respect Techman2020.

[2#40#44 AM]
Nick Nix
:
Daily still not paid :sleepy:

Blockchain wallet



[2#41#41 AM]
TXpaid
:
Daily was paid here guys

Took longer than usual but came thru as stated earlier today

[2#42#57 AM]
Bob T
:
Forwarded message: 

CryptoWhale
 [
May 15, 2019 1#53#22 AM
] 
BTC $8031.720
L: $7,692.70|H: $8,267.83
1h:    0.44%    

😏

24h:   0.19%    

😏

7d:   37.47%    

🌙

Vol: $36,137,498,834

Follow us on Twitter :bird:

[2#43#49 AM]
Dr Nat
:
Thanyou techman 2020

[2#44#11 AM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Jared
> 
We all have those weird cousins… And that one crazy uncle 

🤣

Maybe cousin it, but just wait, when we get btc in our wallets, and we will soon, 
all kinds of cousins will be wanting to visit

tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwhalebot.co%2Ficebergy


[2#44#41 AM]
Kouper
:

> 
Rapidrnr
> 
Maybe cousin it, but just wait, when we get btc in our wallets, and we will soon, 
all kinds of cousins will be wanting to visit
Fortunately none of mine will know.

[2#45#24 AM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Fortunately none of mine will know.
:+1:
Ding Fries are Done.

[2#45#29 AM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Fortunately none of mine will know.
:+1:

[2#45#33 AM]
Red
:
GREAT PODCAST!!! Thanks techman!!! Answering the questions helped so 
much! Thank you for all you and your staff do! CS is only going to continue to 
get better!!!

[2#46#54 AM]
Nick Price



:
Thanks tech man! Loved the answers feel like I have a really good 
understanding now how CS works.

[2#50#24 AM]
Jared
:

> 
Rapidrnr
> 
Maybe cousin it, but just wait, when we get btc in our wallets, and we will soon, 
all kinds of cousins will be wanting to visit
Itʼll be flooding people at that juncture... and something tells me that could be 
sooner than later 

🙃

[2#51#50 AM]
Ankit
:
Thanks Techman 2020 for a very detailed Q&A sesh, learned a lot! You and the 
staff are doing an amazing job! Keep it up! :+1:

🏽

:smiley:

[2#56#14 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
@HitBit2
You are not muted anymore 
Had you messaged me I would have done this sooner 

Admin

[2#56#48 AM]
Kouper
:
Thank you very much for all the answers and time @techman2020

[2#58#16 AM]
Rick B
:
Thanks Techman2020. Looking forward to seeing what you all may come up 
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with.

[3#00#48 AM]
MR BTC
:
Communication is key. A lot of my confidence has been restored.

Techman get some rest have a good night.:zzz::crescent_moon::sleeping:

Good night everybody

[3#12#31 AM]
Robert
:
Best podcast ever!

[3#12#34 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
Thanks everyone for keeping things mellow, for reference, there are 505 
support tickets currently, so itʼs going to take a while if you put a ticket in today

[3#13#49 AM]
Joel Atherton
:
Would it be possible to have a separate email address specifically for people 
wanting a rollover?

[3#16#31 AM]
George Wiley
:

> 
Joel Atherton
> 
Would it be possible to have a separate email address specifically for people 
wanting a rollover?
Great idea

edited 



[3#17#01 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
We will likely add a rollover option to the support subject in as soon as we get a 
chance, for now throw them in under telegram :) (support has an option to send 
with telegram as the subject)

[3#17#04 AM]
Bob Abrams
:
Great idea joe:+1:

[3#18#01 AM]
Robert
:
Summary: there are 300 ish accounts to be paid P1 payments. P1 payouts will 
be helped by KU coin balloon payment. It would be illegal for CS to pay P1 or 
any KU coin affected coins from post KYC funds.....which is directly why they 
have not been paid. I think that is correct..

[3#18#03 AM]
Joel Atherton
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
We will likely add a rollover option to the support subject in as soon as we get a 
chance, for now throw them in under telegram
OK thanks!

[3#19#24 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
Separate email would mean having to get everyone in the know about it which 
is honestly a nightmare, but currently we usually send someone to scan 
through them to pull out a bunch of rollovers, if you put rollover in the first line 
it makes it super easy to see



[3#19#28 AM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
So many people I have that want to get on board... BUT.. I don't want to steer 
them wrong being I have not been paid any of my plans since 18".. Last thing i 
want is to bring someone on board and drop dope money.. and not see pay out. 
I am patiently waiting. Still have faith and hope. Peace out

[3#21#50 AM]
Bob Abrams
:
I agree Madeline have clients waiting on the sidelines 

🤔

[3#22#01 AM]
Diversehh
:
Summary: there are 300 ish accounts to be paid P1 payments. P1 payouts will 
be helped by KU coin balloon payment. It would be illegal for CS to pay P1 or 
any KU coin affected coins from post KYC funds.....which is directly why they 
have not been paid. I think that is correct..

Robert where did you get that

[3#22#22 AM]
Robert
:
Podcast

[3#22#57 AM]
Diversehh
:
Oh that's ks... I haven't finished listen ing

[3#29#27 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]



25 KB
 

[4#49#01 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
185 KB
 

JJ Support invited Jarom
JJ Support invited Ghost Uhane

JJ Support invited Coffeetimewithkc

[7#22#47 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
106 KB
 

JJ Support invited Varuj Tagaryan

[7#50#43 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Hey guys, feed will be open 12-1 for our members Q&A 

(Relevant) QUESTIONS ONLY please. (that means no more asking stuff like ‘Do 
you like marshmallows?ʼ :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:)

All other comments will be deleted 
during this open question forum.

Please Do not address staff by name. Only address question directly to “Admin”



The feed will close at 1
So admin can answer questions via podcast to be posted later today. 

At 3pm-5pm 
Feed will resume for general chat 
Then close for the day

[8#00#39 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Open for questions

[8#00#50 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
@techman2020 

Hello, I submitted a ticket yesterday (5-14) to rollover an amount into an 
Endgame Plan from my rollover amount balance which ended on 5-2. I 
requested to rollover some BTC into an ENDGAME PLAN and leave some still 
for withdraw. I know you have hundreds of tickets to go through... My question 
is once you get to my ticket and say you honor my request, will my Endgame 
plan be retroactive to the date (5-14) it was requested on when I submitted the 
ticket or will my plan start the day you get to my ticket and honor the request? 

Thank you for all the continued efforts!

[8#01#43 PM]
Nick Nix
:
@techman2020 

Itʼs only been 5 days and now new dailys are all jacked. Not an isolated issue it 
appears. Why could they pay perfectly at first and now a mess ? Missing day 
and match pays already. Was lump pay for 4 days now back to individual 
pays ?!?

edited 
[8#02#27 PM]
MR BTC
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:
Hi CS.  @ Techman2020
This is Mr. BTC

How confident are you that if I purchase another daily plan with the match. That 
It will reach Payout daily to its end date with minimal issues?

[8#03#14 PM]
The JimBob
:
@techman2020 
My name is JimBob1

Thank you for all the information yesterday and for taking the time to answer 
questions.
For U.S. citizens, you mentioned yesterday about 1099 and W9 forms. First, 
what is the threshold amount to receive a 1099 from CS? Second, the W9 is 
required for any payment over 2.5 BTC? Or is the W9 only for withdrawal 
(refund) requests and not for ongoing plan payouts for continuing members?
Thank you.

[8#03#17 PM]
Mateo
:
@techman2020 hello my question would be what's the fastest way to get 
confirmed BTC in our wallets Asap* can we put all the expired plans into 
balance due and payout a % daily?? Thank you truly for all your efforts helping 
the human race with Wealth and in turn the 
World:earth_americas::money_with_wings::v:

[8#03#27 PM]
Coin Slayer
:
Hi @techman2020 

I have a question about support tickets. A few days ago, I opened a ticket to 
ask a question. You answered that question in yesterday's podcast. Is there a 
way for me to cancel or delete the ticket or do I need to wait for support to 
clear it?

[8#03#33 PM]
Sir Francis Drake
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:
Dear Techman, Here is my question: 
Like the original Sir Francis Drake, I look forward, with your help, to loading my 
ship to overflowing with coin! The LTC & Ether dailies were paying out so 
beautifully! As you stated in the past, can you explain again exactly and in more 
detail why the lawyers said no more of these? On the exchanges once my KYC 
is done, it applies to all types of coin not just BTC, so why would the type of 
coin matter? Thank you, and I still owe you a drink by the way!

[8#03#41 PM]
Rob Linke
:
@techman2020 

I'm Rob. 

Just looking to see if there is a specific time payouts generally go out, not just 
dailies payouts? There was an update a little while back that had a breakdown 
of when certain plans got paid out. Was that the normal times? 

Thanks!

[8#03#44 PM]
Garrett Noble
:
@techman2020 

Gw here,
Is p1 paid only from the ku coin exchange? 
Are plans paid in order of expiration date?

edited 
[8#04#09 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
@techman2020 
This is Esmail.. here is my question?

If we rollback to end game, is the beginning of the plan back dated to bot end 
date. And when you do start paying back the “Balance Due” daily in 
percentages, will there be a separate amount being paid out based on 
balances. Thanks for everything you do.
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[8#04#13 PM]
Nathan Frank
:
@techman2020 

My questions n is similar to Nick's. It looks like I haven't gotten my daily payout 
from yesterday or today. I know there are payouts this afternoon but I am 
wondering what I can expect. Can I expect my daily payout from yesterday and 
today to be paid all at once? Do I need to open a ticket for this or is the issue 
more widespread?

[8#04#22 PM]
Dave O
:
Techman my name is Dave
I have a Rollover plan that was due to be paid May 1st 2019 
and a weekly plan that was due  to be paid May 3rd 2019
will you please give me a firm date when these two plans will be paid?
Is there anything I need to do to get these plans in the payment queue?

[8#04#29 PM]
Tom
:
Hey @techman2020 !

Following question regarding W-9 form;

Did I understand yesterday's podcast correct,  in order for CS to pay us out 
above the equivalent of $20,000 we are required to submit a W-9 form? So if 
my current balance due is for example 10BTC, I would only be able to get about 
2.5BTC at current price? Or does the $20,000 include ALL payouts received 
since joining CS?

[8#04#40 PM]
Dustin Smith
:
Hello Admin this is DS

I brought up the W-9 and other info you may need from us yesterday. What 
specifically will you need from us and is there a way you want that information 
sent to you so we can get that done and not have it be a hang up later?
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[8#04#45 PM]
Denon Williams
:
Dear admin
I didnʼt get my daily pay yesterday and havenʼt seen one today as of yet.  I am 
on east coast so that may be some of the delay (time difference).  With less 
than 200 plans why canʼt this run smoothly?

[8#05#20 PM]
Leonard
:
Hello techman, 

This is Leonard

Can you do a short term plan from now until we can roll over our balance to the 
perpetual plan? So that our coin doesnʼt sit in our page doing nothing. We 
appreciate all you are doing. Thank you!

[8#05#53 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020

Could you expand on the mention of a “balloon payment” that is due from 
Kucoin and what it will mean for P1? 

Bonus: if it will create a significant payout for the 300ish people waiting for P1 
could you say a % of how much the balloon payment will cover?

@techman2020

Could you provide 100% clarity on - do we need to have a w9 on file w CS to 
see any payout over 2.5 btc? 

So far heard both mandatory and that lawyers are pushing but not 
required ....yet

[8#07#34 PM]
William Lucito
:
@techman2020
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Hello I submitted a ticket a few days ago asking to have both of my accounts 
rolled over into the endgame. I do not want to submit another ticket for the 
same problem so any possible info on this would be greatly appreciated. My 
name is William Lucito. Also, are we supposed to have a rollover button on our 
accounts? Thank you.

[8#07#46 PM]
Denon Williams
:
Is the $20,000 amount for W-9 for any payout larger than $20,000 or once 
multiple payouts reach $20,000 then you must have W-9

[8#07#56 PM]
Mateo
:
@techman2020 when is this "Balloon payment" from an exchange exactly? Is 
that the payments CS is waiting on for p1's?

[8#08#26 PM]
Ethan Alvarado
:
@techman2020 

I have Bitcoin in my wallet right now that I am waiting to put into a Daily. Some 
of the funds are just on hold for a couple of days so I canʼt send it all to the 
Daily plan yet. My question is: if you do take away the dailyʼs, will you be putting 
them back eventually or would there be a way I could acquire a daily plan still?

[8#09#16 PM]
Thai Coin
:
@techman2020 what exact plans that we have in our account now, can rollover 
into plans? And what exact plans are we able to rollover into? Thank you!

[8#10#32 PM]
Denon Williams
:
Yesterday you mentioned that there was one account holder that had 9999 
BTC.  I think you also said that there was over 10,000 BTC in all of CSʼs 
exchanges.  So what I heard (which may be wrong) is that CS barely has 
enough coin to cover that one account if and whenever they decide to 
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withdraw. 
Did I hear incorrectly?

[8#11#53 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
@Techman2020

Question in two parts: 

1) What makes it possible to consider doing a one daily for all plan if past 
dailies were a tranwreck for only a smaller part of the members because of the 
volumn/exchange limits? 

2) When will you make a final decision on the "one daily for all" option?

[8#11#53 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Hi what if I donʼt want W-9 can you give us 1099 form ?

[8#12#23 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020 

Are you able to share a range of how much btc exchanges allow to withdraw 
and the rate at which withdrawals can be made?

[8#14#30 PM]
Anthony
:
@techman2020 thank u for hearing us. Such a better approach.  I and many 
others are here since pre-kyc. There were a few plans offered just after kyc-45 
that we were told would not be affected by the kyc, for instance, “Devils Prada”.  
Can this still be paid and taken out of the “rollover” and the total rollover be 
adjusted accordingly?

[8#14#35 PM]
Pollo Prosper
:
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Hello @techman2020 

This is P. Prosper 

Appreciate all you doing. 

How much longer until the rollover button is activated in the back office for all 
accounts.?

[8#17#47 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020

Could you explain how the Rolex plan works? (How is the set selected and time 
table to receive? Would set be delivered even if the btc plan payout gets held 
up ?

[8#18#04 PM]
James007
:
@techman2020 
My name is James

the previous dailies were converted to weeklies so free up the system. Why are 
dailies now back on the table (other than because everyone likes them?). I 
assume they are automated payments once you hit the button however if they 
involve any manual work I canʼt imagine how much hassle that is. Isnʼt lesser 
transactions easier for you? I think most people would be fine with a weekly 
payout if it was like clockwork...

[8#19#08 PM]
FuMan ChuStu
:
Good day @techman2020 
Iʼm wondering if you can give any insight into reporting CS gains for tax 
purposes? From what Iʼve been able to gather on different tax topics, mining 
income is recognized once it hits a wallet. My thought process is that the CS 
payment value at the time they are received minus the value of the coin at the 
time it is sent to CS equals reportable investment gain/loss. Just want to avoid 
getting on the wrong side of the tax man. Asking for a friend ;-)
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[8#19#22 PM]
Sir Francis Drake
:
Dear @Techman 2020, Here is my question:
I referred 2 people that I had buy a daily plan this week. On the website the 
Endgame plan says “No Commission”. The Daily plan does not say, No 
Commission. That is exactly why I chose the Daily plan for them. I have not 
received my Commission/Referral Fee. Can you please clarify this. Thank You 
Again.

edited 
[8#19#44 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:
@techman2020   This is RocSchott  Can you please update us on what is 
happening with the new daily plans?  Did all of them finally get paid yesterday?  
What is status today at this point?  Are dailies becoming a problem again with 
the exchanges?

[8#19#48 PM]
Robert
:
@techman2020  a snapshot of the computer screen of the total amount of BTC 
in the CS account at Kucoin would put most of us at ease?

[8#20#53 PM]
TM
:
@techman2020 in regards to the W9, I can certainly understand the need if CS 
were paying out earnings in fiat similar to an exchange you would be sending 
out 1099 forms at the end of the year. My knowledge is that is only needed for 
BTC to fiat conversions similar to the one I received from Gemini for all the fiat I 
received from them last year only for BTC that I sold through the exchange. Are 
you certain this is a requirement for BTC earnings needing to be reported to the 
IRS? My CPA is telling me only if you sold it for fiat itʼs reportable. Please clarify.

[8#21#09 PM]
Aj
:
@techman2020 
Questionfrom Aj

Is it possible to merge my P1 withdrawal into my Endgame Plan please?
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Also after mentioning the W9 form etc... will there be requirements for UK 
residents to receive coin that we could get underway to relieve any further 
issues?

Thank you.

[8#21#51 PM]
CoinHippy
:
Hello Admin: just wondering why the new daily plans were able to be  paid in 
13.5 seconds with super node and now we are having issues already. Explain 
plan moving forward. also would it be possible to pput these podcast in a 
newsletter form??

edited 
[8#23#29 PM]
MagicRat
:
@techman2020

Question from MagicRat

I had a plan complete in February that disappeared when the site was updated. 
Support indicated that corrections were being done and mine was forwarded to 
be included. Have those account balance corrections been completed and mine 
overlooked, or are they still in progress. If so, any estimate on timing to 
complete all corrections? Thanks!

[8#23#30 PM]
Nano princess
:
@techman2020 
Question from Jenna T

Question, I have a plan that ended early last month still no pay out. Is there any 
update for the expired plans and when we will see payouts?

edited 
[8#24#02 PM]
Traykon Johnston
:
Hi @techman2020 
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Question from Tray

My question, I have a few YOP plans that matured the middle of April. Along 
with my P1 and Weekly plan! Are we waiting for the balloon payment from Qu 
Coin to get these paid? Or are they in the cue to be paid?

[8#24#15 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
@techman2020 

If you enter a ticket then enter a second ticket does it push both tickets to the 
back of the line? Or is it every time you comment on a ticket it resets it to the 
back of the line?

edited 
[8#24#20 PM]
LdQ
:
@Techman2020

Lyman from Topeka here.  Long time listener, first time caller.  When will Suren 
Baregamian get his (or her?) P1?  Asking for a friend.

I'll hang up now and listen to your answer.

[8#24#27 PM]
Marty Moose
:
@techman2020 

Marty here. 

I felt much better after your podcast last night, but now Iʼm hearing that not all 
dailies were paid yesterday, so now Iʼm getting worried again. 

Can you calm my fears about putting new coin into the system? 

It is difficult to send new coin to CS with so much uncertainty around when we 
might be paid. 

Thank you,
MM
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[8#25#44 PM]
Robert
:
Thank you admin for all your answers!
My question: With your last podcast fully addressing the if and when of 
payouts, now I am down to how - specifically regarding taxation. Could you 
please either ask your corporate accountant or have him join you in podcast to 
help bridge the following: a move from CS wallet to my wallet, if above $20K in 
fiat value triggers a W-9 and 1099 on your side - a taxable event for CS. From 
what I gathered a taxable event on my side happens when I move BTC to fiat. 
Would greatly appreciate any insight in terms of long term vs short term capital 
gains. Thank you .

[8#27#05 PM]
BleacherBum
:
how is Kucoin able to limit your withdrawals when they are not doing that for 
other customers? or is every single trader on their platform getting hosed too?

[8#29#01 PM]
Nano princess
:
@techman2020 
Jenna 

Why are you raffling off a truck when the coin used to buy that truck could 
easily pay off a ton of members?

[8#31#07 PM]
Tradin1
:
Hello techman! tradin1 here. 

Can you please provide more specific details on the ballon payment you are 
expecting from ku coin, such as when do you expect it to happen and what 
would the results ultimately be for all outstanding P1 people?

Can you also elaborate on the variable daily payout plan, more specifically 
when would it start and would it be 1% for 100 days up to 5% for 20 till the 
balance due is zeroed out?

We appreciate all your hard work and transparency. 
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Thx!

[8#36#40 PM]
Danny Huaco
:
@techman2020 
hello admin! my name is Danny. i apologize if this has already been asked for 
this podcast, i havenʼt the time to read it all. 

my question is: 
if I recently submitted a ticket to rollover (all of) my matured YOP into 
ENDGAME, could I make a correction and request to withdraw a certain amount 
of coin and rollover the rest? would that withdraw pay out faster than P1 or 
would it fall in the same queue?

thank you CS team, these Q&Aʼs are great. they seem to be putting out the 
dumpster fire that this chat once was.

[8#37#41 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
We have a half hour left. Get your questions in! But please for the sake of my 
sanity follow the very simple format as instructed. Makes my job more efficient.

@techman2020
This is _______
Question question etc.

[8#39#59 PM]
Mikey Deluxe
:
@techman2020 why are there dailys when you are describing the involvement 
in CS as a long term investment?

JJ Support invited Geffrard Charles

edited 
[8#41#20 PM]
Ivan
:
@techman2020 
Ivan here
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If I was to rollover a plan (YOP) that expired in the last week of April, into 
endgame, would the start date of that plan be from the day I rollovered? Or 
when the YOP matured? I've been missing alot of growth during that time. I 
thought it was best to wait a couple days but shouldve rolled it over

[8#42#47 PM]
Scott Preston
:
Hello @techman2020 
Scott in Oregon here
My question is:
Would it help to get paid out sooner of some amount if we lowered our amount 
due by rolling over partial balances? I have a Weekly and a rollover (P2) that still 
show their plan names & expiration dates not "balance due" same with my 
referral. Does that indicate that our accounts have not even been considered 
yet for payout? I suppose knowing where we stand in relation to payment queue 
and the possibility of realizing what we see onscreen would put most of us in a 
more relaxed mindset. Setting realistic expectations is critical for good 
business. I still don't have a good feel for why there is so much trouble with the 
exchanges. Thank you.

[8#43#16 PM]
Lolly
:
@techman

Would it be possible to sort these questions into group categories and do a 
separate in depth update for each?

[8#43#47 PM]
James007
:
@cssupportbrett 
Thinking about rolling over, the dailies apparently pay on time, an incorrect in 
assuming the other plans wonʼt/donʼt..

[8#43#59 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020

If a big ballon payment does come from kucoin soon - can you describe how 
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and to who payouts would go to? All P1 from oldest to now? Or completely 
random no control?

[8#45#16 PM]
Nick Nix
:
@techman2020 

What is your estimate of where BTC will be at in 30, 60 and 90 days

[8#45#27 PM]
Tom V
:
Greetings Techman, my question is, when will we get our P2 payouts so that we 
can take some profit and then reinvest some? Thank you.

[8#46#32 PM]
Thom Peterson
:
Hello tech man, this is thom.
If you go to variable dailies, would you also keep one of the other plans such as 
endgame

edited 
[8#48#33 PM]
RFdevil
:
@techman2020 would you be ok with some members selling their expired plans 
to other members? The seller gets immediate coin if they need it and buyer 
gets to essentially buy a plan at a discounted rate.

[8#51#54 PM]
Dr Coin
:
@techman2020
My name is cvb21xdrt

If the CS operation is moved over seas would Americans be excluded from 
participating because we do not have European addresses or European bank 
accounts?  If we secured a European address and/or bank account is it fair to 
assume we could remain members of CS?
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[8#52#00 PM]
Pmoney3
:
@techman2020 if you move the company out of the US. Will US citizens still be 
able to participate?

edited 
[8#52#40 PM]
Asa
:
@Techman2020

I suggest at a minimum payout 1% of all due balances every day Monday thru 
Friday until everyone is made whole. This would lower the group stress level, 
keep the market stable, and create coin flow for new plans.

[8#54#20 PM]
Jeremy Reheis
:
@CSSupport1 question would be all my plans have become due, even P1 is 
there a way I can create a small payout and roll the rest back into a slow 5% 
long term cap gain type plan

[8#56#45 PM]
Russ
:
@techman2020 
Hello, this is Russ. Similar to Asa's question, if 1% could not be paid out daily, 
how about a one time payment either measured at a percentage or 1 BTC 
maximum?

@techman2020
Hello this is Russ again. With ALT plans converted into dailys some have 
reported (including myself) that the conversion to BTC was incorrect. I put a 
support ticket in when weeklys were created and haven't had my plans fixed. 
Do you have an ETA as to when those will be addressed?

[8#59#20 PM]
Rick B
:
@Techman2020 This is RickB.  Just curious if all the trading that you are doing 
now and all the trading that you were doing thru the wee hours of the morning 
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https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40CSSupport1
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Techman2020


over the weekend is producing just enough coins to meet the obligations due 
for the new dailies or if it is producing more than enough to allow payouts 
towards all other outstanding plans?  Thanks

edited 
[8#59#50 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
@techman2020 I asked if any technical people could help and was pretty much 
laughed at saying "I'm all the tech we need".  You seem overloaded and maybe 
getting more tech savy staff is a good option.  Ever thought to post roles you 
need help with on the site?

[8#59#51 PM]
Micah Theard
:
@techman2020 How is that Kucoin can legally stop CS from withdrawing its 
coins?  And why would they hold on to a customers  coin for several months 
without a reason

[9#00#16 PM]
Marty Moose
:
For support - how do we see the tickets we have submitted? Is there 
somewhere on our back office?

[9#01#01 PM]
Bryan
:
@techman2020 

Bryan here,

Instead of a podcast, could we get these answers in a FAQ that's posted on the 
website? That would allow members to point other members to something 
official to read up on rather than forcing everyone to scrub through an hour 
long podcast.

[9#01#43 PM]
Golden Coiner
:
Also love the 1% idea or some small payout to all P1 or expired plans would 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


instill a ton of trust and take a huge load off of support, can it be done?

[9#03#18 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
alrighty everyone that's all

edited 
I'm going through and deleting non questions to keep everything nice and neat. 
So everyone can follow along without any interuptions (:

[10#25#43 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
Dear All ,

Here are the answers to your questions
in 2 parts...there was more today.

Part 1:
https://www.buzzsprout.com/275978/1150193-part-1-of-2-answers-to-
questions

Part 2:
https://www.buzzsprout.com/275978/1150199-part-2-of-2

Regards

Admin
Buzzsprout
Part 1 of 2 Answers to Questions - CS News
Answers To QuestionsPart 1 of 2 

Techman 2020 pinned «Dear All , Here are the answers to your questions in 
2 parts...there was more today. Part 1: https://www.buzzsprout.com/

275978»

[10#38#31 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

https://www.buzzsprout.com/275978/1150193-part-1-of-2-answers-to-questions
https://www.buzzsprout.com/275978/1150193-part-1-of-2-answers-to-questions
https://www.buzzsprout.com/275978/1150199-part-2-of-2
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7 dailyʼs left and then. No more 
Hurry ,,,,,,

--- 
Thursday, May 16, 2019

 ---

[12#00#59 AM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Thanx CS and admin for great QnA.

[12#01#08 AM]
Ivan
:
Can I turn w9 through my phone with hand writing? Or prefer cleaner text over 
computer?

[12#02#25 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Ivan
> 
Can I turn w9 through my phone with hand writing? Or prefer cleaner text over 
computer?
I mean you can certainly try. but if it's illegible then you'll have to do it all over 
again you know?

[12#03#34 AM]
Andy Novotny
:
Sent W-9 to w9@circlesociety.com and recieved auto reply...

"Our email support has changed, your email will not be read

we have recently changed over support systems and are no longer attached to 
this email, please resubmit to https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us and 
use the live chat or call, or just send a ticket through."

mailto:w9@circlesociety.com
https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us


[12#03#34 AM]
Mark
:
Hey CS. Assume those not in USA do not have to fill in W9s. Thanks

[12#03#53 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Andy Novotny
> 
Sent W-9 to w9@circlesociety.com and recieved auto reply... "Our email 
support has changed, your email will not be read we hav
we should have that deactivated now

email is still in there so disreguard

[12#04#14 AM]
Joel Atherton
:
A verified institutional account on KuCoin can withdraw 500 BTC every 24 
hours. Why is it 2 weeks for CS?

[12#04#25 AM]
Pollo Prosper
:
Thanks. CS team :busts_in_silhouette: for answering all of our questions. 
@techman2020 great podcast.

[12#04#45 AM]
Marty Moose
:
@techman2020 I would like to do one more daily + match but need another 24 
hours to get the funds to CS. If you could extend one more day I would greatly 
appreciate it :pray:

[12#05#52 AM]
Jarred Smith

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


:
Sent W9 to w9email

[12#06#08 AM]
Bryan
:

> 
Joel Atherton
> 
A verified institutional account on KuCoin can withdraw 500 BTC every 24 
hours. Why is it 2 weeks for CS?
Kucoin support told me today thats it 100btc / 24hr period, not 500

[12#06#10 AM]
John Good
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
we should have that deactivated now
W-9 sent.

[12#06#14 AM]
Jarred Smith
:
Still working on getting through the two recordings but love it. Thank you!

[12#06#39 AM]
Esmail Shaikh
:

> 
Mark
> 
Hey CS. Assume those not in USA do not have to fill in W9s. Thanks
No you donʼt

[12#07#57 AM]
Patrick



:
Bummer we have to hand over Social security numbers

[12#08#36 AM]
Nick Nix
:
Just borrow one from a local day worker at Home Depot :wink:

[12#10#11 AM]
Bryan
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Just borrow one from a local day worker at Home Depot :wink:
...but you STILL might be handing over your own SSN! Lol

[12#10#57 AM]
HodlerSavage
:
Sent my w9:)

[12#20#07 AM]
Roger Hughes
:
W-9 for employees. Or a 1099 for income. After talking to my tax person.  He 
suggested 1099. Thank you

[12#22#24 AM]
Bryan
:
Is the reasoning behind the request for the W9 in todays podcast?

[12#23#43 AM]
Niranjan
:
Hi CS,
Thanks alot again!!! Once again great podcast can't ask more than that. I have 
also submitted my W-9 as requested. You guys are really awesome!!!



[12#26#52 AM]
A Rogers
:
Have had a busy week. Haven't gotten to the podcast.  I'm assuming they want 
us to submit a w9.

[12#27#27 AM]
Blair Kelley
:
A w9 is not required in this case. A 1099 is for us to file.
We should not have to file a w9 as we are not being paid in fiat

[12#30#18 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
Wouldnt they need the w9 to get the tax iD info to send you a 1099?

[12#34#20 AM]
Marne Buckner
:
Every time we win money in a Team Roping Competition we have to fill out a 
W9. What they are asking for is appropriate. 
Thank you CS!

[12#35#58 AM]
Dr Nat
:
A w-9 is used to report a ss no or federal tax id number  Companies or 
subcontractors submit a w-9 and receive a 1099 to account for $ paid.

[12#36#37 AM]
LdQ
:

> 
Marne Buckner
> 
Every time we win money in a Team Roping Competition we have to fill out a 
W9. What they are asking for is appropriate. Thank y



What you do in your own home is your business, and possibly not appropriate 
to talk about here...

[12#36#52 AM]
Dr Nat
:
1099 reports income in fiat not any other assets

[12#37#08 AM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
What you do in your own home is your business, and possibly not appropriate 
to talk about here...

🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣

[12#37#10 AM]
CS Manager
:
admin
A 1099 is the form you use to file your taxes. The W-9 is it Declaration of funds 
receipt

[12#38#26 AM]
Dr Nat
:
We are not receiving funds only btc which what I read was considered an asset 
according to the IRS

Until you sell your btc for fiat it is non taxable I believe

[12#40#17 AM]
MR BTC
:
https://medium.com/cindx/is-bitcoin-a-currency-a-security-or-a-commodity-
its-all-of-these-74b0b962e6d1

https://medium.com/cindx/is-bitcoin-a-currency-a-security-or-a-commodity-its-all-of-these-74b0b962e6d1
https://medium.com/cindx/is-bitcoin-a-currency-a-security-or-a-commodity-its-all-of-these-74b0b962e6d1


[12#40#22 AM]
Nick Nix
:
A 1099 is what CS will file to the IRS with the amount we have been paid and 
with info provided on the W9 ....

Well if they have to

[12#41#12 AM]
FuMan ChuStu
:
A W9 is a tax payer identifier and certification stating that we are who we say 
we are. If CS is reporting investment income, then they will send us a 1099 
showing what we have earned. We then report that amount on our tax filings. 
I donʼt think CS is reporting that though. My understanding is that we are 
responsible to report our investment income. Not a CPA or tax attorney so 
consult your own tax pro.

[12#42#20 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
w-9 is to collect the info, 1099 is to report it

[12#43#09 AM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
w-9 is to collect the info, 1099 is to report it
:+1:

[12#43#16 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
How about we get paid first, then worry about the taxes later. :)

[12#43#16 AM]
Brett CS Support



:
admin
https://fitsmallbusiness.com/w9-vs-1099/
W9 vs 1099: IRS Forms, Differences & When to Use Them 2018
A W9 (W-9) is an Internal Revenue Service (IRS) form that's used to gather 
information about a contractor, so that their earnings can be reported at y...

[12#43#31 AM]
Wayne
:
I submitted my W9

[12#46#42 AM]
John
:
Hello Techman2020
1% Daily on balance due is a great idea and will build lots of momentum for 
cs .lets get some coins rolling into wallets.
Is there a way to get Crazy berry bot back of something similar ( a wild card 
plan)?
Thank you very much for everything soo far all this hard work is truly 
appreciated .
You are the Man
:+1:

🏻

:+1:

🏻

:+1:

🏻

:+1:

🏻

:+1:

🏻

JJ Support invited Parth Thakore

[12#49#08 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
I am looking forward to details about the .01-3% variable, such as what level of 
coin the VIP level starts at. Hope the minimum could be raised to more than .01 
percent. On that amount, even with a 12 btc account, your payment for that one 
day would be $10 in fiat value.

JJ Support invited Sheryl Hanna
JJ Support invited Brad Nagel

[12#50#47 AM]
Dee Zlo
:
Can we get all of these updates and requirements in an email please??  Some of 
us have lives and canʼt read telegram chats all day.

https://fitsmallbusiness.com/w9-vs-1099/
https://fitsmallbusiness.com/w9-vs-1099/


[12#52#00 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Dee Zlo
> 
Can we get all of these updates and requirements in an email please?? Some of 
us have lives and canʼt read telegram chats all d
I'll look into this for you now

[12#52#27 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
Admin said there would be  newsletter update monday.

[12#53#41 AM]
Jane
:
Hi Admin,

[12#53#42 AM]
Ben Wilson
:
I agree even 1% paid out daily on balance due would be awesome

[12#53#48 AM]
Tony Hall
:
To Admin: Can the daily please be extended for one day. I worked all week to 
get the funds for one BTC for the daily and can wire tomorrow and get the BTC 
to CS tomorrow. I had a daily and it never got started because of the problems. 
I really need to have this happen for many reasons. Can u help?

[12#54#48 AM]
Jane
:
I am wanting to know if I can use a tax ID number for my trust account....or a 



corporation that I have..Thanks

[12#54#56 AM]
Dee Zlo
:
Thanks

JJ Support invited Marsh
JJ Support invited Brett Harte

[12#56#03 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:

> 
Jane
> 
I am wanting to know if I can use a tax ID number for my trust account....or a 
corporation that I have..Thanks
Yes Jane the w9 includes that information, if your CS account is in the name of 
your company, you can use that and the EIN

I know this because I use an LLC for CS
JJ Support invited Randy

[12#58#59 AM]
Jane
:
My question above is for Admin...in regards to the use of a trust tax id number 
or corporate EIN..if that is ok to use..thanks

[12#58#59 AM]
CSSupport - Alex
:
admin
While we are waiting on a final confirmation from out tax attorney, I'll share 
what I have dealt with from past experiences.  A 1099 is sent annually to an 
investor based on payouts received against the current fiat at the time of 
withdrawal.  Aka...if you withdraw one coin,  and if BTC was $4000 at the time 
of withdrawal to your wallet, you will be taxed on $4000. This works the same 
way as stocks and other commodities.  To file you will need your 1099 and a 
1040 schedule D form. You are required to list your investments in fiat value. 
And if you are thinking the IRS doesn't get crypto.. be aware, as if this year, you 



can now receive your tax refunds in Bitcoin.

[12#59#28 AM]
Karl Roller
:
You can get an EIN number for a trust as well

[1#00#55 AM]
Coin Slayer
:

> 
CSSupport - Alex
> 
While we are waiting on a final confirmation from out tax attorney, I'll share 
what I have dealt with from past experiences. A
Thank you for the explanation.

[1#01#34 AM]
Golden Coiner
:
Will our account page tell us when the W9 form has been received?

[1#01#37 AM]
abc2e01
:
for those of us who weren't online at the time can you please send this 
afternoon's podcast links again? don't seem to be able to get back to the earlier 
chat before it opened again.

[1#03#28 AM]
CSSupport - Alex
:
admin
It should be pinned at the top of the feed

[1#07#07 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin



> 
Golden Coiner
> 
Will our account page tell us when the W9 form has been received?
as long as your email has sent it should be fine, we will contact you if nothing 
has came

[1#07#32 AM]
Golden Coiner
:
Cool, thanks @cssupportbrett

sent mine already fyi

one more question, i have a friend in the system as well, we do some mining 
together and would like to run the income through our partnership, there a 
problem using the same info for both accounts?

[1#09#30 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Golden Coiner
> 
one more question, i have a friend in the system as well, we do some mining 
together and would like to run the income through ou
send a ticket through support on that one as we will need to go a little deeper 
into it, our system throws alarms up for any matching things across accounts

[1#09#48 AM]
Golden Coiner
:
gotcha

will do

[1#10#20 AM]
CoinHippy
:

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40cssupportbrett


question techman, are todays dailies done paying out??

[1#11#39 AM]
Wayne
:
Did support mention if we wanted to roll over to end game from our latest 
balance due to tag under "telegram" in the ticket? I know it sounds strange, but 
thought I saw it and possibly heard it.

[1#11#42 AM]
Rick B
:
I sent my W9 earlier to the email address that was there previously.  Do I need 
to resubmit this at the new address

I sent it w9@circlesociety.com

[1#14#54 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Please everyone feel free to message support for these questions

> 
Rick B
> 
I sent it w9@circlesociety.com
This is the proper email, you're okay.

[1#15#27 AM]
Rick B
:
Thank you much!

edited 
[1#15#45 AM]
LdQ
:
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wrong and need to be 
redone.

mailto:w9@circlesociety.com


If you have sent in your W9, verify it on this feed in the following format:

Your Name

Date and time the W-9 was emailed.

Color of ink used to sign the W-9.

Your answer to this security question: "How much wood would a woodchuck 
chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?"

[1#16#18 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr
Lyman!!!

[1#17#29 AM]
Kouper
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
For support - how do we see the tickets we have submitted? Is there 
somewhere on our back office?
My name is kouper

Color was ff #000000

Sent  about 4pm mdt on the 15th of may 2019 ac,

Honestly not much with those little arms.

[1#17#31 AM]
LdQ



:
Just trying to help :confused:

> 
Kouper
> 
My name is kouper Color was ff #000000 Sent about 4pm mdt on the 15th of 
may 2019 ac, Honestly not much with those little ar

☘ ☘ ☘ ☘ ☘

[1#17#55 AM]
Wayne
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr
Reoinizing your comment now....http://sebpearce.com/bullshit/

[1#18#14 AM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr

🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣

 on it!!!

[1#18#42 AM]
Chef Crypto
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr
your off your rocker. LOL

http://sebpearce.com/bullshit/


[1#18#59 AM]
Tony Hall
:
for support - can my account name be changed to an LLC by submitting KYC 
info to support?

[1#19#16 AM]
Golden Coiner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr
What color of ink is a digital signature?

I should ask woodchuck

[1#19#50 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Golden Coiner
> 
What color of ink is a digital signature?
that depends on your screen resolution

[1#21#50 AM]
LdQ
:

> 
Tony Hall
> 
for support - can my account name be changed to an LLC by submitting KYC 
info to support?
Resubmit a new W-9 with #WOODCHUCK. Support will then email the old W9 
back to you which should be printed, shredded, the shreds burned and the 

tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=WOODCHUCK


ashes flushed down the toilet.

[1#22#38 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
iF yOu haVe SupPoRt QueStIONs pLEaSE sENd ThEm TheRe 

🙃 🙂 🙃 🙂 🙃

[1#26#06 AM]
CS Manager
:
admin
***Circle is required by law to report to the IRS , the amount paid per annum, to 
its members. A w9 is required so that taxes can be filed appropriately and 
correctly for the individuals or organizations. Failure failure to report accurately 
to the IRS, would placeCircle Society in violation of tax law..*****
And nobody wants that to happen.

Because the IRS classifies cryptocurrency as "property," every exchange of 
cryptocurrency is a taxable event, even if it does not involve fiat

[1#26#48 AM]
Bryan
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr
A woodchuck would chuck as much wood as a woodchuck could chuck if a 
woodchuck could chuck wood

[1#27#09 AM]
Denon Williams
:
I still havenʼt been paid my daily yesterday or today.  Techman said if your 
wallet is at Blockchain it was a simple transfer.  My wallet is at Blockchain so 
whatʼs the problem?

[1#28#59 AM]



Mateo
:
Please have a Check or green confirmed button when you receive our W9 :)

[1#29#30 AM]
Ivan
:
I sent an email a couple days ago to legal circle society, how soon can I expect 
a reply?

[1#32#41 AM]
CS Manager
:
admin
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-14-21.pdf

[n-14-21.pdf]
 42 KB

This is the IRS guide on crypto tax

[1#33#18 AM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
I'll look into this for you now
Me too pretty please with sugar on top.

[1#34#35 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
Me too pretty please with sugar on top.
Podcast is posted on the banner

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-14-21.pdf


[1#35#04 AM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Podcast is too long, I can skim read faster

[1#35#08 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Please Everyone send support questions to the support desk

[1#38#00 AM]
CS Manager
:
admin

[1#38#02 AM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
How about we get paid first, then worry about the taxes later. :)
i Concur

[1#41#15 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
121 KB
 

[1#43#23 AM]



C.B. Schottland
:
The blockchain is really backed up right now

Probably causing delays with dailies...

edited 
[1#44#00 AM]
MR BTC
:
my payment went though in 10min from my ledger

I did pay and extra fee though

[1#45#22 AM]
CoinHippy
:

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
Podcast is too long, I can skim read faster
totally agree

[1#45#37 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
6 dailyʼs left 

Regardless Iʼll be deleting them tonight from system 

======

Blockchain 5-10 hours behind now

Trick 

Go to send 
Click priority
Then custom
Then priority 



Then custom again 
The high number of Satoshi add 10
And send 
So should be custom 130-150
Per transfer 
This will speed your transfer up 

Only from blockchain wallet 
Exodus calculates auto fee

[1#45#54 AM]
rain_coin
:
Srry guys I missed the part about non us resident needing to submit W9 ?

[1#46#03 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

> 
MR BTC
> 
I did pay and extra fee though
Thatʼs the trick

> 
rain_coin
> 
Srry guys I missed the part about non us resident needing to submit W9 ?
You donʼt need it

[1#46#38 AM]
rain_coin
:
Thanks Techman

edited 
[1#46#56 AM]
MR BTC
:



> 
Techman 2020
> 
Thatʼs the trick
I learned that from you Boss.   TY

[1#49#10 AM]
Rapidrnr
:
When we get a email Confirming that a problem was fixed would you rather us 
just not return a reply thanking you for working on the problem because we 
would be sending back another email you would have to read or is it just 
understand we appreciate it

[1#49#27 AM]
Nathan Frank
:
So am I understanding correctly that all of the latest dailies should hopefully be 
paid out in the next 5-10 hours? I ask because I was paid out last Friday which 
was the first day of my dailies and I was also paid out Monday morning for the 
2nd day. As of right now though my account still says 28 payouts left and I 
haven't received my daily payouts from yesterday or today yet. I don't mean to 
be a bother but I'm just looking for some clarification on what I can expect.

[1#53#15 AM]
MR BTC
:
How do we know you guys rec our w-9?

[1#53#23 AM]
walkerworthless
:
Admin
Once our W-9 has been received. Will we start receiving payments. Or will we 
we be stuck waiting for everyone to submit their W-9s as well.
Also, I understand the coins being withheld by Kucoin not paying out, but how 
does that hold up our payouts on new coin plans (such as the dailies that were 
converted) that had nothing to do with the kucoin related funds. It is 
reasonable to expect that those being new funds should be available for 
immediate payout once a W-9 is received.
Didn't get a chance to ask during the question time.



[1#53#46 AM]
Leonard
:
There is no need for hatred here people!!!! The last thing we need is for this 
company to be destroyed!!!! We are all in the same boat and experiencing the 
same frustrations. Iʼm optimistic about the changes that soon will take affect. 
Letʼs calm down and hope for the best. Spread positivity and we will see the 
fruits of our investments. :pray:

[1#55#16 AM]
Nathan Frank
:
Thank you for the quick audio reply to my question about the dailies. I'll keep 
watching in the coming days for my daily payouts to get caught up. Thanks 
again!

[1#55#44 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Rapidrnr
> 
When we get a email Confirming that a problem was fixed would you rather us 
just not return a reply thanking you for working on
Support certainly would not mind anyone not responding with a thank you 
because it truly does save time. Thank yous are appreciated but resolving as 
many tickets as possible is definitely a priority

[1#58#21 AM]
MR BTC
:
@Techman2020      After a daily shows up on your page  how long for match to 
show up?    also

edited 
MR BTC, 
How do we know you guys rec our w-9?

[1#58#45 AM]
Techman 2020

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Techman2020


:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
92 KB
 

[1#59#07 AM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Support certainly would not mind anyone not responding with a thank you 
because it truly does save time. Thank yous are apprecia
I wonʼt reply then, but thanks to all admin for the prompt and thorough 
response to my 2 request

[2#00#57 AM]
MR BTC
:
Thank you you are the man techman

[2#04#31 AM]
Bryce Wilkin
:
Good night thank you for your hard work

[2#06#17 AM]
CS Manager
:
admin
In an effort to clean up the feeds and prevent the spread of misinformation, We 
will be enforcing chat curfew and muting the feeds. 
 TONIGHTS CHAT CURFEW: 
6pm PST we will reopen the feed at noon Monday

We know some of you are likely unsure of how to spend your free time- Donʼt 
worry! CS has got you covered! 



We recommend: 
 -Read this-

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-14-21.pdf

Have a nice evening everyone

[n-14-21.pdf]
 42 KB

CS Manager pinned «In an effort to clean up the feeds and prevent the 
spread of misinformation, We will be enforcing chat curfew and muting the 

fee»

--- 
Friday, May 17, 2019

 ---
Techman 2020 pinned «In an effort to clean up the feeds and prevent the 

spread of misinformation, We will be enforcing chat curfew and muting the 
fee»

[8#02#02 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
507 KB
 

Techman 2020 pinned «Audio»
Techman 2020 invited Sufyaan Irfan

[10#14#00 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
1 plan just added for nyc group
Welcome to the program

To others Iʼll remove it after they buy in

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-14-21.pdf


[11#06#21 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.irs.gov/pub/
irs-drop/n-14-21.pdf&data=02|01||38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6|
84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa|1|0|
636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliu
GAPKcic=&reserved=0

[n-14-21.pdf]
 42 KB

Tax review

--- 
Tuesday, May 21, 2019

 ---

edited 
[8#03#07 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Hey guys, feed will be open 12-2 for our members Q&A 

(Relevant) QUESTIONS ONLY please. (that means no more asking stuff like ‘Do 
you like marshmallows?ʼ :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:)

All other comments will be deleted 
during this open question forum.

Please Do not address staff by name. Only address question directly to “Admin”

The feed will close at 2
So admin can answer questions via podcast to be posted later today. 

At 3pm-5pm 
Feed will resume for general chat 
Then close for the day

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-drop%2Fn-14-21.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliuGAPKcic%3D&reserved=0
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-drop%2Fn-14-21.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliuGAPKcic%3D&reserved=0
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-drop%2Fn-14-21.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliuGAPKcic%3D&reserved=0
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-drop%2Fn-14-21.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliuGAPKcic%3D&reserved=0
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-drop%2Fn-14-21.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliuGAPKcic%3D&reserved=0


edited 
[8#03#43 PM]
Tom
:
@techman2020  @Bri_CS_Support @cssupportbrett (not sure who to tag here)

Hey guys I submitted a rollover request for one of my expired plans 7 days ago, 
but havnt heard back nor is it rolled over yet. I know you guys are busy. But 
would u mind checkin on ticket #8208?

I have another 5 plans that I would also like to roll into endgame, but that is 
contingent on a response to a question I attached to the rollover request :) I 
didnt want to open another ticket and risk further delays

[8#03#57 PM]
Niranjan
:
Hi Techman
 According to your previous podcast, you stated that all plans will be combined 
to one balance and will be paid  perpetually between 1% to 3% (give or take) 
each day. From my understanding you will start paying that way between June 
12th to 15th. Is this still the plan or is there a change of plan on payouts and 
dates? Also, the dailies have all been paid mostly on time recently. Will these 
payouts also hit our wallet as fast as the dailies? Thank you Techman, I know 
even though its been a wait, its worth it! You are the man and shout out to the 
entire CS team for their hard work!!!

[8#04#23 PM]
Tony Hall
:
Techman – 1. Can you give priority to correcting balances that have been in 
error since the new system. Several support request have been submitted. (for 
someone else, not me)
2. Why is the support site not taking new request?

[8#04#36 PM]
Kouper
:
General support question, im currently unable to submit requests at all.

[8#04#51 PM]
Tony Hall

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
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:
Admin - I had a year of the Pig expire on 4/29. I did not rollover because I 
needed to be paid. Now that it has been almost a month I wish I had requested 
it. Is the payout really scheduled (tentatively) for mid June? If so, I will request 
the rollover now knowing it will not be paid before then.

[8#05#28 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:
Hi Techman,

Did any dailies go out as planned last night.  Suppose to get the 4 from last 
week.  I did not get any nor did others I spoke with.

[8#05#52 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Admin:

On 5/6 I created ticket #7103. On 5/13 I created #7971 checking on the status 
of the first ticket. On 5/15 I sent an email requesting a status update on my 
original ticket which generated ticket #8386. Admin in a previous Q and A you 
said if we hadnʼt received any feedback on a ticket after 48 hours send an 
email/ticket for further info. So on 5/17 I sent in an email to 
“manager@circlesociety.com”  asking for an update. Iʼm getting a bit frustrated 
here. People I have sponsored have sent in tickets requesting rollovers and 
been answered during this time frame and had an answer within 24 hours. 
Could I PLEASE have someone look at my tickets and contact me with any 
questions. Have I violated a policy? If so I apologize, just looking for some 
feedback.

[8#06#30 PM]
Jackie Mulgrew
:
Hi Admin, I submitted my w9 last Thursday. When will my page reflect that you 
received it?

Hi Admin, I submitted a ticket last Thursday asking to roll over into the 
endgame to have a chance to win the truck.  That never happened.  Do I need 
to submit another ticket to cancel that request?

[8#08#23 PM]

mailto:manager@circlesociety.com


Tradin1
:
Hey techman. 

1. When do you expect us to start receiving the variable payout payments? 

2. When do we find out what rate we will qualify for?

Thx for all of your hard work!

[8#08#53 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
@techman2020

If it's been a few days since we requested a rollover, do we need to email our 
requests again?

[8#09#03 PM]
Dee Zlo
:
Admin - we as members been very patient and did our part and have yet been 
paid on plans and now you are asking for our most sensitive information, our 
SSN which was not required when you happily accepted out BTC...   Why 
should we trust giving this information and in full transparency, can we have the 
owners names of CS, a good address and phone # for our safety?

[8#09#50 PM]
P
:
Hello

@techman2020

My question.

With the new never ending plan I see an issue with payouts. Lets say I have 
20btc and with the range of payments mentioned (.1%-3%). If I got the average 
everyday of 1.5% even after 365 days of payouts my balance is .08 btc.

That over a year too not even get the full 20btc paid to me. That doesn't 
include growing the account on any days or days where I get less then the 
average %. How will that keep us investors happy if its gonna take a year to get 
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my coin?

Keep grinding much appreciated!

Second question. On the perpetual plan. What do you see the growth % of our 
plan daily? Right now we can do some crazy fast growth but this plan is seems 
to be reducing the growth by a ton.

Third question.

Wouldn't it be easier and make more sense to keep plans going as is and when 
a plan finishes it gets added to our account balance in which we can request a 
withdrawl from. That withdrawl goes into a payment mode which pays out 
5-10% daily until Finished? Then the account balance that isn't in withdrawl can 
be rolled into new plans, etc?

[8#10#04 PM]
Jackie Mulgrew
:
Hi admin, I have 2 plans called THE Rollover with bots ending May 2 and may 7.  
When should I see payout to my wallet? Thanks for all you are doing.

edited 
[8#10#45 PM]
Chuck Bove
:
Good afternoon.... I have BTC owed to me according to my account.  I asked for 
those coin to be transferred to daily ‘s.  It seems that daily payments are 
occurring yet my past owed coin has not been paid.  How can you pay current 
and recent plans and not pay plans that have expired more than once now. I 
would like payment but if not Iʼd like to place them into dailies so I can get some 
payments now

[8#10#52 PM]
Ashley G
:
General Support / Techman:

In regards to the W9ʼs what steps are Canadian members and required to take 
to ensure payouts as W-9s donʼt apply to us. Are there equivalent forms we 
should be filling out.



[8#14#14 PM]
Aanu Adeyemi
:
@techman2020 How are u doing today? I just want a clarification on these two 
plans as stated last week. 1. Balloon Payment for clearing our pending Ph.1 by  
mid June and 2. The direct payment of a % between 0.1 to 3% into our wallets. 
DO we have a fixed date for those two category of payments now??? Thanks

[8#14#25 PM]
Lacey Boam
:
Admin, 

Will expired plans be paid once the W9 is received and how soon will it show on 
the account to show you received. I also have tried to rollover to endgame for 
the truck but have had no response to my voicemail from over 2 weeks ago or 
my ticket I have submitted.

Thanks for all your doing.

[8#16#01 PM]
Wayne
:
@techman2020 

If I have a group interested in meeting to learn more how would I set that up?

[8#17#40 PM]
Cara Wiley
:
Admin, 
I hear a lot of talk about daily payouts but I'm not hearing much about P1 
payouts that so many of us are waiting for. I also hear you saying that payouts 
are in the queue in the computer but I admit I dont understand how this all 
works yet which is why I'm seeking some answers. So 3 questions...#1 - are 
people still getting P1 payouts every day? Im not seeing people posting this 
anymore on the feed.#2 - if this is computerized why aren't P1 payouts just 
running all night long instead of only certain times a day? #3- I realize you may 
not have enough coin to pay everyone out fast so why not have a payment plan 
so we can all get at least something?

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
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[8#17#42 PM]
Dee Zlo
:
Techman...  are any plans other than the daily plans been paid yet?  Ei. Past due 
rollover plans?

[8#21#12 PM]
Ivan
:
Hi techman or support
I sent a ticket nearly a week ago asking to rollover my expired plans into 
endgame and have not receive a reply or update, I dont have a ticket number as 
I dont have one but hopefully my ticket is somewhere on your side. Thank you 
very much

edited 
[8#21#18 PM]
Jerry
:
@Techman2020
Can you be very specific and let us know exactly what the Kucoin balloon 
payment is going to pay.. for example will it cover all unpaid P1's, Daly's, unpaid 
weeklies and past due YOP's.. Thank you.

[8#21#56 PM]
B-rad
:
Admin

I have plans that ended may 1st, 3rd, 5th. Seeing how we are in "limbo" why can 
you not implement rollover buttons for us on all plans so we can roll over our 
expired plans into the same plan and or another plan of our choosing instead of 
just Year of Pig and Endgame. This would be no different than us receiving our 
payment from you and turning around and putting it right back into the system 
into the plan of our choosing. This way our coin is not just sitting there untill 
things get back into a normal flow.

edited 
[8#22#03 PM]
walkerworthless
:
@techman2020 

Once our W-9 has been received. Will we start receiving payments?(mine was 
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submitted the day it was on the site)

Also, I understand the coins being withheld by Kucoin not paying out, but how 
does that hold up our payouts on new coin plans (such as the dailies that were 
converted) that had nothing to do with the kucoin related funds. Is it 
reasonable to expect that those being new funds should be available for 
immediate payout once a W-9 is received.

In addition. Can you please have tickets #8227 and #8251 checked. They are in 
regards to rolling over a plan.

Thank you

[8#23#28 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Admin/techman,  I'm going to rephrase my question from last time.  It sounds 
like CS needs more staff to answer tickets and technical people to assist you.  
How can people apply or get involved to be on the team?  Many people state 
not getting answers on tickets and follow ups get unanswered.  In my 
experience, the tickets people _WANT_ to answer, get answered while others 
stay unanswered(thus people get frustrated).  If they need to be escalated, the 
owner of that ticket simply needs to say something to the requestor.

[8#23#44 PM]
Rob Duncan
:
Our phase 1 payouts were based on lawyers suggesting that if your account 
was less than 10 BTC you could withdraw 50%, if it were more than 10 BTC your 
withdrawal could only be 5%.  This decision making was based on keeping the 
system running solvent and bot performing at its optimum.  Was this the case 
or is this not the case?

Are we able to ever roll existing coin from expired plans to new promotions, 
plans,or giveaways?  Or is this mainly for new coin?

If we donʼt get paid out by mid June, what will happen then?

edited 
[8#24#26 PM]
Squishy
:
Admin, 
I, try to stay in the background. But everyone who knows me knows that I have 



always been and will always be a huge supporter of CS. I know It works.  But, I 
have an extremely pressing issue. I have submitted ticket #7307 with messages 
over 14 days ago. Every one of my plans are finished. Please help me. So I 
might be able resolve this issue. Reinvest and continue to grow my retirement. 
God bless you for all your efforts.

[8#25#29 PM]
Shaun
:
@techman2020

As a Canadian I assume I donʼt have a requirement to complete a W9?

How do I get this requirement removed or shown as completed on my CS 
dashboard so I can still receive my outstanding payments?

edited 
[8#27#38 PM]
Dave O
:
When will there be a confirmation on our page so that we know you have 
received our w-9s and when will the rollover and weekly plans be paid

[8#28#11 PM]
Joseph F
:
Hi admin,  how many tiers will there be if the variable rate is implemented? And 
how soon? Ex 10 btc 1 % 30 btc 2.5 %

[8#28#19 PM]
Chad Hunter
:
Admin, can you comment on approximately what percentage of P1 payouts 
have been completed and the estimated percentage that are still in the 
withdrawal request / payment queue to be paid out?

[8#31#07 PM]
Dr Coin
:
Hi Techman2020
From:  cvb21xdrt

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


If Iʼm not mistaken, in the May 15 podcast you said that you had all support 
tickets deleted due to repetitive questions being asked.  Do I need to submit 
another ticket to rollover my plan that expired on May 3?  Eleven days ago I 
created ticket #7771.  It has not been answered and still shows as “open.”  
Thanks!

[8#32#22 PM]
Brandon Olson
:
Submitted a ticket to roll over my expired end game plans to another.

Will this still happen now that there are no plans available?

Do I need to resubmit since I hear that tickets were purged due to this question 
and answer podcast?

I want to roll another plan if possible.

[8#34#33 PM]
Jerry
:
@Techmann2020

Do you know  or do you  have a best guess of when the Kucoin balloon will 
arrive.  If it's your best guess do you feel it will be  before or after June 15th
Thank you!

[8#34#40 PM]
Brandon Olson
:
Iʼve been rolling over and re investing... 
Once plans start paying, Iʼm expecting some large payouts... will this cause a 
“flag” on my wallet provider since itʼs never seen the likes of this size deposit? 
Is there a preferred wallet so prevent this, or is it not a worry?
I think once the system is set to pay 1% or similar daily, the wallets shouldnʼt 
have an issue. Just thinking out loud...

[8#35#58 PM]
spectre
:
Admin... Iʼm glad for this Q&A opportunity. Itʼs a great idea. 
1. I need to know, and I know others need to know also when we will be paid our 
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P1 payment?????????
This P1 issue is like a can being kicked down the road endlessly, while other 
things and other payouts are important, the P1 many of us are owed should be 
#1. 
2.  Why canʼt I get an email or a call about 5 tickets Iʼve sent through proper 
channels in the last 1.5 months?  I have a major discrepancy in my total number 
of btc that needs action.

[8#36#24 PM]
Brandon Olson
:
Forwarded message: 

Tom
 [
May 21, 2019 8#03#43 PM
] 
@techman2020  @Bri_CS_Support @cssupportbrett (not sure who to tag here)

Hey guys I submitted a rollover request for one of my expired plans 7 days ago, 
but havnt heard back nor is it rolled over yet. I know you guys are busy. But 
would u mind checkin on ticket #8208?

I have another 5 plans that I would also like to roll into endgame, but that is 
contingent on a response to a question I attached to the rollover request :) I 
didnt want to open another ticket and risk further delays

[8#36#42 PM]
Robert
:
Admin: is it possible for the CS CPA to provide recommendations for other 
crypto savvy CPAʼs in US, for us to contact on our own? Would like to try and 
avoid scammers. With gratitude- Robert

[8#36#58 PM]
Dee Zlo
:
Admin

Is the W9 100% required to receive any payment?

[8#41#46 PM]
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Scotty Two Shoes
:
@techman2020

For clarity, is it an absolute 100% CS policy from this moment forward that to 
receive ANYTHING from CS we MUST submit a W9?  Even if our CPAʼs say 
differently?

If so, how can we get clarity from Ed as to WHY he/CS perceives the W9 to be 
necessary?  What is the actual law ir legal precedent being cited?  CS members 
have asked him for clarity on the situation, and his response was for us to 
check with our CPAʼs.  That did not answer the question

Thank you!

[8#44#36 PM]
Marty Moose
:
Techman:

Your message from Monday said: “Daily Payouts will go out 3pm-6pm for all 4 
missing days!! Then next will be Tuesday noon-3pm the new times!!”

It is 12#40pm pst on Tuesday and I have not received any Daily payouts yet. 
Please provide an update on Dailies. Thank you

[8#46#12 PM]
Reid Francom
:
@techman2020 or @admin 
If I am missing coin from December 16 and have contacted admin a number of 
times and was told it probably was rolled into my balance and I know it wasnʼt 
what should I do?  The plan was to be paid out in 5 days and now itʼs no where 
to be seen!

[8#47#37 PM]
Eric Corrick
:
@techman2020 or @CSSupport1 
Question:
Is there anyway you can possibly check on 
ticket #8450
and
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ticket #8452

It's a friend I referred and he sent those 2 tickets in (separate isdues) over 6 
days. He didnt want to resubmit  and clog the system up, and wanted me to 
check if you could check on them. He said their still "open.

Thanks so much CS for all you do!

[8#48#24 PM]
Reid Francom
:
@techman2020 it seems like a dream to have coin in my wallet from CS whatʼs 
the hold up on P1 payouts again?  KuCoin ?  Whatʼs the update ?

[8#49#03 PM]
Michael
:
@techman2020

Firstly thank you all that youʼre doing and your extreme attempt at transparency 
and doing all you can to keep the flock calm.    

Onto the questions.  

1.   Is sending a message and submitting a ticket via the mobile site the same 
thing?   Or does it equate to the same result?
2.  I apologize if I misquote, but at an attempt to paraphrase, a few days or so 
ago it was said that due to some factor messages were going to be deleted and 
it will start fresh.  I have sent a message about rolling over and havenʼt heard 
back.  Should I resend?

[8#50#06 PM]
Ace Nilson
:
@Admin
@techman2020 

W9 submitted as requested.

One ticket submitted in last 12 months, no response so far.  

No payments received since March.  Please advise on status of P1, weekly and 
rollover.  If we are truly going to be paid a % of total balance due, when will 
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these payments begin?

Thanks for your continued efforts and for this amazing opportunity!

[8#50#29 PM]
Denon Williams
:
Admin
1.  I have 5 smaller plans that ended at the beginning of May.  I would like to 
have those pay out as soon as possible but if we have to wait till the balloon 
payment in mid June I might as well roll them over. Do you have any timelines 
on when these would get paid or is your recommendation to roll them over?
2.  Today is my 6th day with no daily payouts.  When can this get caught up?
3.  I have a wallet at Blockchain.  I thought you said that was an easy 
transaction for CS.  It doesnʼt seem to matter where your wallet is.  Is this the 
case?

Thanks 
Denon

[8#52#38 PM]
Robert
:
Admin: Are there banks that you would avoid dealing with...inversely 
recommend - as many of us are hopping (this year) to have a “out of norm” 
deposit?

[8#54#21 PM]
CS-Support
:
admin

> 
Scotty Two Shoes
> 
@techman2020 For clarity, is it an absolute 100% CS policy from this moment 
forward that to receive ANYTHING from CS we MUST su
Form W-9 (officially, the "Request for Taxpayer Identification Number and 
Certification")[1] is used in the United States income tax system by a third 
party who must file an information return with the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS).[2] It requests the name, address, and taxpayer identification information 
of a taxpayer (in the form of a Social Security Number or Employer 
Identification Number).



The form is never actually sent to the IRS, but is maintained by the individual 
who files the information return for verification purposes. The information on 
the Form W-9 and the payment made are reported on a Form 1099.

[8#56#11 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Is the w9 needed if you are not taking out more than 20k?

edited 
[8#59#10 PM]
Nick Nix
:
@techman2020 

It clearly states on Kucoin FAQ that 500 coin a day (24hrs) can be withdrawn. 
You have stated to the contrary. After contacting Kucoin they affirmed yes on 
500 coin a day withdrawal. Who is telling the truth ? To clarify Kucoin stated all 
Verified Institutional accounts 500 BTC and individual 100btc

Thatʼs a lot of daily coin that can be paid out.

edited 
[9#00#45 PM]
M
:
@techman2020 and @admin

Name: Milda
Thanks for all that you guys are doing.

I have a question from my sponsor.
He was creating a solo IRA LLC with the help of GW. From this creation, support 
has suspended his accounts. Does CS not support these types of account 
anymore? A ticket has been submitted and has not heard back.

[9#02#52 PM]
BlockZer0
:
@techman2020 someone I sponsored had their account deactivated and he 
has close to 2 btc in it. Are you guys purging accounts with less than 2 btc now 
or was this a mistake?
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[9#10#43 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
gotta keep it to questions for now guys, no need to speculate when the answer 
will be thrown into the podcast

[9#12#20 PM]
Daisy
:
@techman2020 
Like many others, we just want an estimate on payments, and specifically for 
us, the Balance Due payout time estimate and rollover possibilities. 

I believe that paying partial payments to everyone would save you a lot of grief 
because it would calm everyone down by restoring their faith in cs, knowing 
that the machine is still operational by something actually happening in lieu of 
many words repeated.

We contacted support multiple times, at least 72 hours apart asking about 
rollovers into endgame or another plan with a May 3 start date and the truck 
with no answer. A rollover button would save you many tickets

[9#13#12 PM]
Roland Soto
:
@techman2020 @CSSupport1 
Hi this name is rolandsoto

I started a weekly plan with newer funds other than my original investment.  I 
believe that these funds were not subject to kyc hold ups.  The plan had an 
estimated bot end date of 5-3.  I believe I should be eligible or these funds to 
pay out now, just like those who have started newer daily plans.  Is that 
correct?  Can supportcheck my account?  I have sent a ticket but no response.  
Thanks!

edited 
[9#13#55 PM]
Dr. Nefario
:
@techman2020 

What does the future look like for US citizens and continuing to be able to 
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participate in CS? Will you guys be able to keep this rocket in flight or will this 
have to eventually be moved out of the US and no longer allow US 
participation? If it did move, would there be a way to still participate? Just 
trying to see what the future holds :). Thanks for everything!

[9#14#24 PM]
Paul
:
@techman2020

Is the Ku Coin exchange coin the only coin P1's are being paid with? If so then 
500 coin released per fortnight, or every 2 weeks, should have been approx 
3000 coin released for March, April and May.  If this is the case, is that not 
enough to clear P1 balances? Thank you.

[9#21#24 PM]
Micah Theard
:
Hi Techman, my site never had a balance due. It has “return amount” and dates 
that are past. I have no roll over button either. Can you please do a written 
instructions on what I can do from here. How to request withdrawal and what to 
do if I want to refund lol over but withdraw a portion of the Bitcoin.

@techman2020  I sent 3 tickets in regards to a commission that was not paid 
March 7th. It has not been paid and no response. How do I handle that issue 
successfully?

[9#28#34 PM]
Dave Karakas
:
@techman2020, 2 Questions.

1) When purchasing Plans, each provide the following statement on the 
purchase page:

    "*Payment will be received 24 Business hours after end date"

When will CS be cabable of honoring this part of the purchase agreement?

Note: I have a YoP that expired on 4/25.  I rolled a portion of it and left some 
BTC as balance due. The balance due was set to a Est Bot End Date of 5/10 
despite actually maturing on 4/25.  Its now 5/21 and its unclear when I'll get my 
balance due payout.  This is holding up other investments I would like to be 
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making right now.

2) Since our Dailys were moved into Weeklys, and our Weeklys were moved into 
Balance Due, why are these not paid within a day or two of maturity?  I havent' 
received a payout since 3/31 and these were all 'Daily' plans.

[9#32#54 PM]
Rick B
:
@techman2020
When Dailies were introduced for BTC and ETH in March all seemed well and I 
had a few plans that were paying on time.  Life was good.  Then the "Solar 
Flare" hit and caused a major backup/stoppage of payouts.  From that, all 
Dailies were 'Rolled" into Balance Due plans.

Since this was new coin used to buy into those Dailies and not rollover coin, 
can these be slated for other plan actions, ie payout a percentage of the plan, 
rollover a percentage, etc.  Again, this was new coin and not rollover coin.

Are there any other actions that can be done with these plans besides hurry up 
and wait, and also get the opportunity to watch other new Dailies be paid while 
we get to sit on the sidelines?

I believe that many, if not most, will just turn around and join new plans with 
coins received from a payout.

[9#33#28 PM]
Andy Novotny
:
Techman 2020
Andy Novotny here:
My question:
Is this real?  We joined this investment group because we trusted the integrity 
of the individual who referred us (and still do).  As a business owner myself, I 
know that the success of my business is contingent upon my ability to deliver 
the goods or services that Iʼm offering.  When I deliver what is expected 
(promised), I get repeat business and referrals for new clients.  Everybody wins.  
If I donʼt follow through, I get neither.
Iʼve been told by people who claim to know you that “dishonesty is not in your 
DNA”, and I have been clinging to that.  I understand that there are technical 
issues and/or regulation changes that you encounter that cause hiccups to your 
business model.  Do you have backup plans in place for these situations or are 
you doing everything “on the fly”?

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


I want this to work.  I want to reinvest.  I want to trust that you will do what you 
say you are going to do when you say that you are going to do it.  But I need 
evidence, consistency.  Going forward, will you deliver that?  How?

[9#34#02 PM]
Mel L
:
Admin,

What are your thoughts on using the super node for all payouts? Maybe 
distribute the cost of running the super node to members by 1) giving members 
less of a return or 2) having a fee for members to join?

[9#40#42 PM]
Dave Karakas
:
Perhaps a transaction fee similar to sending coin to others.

[9#42#16 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
questions end in 18 minutes

[9#45#24 PM]
Ivan
:
Admin

Once ballon payment comes in mid June and pays all of p1 will that remove a 
big weight off your shoulder and things should be running smoothly after that? 
Or are there still other obstacles that you just overcome to ensure that we all 
recieve our payments in time after the balloon payment?

[9#45#58 PM]
Cara Wiley
:
For people getting a lot of coin a fee is no big deal but for those getting just a 
little why would they want to pay for something they should be getting anyways



[9#50#11 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
10 minutes left

[9#54#24 PM]
Jane
:
It was my understanding that new plans would be discontinued until the current 
payouts owed were all caught up.  It was said to us that this would help morale.  
Whey are there so many plans offered right now? Thanks

[9#55#47 PM]
Keith
:
Admin, 
Question #1, about support tickets. According to several podcasts, CS support 
is overwhelmed by support tickets and many members submit the same thing 
multiple times. My experience is that when I submit a ticket, my webpage 
doesnʼt change. Would it be possible to program in a banner or something 
letting us know the request has been submitted? Would it be possible to 
receive an email shortly after reaffirming that it was received? 
Question #2, about rollover button, is it going to be available soon? This seems 
to be one of the common requests that I have heard. Might alleviate several 
support requests. 
Thank you.

[9#57#31 PM]
Rob Duncan
:
Would it be a better solution to put support tickets on hold and focus on 
payouts?  Would this eliminate a lot of the support tickets anyway?

[9#58#52 PM]
Kris
:
@techman2020 
Name: Kris
Question: Can you please post proof of legal communication exchange between 
CS and KuCoin. Pretty obvious that people here have worked out that payments 
by the exchange are  advertised to be of larger amounts than are being claimed 
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by CS

[9#59#38 PM]
King Deville
:
Woke up to check this today so might as well add in as well.  

The newest daily plan / the one = 200 only sold - advertised as non-delayed 
like its predecessor that got turned into weekly and halted... this new plan  due 
to small number sold was said to be easily paid in Que... it was super attractive 
and fail safe, so I bought in :)

Several days late now - Iʼm sure confidence will be restored shortly since this 
plan is clearly designed to be quick and focused; thanks team ~ not a fan of 
chat but my tickets werenʼt answered and guess this goes here. :heart:

[10#00#19 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Deleting anything that's not a question for the podcast now

JJ Support invited Naresh Lalchandani

[10#29#03 PM]
CS-Support
:
admin
15 pages of questions 
Thank you

Iʼll address these in morning 

Iʼm busy programming today
CS-Support pinned «15 pages of questions Thank you Iʼll address these in 

morning Iʼm busy programming today»
JJ Support invited Jon Jac
JJ Support invited Brandon
JJ Support invited Jon Cole

JJ Support invited Nathan Childress
JJ Support invited William Herschberger

JJ Support invited Tim Garrett



●

[7#01#13 PM]
rain_coin
:
Likewise

Same questions as Chad. We listened and don't understand hence the 
questions

I apologize for my ability to extract the right info from the podcast

[7#10#03 PM]
Tom
:

> 
rain_coin
> 
I apologize for my ability to extract the right info from the podcast
It's not you, the podcast simply was vague in that regard

[7#21#09 PM]
rain_coin
:
Things make sense, total support.

 Ambiguity ~ a range of human emotions related to anxiety. Just stating feelings 
as a long time member

[7#25#23 PM]
50 Desert Eagle



:
I also would like to know when my weekly coin amount will get fixed.   I talked 
with support over a week ago and they said it would get done.   No change so 
far.   My coin amount was more than cut in half when changed from daily to 
weekly and most the plans had 29 days remaining

[7#27#29 PM]
Cynthia Henthorn
:

> 
T Albrechtsen
> 
All with no value. Sigh.
Agreed

[7#28#01 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
I just listened to April 24th podcast. The end of it tells us P1, P2, commissions, 
referrals, missing balances, dailies that were turned to weeklies and due now, 
plans due now that were converted from alt coins, anything that is due now is in 
a DO NOW QUE to be paid starting at midnight of the 24th.

[7#32#15 PM]
Colin Mac
:
What did the latest one say... something along the lines of they're getting paid 
every business day but queued... but everyone still asking. Did someone forget 
to raise the barrier at the front of the queue to get this shizzel rolling :joy:

[7#34#00 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
The April podcast mentions no favorites for certain clients or those who may 
have been in longer or shorter times. Must admit I have a challenge with those 
being in longer not having priority.  Seems 8 months veterans of KYC should 
have priority. Did I just put my neck on the line?

[7#36#01 PM]
Ostia Commerce



:
The update of 4/30 stated, in part "We have many payouts going out in 
batches...". That's pretty clear. Also it was said that people in here have been 
paid and have not posted it. 

Monday another update is coming. My chief concern is regulatory interference. 
This is what has caused CS to struggle with payments. I hope CS moves off US 
soil  to a more business friendly environment. Then, getting paid will be based 
on their trade performance, and not exchange impediments. 

I have had my say for today. Thank you CS. I know you are doing your best.

[7#36#01 PM]
Cara Wiley
:

> 
Red
> 
Thatʼs awesome!!! Everyone needs redheads in their life lol! :woman:

🏼🦰

:woman:

🏼 🦰

:woman:

🏼 🦰

So true! I'm a redhead too!

[7#38#39 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
Cara Wiley
> 
So true! I'm a redhead too!
I married a redhead :+1:

[7#38#55 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
The update of 4/30 stated, in part "We have many payouts going out in 
batches...". That's pretty clear. Also it was said that pe
I've got 1000 BTC.



that's stated but is it true 

🤯 🤯 🥴 🥴

  you decide :wink:

[7#39#32 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Ostia Commerce
Absolutely understand the hold  ups by exchanges being major obstacle. Yes, I 
too am concerned about regulatory issues.

[7#40#36 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
I also would like to know when my weekly coin amount will get fixed. I talked 
with support over a week ago and they said it wo
Any admin care to answer my question

[7#45#58 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
Usually when an exchange requests KYC docs, they will limit what you can 
transfer per day until you provide that information. This could be why payments 
are queued, until sufficent funds are available to pay. Perhaps the best thing to 
do is put a payments made indicator on the site, detailing how many payments 
were made that day. I don't know. Just trying to think of ways to keep people 
satisfied. We will know more Monday.

[7#46#31 PM]
Cara Wiley
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
I married a redhead :+1:
:+1:



[7#46#40 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
Usually when an exchange requests KYC docs, they will limit what you can 
transfer per day until you provide that information. Th
:+1:

🏻

 I had a similar thought

[7#47#56 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
Usually when an exchange requests KYC docs, they will limit what you can 
transfer per day until you provide that information. Th
Don't suggest things like that incase they want to close site for another week or 
so to implement a  "paid today counter"

[7#49#48 PM]
Tom
:

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
I also would like to know when my weekly coin amount will get fixed. I talked 
with support over a week ago and they said it wo
Agreed. Sent in a ticket (which chat support requested me to do) about a 
discrepancy in my new plans as well, along with one plan vanishing, also havnt 
heard back

[7#51#05 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Tom
> 



Agreed. Sent in a ticket (which chat support requested me to do) about a 
discrepancy in my new plans as well, along with one pla
Ticket already been sent.

Actually over a week ago

[7#54#47 PM]
Lolly
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
I married a redhead :+1:
I am sometimes a redhead.

🤔 '

♀ :joy: doesnʼt count but i like to pretend 
sometimes.

[7#58#01 PM]
Tom
:

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
Actually over a week ago
Sent, as in past tense. I was talking about myself

[7#59#07 PM]
Red
:

> 
Cara Wiley
> 
So true! I'm a redhead too!
Love it 

🤗 🤗 🤗

> 
Marty Moose
> 
I married a redhead :+1:



Good man!!! 

🤗

[8#10#34 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Don't suggest things like that incase they want to close site for another week or 
so to implement a "paid today counter"
I understand your feelings. The last update did say they were being restricted in 
their ablility to get funds out of exchanges and were asked for KYC, ( which 
should remedy the situation). They also clearly said this was affecting their 
ability to pay on time. But not completely stop payments. So, that's the 
situation. Perhaps a "payments made today" counter is silly. But people here 
are so eager to know if "anyone was paid today" I thought it might help. 
Otherwise, CS will simply have to provide the KYC, get restictions removed and 
catch up payments. Another update is due Monday, so let's wait and see.

[8#10#34 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Tom
> 
Sent, as in past tense. I was talking about myself
People are too busy talking about redheads to see the important stuff

[8#11#42 PM]
Tom
:

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
People are too busy talking about redheads to see the important stuff
Dude I was about to say the same. All that nonsense about cats, dead rabbits 
and cat memes just clogs everything up in here for important stuff

[8#12#20 PM]



Kouper
:
The important stuff is in the updates on the site.

[8#12#37 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Tom
> 
Dude I was about to say the same. All that nonsense about cats, dead rabbits 
and cat memes just clogs everything up in here for
No Kitting.

[8#12#49 PM]
Tom
:
Sure, if u are satisfied with half and vague info, fine. Most people are not

edited 

> 
Kouper
> 
The important stuff is in the updates on the site.
And Im pretty sure if things were so clear, we wouldnt get multiple people that 
have actually read updates/listened to podcast, come up with the same 
questions to be clarified

[8#16#08 PM]
Mateo
:

> 
ShirleyAnnTX
> 
The April podcast mentions no favorites for certain clients or those who may 
have been in longer or shorter times. Must admit I
I concur we that have been in almost a Year should be priority

edited 
[8#16#40 PM]
Tom



:
Given the number of requests for clarification vs the amount of people that are 
completely content with the update, I'd say not

[8#18#45 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Tom
> 
Given the number of requests for clarification vs the amount of people that are 
completely content with the update, I'd say not
I don't see it that way, I see 320 members and only a couple dozen constantly 
reasking the same questions, but it's not worth arguing about.

[8#18#58 PM]
Kouper
:
At one time we had an update only channel, people still came to this one with 
the same questions.

[8#18#59 PM]
Tom
:

> 
LdQ
> 
I don't see it that way, I see 320 members and only a couple dozen constantly 
reasking the same questions, but it's not worth ar
I agree, its not,

[8#22#58 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
The update clearly gave a reason for payment slowness - exchange limits on 
CS, presumably remedied once KYC is given. They are working on solving that. 
Payments are being made but not "on time".   I dont know how much more 
clearly it could have been stated.



[8#23#06 PM]
Kouper
:
So what question do you have that isnt searchable and easnt answered by any 
of the updates?

[8#28#08 PM]
Robert
:
Itʼs obvious what the question is: “when do I get paid.” Try relaxing and enjoying 
the fact that BTC is coming up on $5700.

[8#41#24 PM]
Jesse S.
:
So is the btc that we send in to CS still being used to buy and sell after a plan 
ends?

Curious to know if the BTC that we invest is continuously being used as we wait 
for payouts, or if it is sitting in a wallet untouched.

[8#48#14 PM]
TXpaid
:
im down with fixing things.

[8#49#46 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Fixing things is good and worth the wait

[8#50#01 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
Turn the chat off so it doesn't bother the work you guys are doing.

[8#51#13 PM]
Mateo
:
CS we are VERY grateful excited to get the coin confirmed in our wallets of 



course I'm sure u know humans Get emotional ESPECIALLY when it comes to 
dealing with their Money!! Thank you

Do we have to do taxes ONLY because of being in the USA?

[8#54#03 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Who are these people????!?

Phuck man. Why they ruining a good thing.

[8#54#20 PM]
Joel Atherton
:

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
Who are these people????!? Phuck man. Why they ruining a good thing.
I know right!

[8#56#17 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Brett M
You're not demanding? Really?

[8#56#20 PM]
apdxminter
:
well who has been paid in the 24 hours? anyone?

[8#58#05 PM]
Jarred Smith
:
For the record - I'm in full support to keep things running as currently 
operating. I am not a fan of trying to push someone into a corner, especially 
when the corner pusher has no idea as to what all is being done in their favor 
and the extensive work being done. There is a lot about this pioneering that 
most of us don't fully understand. This particular game requires trust and faith. 



IMO. And Patience. This is coming from someone who has a plan due, others 
coming due within 10 days. Ignorant demand vailed as questions seems a bit, 
well, ignorant. Just my two thoughts (about all I have lol)

[9#00#34 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Dilly Dilly !! Chillax everyone listen to the podcast and give CS a week or two 
before going ape 

🦍

 :hankey:

[9#00#44 PM]
John Good
:
I know youʼre doing everything in your power to succeed- thank you for 
persevering...

[9#01#25 PM]
Red
:
Iʼll send whatever is needed to comply! My family is thankful you havenʼt shut it 
down and praying you donʼt! Thanks for sticking through it and continuing to do 
the work!!!

[9#01#25 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Thank you. People just need to give it time.

[9#01#33 PM]
Jarred Smith
:
And everyone conveniently forgets to acknowledge the work you guys put in 
once a payout is received. From my point of view, it is wild the amount of work 
and BS you guys do and deal with when you don't have to. Seems like this 
"machine" would work at a smaller level just fine without all of us. Thus, I hope 
to always have appreciated access.

[9#02#02 PM]
apdxminter
:



really only 19 accounts - it is going to take forever to get the rest of us paid at 
that rate.  That is less that one payment per hour

[9#03#54 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
Wow! Now that's perspective!

[9#04#15 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
wow... 21M plus if you fiat convert. nice!

[9#04#44 PM]
apdxminter
:
so it appears the queue is account specific not random based on who is next in 
the queue

[9#05#29 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
I have a different investment in fiat that is being sent via wire transfer, it was 
sent about 6 weeks ago. I still don't have it, that's after 6 months of them 
getting it ready to send to me!

[9#05#55 PM]
Jane
:

> 
P
> 
The newletter? It really didn't really answer that at all. Just said we were behind 
and hopfully getting caught up in the next f
.
L

[9#06#21 PM]
Nick Nix



:
And coin is only going up so longer the wait the more itʼs still worth crazy how 
that works

[9#06#51 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
And I just sit and wait, I'll be happy whenever I get it. :grin:

[9#07#33 PM]
apdxminter
:
whats the note from the lawyer - " we need to submit a W-9 before we get 
paid"?  Where do I submit the W-(

w-9

[9#08#26 PM]
rain_coin
:
Thank you CS for the further updates on the situation. I am satisfied with the 
answers and grateful for all of your efforts. 

I don't think individuals that posed questions are necessarily demanding 
anything. Most often just confused with the given updates. 

I for one suffers concussions so information can be fragmented. Thank you 
members for helping to answer as well. 

I never asked about being paid, but rather the challenges that CS faces. 

All in good will, thx CS

[9#41#15 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
Thank you Techman.

[9#41#54 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:



Thank U , Techman, CS and assoc.

[9#43#36 PM]
Marty Moose
:
Cheers mate. We appreciate your big heart. 

And I hope youʼre right about that 75,000+

[9#43#39 PM]
Kouper
:
If itll speed me up, happy to do a w9.

As it is, resyncing my brd again. Haha.

[9#44#21 PM]
Will Bradley
:
Thanks CS for all ya do and being transparent. You guys & gals rock!

[9#44#45 PM]
Tom
:
Not sure if I missed it, but is this W9 now a requirement or still just a suggestion 
by lawyers to CS, but not necessary?

[9#45#14 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Man, I REALLY APPRECIATE YOUR UPDATES AND CS HARD WORK! SCREW 
whoever thinks otherwise! Keep doing your thing CS! The majority of us are 
behind you!!! :low_brightness::low_brightness::low_brightness::100::100::100:

[9#45#41 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
Downloading DoWallet right now!



[9#49#09 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
I downloaded DoWallet last week, it's awesome :+1:

[9#49#43 PM]
apdxminter
:
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout

THANLS CS!

THANKS CS!

[9#50#02 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Congratulations

[9#50#07 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Does your BTC from CS show up in it :flushed:... too early for bad 
jokes :joy::joy:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Nice one dude. Itll all come good.... I have faith

[9#50#49 PM]
Jason D.
:
Would Dowallet compare to exodus in anyway? I have used exodus and really 
liked it. How does it compare?



[9#52#04 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:

> 
Jason D.
> 
Would Dowallet compare to exodus in anyway? I have used exodus and really 
liked it. How does it compare?
I think both are awesome. I'm using both

[9#52#55 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Anyone used coinomi? Or do I delete and just go with dowallet

[9#54#27 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Ibukun Ifetayo
> 
I think both are awesome. I'm using both
Thank you

[9#54#36 PM]
Tom
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Joke or 4real?

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Anyone used coinomi? Or do I delete and just go with dowallet



I do coinomi for my mobile wallet. No probs

But once ledger x ships imma switch over to that for most of coins

[9#56#59 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Cheers Tom, I'm actually wait for my ledger also but they had some issues so 
now I'm getting two :+1:

[9#57#33 PM]
TXpaid
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
congrats!

[9#58#07 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
:+1:

edited 
[9#58#24 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Cheers Tom, I'm actually wait for my ledger also but they had some issues so 
now I'm getting two :+1:
Nice xD mine was supposed to ship April, but I guess delays are the hot topic of 
2019 :joy::joy:



[9#58#39 PM]
RFdevil
:
Hopefully I'll be right behind you :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[9#59#11 PM]
Tom
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Weren't u the one who asked about then w9 just a couple hours ago lol^??

[10#00#06 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Tom
> 
Nice xD mine was supposed to ship April, but I guess delays are the hot topic of 
2019 :joy::joy:
Lol hopefully not much longer to wait now

[10#00#09 PM]
apdxminter
:

> 
Tom
> 
Joke or 4real?
TOM - it is for real - just checked my wallet

still waiting on the YOP payout

[10#00#59 PM]
Mateo
:



WOOOO 

🥂

:beers::fire::chart_with_upwards_trend:

[10#01#50 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Tom
> 
Weren't u the one who asked about then w9 just a couple hours ago lol^??
Maybe we should all ask for w9s :speak_no_evil:

[10#02#02 PM]
Johnson
:
Does this mean no one gets a payment till we submit a W-9?

[10#02#44 PM]
TXpaid
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Does this mean no one gets a payment till we submit a W-9?
no man dont assume

[10#02#59 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Outstanding! I remember that feeling quite well! Got my P1 in March! Pumped 
for my Rollover here soon too! This is exciting! Congrats! And for the rest of 
you, RELAX, itʼs coming! :100::100::100:

[10#06#47 PM]
Tom



:

> 
Johnson
> 
Does this mean no one gets a payment till we submit a W-9?
Haha hence my question, the payout time was just so coincidental after his 
question lol

> 
apdxminter
> 
TOM - it is for real - just checked my wallet
Ok thx mate

[10#09#51 PM]
Jane
:
very good news..about P1 payment!

[10#10#18 PM]
Niranjan
:
Great News!!!

[10#14#30 PM]
Jerry
:
Wow!!
19 accounts paid 3900 Coin today .. That's the kind of updates I like to hear:)

[10#15#44 PM]
BDB
:
How does DoWallet compare to Blockchain?

[10#16#24 PM]
Asa
:
How about making the next 320 payments to the 320 members in this chat? 



That would definitely calm the masses by the many “I got paid” post we would 
see all day every day. When payouts were happening many members posted 
while spreading much much needed positive energy. Just an idea :bulb:

edited 
Iʼm totally aware of the randomized payout system but i also know it can easily 
be changed.

[10#18#44 PM]
walkerworthless
:
I wish it was as simple as refreshing or updating my wallet and being surprised 
by a payment. My phone always ruins the surprises by immediately notifying me 
when I get paid

> 
BDB
> 
How does DoWallet compare to Blockchain?
I would like to know as well

[10#20#04 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:

> 
Asa
> 
How about making the next 320 payments to the 320 members in this chat? 
That would definitely calm the masses by the many “I got
Are you an admin?

[10#22#52 PM]
Joel Atherton
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
GOOD NEWS - I just got my P1 Payout
Good news! Congrats!



[10#23#21 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Asa
> 
How about making the next 320 payments to the 320 members in this chat? 
That would definitely calm the masses by the many “I got
Pointless comment after we just went over exactly that it is randomized and 
stays randomized 

🤦

[10#23#54 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:

> 
Asa
> 
How about making the next 320 payments to the 320 members in this chat? 
That would definitely calm the masses by the many “I got

-

[10#26#44 PM]
Asa
:

> 
Tom
> 
Pointless comment after we just went over exactly that it is randomized and 
stays randomized 

🤦

I understand you only know what youʼve been told.

[10#31#01 PM]
Micah Theard
:

> 
Joel Atherton
> 
I have a different investment in fiat that is being sent via wire transfer, it was 
sent about 6 weeks ago. I still don't have it



Check is in the mail :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[10#35#08 PM]
Asa
:

> 
TeamRamRod6010
> 

-

I understand you only know what youʼve been told.

[10#36#16 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
apdxminter
> 
TOM - it is for real - just checked my wallet
:+1:

🏻

[10#39#21 PM]
Asa
:
Lol really ok.

[10#41#14 PM]
Tom
:
:nail_care::nail_care::nail_care:

[10#41#29 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Random is more fun !!! Unless we are talking girlfriends then not so fun

edited 
[10#46#55 PM]
MR BTC
:



Your welcome techman.     Lol

[10#48#48 PM]
Jason D.
:
I just notice we cannot use SegWit address but have to use a legacy address.

[10#48#51 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:

> 
Asa
> 
Lol really ok.
Are you seriously that arrogant and selfish? What makes you think first that 
your smarter then the admins that are allowing you to be part of this and 
second that you are better then anyone else invest here?

[10#52#52 PM]
Diversehh
:
Is Dowallet cheaper in fees??? That's part of what I am looking at....and yay on 
your P1 !!!!

[10#57#30 PM]
Tom
:
I see a timeout coming..

edited 
[10#59#07 PM]
Asa
:

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Are you seriously that arrogant and selfish? What makes you think first that 
your smarter then the admins that are allowing you
It has nothing to do with the 3  traits you spoke of. Itʼs about showing members 
that payouts happen. Name calling shouldʼve been fixed at home by age 4.



[11#00#56 PM]
Adam Scholl
:
@CS_Mgr @Bri_CS_Support can you please add my CS sponsor @joelasorsa to 
this thread?

[11#03#53 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
I think it would be very wise policy that CS excercise their right to place all who 
are displeased into a refund queue, remove them from this chat and ease the 
burden of dealing with the dissatisfied minority. This is not meant to be mean 
spirited, but to deliver satisfaction all around and allow CS to focus on solving 
the day to day issues on the outside. With that, I am going to say good 
afternoon and hope you all are well.

--- 
Friday, May 3, 2019

 ---

[12#38#50 AM]
Jesse S.
:
Do wallet is awesome.

Spent the last 20 minutes setting it up and playing on it

[12#41#36 AM]
Karen
:
Well said Ostia

[12#52#29 AM]
Margaret Walker
:
Emailed the CS tax person 2 days ago .. havenʼt received any response ... is 
there a usual timeframe for questions ?

> 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40CS_Mgr
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Bri_CS_Support
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40joelasorsa


Joel Atherton
> 
And I just sit and wait, I'll be happy whenever I get it. :grin:
I think there are some people who have never seen a payout .. so I think itʼs 
reasonable for some folks to have doubts and concerns .

Both my weekly and rollover are up this week ! Excited to see something 
happen! Been waiting on my daily plans for 2 months .. glad they will be 
weeklies ... and excited to get that payout here soon

[1#00#35 AM]
Ace Nilson
:
Thank you for your continued efforts... been in this since May of 2018 and have 
received multiple payments (not exactly on time but received eventually). Iʼve 
had the opportunity to meet you in person and can attest that you are very 
generous with your time and this opportunity you have shared with so many.  It 
is life changing for many.  
Focus on the future success of CS and know that the majority are in this for the 
long term investment opportunity and support you and your team.
Weed out the few complainers (refund and closed acct) and move on... 
especially anyone who has violated terms and conditions of being a CS 
member.  
My plans mature tomorrow.  Iʼll make sure my wallet address is up to date and 
check back in a few days.  Iʼll be reinvesting 99% to continue growing my egg.  :
+1:

🏼

[5#28#08 PM]
Tom
:
:rainbow:

[5#28#51 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
Good morning guys

[5#29#04 PM]
Lolly
:
Good morning!



[5#29#45 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Good morning beautiful family and our ever active admins.

[5#30#34 PM]
Mateo
:

[5#31#01 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Good morning crypto fam!! ITʼS A GOOD DAY TO BE ALIVE!!!

[5#31#51 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Any following up with Bitcoin price today?? So awesome :+1:. Seems we would 
be seeing 6k by this weekend

 
[5#37#27 PM]
MR BTC
:
Question why would you name a plan Endgame?

[5#37#37 PM]
Mateo
:
CS please add @BitcoinBruno

:heart:

🤘 🥂

[5#39#54 PM]
MR BTC
:
Anybody wake up to BTC in their wallet this morning?

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40BitcoinBruno


[5#40#19 PM]
George Wiley
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Question why would you name a plan Endgame?
That was the name of the Avengers movie that released this past week

[5#40#33 PM]
MR BTC
:
Oh OK I just hope it wasnʼt a prophecy

[5#40#38 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
MR BTC
I didn't understand either until I saw a trailer for the new Avengers movie

edited 
[5#40#48 PM]
MR BTC
:
Lmao

In reality I thought it was a Game of Thrones thing. LOL

Another show I havenʼt watched

[5#42#53 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
MR BTC quote. Sometimes the bet that we can do is to start over. Whatever it 
takes.

Is better, not the bet.

[5#43#47 PM]
Nick Nix
:



I woke up to the BTC in my wallet up 6% woo hoo hope itʼs a Bull Run :runner:♀!

[5#43#48 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Whoops the best we can do

[5#45#36 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
I woke up to the BTC in my wallet up 6% woo hoo hope itʼs a Bull Run :runner:♀!
I did too but is it new fresh coin from CS.  LOL

[5#46#48 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
MR BTC, good for you! Thanks for sharing

[5#53#20 PM]
RFdevil
:
So Mr BTC, you got paid this morning? Was it from p1?

[6#04#21 PM]
Tom
:
:+1:

[6#04#50 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
And we appreciate you! Do your thing! :100:

HARD work! :muscle:

🏽



[6#05#30 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:+1::+1:

edited 
[6#06#08 PM]
MR BTC
:
CS. Make lots of btc with all the activity on BTC today...

[6#06#32 PM]
Will Holman
:
Today is scheduled to be my payday. And I am aware that it is only an estimated 
date, but it feels good to know my name is being thrown into the hat. Keeping 
the faith. Thanks for this opportunity CS.

[6#06#50 PM]
Squishy
:
Hells yeah!. Oh and relax RFdevil.....

[6#07#12 PM]
Red
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
Good morning crypto fam!! ITʼS A GOOD DAY TO BE ALIVE!!!
I tell my son everyday (heʼs 7) that any day above ground is a good day lol!

[6#07#17 PM]
MR BTC
:
Be prepared for a delay Will. Iʼm still waiting patiently on a payment from the 
25th

[6#07#27 PM]
RFdevil



:
Just asking for what changes this work will entail

geez

I forgot, not allowed to ask questions here

[6#08#21 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Red
> 
I tell my son everyday (heʼs 7) that any day above ground is a good day lol!
:100#TRUTH!

[6#09#45 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Nice. Moving forward

[6#09#47 PM]
RFdevil
:
Not sure what to make of that. . .

[6#10#08 PM]
Will Holman
:
Mr BTC I am prepared for a delay, and Iʼm alright with that. It is just nice to 
know I am one step closer. I remember when dailies paid out like clockwork. I 
have faith that in the future we may get back to that.

[6#10#10 PM]
Squishy
:
OH MY!!!!!!!!!

[6#10#23 PM]



Bradley Oprendek
:
:heart_eyes::heart_eyes::heart_eyes:

[6#10#28 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Will Holman
> 
Mr BTC I am prepared for a delay, and Iʼm alright with that. It is just nice to 
know I am one step closer. I remember when daili
Good I concur

Just trying to manage my own expectations

Ty

[6#11#33 PM]
Squishy
:
I loved dailys

[6#11#35 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:heart::+1::+1::yum::yum:

[6#12#13 PM]
MR BTC
:
Lol

Nice

[6#13#06 PM]
Aanu Adeyemi
:
Agreed 100%



[6#13#39 PM]
Diversehh
:
I loved dailies as well

[6#14#33 PM]
RFdevil
:
Bitcoin market cap is $100 Billion dollars in USD. It would take an insanely large 
amount of leverage to move it that much in such a short amount of time

[6#14#35 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
Dailies look good IF only it wouldnt be too complex for the admin to handle.

[6#14#38 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
The keyboard is mightier than the wand! 

⌨

>

1

[6#14#47 PM]
RFdevil
:
Not to mention effect positively all the other alts in the same timreframe

[6#15#11 PM]
Squishy
:
Today is the 10th business day since one of my plans finished. I have been 
praying to the crypto gods and the wizard for good luck and fortune for today!

[6#15#11 PM]
Colin Mac
:
What... taking screenshots

:joy::kissing_heart:



[6#15#54 PM]
RFdevil
:
I know there's some leverage through CS, but to take credit for that seems a bit 
much. Riding the wave and making money is another matter

[6#16#12 PM]
Squishy
:
:pray:

[6#18#03 PM]
Mateo
:
Boom TechMan

[6#19#09 PM]
Squishy
:
CS could you please add @Steveyea757

[6#19#32 PM]
Brandon
:
Iʼm back in! Thank you :pray:

[6#20#19 PM]
Squishy
:
Thank you so much

[6#20#20 PM]
Tom
:
Nice work

[6#20#30 PM]
RFdevil

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Steveyea757


:
Are you saying that's how much CS has?

[6#20#47 PM]
Tom
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
Are you saying that's how much CS has?
Cs has more than that

[6#21#34 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Tom
> 
Cs has more than that
How do you know? Have they said or are you inferring?

[6#22#04 PM]
Tom
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
How do you know? Have they said or are you inferring?
A little birdy told me a while ago

Also keeping mind CS wouldnt trade with 100% of its coins

[6#23#00 PM]
RFdevil
:
So CS hasn't said that?

[6#23#08 PM]



Bob T
:
That was when I was going back and forth with you but people think Iʼm a plant 
and may not read our banter.

[6#23#08 PM]
RFdevil
:
Is what I'm reading . . .

[6#23#43 PM]
Bob T
:
3000 gain in usd

[6#23#47 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Boom :microphone: drop lol

[6#23#52 PM]
Bob T
:
Do I win the prize?

[6#23#53 PM]
RFdevil
:
It's been going up and down?

Like it has for years?

Used to be like 8x what it is today

[6#24#29 PM]
Tom
:
3k up to 6k isnthe bigger pic hes talking about



[6#25#29 PM]
HC
:
Would that whale be able to swim in a DEX? Just curious...

[6#25#50 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
Tom
> 
3k up to 6k isnthe bigger pic hes talking about
Agree itʼs the movement of coins in and through the market. Itʼs the play 
against all the people that short the market that CS is fighting against making 
want to be whales look like idiots.

[6#26#05 PM]
RFdevil
:
@techman2020 been in crypto along time as well as other investments

[6#26#46 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
:+1::+1::+1:

[6#28#02 PM]
TXpaid
:
I belive it was stated that CS is still functioning but not at the pace one would 
like.

[6#28#10 PM]
HC
:
Meant a decentralized exchange. Sorry...

[6#28#58 PM]
Tradin1

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


:
I appreciate that CS still communicates with us.

They do not have to waste their time talking to us here. Complaining every 
single day is obviously not going to speed things up.

[6#30#23 PM]
EJ Swanson
:
Cs appreciate you guys praying,waiting, and talking to the person who referred 
me who is much more knowledgeable so I donʼt have to ask dumb questions 
here just want to say thanks

[6#30#55 PM]
Tradin1
:
Even if this was a scam, WHICH I DO NOT BELIEVE IT IS, everyoneʼs constant 
complaining will eventually force them to shut this chat and all communications 
off.

[6#31#41 PM]
TXpaid
:
he dead

lol gotcha

[6#32#39 PM]
Tradin1
:
Nobody forced anyone to INVEST. You made your own decisions. There are 
ZERO guarantees when investing.

[6#33#13 PM]
Red
:
:point_up:

🏼

:point_up:

🏼

:point_up:

🏼

 CS has always said if you donʼt like it 
here or tired of waiting hit the refund button

[6#34#15 PM]



Tradin1
:
STOP ASKING THE SAME QUESTION OVER AND OVER expecting a different or 
more detailed answer. I for one do not want to be left in the dark because of 
this.

[6#34#31 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Instead of us having to cash out. Then reinvest,  give us the ability to spreed 
our coins around into different plans. Maybe I only want to cash out one coin. 
Put the rest into different plans. Just a thought.

[6#34#57 PM]
Strolg
:
Many are unfamiliar with the phrase, origin, and meaning of: "You should not 
look a gift horse in the mouth." Time to get a grip.

[6#36#41 PM]
walkerworthless
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Instead of us having to cash out. Then reinvest, give us the ability to spreed our 
coins around into different plans. Maybe I o
This is where I am at as well. I only want to pull out a few to ease living costs 
and do my own trading on exchanges. The rest I want to keep in

[6#37#04 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Instead of us having to cash out. Then reinvest, give us the ability to spreed our 
coins around into different plans. Maybe I o
Sounds like you havent read/listened to the updates. Thats planned already.



[6#37#45 PM]
Tradin1
:
I support techman. I am not a plant. I am just as frustrated as everyone else. My 
people wear me out all day and night too. Complaining fixes nothing and only 
adds to the stress. Be happy the executive team is directly accessible in any 
capacity.

edited 
I still have not got my P1 and have multiple dailies I am waiting on. So I mean it 
when I say Iʼm frustrated.

Please stop complaining!!!

rant off. 

🥰

[6#42#04 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Instead of us having to cash out. Then reinvest, give us the ability to spreed our 
coins around into different plans. Maybe I o
Here here, good option for people if it's a possible solution. Part of the problem 
for some is feeling that they are kissing out on new plans

[6#43#29 PM]
Tradin1
:
CS please be patient with the few so the many do not suffer. 

🤪

[6#46#31 PM]
Christina
:
New to the chat - hello all.

[6#47#16 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Positive reinforcement. The key to success. Moving forward.



[6#48#10 PM]
Blade Runner
:
Promise it's the last time? 

🤣

[6#50#51 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
Christina
> 
New to the chat - hello all.
Hi

[6#51#14 PM]
Pmoney3
:
Do we have a time frame when the rollover button will be back on the site?

[6#51#23 PM]
Christina
:

> 
Bob T
> 
Hi
Hey. Nice profile pic Bob :)

[6#51#47 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Pmoney3
> 
Do we have a time frame when the rollover button will be back on the site?
Eventually!



[6#51#57 PM]
Red
:

> 
Pmoney3
> 
Do we have a time frame when the rollover button will be back on the site?
Podcast said soon

[6#52#49 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
Christina
> 
Hey. Nice profile pic Bob :)
Thanks I put my name back on as it used to be HE>I but some people didnʼt 
know who I was when I changed it to that so I figured Iʼd change it back to my 
name again.

> 
Pmoney3
> 
Do we have a time frame when the rollover button will be back on the site?
By end of weekend or early next week

[6#53#54 PM]
Pmoney3
:

> 
Bob T
> 
By end of weekend or early next week
Thank you!

[6#54#22 PM]
Will Holman
:



Oh I know Alan. I know there are a lot of people that have been waiting longer 
and have more invested than I do.

[6#54#47 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
I came here to see what crazy WISH items people found per suggestion of chat 
closing last night. Bummer ....

[6#56#57 PM]
Blade Runner
:
Sun, You had 3 of the longest, most self-righteous rants just the other day 
when we were put in timeout.  Anyone can go back and see them from 3 days 
ago...

[6#57#13 PM]
Christina
:

> 
Bob T
> 
Thanks I put my name back on as it used to be HE>I but some people didnʼt 
know who I was when I changed it to that so I figured
:+1:

🏽

:relaxed: transitory place, chat...

[6#57#34 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Riley Schuit
> 
I came here to see what crazy WISH items people found per suggestion of chat 
closing last night. Bummer ....
A bathing suit that is only for the twig and berries.... some anime cosplay stuff. 
And a seord with a bb gun built into it

[6#57#36 PM]
Tom



:

> 
Blade Runner
> 
Sun, You had 3 of the longest, most self-righteous rants just the other day 
when we were put in timeout. Anyone can go back and
:joy:

[6#58#57 PM]
Riley Schuit
:

> 
Kouper
> 
A bathing suit that is only for the twig and berries.... some anime cosplay stuff. 
And a seord with a bb gun built into it
:ok_hand:NICE

[6#59#12 PM]
TXpaid
:
Huh? Lol

edited 
[7#00#09 PM]
Blade Runner
:
Lol...I'm obsessed.  That's why you decided to reach out TO ME in a personal 
rant...then disconnected.

[7#01#30 PM]
Akintoba Akindoyin
:
18+

[7#10#42 PM]
Jodi & Derek B
:

> 



Bob T
> 
That was when I was going back and forth with you but people think Iʼm a plant 
and may not read our banter.
Bobs not A plant:seedling:.... he's homosapien:joy::joy:.

[7#12#41 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
Jodi & Derek B
> 
Bobs not A plant:seedling:.... he's homosapien:joy::joy:.
Awesome thanks for that

[7#12#49 PM]
Mateo
:
Lol Humanssss

--- 
Saturday, May 4, 2019

 ---

[12#08#30 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
Welcome back

[12#13#25 AM]
Suren Baregamian
:
When you gonna have rollover on all plans

[12#15#28 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Good evening all!



[12#24#59 AM]
MR BTC
:
Hi

[12#25#50 AM]
Dr Nat
:
Hi

edited 
[12#27#10 AM]
Tom
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
When you gonna have rollover on all plans
Whenever it's ready lol. I doubt that asking about it will in any way make it be 
implemented faster :sparkles: :grin:

[12#28#20 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Itʼs been soooo long :pray:

🏽

edited 
[12#34#31 AM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Tom
> 
Whenever it's ready lol. I doubt that asking about it will in any way make it be 
implemented faster :sparkles: :grin:
:+1:

[12#34#34 AM]
BitcoinBarta
:
Today is about to be a great day.



edited 
[12#35#46 AM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
Today is about to be a great day.
I appreciate your enthusiasm, letʼs all hope it is infectious.
:grin:

[12#40#07 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
I kid I kid :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[12#41#15 AM]
Mateo
:
Wait wait so should I not have put my email in there lmao!?

[12#58#30 AM]
walkerworthless
:
Is it really gonna be satoshi though

[1#05#31 AM]
MR BTC
:
:+1:

🏻

[1#14#11 AM]
Jason Thorset5
:
So No rollover button today?

[1#19#15 AM]
Mateo



:
Admins shall BTC payments continue 24 7 or do they stop after business days 
aka no weekends thank you:)

Wow good for you, you can use meme generator HA

--- 
Monday, May 6, 2019

 ---

[1#43#06 PM]
Garrett Noble
:
Good morning CS! Excited for a new week!

[1#51#16 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
Today is a good day.

[1#51#56 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Good morning CS family

[1#52#38 PM]
Ray Stender
:
Everyday is a good day if we get to open our:eyes: 

Good morning everyone:raised_hands:

🏽

 

Happy Monday!!:sunglasses: Letʼs Rock this!!

[1#54#47 PM]
Gary Lyman
:
Good morning everyone and happy Monday. I just finished doing my 1 hour 
bootcamp fitness class. It's going to be a beautiful day here in Upstate New 
York. It's  going to be close to 70° today!



[1#55#08 PM]
Marty Moose
:
Feeling the love this morning. Positive vibes :heart:

[2#02#50 PM]
Jennifer Humes
:
Good morning all, I very rarely post on this feed,but keep tabs on it for updates 
from Admin.

This morning I find the pinned post unsettling.
It sounds like there is another feed that is nothing more than a gossip/rumor 
mill.  No thank you, I will get my updates and information from Admin.

[2#03#39 PM]
MR BTC
:
Ditto^^

[2#13#55 PM]
Kouper
:
Yay. Early feed.

[2#14#10 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:

> 
Gary Lyman
> 
Good morning everyone and happy Monday. I just finished doing my 1 hour 
bootcamp fitness class. It's going to be a beautiful day
Where in upstate NY Gary?  I'm in Rochester...

[2#23#25 PM]
CoinHippy
:
i feel like this is going to be pay week!!!



[2#31#17 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Jennifer Humes
> 
Good morning all, I very rarely post on this feed,but keep tabs on it for updates 
from Admin. This morning I find the pinned po
:100:

[2#47#54 PM]
Reid Francom
:
What is the current update from admin?  Any updates? How many folks are will 
receive there coins today?  Sorry to cut to the chase!

[2#48#57 PM]
P
:

> 
Reid Francom
> 
What is the current update from admin? Any updates? How many folks are will 
receive there coins today? Sorry to cut to the cha
They don't start working the forms til 9am pst usually. So you have a couple 
hours to waits

Forum*

[2#54#06 PM]
Gary Lyman
:

> 
C.B. Schottland
> 
Where in upstate NY Gary? I'm in Rochester...
Hey CB I live here near Canandaigua in a small town called Clifton Springs 
about 30 miles Southeast of Rochester



[2#56#42 PM]
Lolly
:
Woohoo! Good morning :smiley:  :sunny:

[2#57#36 PM]
Tradin1
:
Morning!

[2#59#58 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:

> 
Gary Lyman
> 
Hey CB I live here near Canandaigua in a small town called Clifton Springs 
about 30 miles Southeast of Rochester
I know it well.  I am in Victor, NY.

[3#02#58 PM]
Marty Moose
:
https://www.ccn.com/breaking-7-trillion-asset-giant-fidelity-to-launch-crypto-
trading-within-weeks

[3#03#16 PM]
Anthony
:
Shout out from Vegas !  GM everybody.  Noticing a lot more crypto ATMs lately 
in the convenience market/ gas stations.  Used them before over a year ago just 
to say I did it but there was an 8% fee which was crazy.

[3#05#17 PM]
Lolly
:

> 

https://www.ccn.com/breaking-7-trillion-asset-giant-fidelity-to-launch-crypto-trading-within-weeks
https://www.ccn.com/breaking-7-trillion-asset-giant-fidelity-to-launch-crypto-trading-within-weeks


Anthony
> 
Shout out from Vegas ! GM everybody. Noticing a lot more crypto ATMs lately in 
the convenience market/ gas stations. Used the
The nearest crypto atm to me that i know of is a 6hr drive.:joy::joy::joy: i think 
you are being generous at 8%, i thought most of them were 10-12%

🤔

[3#09#43 PM]
Josh
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
https://www.ccn.com/breaking-7-trillion-asset-giant-fidelity-to-launch-crypto-
trading-within-weeks
Interesting. Targeting a select few institutional investors. Those types donʼt buy 
small. Could get fun shortly

[3#18#07 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Jennifer Humes
> 
Good morning all, I very rarely post on this feed,but keep tabs on it for updates 
from Admin. This morning I find the pinned po
Feel the same way. We need positive feedback not negative

[3#19#09 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
Josh
> 
Interesting. Targeting a select few institutional investors. Those types donʼt buy 
small. Could get fun shortly
Yes, Wall Street has not joined the crypto world because it didnʼt have a way to 
generate fees from it. While they publicly bash crypto, they have quietly been 
building the infrastructure to offer trading platforms and other products so that 
they can generate fees. 



Goldman Sachs bought Poloniex. 

Fidelity will have a trading and custody platform. 

The owner of the NYSE is working on a crypto futures platform Bakkt. 

It is rare that us little guys are able to get in before Wall St. but this is our once 
in a lifetime opportunity :)

[3#19#42 PM]
A Rogers
:
Admin please Add Mark@mbpeac

[3#22#13 PM]
Red
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
Yes, Wall Street has not joined the crypto world because it didnʼt have a way to 
generate fees from it. While they publicly bash
Nice!!! Yes so thankful for this opportunity for this “small investor”. Canʼt wait 
to be up there with the big wigs.

[3#27#35 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Good morning from North Texas. It's going to be a great day!

[3#28#29 PM]
Red
:
Thereʼs my TX buddy :wink:

[3#29#31 PM]
Lolly
:



> 
ShirleyAnnTX
> 
Good morning from North Texas. It's going to be a great day!
Iʼll be visiting your neck of the woods this weekend for a race.:heart_eyes: keep 
that weather nice for me.:stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes:

[3#31#52 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
North Texas here too. Beautiful weather in the Dallas area.

[3#38#28 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Lisa. Headed to Alliance area. Don't miss Buc-ee's for barbeque beef 
sandwiches 

🤗

Good morning BitcoinBarta.
DFW areaa well represented this morning

Good morning Red!

[3#43#19 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Forget Texas and good mornings. It's all about good afternoons from 
Belfast :grin:. Is this the week.....

[3#44#11 PM]
Steve
:
Agreed. Dallas tx is pretty nice this morning

[3#48#49 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Anyone else notice the number of weekly plans on the site is considerably 
lower?



[3#49#56 PM]
Kouper
:
Payouts are happening, lady luck is just not with us  haha

[3#51#46 PM]
Jo Bell
:
Hey Texas CS Investors!!! I'm just outside of Austin, building a nonprofit Retreat 
Center... Can't wait to subsidize people who need to visit us but can't afford 
to... With my exciting BTC investments! Love all the love and appreciation being 
posted this morning-we are indeed alllll blessed to be here! 
ThankYouThankYouThankYou CS!!

[3#51#57 PM]
Kouper
:
Althougg thatd mean 2/3 of us either got paid and didnt say anything or are p1/
rollover only.

[3#52#01 PM]
Red
:
Lots of TX people in here! Love it! Iʼm in the Grand Prairie area!!!

@rileyschuit I noticed that also as well as member count is lower also!!!

[3#52#55 PM]
Anthony
:

> 
Jo Bell
> 
Hey Texas CS Investors!!! I'm just outside of Austin, building a nonprofit Retreat 
Center... Can't wait to subsidize people who
:+1::+1::+1:

[3#53#46 PM]
Steve
:

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40rileyschuit
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Darn that was close. Bit not the same flag

[3#58#21 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Forget Texas and good mornings. It's all about good afternoons from 
Belfast :grin:. Is this the week.....
Never been but my wife is in love with Ireland. Hope your day has been great

[4#03#19 PM]
Riley Schuit
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Althougg thatd mean 2/3 of us either got paid and didnt say anything or are p1/
rollover only.
I will say somthing when I do, to help others calm the F down

[4#05#02 PM]
Steve
:
I would speak up too.

[4#05#11 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Riley Schuit
> 
I will say somthing when I do, to help others calm the F down
I will as well, but instead of being helpful itll have more of a neener neener tone 
to it.



[4#07#51 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

🤣

[4#07#53 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
Never been but my wife is in love with Ireland. Hope your day has been great
It's been a rough day... aches everywhere after Belfast marathon yesterdsy

[4#09#22 PM]
Riley Schuit
:

> 
Kouper
> 
I will as well, but instead of being helpful itll have more of a neener neener tone 
to it.
haha, yes, nice

edited 
I am definately doing a endgame match

[4#16#41 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Good morning from sunny Utah.

[4#18#05 PM]
Anthony
:

> 
Kouper
> 
I will as well, but instead of being helpful itll have more of a neener neener tone 



to it.
Lmao.  I will too. Rolling back in also.

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Good morning from sunny Utah.
Good morning

[4#19#18 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
:sleeping: morning

[4#20#03 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
Good morning admin and everyone in the house.

[4#20#09 PM]
Tom
:
Morning! Did anyone else see the pic posted over the weekend with the 750% 
return on the leverage trade? :rocket:

[4#23#45 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Yes the ordered Of the pay out queue is by date, but we have multiple plans 
end on any given date.

edited 
[4#24#32 PM]
MR BTC
:
CS How long should one wait for a payment before putting a ticket in after a 
plan expires?



[4#25#36 PM]
John Good
:
I have a plan that ended on 5/1 so am hopeful I will see that soon.

[4#25#47 PM]
MR BTC
:
4/25

[4#25#53 PM]
Karen
:
4/23

[4#26#14 PM]
MR BTC
:
OK so weʼre all in the same boat

I donʼt mind the waiting I just like to know whatʼs going on

[4#26#32 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
*slowly backs away* ask me at 9am.... Iʼm technically not supposed to be here 
yet

[4#26#50 PM]
MR BTC
:
Sorry itʼs 1130 here in Florida

[4#26#53 PM]
Clarissa
:
4/29 + P1 please:relieved:



[4#26#57 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
So there is a random order to plans that would end on the same date, but all 
plans ending on the same date would be paid before plans would be paid on 
future dates

[4#28#03 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
I can assure you that we are sending out a large group of payments today very 
shortly to kick off the week

[4#28#11 PM]
MR BTC
:
Excellent

[4#28#13 PM]
John Good
:
Nice....

[4#28#17 PM]
MR BTC
:
And thank you

[4#28#20 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
Cool

edited 
[4#28#32 PM]
MR BTC
:
I will report if a payment come in today. Of course not the amount



[4#28#38 PM]
John Good
:
Same here...

[4#28#41 PM]
Karen
:
Me too

[4#29#26 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

🥳

 yaay Happy Monday. 
Iʼm gonna go get coffee now

[4#29#31 PM]
Rick B
:
Great way to start the week off!

[4#29#35 PM]
MR BTC
:
Enjoy it

[4#30#02 PM]
Sebastian Saltos
:
Thank you Cs manager

[4#30#14 PM]
Holly Lutes
:
Mine was due 4/19 and my husbands was due a week before mine :pray:

🏼

:disappointed:. Hoping that today will be the day

[4#30#16 PM]



Tom
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
I can assure you that we are sending out a large group of payments today very 
shortly to kick off the week
Does that payment have to do with the 750% return pic from this 
weekend? :grin:

[4#32#19 PM]
Clarissa
:
Thanks cs manager!

[4#32#54 PM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
*slowly backs away* ask me at 9am.... Iʼm technically not supposed to be here 
yet
Bahahaha!

[4#35#42 PM]
Holly Lutes
:
Yes Alan!   Me too. Weʼve missed out on everything so far

[4#36#10 PM]
Niranjan
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
I can assure you that we are sending out a large group of payments today very 
shortly to kick off the week
Awesome!!!



[4#40#29 PM]
Jarred Smith
:

CS...

Good almost 900 morning to everyone.

[4#41#35 PM]
Jim
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Good morning from sunny Utah.
What part of Utah?

[4#41#42 PM]
RFdevil
:
It's 337 on Telegram :stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes:

[4#41#47 PM]
Aaron
:
it's 12#41am here in japan but good morning to everyone else

[4#42#31 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Northern. Utah. Syracuse area.

[4#43#19 PM]
Jim
:
I'm in the Murray area.



[4#47#31 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
*slowly backs away* ask me at 9am.... Iʼm technically not supposed to be here 
yet
Its 16#47.... you're late!! :wink:

[4#47#34 PM]
Tom V
:
SW Florida here

[4#55#05 PM]
Dee Zlo
:
Are the payments that are going to be made this week or today going to be the 
full amount or partial payments?

[4#55#27 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
I can assure you that we are sending out a large group of payments today very 
shortly to kick off the week
WhooHoo!!

Thank You CS!

[5#08#57 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
What about the weekly sit was suppose to be today the pay outs

[5#09#31 PM]



Tom
:
Just wait till later, ull see whats included in the payout CS will send and what's 
not :grin:

Once paid, The respective plan will disapper from your page

[5#10#02 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Ooookeeey

[5#14#04 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Adm. Please add @jdreel to group. She's registered in her 
Account since 29th. Thanks! :yum:

[5#18#11 PM]
Joseph Fang
:
One of my referrals, Angelo Wang, said he would eat his own dick on TV if he 
got paid in full today.

[5#21#56 PM]
Tradin1
:
I canʼt wait to let everyone know when I get a payment. This will be a good 
week. 
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[5#27#19 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Not in here homie. No posting your btc amounts please

Or soliciting

[5#27#50 PM]
Zackery Hunter

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40jdreel


:
I got paid my p1

[5#28#28 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Outside of the feed is all you. Post whatever links you want, but we want to 
keep this feed on topic

[5#28#52 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
I got paid my p1
Today?

[5#29#23 PM]
Nick Nix
:
So thatʼs a no on for pushing Girl Scout cookies here ?

[5#30#08 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Not in here homie. No posting your btc amounts please
Hi mr manager :) can I ask just out of general curiosity what the issue is with 
telling your amount of BTC or even attaching a screen shot showing that they 
have been paid? Just curious as thought this would settle people as they could 
see people are getting paid. (As in for people that doubt). Just a question

[5#30#11 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:



I make coin in other places 
Lots of it daily 
Every day 
Non stop

[5#30#52 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
So thatʼs a no on for pushing Girl Scout cookies here ?
Can I PM you about those cookies though :joy:

[5#32#43 PM]
P
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Hi mr manager :) can I ask just out of general curiosity what the issue is with 
telling your amount of BTC or even attaching a s
You put yourself at risk to be hack. One thing to say hey I got paid. But telling 
us how much is risky biz

[5#35#48 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Hi mr manager :) can I ask just out of general curiosity what the issue is with 
telling your amount of BTC or even attaching a s
Well some members may know , some may not. However we had an incident 
where someone was held at gun point for their coin. So itʼs always Safer to air 
on the side of caution. If you wanna send each other screenshots and what not 
in a  PM then have at it, but in here there are far too many people



[5#35#53 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Cs management my bot from Friday has not ended yet is that normal?

[5#36#08 PM]
Steve
:

> 
John Good
> 
I have a plan that ended on 5/1 so am hopeful I will see that soon.
3/29... it was an alt plan that has been converted to BTC

[5#40#51 PM]
P
:
Sounds like solisting to me

Solicting*

You have been in the feed for a couple hours and already talking about other 
opps lol

[5#41#45 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
P
> 
Sounds like solisting to me
Nope not here 
Eggs man

[5#42#08 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Ok zackery... everyone has heard you... time to settle



[5#42#15 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Would you prefer fruit :watermelon:

[5#42#58 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Well some members may know , some may not. However we had an incident 
where someone was held at gun point for their coin. So itʼ
Fair enough... i forget what you crazies are like across the Atlantic :wink:
Thanks also @Pisthename

[5#45#57 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Cute. But believe me when I say, thatʼs me being nice :wink:

[5#46#35 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Cute. But believe me when I say, thatʼs me being nice :wink:
Thank you manager

[5#46#46 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Now letʼs continue with this being a pleasant morning. Yes?

[5#47#04 PM]
Tradin1

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Pisthename


:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Now letʼs continue with this being a pleasant morning. Yes?
I agree!

[5#47#53 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Now letʼs continue with this being a pleasant morning. Yes?
:+1::+1:

[5#50#50 PM]
P
:
:raised_hands::raised_hands::raised_hands::raised_hands:

[5#52#14 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Now letʼs continue with this being a pleasant morning. Yes?
Cough*** afternoon **cough :blush:

[5#52#53 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Cough*** afternoon **cough :blush:



Itʼs only 10am pst :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[5#53#46 PM]
Ivan
:
Any timeframe as to when payout begins? Thatd be great to know :)

[5#54#27 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:

> 
Ivan
> 
Any timeframe as to when payout begins? Thatd be great to know :)
:+1::+1:

[5#57#39 PM]
Anthony
:
I thought it already started Zachary is proof

With all due respect I do appreciate CS need a rating on the pinned post, 
recordings, and terms that this is not an MLM.Been there done that and this is 
the reason why I have no referrals because I didnʼt just burn that bridge I blew it 
up

CS Re-iterating

[6#03#21 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Anthony
> 
I thought it already started Zachary is proof
Yeah zackery, send us a screen shot and your address... anyone got a gun I can 
borrow :blush:

[6#04#28 PM]



Anthony
:
Lmao. Omg

[6#06#36 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
I think that sounds dangerous 
But I 100% got paid

[6#06#58 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Yeah zackery, send us a screen shot and your address... anyone got a gun I can 
borrow :blush:
Nope. Not most of the members on the west coast. Thanks government :+1:

🏻

[6#07#36 PM]
Colin Mac
:
What sounds dangerous... itll be fun... trust me :smiling_imp:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Nope. Not most of the members on the west coast. Thanks government :+1:

🏻

Can get one here but might raise suspicions at the airport in Belfast when they 
see the gun and balaclava :joy:

edited 
[6#08#41 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Hahah instead of a Rolex Plan, just swap it out for the glock plan. (You know... if 
it wasnʼt considered arms dealing that is)



[6#09#17 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Currently Iʼm on a beach in the Bahamas 
Atlantis Resort itʼs 1#08pm

[6#10#22 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
You should get back to that

:stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[6#10#45 PM]
Ivan
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Hahah instead of a Rolex Plan, just swap it out for the glock plan. (You know... if 
it wasnʼt considered arms dealing that is)
How does the Rolex plan work? How do we recieve it? Also which Rolex watch is 
it exactly, cuz I couldn't find the exact pair and wanted to see the retail value of 
it

[6#10#50 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
Currently Iʼm on a beach in the Bahamas Atlantis Resort itʼs 1#08pm
Sand is gross.

If you consider sand fun, then sure.

[6#12#08 PM]



Esmail Shaikh
:
I prefer camping. :evergreen_tree: hugging

[6#12#31 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
I prefer camping. :evergreen_tree: hugging
Ayyyeee all About that Tree life

[6#12#53 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
You should get back to that
Haha donʼt poke the cuddly bear :bear:

[6#13#31 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Removed. Thank you

[6#13#51 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
If you consider sand fun, then sure.
We need to have a talk how sand is gross.



[6#14#03 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Germs

Other people

Litter

[6#14#26 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Germs
You can put your own germs in the sand

Cats do all the time

[6#14#35 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Sand between my toes is good stuff, only trees are palm trees

[6#14#53 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Sand is like the glitter of nature

[6#15#00 PM]
LdQ
:
You have been going to the wrong sand.

[6#15#01 PM]
CS Manager
:



admin
It never goes away

[6#15#25 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
It never goes away
Then the ocean washes it off

[6#15#38 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Germs
Germs,  hahaha.  Think about how many doors u open and someone with poor 
hand washing habits touched b4 u.

That's gross!!

[6#16#03 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Hahah instead of a Rolex Plan, just swap it out for the glock plan. (You know... if 
it wasnʼt considered arms dealing that is)
:joy::joy:

[6#16#31 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin



> 
Bob T
> 
Then the ocean washes it off
Everything in the ocean is horrifying have you seen what lives at the bottom of 
the Mariana trench??

[6#17#37 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
Germs, hahaha. Think about how many doors u open and someone with poor 
hand washing habits touched b4 u. That's gross!!
Cruise :ship:

[6#17#45 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
Germs, hahaha. Think about how many doors u open and someone with poor 
hand washing habits touched b4 u. That's gross!!
Iʼll use my foot to nudge the door handle open before Iʼll touch it with my hands

[6#18#08 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Iʼll use my foot to nudge the door handle open before Iʼll touch it with my hands
Ditto

[6#18#22 PM]
Bob T



:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Everything in the ocean is horrifying have you seen what lives at the bottom of 
the Mariana trench??
Nope. There all kind of scary stuff though but when we are on our cruise I will 
hang with you on the water and in the sand

[6#18#45 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Bob T
> 
Nope. There all kind of scary stuff though but when we are on our cruise I will 
hang with you on the water and in the sand
Nice*

[6#19#19 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Y'all need to go through hand washing is the single best defense against the 
spread of germs.  

U will suddenly become OCD

[6#19#40 PM]
MR BTC
:
Just like my high tolerance for the ups and downs of bitcoin. I have high 
tolerance for germs as well. :joy:

[6#19#52 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 



MR BTC
> 
Just like my high tolerance for the ups and downs of bitcoin. I have high 
tolerance for germs as well. :joy:
Iʼm allergic to being in the sun  and sand

[6#20#19 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Iʼm allergic to being in the sun and sand
:cry::cry::cry::disappointed_relieved:

[6#22#05 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Stick with 

🏕

[6#22#27 PM]
MR BTC
:
I live 5 miles from the beach yet I never go. I stay out of the sun too.  But I do 
you like cruising in case you havenʼt noticed LOL.

[6#22#34 PM]
Gary Lyman
:

> 
Gary Lyman
> 
Hey CB I live here near Canandaigua in a small town called Clifton Springs 
about 30 miles Southeast of Rochester
That's awesome!

[6#24#31 PM]
CS Manager
:



admin

> 
MR BTC
> 
:cry::cry::cry::disappointed_relieved:
Ok not really, but still. Lol

[6#24#47 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Ok not really, but still. Lol
I hear you

[6#28#42 PM]
Tom
:
I hope they are. Would be almost cruel to work their ass of but not allowed to 
profit from it

[6#29#04 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Tom
> 
I hope they are. Would be almost cruel to work their ass of but not allowed to 
profit from it
I concur

I took the question back I thought it mightʼve been too personal

[6#38#18 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Pumped to get that “rollover” plan payment soon! Iʼll be letting you all know just 
like when I got my P1! #CheersToCrypto

tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=CheersToCrypto


#StartedFromTheBottomNowWereHere

[6#38#50 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Cs management when do Friday bots end?

edited 
[6#39#32 PM]
Kouper
:
Atthis point id settle for any of my 3 plans that are expired. If its one of the 
larger ones almost everything is goinf back into CS for matching.

edited 
[6#40#05 PM]
Tom
:
CS admin/support - i still have an unanswered open ticket from almost 2 weeks 
ago regarding plan discrepancies after the conversion. As it sounds like 
payments are rolling out this week, wouldnt it make sense to get this fixed 
before wrong amounts are paid out, just seems easier to do before?

[6#43#34 PM]
P
:

> 
Tom
> 
CS admin/support - i still have an unanswered open ticket from almost 2 weeks 
ago regarding plan discrepancies after the convers
Live chat is up rn prob a better place to get an answer

[6#45#21 PM]
walkerworthless
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Atthis point id settle for any of my 3 plans that are expired. If its one of the 
larger ones almost everything is goinf back int

tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=StartedFromTheBottomNowWereHere


Same lol. I'd be happy with any of the ones on my list.

[6#45#36 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Iʼm just waiting for my jet card

edited 
[6#48#10 PM]
Tom
:

> 
P
> 
Live chat is up rn prob a better place to get an answer
Dont think so cuz they told me to send in ticket in first place, and then when i 
asked chat a week later, to wait for answer lol. It just seems easier to me to 
resolves this b2fore having to backtrack after the plans get paid out with wrong 
amount in it ^^

[7#08#21 PM]
Ankit
:
Gm CS and members! Quick question about the Rollover plan, will we get a 
rollover button now that the plan has ended or will the return amount shown go 
into our wallet? Sorry if this was already answered. :smiley:

edited 
[7#11#06 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Ankit
> 
Gm CS and members! Quick question about the Rollover plan, will we get a 
rollover button now that the plan has ended or will the
Admin indicated last week that  the ʼ Rolloverʼ button is coming back late last 
week or early this week. 

If you do not rollover then the balance amount will show up in your wallet 
eventually.



[7#12#38 PM]
Ankit
:
Sweet, thanks for the info. I thought I saw that about the rollover button but this 
chat goes wild sometimes and hard to keep up with CS news.

[7#13#01 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
True true.

[7#14#52 PM]
Ankit
:
Hoping for the weekly to pay out this week 

9

[7#15#42 PM]
Ivan
:
Should pay out today if the plan ended on Friday

[7#30#28 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Hey guys temporarily muting the chat so we can take care of live support for a 
while and matured plans. we will reopen the feed shortly

[8#09#27 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
For anyone inquiring about rollovers, please just send us a ticket with your 
account info and the plan youʼd like rolled over and we will take care of it for 
you. 

https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new
Brett CS Support invited Brenton Fernandez

https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new


[9#25#45 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:+1::+1:

[9#25#45 PM]
MR BTC
:
Bam

[9#25#46 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
WhooHoo

Damn it 3rd place

[9#26#06 PM]
MR BTC
:
Lol

[9#26#07 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:smile:

[9#26#07 PM]
Kouper
:
Yay

[9#26#07 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
:tired_face:

[9#26#26 PM]
MR BTC



:
Whomp whomp

> 
MR BTC
> 
CS How long should one wait for a payment before putting a ticket in after a 
plan expires?
??

4/25 5/2 etc etc

[9#29#44 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
No weekly plan ??????

[9#30#23 PM]
Niranjan
:
:+1::+1::+1:

[9#30#24 PM]
MR BTC
:
Ty Cs

[9#30#48 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
When itʼs going out it was suppose to be payed today

[9#31#52 PM]
Ayodeji Olasupo
:
:+1::+1:

[9#35#03 PM]
P



:
Is the big mass payout happening today utilizing the node as planned?

[9#35#43 PM]
Yvette White
:
What if I asked to be rolled over to a weekly plan? Will they just pay it then?

[9#36#41 PM]
RFdevil
:
p1 payouts, converted weeklies, yop, or all of the above?

[9#36#45 PM]
Colin Mac
:
I'm scared to ask incase some chews my head off (not CS staff) BUT fuck 
it....CS staff, is it normal or expected that my plan ended on 21st  (YOP) and I've 
not received anything yet?

[9#37#02 PM]
John Good
:
Does that include Weekly's?

[9#37#07 PM]
Ivan
:
Will all payment go out by todau? If not then by when will know so that I can 
contact support in time to roll over to another weekly instead of waiting

[9#39#57 PM]
King Deville
:
Happy PAYDAY everyone, checking in to see some smiles today! :sparkles: 
check back later.

[9#40#04 PM]
Wendy Dayton



:
CS Admin please Add  vegasshanna

edited 
Will do, thanks for letting me know.

[9#40#42 PM]
Colin Mac
:
:joy::joy: but I dont think you understand the real question

Will it be paid:joy:

[9#41#42 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
So Fidelity Investments is about to help clients buy Bitcoin! That's gonna be 
huge!

[9#42#01 PM]
Colin Mac
:
It was more incase it was missed, as it was from the 21st... but I'll put my faith 
in you :blush:

[9#43#42 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
Elon musk wants to buy and delete facebook.. then all you guys would have is 
this telegram group. That would be a sad day

[9#43#56 PM]
Red
:

> 
Ivan
> 
Will all payment go out by todau? If not then by when will know so that I can 
contact support in time to roll over to another we
I went ahead and sent in a ticket requesting rollover of my expired plan and one 
set to expire tomorrow and if I get a payout before that happens itʼs a win win! 



Thanks admin for letting us rollover!!!

[9#44#45 PM]
Joel Atherton
:

> 
Andrew Vose
> 
Elon musk wants to buy and delete facebook.. then all you guys would have is 
this telegram group. That would be a sad day
Someone else would just make a copy cat. Sometimes Elon is an idiot.

[9#45#11 PM]
Will Holman
:
So what youʼre really trying to say is.......

[9#46#10 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
i am 1,000,000% onboard with this and will happily pay into it

[9#47#14 PM]
Niranjan
:
:joy::joy::joy:

[9#48#09 PM]
Robert
:

> 
Joel Atherton
> 
So Fidelity Investments is about to help clients buy Bitcoin! That's gonna be 
huge!
To take a brake from the unending barrage of “when do I get paid”.....letʼs do 
math.....Fidelity $2.46 trillion assets under management. One % of that, divided 



by current market value of BTC is......

[9#48#42 PM]
Coin Slayer
:
Question about rollovers, is there just one plan you can roll into or can you 
specify? Do you have to roll the entire amount or can you request a small 
payout and the rest rolled?

[9#49#18 PM]
Celena
:
CS could you add @SterlingFuller to this telegram chat? Thank you!

[9#49#50 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:

> 
Jim
> 
I'm in the Murray area.
American Fork here :facepunch:

🏼

 Nice to know not everyone in here is from 
Texas

[9#50#57 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
The CS admins have asked multiple times to not request to add people to the 
telegram chat. PLEASE CONTACT SUPPORT FOR THIS!

[9#54#54 PM]
Kouper
:
American Fork 
And Murray eh? Sugarhouse here.

[9#57#42 PM]
Pmoney3
:

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40SterlingFuller


Is the endgame plan match only for new coin or does this apply to the rollover 
as well?

[9#58#07 PM]
Josh
:
New only

[9#58#13 PM]
LdQ
:
1000%

[9#58#32 PM]
Sir Francis Drake
:
I grew up in Murray. But now in the great Austin, Texas!! :notes::dancer:

🏻

:beers:

[9#59#42 PM]
Nemo
:
Has anyone received a phase 1 payout recently?

[10#02#22 PM]
RFdevil
:
Someone said they got p1 earlier but I'm not sure if they meant got paid today 
or not, I don't think they ever answered that question

[10#07#53 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:

> 
Kouper
> 
American Fork And Murray eh? Sugarhouse here.
Nice. With the amount of members CS has vs people in the world I assumed I 
was probably the only Utahn member. Maybe we have the same sponsor. TJL?



> 
Sir Francis Drake
> 
I grew up in Murray. But now in the great Austin, Texas!! :notes::dancer:

🏻

:beers:

-

[10#14#57 PM]
Bryan
:

> 
Kurray Quinn
> 
Nice. With the amount of members CS has vs people in the world I assumed I 
was probably the only Utahn member. Maybe we have the
I'm in Lehi and know of 6 other members in UT who don't use this app, so, there 
are a few of us Utahns.

[10#15#50 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
Nice :sunglasses:

[10#16#18 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Kurray Quinn
> 
Nice. With the amount of members CS has vs people in the world I assumed I 
was probably the only Utahn member. Maybe we have the
Nope.

[10#19#27 PM]
Yvette White
:
I lived in Ogden in the 70s.



[10#19#39 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Yvette White
> 
I lived in Ogden in the 70s.
Ouch im sorry.

[10#20#22 PM]
Dr Nat
:
Techman 2020? How much exposure does CS have wit bitfinex? Also how will 
the bitfinex situation affect bitcoin pricing in yr opinion?

[10#20#49 PM]
Reid Francom
:
Did I miss something with a roll over option?

[10#21#12 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Ouch im sorry.
Right

[10#21#14 PM]
Yvette White
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Ouch im sorry.
Haha it wasnt to bad then.



[10#21#32 PM]
Reid Francom
:
I am in Provo

[10#21#34 PM]
Rob Duncan
:
Iʼm from Utah

[10#21#59 PM]
Red
:

> 
Reid Francom
> 
Did I miss something with a roll over option?
The pinned message has the link to submit a ticket if you want to rollover

[10#22#06 PM]
Reid Francom
:
We should start a Utah rumor mill

[10#22#31 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
Provo is my place. Now if only BYU would but out it would be perfect.

[10#23#02 PM]
Reid Francom
:
Haha

[10#23#25 PM]
Yvette White
:
Well I'm now in Ohio. Utah looks like paradise.



[10#23#39 PM]
Reid Francom
:
Then 1/2 the jobs and population would be lost

[10#23#43 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Andrew Vose
> 
Elon musk wants to buy and delete facebook.. then all you guys would have is 
this telegram group. That would be a sad day
Google Lifelog.  Compare date Lifelog was terminated, and date FB came into 
existence.

[10#23#43 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
The Y on the mountain is the ugliest damn thing Iʼve ever seen 

🤮

[10#24#02 PM]
Reid Francom
:
But itʼs a great hike

[10#24#21 PM]
Lacey Boam
:
Utah is awesome :+1:

[10#24#25 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:

> 
Reid Francom
> 



Then 1/2 the jobs and population would be lost
I think Iʼd be ok with that

[10#24#29 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Bryan
> 
I'm in Lehi and know of 6 other members in UT who don't use this app, so, there 
are a few of us Utahns.
More Utahns then you know. Clearfield here

[10#24#50 PM]
Reid Francom
:
I know the place is to crowded these days

Why am I not seeing the pinned message?

[10#25#43 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
I owned a small venue in Provo in ‘05-‘06 and non my my customers were BYU 
affiliates. Quite the opposite actually.

[10#25#49 PM]
Reid Francom
:
Never mind

[10#26#15 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Vineyard Utah

[10#26#54 PM]
A Rogers
:



Sorry Sean never heard of Vineyard..lol

[10#27#52 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
Vineyard is basically where Geneva Steel was.

[10#28#07 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Vineyard Utah
When was that town made up..

I remember the steel place.

[10#30#20 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
Utah just took over the thread :sunglasses: Way to represent :muscle:

🏻

[10#31#06 PM]
Kouper
:
Vineyard is basically west orem.

[10#34#27 PM]
Jeremy Reheis
:
Thanks CS some of our friends saw payouts in p1 progress is in the air

[10#35#58 PM]
Pmoney3
:
Thank you!!



[10#36#30 PM]
Dr Nat
:
Techman 2020? How much exposure does CS have wit bitfinex? Also how will 
the bitfinex situation affect bitcoin pricing in yr opinion?

[10#36#55 PM]
TXpaid
:
Cool story

[10#41#35 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Hugeeeeeee!!! Congrats!

[10#41#51 PM]
Kouper
:
What do you prefer for breakfast if you dont do eggs?

[10#42#34 PM]
LdQ
:
Bacon with a side of bacon.

[10#47#02 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
Congrats

[10#47#23 PM]
LdQ
:
Steak wrapped in bacon, toast with bacon on it.

[10#47#28 PM]
Joel Atherton
:



Did it come in today?

[10#48#08 PM]
Melissa Schubring
:
Syracuse, UT!

[10#50#35 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
Joel Atherton
> 
Did it come in today?
Yes

[10#53#06 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
Nice!

[10#59#33 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Checking in from Mars.

[11#00#28 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Jeremy Hughes
> 
Checking in from Mars.
The planet or the candy company?

[11#00#54 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:



You know it

[11#00#54 PM]
LdQ
:
I could use some M&M's

[11#01#58 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Sigh*** I technically canʼt time out the feed for its current weird food driven 
conversation, but just know Iʼm judging all of you lol

[11#02#03 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
No m&m but seems to be plenty of fruit loops

[11#02#29 PM]
Chef Crypto
:
I'm here, lol. Who wants to talk about food 

🙂

[11#02#47 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Letʼs do this food talk change the pace

[11#02#51 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
just to make a very quick correction to a previous statement, the rollovers do 
not go towards the endgame match

[11#02#55 PM]
CS Manager
:



admin
Alright, Iʼm gonna Show Myself out.

[11#03#16 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Buzzkill

[11#04#20 PM]
Chef Crypto
:
Fun fact thursday I got to chef up, 650 breakfast burrito's, 400 parfaits and 10 
fresh fruit platters.

I'm out ttyl later

[11#04#58 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
just to make a very quick correction to a previous statement, the rollovers do 
not go towards the endgame match
But all rollovers go into Endgame right?

[11#05#13 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Marty Moose
> 
But all rollovers go into Endgame right?
yes yes

[11#06#02 PM]
Marty Moose
:



:+1:

[11#06#05 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Thatʼs a lot of food

[11#07#15 PM]
Pmoney3
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
just to make a very quick correction to a previous statement, the rollovers do 
not go towards the endgame match
Okay thanks for the correction

[11#08#11 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Ok what happened with weekly plans we where suppose to get pay today???

[11#14#40 PM]
John Good
:
Thank-you Jared....

[11#15#31 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Well canʼt wait to see that I got payed

Ty

Ty Jared

Canʼt wait bro

[11#26#35 PM]



Sean Gallacher
:

> 
A Rogers
> 
Sorry Sean never heard of Vineyard..lol
Well itʼs a little town reserved for only the classiest of individuals. :joy:

[11#41#30 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Well folks. Itʼs been a long day. Iʼm out. Good night from Northern Utah.

[11#41#30 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
If you take of the digits of a circle, you can always bring them back to 9.  360° 
is 3+6+0 = 9.  Cut that in half and 180° is 1 +8+0= 9.   Half of that is 45° which 
is 4+5 = 9.  Half again is 22.5°. 2 + 2 + 5 = 9. Welcome to the circle society.

[11#43#27 PM]
Chef Crypto
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
If you take of the digits of a circle, you can always bring them back to 9. 360° is 
3+6+0 = 9. Cut that in half and 180° is 1
glad some one is good at math besides me.

[11#44#08 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
Anyone get paid weeklys  or rollovers??

[11#47#28 PM]
Kouper
:
So the old kyc rollovers are being automatically rolled over to end game?



[11#48#09 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 
Anyone get paid weeklys or rollovers??
No rollover yet on my end

[11#48#17 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
Kouper
> 
So the old kyc rollovers are being automatically rolled over to end game?
No. Where did you see that?

[11#49#01 PM]
Kouper
:
Ah simple misunderstanding from two chat threads at once i think.

[11#49#38 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
Chef Crypto
> 
glad some one is good at math besides me.
Yup itʼs the nerd in me

[11#49#57 PM]
Chef Crypto
:

> 



BitcoinBarta
> 
Yup itʼs the nerd in me
Me too, haha

[11#50#40 PM]
Red
:

> 
Kouper
> 
So the old kyc rollovers are being automatically rolled over to end game?
No, You can pick which plan you want your plans rolled into!!

[11#52#09 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Question, on the website at the top when it shows the “weekly plans” and then 
the “USA active users” what does the weekly plan number mean? Is it how 
many plans that were purchased today?

[11#52#55 PM]
John Good
:
I believe it means how many plans are left to be paid out...

[11#53#30 PM]
Dr Coin
:
I laughed out loud!

[11#53#33 PM]
Johnson
:
Itʼs how many active weeklys I believe

[11#54#06 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:



Hereʼs one for the square society:

To get the square of any two digit number that ends in five you multiply the first 
digit by the next highest number and put 25 at the end.

15 squared is one times the next highest number which is two.  And 25. So 225

25 squared is 2 times the next highest digit which is 3.  So 625

35 squared is 3 x 4 = 12. 1225

[11#54#28 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Lol two different answers

[11#55#24 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Itʼs how many active weeklys I believe
Yep its active weeklies i dont believe it counts overdue weeklies like all the 
converted ones that expired on the 3rd or the pre-existing ones that have gone 
unpaid since before the 24th of april.

--- 
Tuesday, May 7, 2019

 ---

[12#15#40 AM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Yep its active weeklies i dont believe it counts overdue weeklies like all the 
converted ones that expired on the 3rd or the pre
Why would someone want to buy into more weeklies if they arenʼt getting paid 
out .. weekly . Maybe it should be called something else



[12#25#42 AM]
P
:
is support chat coming back online today?

[1#03#16 AM]
Will Holman
:
Oh boy, Iʼm trying to figure out who this is. Me sitting drinking beer with you 
doesnʼt really narrow it down for me.

Oh and she isnʼt that nice.

[1#13#31 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Why did my weekly change to a balance due plan and extend to 5/10

[1#16#16 AM]
TJ
:
Test The System??? Payouts will shut everyone up bro!

[1#17#20 AM]
TXpaid
:
Dailies paying out each day really had the doubters quiet, those were the days

[1#17#59 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
My weekly has been due two times this will be the third week.

I have sent a request and canʼt get a response

Until this week yes this week it has been push out with no growth

[1#19#39 AM]



Suren Baregamian
:
Steel no money in my wallet

[1#20#10 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Iʼm ok with no payment as long as it continues to grow Iʼm just going to roll it 
again

[1#20#28 AM]
Robert Sauer
:
Iʼll buy one if I get my payment from my converted daily!

[1#20#42 AM]
Suren Baregamian
:
In my wallet

[1#21#30 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
The weekly growers faster than the other roll options so I was waiting to put it 
back into the weekly till my fourth week the put that in the yop

[1#21#32 AM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Did you see what I wrote it said steel no money in my wallet

[1#22#28 AM]
TXpaid
:
That would be great, compounding was fun

[1#23#22 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:



I just want to grow coin please as fast as possible

[1#25#14 AM]
Tom
:
Oh god no more dailies :joy::joy:

[1#26#34 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
20+

[1#26#48 AM]
Tom
:
Was just thinking the flood of complaints once theres a missed daily xD

[1#27#27 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Iʼm not complaining

[1#27#56 AM]
TJ
:
When are they going to catch up? Still no P1's, RollOver's, YOP! You all said you 
needed time to build supernode now make it produce. If you all perform like you 
say you are consumers will hush bro. Actions speak way louder words! Truth!!!

I feel ya bro but now that's over how long until we start back sailing we have all 
weathered the storm. Some way longer than others

[1#29#38 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Techman if you could call me and help me figure out what the next move for me 
should be that would be awesome complete faithful here.

Letʼs go talk coin and golf



[1#31#17 AM]
Robert Sauer
:
Iʼm in for golf talks, can help anyoneʼs golf games here!

[1#31#17 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Letʼs go

[1#31#26 AM]
Robert Sauer
:
Game

[1#31#37 AM]
TJ
:
I got your back bro but if you cant do something dont say it or commit to it. 
Make an accurate account and give yourself a grace period just in case you 
need extra time. This is business and you know the consumer is always rt! Lol

[1#32#04 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Utah has nice golf courses letʼs roll

Whatʼs the balance due plan techman?

[1#32#50 AM]
Robert Sauer
:

> 
Jeremy Hughes
> 
Utah has nice golf courses letʼs roll
It does, played in the Utah open. Ball goes far at the elevation also?



[1#33#13 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
I know makes me better than I am lol

I donʼt want endgame lol.

[1#43#29 AM]
CS Manager
:
admin
In an effort to clean up the feeds and prevent the spread of misinformation, We 
will be enforcing chat curfew and muting the feeds. 
 TONIGHTS CHAT CURFEW: 
5#30 PST - 6am(ish)  PST.

We know some of you are likely unsure of how to spend your free time- Donʼt 
worry! CS has got you covered! 

We recommend: 

Idk... read the encyclopedia? Kind of running out of ideas here. 

Anyway,
Have a nice evening everyone.

[5#01#52 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Good morning guys

[5#02#00 PM]
Will Holman
:
Let the games begin.

[5#02#07 PM]
MR BTC
:
Morning



[5#02#08 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Good morning

[5#02#09 PM]
Jason D.
:
:raised_hands:

🏼

[5#02#12 PM]
Tradin1
:
Morning

[5#02#51 PM]
Steve
:
Morning!

[5#02#51 PM]
John Good
:
Morning!

[5#02#55 PM]
Asimiyu Amusat
:
Morning CS family

[5#03#29 PM]
Steve
:
Daily Plan Matching today?

[5#03#57 PM]
MR BTC
:
Look on your homepage



[5#04#10 PM]
Steve
:
:stuck_out_tongue:

[5#04#24 PM]
MR BTC
:

🤯

Lol

[5#04#37 PM]
RFdevil
:
All my plans were consolidated into a single plan

[5#04#45 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
"show me the money" - jerry mcguire

[5#05#00 PM]
RFdevil
:
With an end date on the 10th

[5#05#25 PM]
John Good
:
any update on installation of the withdraw/roll over button?

[5#05#56 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
RFdevil



> 
With an end date on the 10th
Not mine

[5#06#15 PM]
Ivan
:
What happen to weekly payout yesterday? Did anyone get it?

Hoping it comes today to take advantage of the daily matching

[5#06#36 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
All my plans were consolidated into a single plan
Did you send in a ticket to request a rollover? If so how long did it take before 
you saw it on you dashboard?

[5#08#13 PM]
Avis Reel
:
I am New in here and I have a question if we request a rollover can we split our 
BTC or do we have to put all of it in the rollover

[5#09#26 PM]
Dave Karakas
:

> 
Jason D.
> 
Did you send in a ticket to request a rollover? If so how long did it take before 
you saw it on you dashboard?
About 30 minutes after I submitted my ticket.

[5#09#43 PM]
RFdevil



:

> 
Jason D.
> 
Did you send in a ticket to request a rollover? If so how long did it take before 
you saw it on you dashboard?
No rollover requested

[5#10#39 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Dave Karakas
> 
About 30 minutes after I submitted my ticket.
:+1:

🏼

> 
RFdevil
> 
No rollover requested
:+1:

🏼

[5#11#56 PM]
Bob T
:
Forwarded message: 

World Crypto
 [
May 7, 2019 1#24#23 PM
] 
 5.3K
:cn: Chinese messaging giant WeChat will now start terminating the accounts 
of users who engage in cryptocurrency trading.
via The Block

:dollar: Alibaba subsidiary Ant Financial has backed a $10 million funding round 
for a blockchain privacy startup.
via CoinDesk

tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblockcrypto.com%2Ftiny%2Fwechat-bans-crypto-transactions-in-its-payment-channels%2F
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblockcrypto.com%2Ftiny%2Fwechat-bans-crypto-transactions-in-its-payment-channels%2F
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Falibabas-ant-financial-backs-10-million-round-for-blockchain-privacy-startup
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Falibabas-ant-financial-backs-10-million-round-for-blockchain-privacy-startup


:chart_with_upwards_trend: Ether transaction volumes on decentralized 
applications have reached a new all-time high.
via Cointelegraph

:football: A former NFL club investor is said to have links to a company in New 
York attorney generalʼs Bitfinex suit.
via Bloomberg

<

 Dubai is piloting a blockchain data storage infrastructure powered by 
multiple Outlier Ventures portfolio companies.
via Forbes

[5#18#59 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
MORNING ALL!!

[5#19#15 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Good morning

Is it possible to roll my accounts into a daily

[5#21#18 PM]
Tradin1
:
When can we rollover?

[5#21#33 PM]
Sebastian Saltos
:
Good morning CS Support and everybody.

[5#21#37 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Simply put. Then I guess I will wait for a cash out.

[5#21#39 PM]

tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcointelegraph.com%2Fnews%2Freport-ether-transaction-volume-on-dapps-register-new-all-time-high
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcointelegraph.com%2Fnews%2Freport-ether-transaction-volume-on-dapps-register-new-all-time-high
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Famp%2Fnews%2Farticles%2F2019-05-03%2Fex-nfl-owner-is-said-to-have-ties-to-850-million-crypto-mystery
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2Famp%2Fnews%2Farticles%2F2019-05-03%2Fex-nfl-owner-is-said-to-have-ties-to-850-million-crypto-mystery
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.forbes.com%2Fsites%2Fdantedisparte%2F2019%2F05%2F06%2Fsmart-dubai-and-outlier-ventures-pilot-decentralized-data-structure


Tradin1
:
And what can be rolled into what?

[5#22#24 PM]
P
:
Support with that fire :joy:

[5#22#49 PM]
Michael
:
Good morning everyone.  Just curious, I thought dailyʼs bogged the system 
down stopping payouts.  Could anyone, in an official capacity, expand on why 
theyʼre back or whatʼs changed?

[5#22#54 PM]
Ivan
:
Hi I sent ticket to rollover into daily, will it be match if I gets roll overed today?

[5#23#01 PM]
John Frantz
:
I requested rollover yesterday and it has not rolled over yet...

[5#23#03 PM]
Tradin1
:
I do not have a rollover button. I just logged out and back in.

[5#24#04 PM]
P
:

> 
Michael
> 
Good morning everyone. Just curious, I thought dailyʼs bogged the system 
down stopping payouts. Could anyone, in an official c



Support said to me yesterday that it was gonna be limited

:raised_hands::raised_hands::raised_hands: i like options

[5#25#33 PM]
Tradin1
:
6000++:tada::tada:

[5#25#37 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
@techman
Options are good my man! 
Thanks CS!!

[5#25#42 PM]
Tradin1
:
Good job techman!

[5#30#33 PM]
Kouper
:
I wonder what % of support tickets are about overdue payments.

[5#30#36 PM]
Rob Duncan
:
The new daily plan wonʼt bog down the system will it?

[5#31#43 PM]
A Rogers
:
I've stopped writing tickets on overdue payments they are aware of the 
problem. Please just be patient

[5#31#56 PM]
TeamRamRod6010

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman


:
Canʼt get our weekly but now thereʼs a daily again. Hahaha 

-

[5#32#16 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
A Rogers
> 
I've stopped writing tickets on overdue payments they are aware of the 
problem. Please just be patient
For sure and so have i  but again, we arent all of CS.

[5#32#18 PM]
Ivan
:
Hope daily works since weekly didnt pay on time

[5#32#28 PM]
Sam
:
Has anyone recieved payment for any of the dailies that were converted to 
weeklies.  Asking for one of my down lines.

[5#32#43 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:

> 
Sam
> 
Has anyone recieved payment for any of the dailies that were converted to 
weeklies. Asking for one of my down lines.
This week hopefully

[5#33#08 PM]
P
:

> 



Sam
> 
Has anyone recieved payment for any of the dailies that were converted to 
weeklies. Asking for one of my down lines.
From what I can tell most the people here did not.

[5#33#42 PM]
Sam
:

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
This week hopefully
Ok let's keep it going and let Techman2020 do his best.

[5#34#35 PM]
P
:
Suprisingly low

Lol

[5#39#14 PM]
Red
:
Morning CS! Happy Tuesday! Catching up on messages. For the record this 
single coin chick plans to grow to definitely 4 digits worth if not 5 or 6 digits. In 
it for the LONG haul!! Yahoo!! Have a wonderful day everyone!! 

🤗 🤗 🤗

[5#41#52 PM]
Lolly
:

> 
Red
> 
Morning CS! Happy Tuesday! Catching up on messages. For the record this 
single coin chick plans to grow to definitely 4 digits w
Ditto!:boom:



[5#48#39 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Bit behind here in Ireland but struggling to see the sense of dailies.... if they 
were slowing everything down in the past how is it possible now and if theres 
such a massive delay currently on plans getting paid out... then how does 
dailies make sense?

So expired plans are being rolled over 

🤨

?

[5#51#19 PM]
Shaun
:

> 
Sam
> 
Has anyone recieved payment for any of the dailies that were converted to 
weeklies. Asking for one of my down lines.
Nope. I have 2 weekly plans, 2 YOP plans and a rollover plan that all expired last 
week. No payments on any of them but trying to stay patient. Totally out of our 
control so hopeful that this gets rolling again.

[5#51#26 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
So expired plans are being rolled over 

🤨

?
Itʼs a choice

[5#51#27 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
So expired plans are being rolled over 

🤨

?
Mine were, no request, just woke up to see my expired plans gone and a single 
new plan with a new end date



[7#29#58 PM]
MR BTC
:
Bam

[7#30#01 PM]
Kouper
:
Yay

[7#30#05 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:+1:

[7#30#07 PM]
John Good
:
Here we go..

[7#30#10 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
6th

[7#30#14 PM]
MR BTC
:
How was your meeting

Some good news

[7#35#38 PM]
Tradin1
:
Any updates for us?



[7#36#03 PM]
RFdevil
:
Admin said to expect podcast today

Probably saving updates for that

[7#37#07 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
I guess no updates for us we are not gonna get anything today to as usual

[7#38#21 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Sorry suren, speak for yourself :smirk:

[7#38#40 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Oh you got already?

[7#38#59 PM]
Ivan
:
Really hoping weekly comes in today :pray:

[7#39#31 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Yes, a big mac, large fries, strawberry milkshake and some mozzarella 
dippers :blush:

[7#40#06 PM]
Rick B
:
Hopefully some good news on the podcast.

[7#40#09 PM]



Suren Baregamian
:
Well Colin Iam steel waiting for my order

[7#41#06 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Well Colin Iam steel waiting for my order
You and mostly everybody else on this thread

[7#41#21 PM]
Colin Mac
:
:joy: trust me, so am I, McDonalds is the only thing dishing out and to be really 
honest, i didn't even get one of them... they're disgusting

[7#42#12 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
:joy: trust me, so am I, McDonalds is the only thing dishing out and to be really 
honest, i didn't even get one of them... they're
^^^^ :hankey::hankey::hankey:

[7#42#45 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Well last Monday I was told that my plans would be paid out before this Friday. 
So Iʼm staying positive. Now Iʼve herd this before. Still staying positive.

[7#43#07 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
BTC now @ 5900 range. Wow.



What baffles me the most, is the fact we still have 56% Bitcoin dominance. 
That's incredible.

BTC maximalist here :joy:

[7#46#12 PM]
Aj
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
:joy: trust me, so am I, McDonalds is the only thing dishing out and to be really 
honest, i didn't even get one of them... they're
Lisburn man here... how long u been with CS bud?

[7#46#35 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Ibukun Ifetayo
> 
BTC now @ 5900 range. Wow. What baffles me the most, is the fact we still 
have 56% Bitcoin dominance. That's incredible. BTC m
Who is we cause I have nada lol

[7#47#22 PM]
Bob T
:
Forwarded message: 

WhaleBot Alerts
 [
May 7, 2019 5#00#04 PM
] 
 2K
Top News Stories For Today

Report: CFTC is ready to approve Ethereum futures says insider
Site: CoinDesk | Published: 2019-05-07

tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Fcftc-would-approve-ether-futures-if-asked-insider-says


BlueWallet Lightning wallet introduced an app for Apple's smartwatch
Site: Bitcoin Magazine | Published: 2019-05-07

Joseph Stiglitz calls for “shutdown” of “the cryptocurrencies”
Site: The Block | Published: 2019-05-07

Winklevoss Capital invests in a company that wants to use excess natural gas 
to power cryptomining
Site: The Block | Published: 2019-05-07

Pieter Wuille unveils two ‘Taprootʼ proposals for an upcoming Bitcoin privacy 
soft fork
Site: CoinDesk | Published: 2019-05-07

DUST Ledger promises to log physical objects on a blockchain with diamond 
dust
Site: CoinDesk | Published: 2019-05-07

Tron patched a critical DDoS bug that could have crashed the entire network
Site: The Next Web | Published: 2019-05-07

 What can the first blockchain antitrust case teach us about the crypto-
economy? - Konstantinos Stylianou
Site: Harvard JOLT Digest | Published: 2019-05-06

Maker discloses “critical update” to its governance voting contract
Site: The Block | Published: 2019-05-06

Bitfinex and Tether respond to NYAG in court saying that there is no ongoing 
fraud, and no victims
Site: The Block | Published: 2019-05-06

[7#48#13 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Aj
> 
Lisburn man here... how long u been with CS bud?
Long enough to realise I must be at the end of the queue every day :joy:

[7#48#56 PM]
Aj

tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbitcoinmagazine.com%2Farticles%2Fbluewallet-brings-lightning-network-apple-smartwatch-new-app%2F
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tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblockcrypto.com%2Ftiny%2Fwinklevoss-capital-invests-in-company-set-to-use-natural-gas-to-power-cryptomining%2F
tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Fnew-bips-hint-at-upcoming-taproot-bitcoin-soft-fork
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tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theblockcrypto.com%2F2019%2F05%2F06%2Fbitfinex-and-tether-respond-to-nyag-saying-that-there-is-no-ongoing-fraud-and-no-victims%2F


:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Long enough to realise I must be at the end of the queue every day :joy:
Just in front of me :joy:

[7#50#20 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Iʼm sure if some payouts happen today, that 200 slots will be filled in an instant.

[7#50#35 PM]
Colin Mac
:
We'll get there, I have confidence... well had when ethereum was paying like 
clockwork, now I'm trying to be confident but had nothing that gives me the 
slightest bit of it

[7#54#33 PM]
A Rogers
:
Is the 200 only for new coin?

[7#54#53 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Yes

[7#55#09 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
Iʼm sure if some payouts happen today, that 200 slots will be filled in an instant.
Wish I could get in, that's fer sure



[7#55#19 PM]
Dr Nat
:

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
Iʼm sure if some payouts happen today, that 200 slots will be filled in an instant.
Wish I could!

[7#55#39 PM]
Johnson
:
I plan on taking up a good chunk of those spots w compounding when the 
payouts hit :raised_hands:

🏻

[7#55#48 PM]
A Garr Cranney
:
For CS admin only:  How many P1 payouts are currently overdue?

[8#01#29 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Esmail Shaikh
> 
Iʼm sure if some payouts happen today, that 200 slots will be filled in an instant.
Ditto.

[8#08#11 PM]
Aj
:
This is the most expensive group chat Iʼve ever been in... joined in August and 
havenʼt seen a payment :joy::joy:

[8#09#16 PM]
Colin Mac
:



> 
Aj
> 
This is the most expensive group chat Iʼve ever been in... joined in August and 
havenʼt seen a payment :joy::joy:
:joy::joy:

> 
Aj
> 
This is the most expensive group chat Iʼve ever been in... joined in August and 
havenʼt seen a payment :joy::joy:
:flushed: really though

[8#13#33 PM]
Aj
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
:flushed: really though
That Iʼll admit...:stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[8#13#51 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

[8#15#52 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Lisburn is only along the dual carriageway :hammer::hammer: "GIVE ME ALL 
YOUR BITCOIN"

[8#23#11 PM]
Aj
:

> 
Colin Mac



> 
Lisburn is only along the dual carriageway :hammer::hammer: "GIVE ME ALL 
YOUR BITCOIN"
:joy::joy::joy: a fan of the hammers I see :joy::joy:

[8#24#08 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Lol I just couldn't find a gun :joy:

edited 
[8#25#23 PM]
Dave O
:
Question—- under the my plans section if you put your courser on a plan and 
click on it, you get a check mark and a x box what is this and what is it for.

[8#28#16 PM]
Andy Novotny
:

> 
Dave O
> 
Question—- under the my plans section if you put your courser on a plan and 
click on it, you get a check mark and a x box what i
I believe that allows you to change the name of your plan

[8#28#32 PM]
Bryan
:

> 
Dave O
> 
Question—- under the my plans section if you put your courser on a plan and 
click on it, you get a check mark and a x box what i
You can rename the plan. So if you purchase a plan with multiple friends or 
family members you can note it there

[8#30#59 PM]
Dave O



:
Ok thanks

[8#34#20 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
@CS_Mgr  Is it possible to know the approximate time for the podcast today? 
Just trying to plan my day. Thank you.

[8#34#45 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Later this afternoon. There are quite a few meetings today

But it will be up before the day is over which is what  matters

edited 
[8#43#08 PM]
TXpaid
:
the site says 35 weekly plans.  It keeps decreasing, does this indicate that 
weekly plans are being paid with only 35 to go?

[8#43#52 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
If itʼs like that Iʼll be happy

[8#45#08 PM]
TXpaid
:
yeah me too

all of us for sure

[8#45#24 PM]
Kris
:
It means that all of the other plans expired and people are waiting for their coin 
to reinvest. (What I will do once the Rollover plan pays)

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40CS_Mgr


[8#46#04 PM]
PyroJon
:
Bulletproof Hoodie | NIJ-IIIA | Bulletproof Jacket | Wonder Hoodie - USA | 
Wonder Hoodie
https://wonderhoodie.com/products/bulletproof-hoodie?
variant=13817822150711

[8#46#20 PM]
TXpaid
:
so it doesnt mean they are being paid, only that they have expired.

[8#46#27 PM]
PyroJon
:
Just tossing this out there

[8#47#21 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
PyroJon
> 
Bulletproof Hoodie | NIJ-IIIA | Bulletproof Jacket | Wonder Hoodie - USA | 
Wonder Hoodie https://wonderhoodie.com/products/bulle
I need this

[8#47#22 PM]
Kris
:

> 
TXpaid
> 
so it doesnt mean they are being paid, only that they have expired.
Nope. Only that plans have expired.

https://wonderhoodie.com/products/bulletproof-hoodie?variant=13817822150711
https://wonderhoodie.com/products/bulletproof-hoodie?variant=13817822150711


[9#41#12 PM]
Javier H-R
:

> 
A Garr Cranney
> 
For CS admin only: How many P1 payouts are currently overdue?
?

[9#46#57 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
I donʼt think they answering 
Because we all ask the same questions over and over and expect different 
results

[9#50#58 PM]
Nick Nix
:
“Iʼm a gambler and want to put in for the new daily, how sure is CS about the 
system paying consistently scale 1 to 100. 

Since I have two converted dailies still in the “Voldemort” stage Iʼm more 
then :grimacing: nervous

[9#54#32 PM]
LdQ
:
I would take a matched daily in a hearbeat. No hesitation.

[9#54#50 PM]
Nick Nix
:

> 
LdQ
> 
I would take a matched daily in a hearbeat. No hesitation.
Well do it silly



[9#55#58 PM]
LdQ
:
Maybe I did.

[9#56#07 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Ok had to do the VPN on the new computer here goes once more into the 
Breach

[9#56#16 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
I just did 10 BTC daily 
And Iʼm still owed coin 
I just at the point of bliss 
I know Iʼll get paid 
I trust them

[9#57#33 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Now Zack. Thatʼs a positive attitude.

[9#58#18 PM]
Lolly
:
So want to join the daily fun!!! Just need some coin to hit my wallet so i can play 
in that sandbox.:sunglasses:

[9#59#47 PM]
Ivan
:
Does the blockchain congestion have anything to do with any of us not getting 
payments? It's at 40k
Was at 7k this morning

[10#04#02 PM]
Tom



:
So with new dailies starting, meaning first payouts are expected to hit tomorrow 
(?), what does that mean for all the other outstanding stuff? Are the dailies 
payouts added to the end of the payout queue, is it separate?

[10#07#49 PM]
Bryan
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
I donʼt think they answering Because we all ask the same questions over and 
over and expect different results
They could do something like a FAQ on the website for all the long term 
questions (there are many of those). 

Other than that, people want to know why CS is allowing people's confidence in 
them and their system to evaporate. People want to know their money and 
investment are safe. If people were satisfied by the CS answers to these 
questions, they wouldn't ask any more.

[10#08#41 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
When we gonna get payed for weeklys

[10#09#46 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
When we gonna get payed for weeklys
The more often u ask, The earlier it gets paid out.

[10#09#54 PM]
Ivan
:
I thought the point of weekly was to avoid the daily problem but if they're 
offering dailies again and are confident that daily payments start tomorrow then 



how come the weekly hasnt been payed out? Or does this mean it's all coming 
tomorrow along with daily payout

edited 
[10#10#15 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Ivan
> 
I thought the point of weekly was to avoid the daily problem but if they're 
offering dailies again and are confident that daily
Thats kinda where my question was going too

[10#10#36 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Yah more often I ask Iʼll get blocked so I wonʼt ask huh

[10#10#47 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Yah more often I ask Iʼll get blocked so I wonʼt ask huh
Now u got it

[10#12#08 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Tomorrow tomorrow tomorrow. 
If dailies are on and not the problem can my plans go back to being dailies 
instead of weeklies... or even just pay out once in a while would be nice... along 
with YOP's :blush:

[10#12#43 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Yesterday was Sid tomorrow and this is tomorrow from yesterday



[10#13#09 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Yesterday was Sid tomorrow and this is tomorrow from yesterday
Show me where it says weekly's are forsure gonna be paid Tuesday

[10#13#36 PM]
Jesse S.
:
All my weeklies were grouped in one payout it looks like. When it pays out, how 
long do I have to invest in another plan? Donʼt want my account to be 
deactivated if it takes me a few hours to realize Iʼve been payed and reinvest.

[10#14#49 PM]
P
:

> 
Jesse S.
> 
All my weeklies were grouped in one payout it looks like. When it pays out, how 
long do I have to invest in another plan? Donʼt
In the past they have said 24hrs

[10#15#27 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
P
> 
In the past they have said 24hrs
Okay, thank you. More then enough time for me.

[10#15#54 PM]
Suren Baregamian



:
I need to get payed so I can reinvest

[10#16#02 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
^

[10#16#31 PM]
Kouper
:
Me too haha. If i get my overdue converted weekly itll go straight to a daily.

[10#18#05 PM]
Nick Nix
:
But with the new node will Block chain delays effect new daily plans !?! Iʼm 
trembling to click lol

[10#18#55 PM]
Jesse S.
:
Have you guys considered investing into an AI? Iʼve heard good things about 
Ultron, and skynet. Also one called Hal9000 that is in production.

[10#22#17 PM]
Rick B
:
How many Daily plans are still available at this point?

[10#22#41 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:

> 
Rick B
> 
How many Daily plans are still available at this point?
190 per the masthead on the site



[10#23#02 PM]
Rick B
:
That was at 12#30 pst

[10#23#10 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
true

[10#23#37 PM]
P
:

> 
Rick B
> 
How many Daily plans are still available at this point?
I would think if you can buy then they are still available

[10#25#18 PM]
Rick B
:
True that!

[10#29#34 PM]
Jesse S.
:
If you are serious, then that is impressive. But I was joking... those AIʼs are all 
evil movie creations.

[10#29#42 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Really, really trying not be frustrated right now after all the phones calls I have 
had sticking up for _whatever_is_going_on_here_.  If I knew one person that got 
their "Balance due", I would feel a LITTLE better.

[10#30#00 PM]



P
:

> 
Jesse S.
> 
If you are serious, then that is impressive. But I was joking... those AIʼs are all 
evil movie creations.
I saw skynet and then I knew you were joking :grin:

[10#30#25 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
P
> 
I saw skynet and then I knew you were joking :grin:
:joy:

[10#30#44 PM]
Bryan
:
We haven't named it yet since it's a timid little thing. It makes 3% per trade, but 
only does trades every few days!

[10#31#35 PM]
Nick Nix
:
One more plan gone !!!

[10#32#31 PM]
P
:
32 active weeklies

[10#32#46 PM]
Reid Francom
:
I still have a bit of missing coin!  I have brought this up with admin and itʼs like 
they donʼt here me!



[10#32#56 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:

> 
Riley Schuit
> 
Really, really trying not be frustrated right now after all the phones calls I have 
had sticking up for _whatever_is_going_on_he
I used to be just like you 
But now I donʼt worry 
I trust that it will all work out 
And have diversified my assets 

It will come when it comes 
Meanwhile I place coin in again
Because I know itʼs gonna pay me in morning 

I believe

[10#34#18 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
Bryan
> 
We haven't named it yet since it's a timid little thing. It makes 3% per trade, but 
only does trades every few days!
Well keep up the good work. Maybe youʼll be up to CS levels someday.

[10#34#31 PM]
Riley Schuit
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
I used to be just like you But now I donʼt worry I trust that it will all work out And 
have diversified my assets It will c
Thanks.  I just had plans to keep stacking to grow.  Can't grow if it's just stalled.



[10#42#30 PM]
A Garr Cranney
:
For CS admin:  Could you describe steps of getting a refund of my seed 
money?  How long does it take?

[10#45#00 PM]
Nick Nix
:
My Daily has already shown up in my back office has not been Matched yet just 
sharing with the group the process

[10#45#22 PM]
Andy Novotny
:
We are in this for the long haul and believe CS is dealing with a ton of current 
challenges that we donʼt even know about.  Looking forward to the future and 
focused on LONG TERM growth.  Amazing opportunity.   Thank you CS team for 
fighting through all the issues and working on our behalf.  We are still sharing 
with people that have an understanding of what this investment is...

[10#47#15 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Thereʼs a large button on your home screen that says refund

Press it .

[10#47#41 PM]
A Garr Cranney
:
Time period for refund?

[10#47#43 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Within 60 days



Legal handles it once youʼve requested a refund

[10#49#20 PM]
Pmoney3
:
Is the chat working on zendesk? Ive noticed it's been off all day

[10#52#08 PM]
George Wiley
:
Took nearly 2.5 hours for first confirmation to go through on my daily plan... But 
as soon as I noticed first confirmation, it showed up in my back office!

Thanks CS!

[10#52#44 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
My Daily has already shown up in my back office has not been Matched yet just 
sharing with the group the process
Same here, but I believe it will show up within the hour

[10#53#59 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Thatʼs my thing 

Itʼs an investment 

I had to wait a year once on my investment returns 

These fast plan are a godsend 

So what itʼs taking them longer
 donʼt care !!!!
As long as I eventually get paid and they donʼt run !!!
Iʼm good



[10#57#04 PM]
Frank DeMaio
:
It would be nice to get paid so I can reinvest in the dailyʼs:grimacing:

[10#58#02 PM]
Twin_river
:
P1 definition. Patience level 1. Namaste

[11#01#09 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Iʼve been Matched !!!

[11#01#23 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Iʼve been Matched !!!
:+1:

🏼

[11#08#58 PM]
A Garr Cranney
:
For the group:  Anybody on this chat who has asked for a refund?  How long did 
you wait?

[11#09#25 PM]
RFdevil
:
I think anyone who asks for a refund gets removed from chat

Admin can confirm though

[11#12#00 PM]



Nick Nix
:
Not telling my coin amount but will share the fact Iʼm legal highly armed with all 
the California permits necessary and sleep with a 100lb German Shepard fur 
bag with razor blades :joy:. Iʼm am a sheep dog protect my flock very well. So if 
you come for me you are a Daisy If you do :wink:

[11#12#15 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
you select refund your removed from chat since your no longer a member

[11#12#48 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
you select refund your removed from chat since your no longer a member
^^ Bam

Just like that

[11#13#12 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Not telling my coin amount but will share the fact Iʼm legal highly armed with all 
the California permits necessary and sleep wi
Iʼve watched a lot of ninja warrior, I got this :muscle:

🏻

[11#13#52 PM]
Nick Nix
:

> 



CS Manager
> 
Iʼve watched a lot of ninja warrior, I got this :muscle:

🏻

Lmao Iʼm to old for that now so Glock 43 is my equalizer

[11#14#24 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Lmao Iʼm to old for that now so Glock 43 is my equalizer
Iʼm too short to be a ninja... I should probably follow your lead

[11#14#32 PM]
Runamuck
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Not telling my coin amount but will share the fact Iʼm legal highly armed with all 
the California permits necessary and sleep wi
Good ole tombstone.

[11#17#26 PM]
Nick Nix
:
FN 5.7 on my permit also for those trips to LA and Oakland :joy:

[11#21#34 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Why would anyone want to refund. No Ninja crap in Utah. We still open carry. 
No gun laws either.

[11#25#08 PM]
Taye W
:



Smh

[11#25#51 PM]
Sebastian Saltos
:
Great deal,  but I would like to have the return P1 now in my wallet and continue 
another investment. 
Thank you

[11#26#50 PM]
Tom
:
Is there a downside to using the super node for payouts? Honestly interested

[11#28#05 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Nice update on the new Daily. How about an update on the old plans. P1. 
Weeklies. Staying positive.

[11#28#48 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Nice update on the new Daily. How about an update on the old plans. P1. 
Weeklies. Staying positive.
+1

[11#32#11 PM]
Ivan
:
Is there a specific tax person we should talk to? with cryptocurrency still being 
semi new, I'm sure not alot tax people know much about cryptocurrency and 
how it works

[11#33#32 PM]
Suren Baregamian



:
Can you put my weekly payout on the Daily plan

[11#33#47 PM]
Josh
:
:point_up:

[11#37#22 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Nice update on the new Daily. How about an update on the old plans. P1. 
Weeklies. Staying positive.
+1

[11#38#24 PM]
Kris
:
You have inside knowledge of how to classify whatever CS is doing. Here are 
my questions: 

Can you classify the activity we are actually conducting by entering into a plan 
with CS? Are we purchasing a product? Are we lending coin to CS for interest? 
Are we conducting a trade like on an exchange? Is each payment to CS and 
from CS considered a trade? How are we taxed when BTC received from CS 
eclipses they amount of bought BTC?

I would strongly appreciate and advocate a podcast or newsletter from your 
lawyers describing with detail what is actually going on here.

[11#39#39 PM]
Robert Sauer
:
If 200 payments can be handled, why is there such a delay in all the payments 
being sent out?

[11#40#06 PM]



A Rogers
:
So this new daily plan will be paid tomorrow but many here are still waiting on 
our P1s and other plans to be paid. Not to be a little perturbed but why do 
these new plans get to the front of the line.

> 
Robert Sauer
> 
If 200 payments can be handled, why is there such a delay in all the payments 
being sent out?
:clap::clap:

[11#41#06 PM]
Robert Sauer
:
I would love to get in on the daily today but am still waiting on payouts.....

[11#41#59 PM]
Nick Price
:
What about the past dailies that were turned into weeklies? Will these be paid 
out tomorrow before these new dailies?

[11#42#25 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Nick Price
> 
What about the past dailies that were turned into weeklies? Will these be paid 
out tomorrow before these new dailies?
:clap::clap:

[11#42#48 PM]
RFdevil
:
The dailies turned into weeklies have been pushed to next week for me and at 
least two others I know of



Not sure if that's the plan for everyone

[11#44#54 PM]
Nick Price
:
Strange, not sure why the those weeklies would be pushed out past these new 
dailies

[11#45#55 PM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
Doesnt make sense ...many , many, many of ous waiting for our LONG delay on 
getting our weeklies paid out.. but yet, those that participate in plan today  will 
get paid out starting tomorrow along with a match?

[11#46#36 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Madeline Alvarado
> 
Doesnt make sense ...many , many, many of ous waiting for our LONG delay on 
getting our weeklies paid out.. but yet, those that
That's the frustrating part. I'm still waiting on P1

[11#46#38 PM]
Tradin1
:
When can we expect dailies converted to weekly and P1 payments? What about 
the rollover button? 

I want to stay positive and keep compounding!!! :+1:

🏻

[11#46#46 PM]
CoinHippy
:

> 
RFdevil
> 



Not sure if that's the plan for everyone
Mine got pushed back to, seems frustrating to me that new dailies will get paid 
before the old ones

> 
Madeline Alvarado
> 
Doesnt make sense ...many , many, many of ous waiting for our LONG delay on 
getting our weeklies paid out.. but yet, those that
:+1:

[11#47#39 PM]
Nick Nix
:
The Node needs to be tested so us gamblers are guinea pigs for you all !! You 
are welcome :pray:

🏻

[11#48#13 PM]
RFdevil
:
Didn't he say they're not even using the node right now?

"The super node would be activated and pay all 200 plans simultaneously if 
over 40,000 unconfirmed transactions"

Admin

I don't know how the supernode would help with unconfirmed transactions 
though. Each transaction still has to be confirmed by multiple nodes and the 
other nodes would put CS transactions at the back of the line anyway. Unless 
they pay more fees to grease it along

But you don't need a supernode for that

[11#52#34 PM]
Kris
:
Again, that does not classify the activity we are conducting on CS. Tax specifics 
vary, not US tax law itself, state yes, US no. The activity performed here does 
not vary.



[11#54#04 PM]
A Rogers
:
Taxes still don't or won't apply if you haven't received any payouts. I'll worry 
about that when it shows

[11#54#38 PM]
Ivan
:
I know we still have to wait for podcast and maybe it will hold the answers but 
weeklies are scheduled to pay the latest tomorrow along with dailies? 
Since the point of converting to weekly was to minimize individual daily 
payment into one chunk so that we can all receive payment on time?

[11#54#39 PM]
Kris
:
Plan ahead and be positive!! 

🥳

Will your legal@circlesociety.com answer my general questions? Pretty sure 
most tax/crypto lawyers have not heard of CS

--- 
Wednesday, May 8, 2019

 ---

[12#03#59 AM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
A Rogers
> 
So this new daily plan will be paid tomorrow but many here are still waiting on 
our P1s and other plans to be paid. Not to be a
Yes very confusing

[12#05#19 AM]
Oliver Assoc
:

> 

mailto:legal@circlesociety.com


CS Manager
> 
Legal handles it once youʼve requested a refund
For clients that want to exit.  
It is only the principal balance returned, after KYC is submitted & verified?

Correct?

Copy.

[12#07#55 AM]
Bryan
:
I don't have any super duper late payouts, I'm waiting on a single weekly that 
was rolled over from a bunch of dailies, but PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE can we 
get these P1's and other super duper late payouts done and over with?! If I ever 
see the term P1 again, it'll be too soon! Pause all the other payouts for a week 
and get these gone! :pray::pray::pray::pray::pray::pray: 
pleasepleaseplease?:cherries:

[12#11#27 AM]
Dee Zlo
:
Are we obligated to do a rollover or could we just wait for our phase 1 payouts 
and our daily‘s that were turned into weekly payout? Sorry if you mentioned it 
but I donʼt have time to read all day long on this feeds.

[12#12#05 AM]
Oliver Assoc
:
CS Admin>
I know it is likely online or one of my emails from support... sorry to bother you.

*Are the KYC requirements still the PDF document that states our ‘origination of 
fundsʼ plus the normal Government ID & Address verification docs.

:+1:

🏻

[12#17#28 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
I sent a ticket like I was told and no response. Will my balance due be paid 



Friday?

[12#17#51 AM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Bryan
> 
I don't have any super duper late payouts, I'm waiting on a single weekly that 
was rolled over from a bunch of dailies, but PLEA

🤞 🤞 🤞

[12#18#35 AM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
I submitted it at 6#30 am

It was on your help desk

Bri no email received on my end

[12#29#27 AM]
Tom
:
@Bri_CS_Support no email from u guys. Not in spam folder either

[1#10#30 AM]
T Albrechtsen
:
Thank you So So much CS for the transparency. The podcast hopefully 
answered a lot of questions for everyone. Everyone Please make sure to do 
your part and listen!  Theyʼre giving us great blessings here. We can be patient. 
And letʼs maybe give them a break from support tickets for a few days. Just 
listen to the pinned update!

[1#11#34 AM]
CoinHippy
:
I appreciate the update man, straight forward and honest.

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Bri_CS_Support


[1#12#58 AM]
A Rogers
:
Great podcast thank you for the clarifications, patiently waiting

[1#14#37 AM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Thank you for the update admin 
Made me feel great 
Just put cash order in for another 10 BTC (Iʼll get that in morning)
And off to CS it goes 

Could you please extend match 

I think youʼll get a few people here that want it

[1#17#18 AM]
RFdevil
:
Honestly the podcast just have me more questions than answers but we'll see 
what next week brings

[1#19#32 AM]
Twin_river
:
Great podcast. If we have over 20 btc in the system of exchanges, then what is 
Circles societyʼs feasible amount for us members to request for withdrawals? 
My plans are matured but it sounds like CS doesnʼt like me and they want to 
keep some of my coins and make me watch it compound? Only thing is Iʼve 
been watching since August last year and Iʼm craving crypto proof. I can almost 
taste it!

[1#20#28 AM]
Mhung
:
Thank goodness for coinbase. They reset my max purchase to $15 a week.... So 
can we extend this for... 387 weeks?

[1#21#13 AM]



Zackery Hunter
:

> 
Mhung
> 
Thank goodness for coinbase. They reset my max purchase to $15 a week.... So 
can we extend this for... 387 weeks?
I hate coinbase 
I use coinmama and CEX.IO

[1#22#10 AM]
Mhung
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
I hate coinbase I use coinmama and CEX.IO
True. I need to change it out. Just been lazy not wanting to do kyc again hahah

[1#24#15 AM]
RFdevil
:
I agree. I know it was mentioned in the podcast as a bad thing, but I would 
actually like to see deposits stopped and support suspended until the queue of 
tickets and payouts is finished and then open it up to new plans. Most people 
will roll back in anyway and have more confidence to bring in others. Just my 
opinion.

[1#25#13 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
I am purposely curtailing my posts in here to ease the burden on staff and will 
continue to do so. For the next podcast it may help if this question can be 
answered: At your present rate of allowable coin withdrawals from your 
exchanges, and with the fixed number of all overdue account balances known, 
how much longer should we be prepared to wait for that backlog to be paid off? 
This is not to put pressure, but perhaps to give the field a realistic 
understanding and not continually re-ask the "when" question. Just my 
suggestion, good or bad, I thank you and have a good night.

http://cex.io/


[1#25#16 AM]
Joel Atherton
:
As of March 5th from the Newsletter, there were 352 P1 accounts to be paid. 
So it's gotta be getting close to done.

[1#27#16 AM]
Ivan
:
I know podcast mentions payout still going out every day, any idea how far 
along the queue it is? What type of payments are going out, I've only heard few 
p1 but no weeklies yet

[1#30#32 AM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Mhung
> 
Thank goodness for coinbase. They reset my max purchase to $15 a week.... So 
can we extend this for... 387 weeks?
Lol

CS thanks for podcast.

GN everyone

[1#35#33 AM]
Pmoney3
:
Just listened to the podcast. Do we have a time frame for when the rollover 
button will be added to the site?

[1#40#05 AM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Hey Bri. Tomorrow could you check on support ticket #7103. I opened it 
Monday at about 1#30pm. I canʼt find a response and want to make sure it didnʼt 
delete it or something.



[1#43#20 AM]
Dr Nat
:
Ditto and they can buy matched plans too

[1#43#26 AM]
Ivan
:
If anyone saw any fraction of btc in their wallet, they'd reinvest right away too

[1#44#44 AM]
LdQ
:
That would probably require a site shutdown and days, if not weeks, of writing 
code.

[1#45#05 AM]
Zackery Hunter
:
!!!!!!!!!!!Diversify!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

[1#45#07 AM]
TXpaid
:

> 
LdQ
> 
That would probably require a site shutdown and days, if not weeks, of writing 
code.
Exactly

[1#46#05 AM]
LdQ
:
CS is hand built, they can't just buy Microsoft Coin and tell it to pay out 
differently every few days

[1#46#28 AM]
TXpaid



:
Just wait, they will come thru in time. Until then I'll troll his feed and laugh a bit 
at the questions.

[1#47#53 AM]
LdQ
:
While the feed is off you can learn about the stranger in your house (wife) and 
the little folk (kids).

One member of  CS recently put his phone down and discovered another room 
in his home that had a box in it full of food that was cold.

It even had a light in it that came on when you opened the door to the box.

[1#49#11 AM]
Twin_river
:
Iʼd like to order my rollover crypto sandwich, I promise to share it.

[1#52#36 AM]
LdQ
:
Are the men's 4X Bitcoin Thongs back in stock yet?

[1#52#47 AM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:
Thanks for the podcast.  Itʼs good get these regular updates.  

Thereʼs a part I donʼt understand, hoping you can dispel my confusion.  If CS is 
only allotted a certain amount per week from the exchanges with which to pay 
P1ʼs, etc, then where do the funds come from to pay out daily matches?  I donʼt 
get how that math adds up.  Or do they come from separate accounts?  
Confusing

[1#52#59 AM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 



LdQ
> 
Are the men's 4X Bitcoin Thongs back in stock yet?
Hahaha 

🤣 🤣 🤣

[1#53#15 AM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Are the men's 4X Bitcoin Thongs back in stock yet?
I bought extra.  Selling them on Amazon.

[1#53#47 AM]
Christina
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
I agree. I know it was mentioned in the podcast as a bad thing, but I would 
actually like to see deposits stopped and support su
I agree.

edited 
[1#54#31 AM]
LdQ
:

> 
Scotty Two Shoes
> 
I bought extra. Selling them on Amazon.
Good, I can squeeze into those with a little help from a friend.

[1#55#35 AM]
Christina
:

> 
Ostia Commerce



> 
I am purposely curtailing my posts in here to ease the burden on staff and will 
continue to do so. For the next podcast it may h
I 100% agree. It's just math, and would settle a lot of minds and expectations.

edited 
[1#55#53 AM]
Niranjan
:
Thanks alot for the podcast. Great info!!!
Being able to invest in the Circle Society and taking part of this program has 
had such a great influence in my life. My long-term investment goals have 
always been huge. My major reason for investing is to be able to provide for my 
future generations. I want to ensure that my small children and eventually my 
grandchildren will have a bright and prosperous future. To do that, there is no 
other opportunity as great as what CS has offered. I have been a part of CS for 
a while now and have been able to grow my initial investment exponentially. To 
say I am grateful cannot express enough gratitude for this opportunity in my 
life. Another major reason that I wanted to invest in CS was to provide an 
opportunity to establish my family and give them a good life. Thanks alot CS!!

[1#56#28 AM]
Christina
:

> 
Niranjan
> 
Thanks alot for the podcast. Great info!!! Being able to invest in the Circle 
Society and taking part of this program has had su
:hearts:

Goodnight all, thanks CS, and looking forward to next updates.

[4#18#40 PM]
rain_coin
:
Morning!

[4#18#52 PM]
Kouper
:
Mornin.



[4#20#34 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
GOOD morning!

[4#21#04 PM]
Rick B
:
Mornin All!

[4#24#42 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Good morning!

[4#26#22 PM]
Aj
:
Question on Daily Match... if 1BTC invested in Daily does it become 2 BTC and 
pay 5% per day on 2 BTC .. ie Daily payment of 0.1 BTC ??? Apologies if this has 
been covered but never been involved with Match before. 

Ohhh.. and good morning :smiley:

[4#26#52 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:

> 
Aj
> 
Question on Daily Match... if 1BTC invested in Daily does it become 2 BTC and 
pay 5% per day on 2 BTC .. ie Daily payment of 0.1
Yes

[4#28#15 PM]
LdQ
:



> 
Aj
> 
Question on Daily Match... if 1BTC invested in Daily does it become 2 BTC and 
pay 5% per day on 2 BTC .. ie Daily payment of 0.1
They create a second 1 BTC plan they both pay out .05 weekdays, effectivly .1 
each day.

[4#28#21 PM]
Mateo
:
LAWDDD crypto gods I wish I had my P1 withdrawal request my 2 YOP plans my 
Rollover and Weekly..... to invest it ALL IN DAILYS:((((((

[4#28#31 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Ditto

[4#28#34 PM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 
Mateo
> 
LAWDDD crypto gods I wish I had my P1 withdrawal request my 2 YOP plans my 
Rollover and Weekly..... to invest it ALL IN DAILYS:(
Same

[4#28#54 PM]
Mikey Deluxe
:

> 
Mateo
> 
LAWDDD crypto gods I wish I had my P1 withdrawal request my 2 YOP plans my 
Rollover and Weekly..... to invest it ALL IN DAILYS:(
Me too

CS keeps saying that it is an investment (long term). The question is how long? 



I havenʼt gotten a strait answer.

[4#32#04 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Well letʼs see We going to get payed today or itʼs Going to be the same as 
yesterday day before that last week

[4#33#09 PM]
Mikey Deluxe
:
Also, why does CS need exchanges?

[4#33#38 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Mikey Deluxe
> 
Also, why does CS need exchanges?
To trade coin.

[4#33#49 PM]
Colin Mac
:
:joy::joy::joy:

[4#34#20 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
:+1:

[4#34#55 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 



Well letʼs see We going to get payed today or itʼs Going to be the same as 
yesterday day before that last week
Some will be paid today, others will be paid later. So yes, like almost every day, 
payments are going out.

[4#35#47 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Lyman you work for CS?

[4#35#53 PM]
LdQ
:
Be nice, help out.

[4#36#34 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
I canʼt wait so you get paid and reinvest everything

edited 
[4#36#41 PM]
Mikey Deluxe
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Some will be paid today, others will be paid later. So yes, like almost every day, 
payments are going out.
CS mentioned showing the que? Or at least showing payments that have been 
made?

[4#36#42 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Lyman you work for CS?
Nope, I just keep up on their latest news and don't forget it every few hours.



[4#37#46 PM]
RFdevil
:
From my own account and those I know, overdue weeklies (including those 
which were dailies) have been pushed to next week at the earliest

[4#37#47 PM]
John Good
:
Iu

[4#38#06 PM]
RFdevil
:
I don't know about yop

[4#38#16 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Mikey Deluxe
> 
CS mentioned showing the que? Or at least showing payments that have been 
made?
I recall they mentioned it, but don't know when it will be implemented. Most 
days they have mentioned about how many payments go out. I believe it was 
300 Monday and 200 Tuesday, but that's my own recollection, you would have 
to research the post yourself for an accurate answer.

[4#38#17 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Well Iʼm waiting Unpatient patiently

[4#39#08 PM]
Nick Nix
:
I got paid my daily Match from yesterday at 11pm !!! Please super node hold it 



together!! I want to compound.

[4#39#11 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
I am very excited to get payed today

[4#40#11 PM]
Mikey Deluxe
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Well Iʼm waiting Unpatient patiently
:point_up_2#Im keeping my expectations low so I can be pleasantly surprised.

[4#41#05 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Canʼt wait to get the some so I can put everything on daily plan

[4#41#12 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
I got paid my daily Match from yesterday at 11pm !!! Please super node hold it 
together!! I want to compound.
They're not using the "supernode"

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
I am very excited to get payed today
I wouldn't expect payment today unless you bought into a daily yesterday

[4#43#11 PM]



Suren Baregamian
:
I didnʼt put anything yesterday Because I have no coins Iʼm waiting for it so I 
can put everything back in it

[4#44#56 PM]
Nick Nix
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
They're not using the "supernode"
I know but I really like saying “super” and itʼs nice to know itʼs on back up 
generators

[4#45#47 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
I didnʼt put anything yesterday Because I have no coins Iʼm waiting for it so I 
can put everything back in it
I would prepare for it by getting ready to wait :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[4#46#44 PM]
LdQ
:

When the time comes, the power is available to warp this bitch into Plaid.

[4#49#15 PM]
Nick Nix
:
She has gone from suck to blow !!!

[5#04#18 PM]



Ivan
:
If anyone gets any sort of payment, besides dailies thatd be great to know. Give 
us all a little hope :)

[5#05#29 PM]
George Wiley
:
I did receive a Daily payment and a March payment today... if that helps at all

Match

[5#06#10 PM]
RFdevil
:
March to Match, *sad trombone*

lol

[5#06#12 PM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
Binance was hacked.. for anyone who uses them as a wallet... check.

[5#08#01 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:

> 
Madeline Alvarado
> 
Binance was hacked.. for anyone who uses them as a wallet... check.
Member accounts are safe. It was only the hot wallet that was breached. But for 
sure, keep your large amounts of coin off of exchanges.

[5#08#17 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
George Wiley



> 
I did receive a Daily payment and a March payment today... if that helps at all
Nice! Congrats! Canʼt wait to report my rollover to everyone! Keep the hope 
alive! Itʼs coming people!!!!

edited 
[5#08#47 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
Nice! Congrats! Canʼt wait to report my rollover to everyone! Keep the hope 
alive! Itʼs coming people!!!!
It was just his daily+match, not a payment overdue from march

Just for clarification

[5#10#21 PM]
George Wiley
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
It was just his daily+match, not a payment overdue from march
Correct... sorry for original typo

Daily + Match

[5#11#10 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Nice

[5#13#16 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
I hope everyone understands that the Daily Plans are for new coin only. I repeat, 
“NEW COIN ONLY” Coin that is from any other plan AKA rollover can not go into 
a daily.



[5#14#18 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Be positive, itʼs a business adventure. It takes time to grow Iʼm in the same 
adventure as most of you. Still waiting. It the not knowing that breeds 
negativity. Be patient. Be positive. CS is on it.

[5#14#51 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
If only we can rollover All the plans to daily

[5#16#08 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Photo
Looks like my old Atari

[5#17#19 PM]
Rick B
:
I'm not sure whether you can rollover from any other plan into the Daily or not 
because that was not addressed in the podcast.  What was said in the podcast 
is that to expect a match on a rollover is definitely not in the picture

[5#17#24 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Looks like my old Atari
The computing power of the 2600 was only overshadowed by the begging 
power I used to obtain one.



[5#17#26 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
If only we can rollover All the plans to daily
That is not in the rules.

[5#18#17 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
I know Bob Thatʼs why I say if

[5#19#57 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
LdQ
> 
The computing power of the 2600 was only overshadowed by the begging 
power I used to obtain one.
Lmao.

I need my endorphins stroked today come on CS LOL :joy:

[5#22#42 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
It was just his daily+match, not a payment overdue from march
But a PAYMENT nonetheless :ok_hand:

🏽

:100:

edited 
[5#23#59 PM]
MR BTC
:



The immediate payments to members from yesterday‘s new dailies are 
encouraging.

[5#26#05 PM]
Jeremy Reheis
:
Amazing times this is going to be great once all accounts are caught up.

[5#28#26 PM]
Mateo
:

> 
Jeremy Reheis
> 
Amazing times this is going to be great once all accounts are caught up.
Amen

[5#32#03 PM]
Clint P
:

> 
Roger Hughes
> 
Be positive, itʼs a business adventure. It takes time to grow Iʼm in the same 
adventure as most of you. Still waiting. It the no
:+1:

[5#32#11 PM]
Johnson
:
Anniversary month - if I get one of my 3 plans payout anytime
This month itʼs gonna be a fun date night 

- I canʼt wait to see my wifeʼs face when I show her the wallet balance with a 
“and thereʼs more on the way” ....

CS rocks

[5#33#26 PM]



A Rogers
:
Is it weird I'm now having dreams of my waking up and looking at my CB and 
seeing my P1.

[5#34#05 PM]
LdQ
:
The only thing better than seeing that coin hit is buying a matched daily with it 
and seeing it hit day after day...  I need a cold shower now.

[5#35#27 PM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
Suren Baregamian
> 
Lyman you work for CS?
No he is just a cheerleader

[5#35#57 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 
No he is just a cheerleader
Well, yeah. With sexy legs like his...

[5#38#45 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
Well, yeah. With sexy legs like his...
damn straight



[5#40#23 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
GoodMorning all,

It was so amazing getting my daily made me forget about my ridiculous CS 
balance 
Today Iʼm waiting on new coin from exchange I did yesterday so I can take full 
advantage of the match and put in a super large one :point_up: 

I think if you on the fence , get one now with new coin or new money 

Iʼll be grabbing a big one this afternoon

[5#40#37 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 
No he is just a cheerleader

We've got Bitcoin, yes we do!
Buy a daily - no - BUY TWO!

[5#41#27 PM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Photo

🤣 🤣 🤣

bahahaha 

🤣 🤣 🤣

[5#42#32 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
LdQ



> 
The only thing better than seeing that coin hit is buying a matched daily with it 
and seeing it hit day after day... I need a c
Daily plans were great while they were paying (about 1.5 weeks for me). Then 
the payments stopped and I got stuck in limbo like everyone else. :cry:

[5#42#51 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Glad to see your dailies getting paid out folks :+1:

[5#47#27 PM]
TXpaid
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
GoodMorning all, It was so amazing getting my daily made me forget about my 
ridiculous CS balance Today Iʼm waiting on new coi
I like your enthusiasm but I don't know about "grabbing a big one" unless I take 
a piss and that's not that big either.

[5#48#13 PM]
rain_coin
:
May I post a dumb question that I can't figure out. Maybe you guys can 
decipher. 

Hypothetically, there are 5000 coins in CS that are due. 

Exchanges release up to 1250 coins/week

CS pays the 1000, the rest for the bot to trade.

Outstanding coins to be paid out now is 4000. 

Yet these 4000 get rolled into another plan, bringing the balance back up. 

Would the que somehow get caught up based on exchange limitation?

My question directed towards members. I agree with podcast that CS staff 
needs their time to concentrate.



[5#49#05 PM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
With the USA active user (600) count getting lower..does that mean we will 
have to wait that much longer for our expired funds?

[5#50#18 PM]
JGUS
:

> 
Robert Sauer
> 
I would love to get in on the daily today but am still waiting on payouts.....
Same here :hand:

[5#50#22 PM]
P
:

> 
Madeline Alvarado
> 
With the USA active user (600) count getting lower..does that mean we will 
have to wait that much longer for our expired funds?
What does user count have anything to deal with payouts. If anything it would 
make it better. Less people to pay...

[5#51#40 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Photo
Lol

[5#51#46 PM]



Madeline Alvarado
:
Well they need more coin in order to pay us... thus the reason for the new daily 
plans, atleast thats what i got from the message.

[5#52#24 PM]
Mateo
:
So Bri or CS support none of my coin is being grown rn just waiting held in 
limbo... rollover coming soon and withdrawals?

[5#52#25 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Did anyone even go into that rolex plan?

[5#52#30 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
TXpaid
> 
I like your enthusiasm but I don't know about "grabbing a big one" unless I take 
a piss and that's not that big either.
Haha:stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes::stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes::stuck_out
_tongue_closed_eyes::stuck_out_tongue_closed_eyes:

[5#52#43 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Yeah, they need new users plans/bitcoin to pay plans due... kind of like a 
pyramid scheme... but not

[5#53#03 PM]
rain_coin
:

> 
Madeline Alvarado
> 



Well they need more coin in order to pay us... thus the reason for the new daily 
plans, atleast thats what i got from the messag
I think the daily is to build trust and to display good will from CS. 

The coins are bring paid out with the given fixed amount released from 
exchanges

Being*

[5#54#08 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Mateo
> 
So Bri or CS support none of my coin is being grown rn just waiting held in 
limbo... rollover coming soon and withdrawals?
Once a plan expires, there's no more growth on that coin for the member, the 
balance stays the same until payout actually happens

That's what I've seen with my accounts and others I know of

[5#55#11 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Given I'm sitting around waiting, might as well just make it go into a new plan, 
even though I didn't get paid.  Wish I could roll it...

[5#57#37 PM]
B
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
Once a plan expires, there's no more growth on that coin for the member, the 
balance stays the same until payout actually happen
I agree with you. The frustration is we are given the run around day in and day 
out while all our coin is sitting there. Someone must be playing monopoly with it 
and it sure isnʼt us.

edited 



[5#57#55 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Riley Schuit
> 
Given I'm sitting around waiting, might as well just make it go into a new plan, 
even though I didn't get paid. Wish I could ro
You can roll into the ENDGAME plan any time via a ticket, live chat or rollover 
button.

[5#59#45 PM]
B
:

> 
LdQ
> 
You can roll into the ENDGAME plan any time via a ticket, live chat or rollover 
button.
I donʼt see a rollover button and my last few responses over the passed couple 
weeks have gone unanswered

[5#59#57 PM]
Riley Schuit
:

> 
LdQ
> 
You can roll into the ENDGAME plan any time via a ticket, live chat or rollover 
button.
Thanks buddy

[6#00#54 PM]
Ivan
:
Anyone can confirm that endgame shows up on account page after 40 
consecutive days after choosing plan?

[6#01#49 PM]



Mateo
:
Thank you^

edited 
[6#02#16 PM]
John Good
:
Hi Bri - will a rollover button be installed as I do not see one on my page....

[6#02#40 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
John Good
> 
Hi Bri - will a rollover button be installed as I do not see one on my page....
It will be installed. They are working on it

[6#02#46 PM]
Johnson
:
Is it all or nothing with current rollover requests? 

Meaning - have to rollover entire balance or 

if I want to rollover letʼs say 30% if my current balance to
A ENDGAME and let the other 70% stay in que for payout?

[6#02#47 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
They said probably at the end of this week

[6#02#55 PM]
John Good
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 



It will be installed. They are working on it
perfect.

[6#03#01 PM]
RFdevil
:
I fundamentally disagree about the investment length analogies. Any 
prospective investment should be analyzed by not only ROI but also ROR and 
risk factor. The ROR is what made CS so attractive. But if payments keep 
getting pushed, ROR gets worse and worse and so the investment analysis has 
to change. This would go for any investment.

[6#03#39 PM]
B
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
They said probably at the end of this week
They said that last week too

[6#03#59 PM]
John Good
:
Thanks so much Bri...

[6#04#11 PM]
B
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
I fundamentally disagree about the investment length analogies. Any 
prospective investment should be analyzed by not only ROI bu
Bingo

[6#04#13 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:



> 
B
> 
They said that last week too
I remember seeing it that they were talking about it being finished this week

Could be mistaken though

[6#04#30 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Hi Bri how you doing?

[6#05#59 PM]
Tom
:
@Bri_CS_Support is live support coming online today? Still need to finish that 
conversation of my ticket that u said was responded to but I have not received 
it any where

[6#06#59 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
:+1::+1::+1::+1:

[6#09#07 PM]
Tom
:
Can u just resend ur response to the email on my home page? And let me know 
when done and I'll check again?

I usually have no problems receiving any emails there

Ok thanks;)

[6#09#28 PM]
Colin Mac
:
So to rollover (YOP) just drop support a ticket naming the plan to be rolled over

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Bri_CS_Support


Cheers bri

[6#10#38 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Hey Bri. Tomorrow could you check on support ticket #7103. I opened it 
Monday at about 1#30pm. I canʼt find a response and want to make sure it didnʼt 
delete it or something. Or maybe Iʼm having the same email issue as a few 
others.

[6#13#02 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:
I have ticket #6441 that still hasnʼt been fixed.    Wonder if I can get any info on 
this

[6#13#26 PM]
Twin_river
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Is it all or nothing with current rollover requests? Meaning - have to rollover 
entire balance or if I want to rollover letʼ
Same

[6#13#30 PM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
Daily plans were great while they were paying (about 1.5 weeks for me). Then 
the payments stopped and I got stuck in limbo like
exactly .. had three daily plans they paid out a handful of days then nothing .... 
we will see how long these dailies pay before they stop 

🛑

[6#13#59 PM]
Jesse S.



:
Very interested in doing the daily plan. Just worried that it will have the same 
result as the last time I bought one.

[6#14#17 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Exactly why I'm not going to do it

[6#15#09 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
They have to realize with no converted weeklies .. p1 .. rollovers etc being paid 
out ... itʼs going to be hard to get people to keep forking out money ...

[6#15#52 PM]
Jesse S.
:

> 
Riley Schuit
> 
Exactly why I'm not going to do it
Yes, I have the bitcoin ready to go, but intuition tells me to hold onto it and wait 
for past due balance to be paid out first. Probably why so few people have 
jumped on the new dailyʼs. Only 28 right now.

[6#16#02 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
Yes most everyone feels the same way

[6#16#53 PM]
RFdevil
:
Yeah, there's a reason so few daily plans have been purchased despite the 
matching offer. People still waiting to see returns on expired plans first

[6#17#24 PM]
Margaret Walker



:
So ... has anyone been paid anything in the last few days ??? Speak up please ! 
I havenʼt

[6#17#25 PM]
Twin_river
:
Matured plans

[6#17#59 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
We still want to see payouts as we were told there would be payouts ...

[6#18#28 PM]
RFdevil
:
None of that changes what I said. Whether thinking in crypto or fiat, my points 
still stand

[6#18#58 PM]
Twin_river
:
Iʼm here for the long run, but I want to know what CS expects from me as an 
investor. I want to hear about everyoneʼs accounts over 500 btc one day, and 
donʼt care if it takes years. And when we get there how much will CS allow an 
individual to withdrawal from 500btc? How much of my current matured 
rollover plan can I withdrawal? 20%,50%, or 100%?

[6#19#01 PM]
P
:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 
So ... has anyone been paid anything in the last few days ??? Speak up please ! 
I havenʼt
Ive seen a few p1 peps. Daily people posted above that they got those



[6#19#09 PM]
RFdevil
:
ROI and ROR are the same as long as you calculate both the investment and 
return in the same currency

[6#19#26 PM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
P
> 
Ive seen a few p1 peps. Daily people posted above that they got those
Not interested in new daily payouts ....

[6#21#17 PM]
Marty Moose
:
I submitted a support ticket asking to consolidate my plans and roll them over 
immediately after the post was pinned to do so a few days ago and have not 
heard anything. Is this bc you cannot consolidate or just havenʼt got to that 
ticket yet? Thanks

[6#21#18 PM]
Russ
:
If anyone is interested, I came accross a Telegram bot that will notify you when 
you have BTC deposits into your wallet. That way, you don't need to waste time 
checking it all the time. It says it'll work for ETH as well, but it didn't for me. But 
it's nice getting BTC notifications: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?
topic=4479224.0

[6#24#08 PM]
Twin_river
:
The transparency here hasnʼt comforted the fact of my wallet not receiving any 
payouts for 9 months. And Iʼm only on patience level 1 still. I hear chirping

[6#24#35 PM]
BitcoinBarta

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4479224.0
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4479224.0


:

> 
Russ
> 
If anyone is interested, I came accross a Telegram bot that will notify you when 
you have BTC deposits into your wallet. That wa
Sounds like a great way to track people and hack their accounts

[6#26#19 PM]
Mateo
:
Bri and CS dont take any of this personally thank you for everything BUT we 
need confirmed Bitcoin in our wallets period I've been in for 10 going on 11 
months...

[6#28#19 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
LOL!!!!!

[6#28#27 PM]
RFdevil
:
So what is the point? I invested crypto based upon calculated ROI and ROR to 
be returned in crypto. The expected ROI and ROR never materialized. The coin I 
invested is not continuing to grow, it is sitting in an expired plan waiting to be 
paid out. No fiat involved, just crypto invested and expected crypto return.

[6#29#45 PM]
Twin_river
:
Crickets awoke! Iʼm game with the endgame. Currently just in limbo. Can I 
rollover 50% of my matured plan?

edited 
[6#33#41 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Please excuse support staff and myself while we attempt to quickly work 
through the substantial amount of support tickets from members that have 



come through overnight. 
As much as I know they enjoy conversing in the feed, this morning Iʼm going to 
have to ask that my support staff be left to focus and help members on our 
help desk.

> 
Twin_river
> 
Crickets awoke! Iʼm game with the endgame. Currently just in limbo. Can I 
rollover 50% of my matured plan?
Yes, but please send this in the form of a ticket to support

[6#38#51 PM]
Twin_river
:

> 
CS Manager
> 
Yes, but please send this in the form of a ticket to support
Will do thanks

[6#39#24 PM]
RFdevil
:
Ok, will be quiet for a while to let CS do its work.

[6#41#36 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
RFdevil
> 
Ok, will be quiet for a while to let CS do its work.
:wink: you may have your turn later. Donʼt worry

[6#43#45 PM]
Margaret Walker
:



Doesnʼt matter if itʼs “growing “ if itʼs never paid out ...

Oh there it is!! Knew it would be thrown at me at some point

No thanks ... just would like to see some people getting returned investments .

I think itʼs pretty reasonable to wonder whatʼs going on with our Investments 
that we have been waiting patiently for ... you are saying there are payouts .. 
just want that confirmation from the members . Thatʼs fair

[6#48#32 PM]
Twin_river
:
I heard patience level 1 is the hardest of all the levels.

[6#52#11 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
Just wondering if anyone was getting payments ... havenʼt heard anyone has . 
Maybe there will be a new update to help us understand the new issues that is 
delaying ...

[6#54#08 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Request refund 

🤨

 terrible attitude

[6#54#36 PM]
Red
:
People are getting payments they just donʼt want to post it here. Plus a lot of 
members arenʼt in this group that have gotten paid as well!!

Podcast was awesome and explained a lot!!!

[6#54#44 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
My big one just confirmed 

You guys a silly 



Your stepping over profit to wait 
Itʼs crazy 

I just told everyone 

20 coin is 40 coin 
Thatʼs 2 coin a day 
Thatʼs like free $5800 a day lol

40 is 80 *wink 

Thatʼs 4 BTC a day 
Thatʼs $11800 a day free money 
Ty CS gods

[6#55#17 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Just sharing that I rolled my balances to endgame.  I am sitting on my hands 
getting furstrated, I might as well let time work for me.

[6#56#31 PM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Request refund 

🤨

 terrible attitude
I know ! Iʼm not sure why they treat members like that

> 
Red
> 
People are getting payments they just donʼt want to post it here. Plus a lot of 
members arenʼt in this group that have gotten pa
Weird only the ones in this feed havenʼt been paid ... but others not on the 
feed .. those are the ones that have ...? Thatʼs sounds .. odd

> 
Red



> 
People are getting payments they just donʼt want to post it here. Plus a lot of 
members arenʼt in this group that have gotten pa
No one I know has .. and I havenʼt .. I would assume the random distribution 
would hit one of our many plans .... hoping soon 

@

[6#59#24 PM]
Red
:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 
Weird only the ones in this feed havenʼt been paid ... but others not on the 
feed .. those are the ones that have ...? Thatʼs so
Some have posted in here theyʼve gotten paid last week and I think someone 
posted this week too!

[6#59#29 PM]
Josh
:
Has anyone who has requested rollover into endgame.  Does it show up as a 
plan. And had it happened yet for those requesting it?

edited 
[6#59#36 PM]
LdQ
:
Why is it called CIRCLE Society?  Because every 24 hours people circle around 
and ask the same questions that have been answered already.

Either you believe the answers, or you don't.  Either you trust CS or you don't.  
You can paddle or you can jump out, but why chose to drag like an anchor?

[7#00#12 PM]
Red
:

> 
Josh
> 
Has anyone who has requested rollover into endgame. Does it show up as a 
plan. And had it happened yet for those requesting it?



I did on Monday and it was there really quick. My plans were supposed to retire 
Tuesday so I rolled them on over!!!

[7#00#49 PM]
Josh
:
TY. Did you do the full amount. And if not does the balance show pending 
withdrawal?

[7#01#02 PM]
Margaret Walker
:
Ok. But payments are continuing to go out ... is there an idea of how many 
average per day ? Is there certain coin locked up  associated with certain 
plans ? Or is it all random

[7#01#49 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Josh
> 
Has anyone who has requested rollover into endgame. Does it show up as a 
plan. And had it happened yet for those requesting it?
Yes, it shows up as ENDGAME.

[7#02#07 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Iʼve been paid PS1 Iʼve been paid 7/30 alt dailyʼs and now 1/30 BTC daily. If you 
have doubts Iʼm real look me up or message me. I only speak the truth Eagle 
Scout in me 

A scout is trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, 
cheerful, thrift, brave, clean and reverent. (Wow can still do that from memory)

[7#02#20 PM]
Red
:



> 
Josh
> 
TY. Did you do the full amount. And if not does the balance show pending 
withdrawal?
I did full amount

[7#04#54 PM]
Bob T
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Iʼve been paid PS1 Iʼve been paid 7/30 alt dailyʼs and now 1/30 BTC daily. If you 
have doubts Iʼm real look me up or message me.
I also have similar stats

[7#05#49 PM]
Dave O
:
Does anyone have a rollover tab out next to their plans or do we have to contact 
support to rollover a plan

[7#06#24 PM]
Josh
:
No tab on mine. Support is whatʼs been said previous

[7#06#35 PM]
John Good
:
They are working on the programming to have the button installed....

[7#06#58 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Dave O
> 



Does anyone have a rollover tab out next to their plans or do we have to contact 
support to rollover a plan
Have to contact support.

[7#07#53 PM]
Red
:

> 
Margaret Walker
> 
No one I know has .. and I havenʼt .. I would assume the random distribution 
would hit one of our many plans .... hoping soon 

🤞

And the person I came in under, his whole team has gotten their P1 over a 
month ago. So if will happen! Those issues that came up were out of CSʼs 
control. From what podcast said they are working around the clock to fix 
everything! And they will!!!

[7#08#42 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Iʼve been paid PS1 Iʼve been paid 7/30 alt dailyʼs and now 1/30 BTC daily. If you 
have doubts Iʼm real look me up or message me.

🥴

 :joy::joy:

[7#19#11 PM]
Nick Nix
:
No body should of put any money in this they couldnʼt afford to lose. If itʼs a 
scam hit refund pray you get paid and leave the chat. If itʼs real even with 
delays Returns like this canʼt be find anywhere else. Think about it even 150% 
return if it takes twice as long itʼs still 75% !!! If you have got your PS1 you are 
already in the black and the rollover is full profit.
If you can handle the pain donʼt play game. 

If you can handle the loss donʼt roll the dice :game_die:

[7#20#27 PM]



Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
No body should of put any money in this they couldnʼt afford to lose. If itʼs a 
scam hit refund pray you get paid and leave the
Best thing written in this thread today!! 

Thnx Nick!

[7#22#23 PM]
Dustin Smith
:
Bri can you look at ticket #6990. The response we got seems like the ticket was 
just glanced over. We know you are all busy. My wife had requested that her 
weeklies and rollover be put into an endgame. Her weeklies were done but her 
Rollover hasnʼt been touched. When she responded to have it fixed the reply 
she got was that her weeklies would show up as balance due, which made no 
sense. Thanks for the help!!!

[7#23#46 PM]
Margaret Walker
:

> 
Red
> 
And the person I came in under, his whole team has gotten their P1 over a 
month ago. So if will happen! Those issues that came u
:+1:

[7#25#12 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
My big one just confirmed You guys a silly Your stepping over profit to wait Itʼs 
crazy I just told everyone 20 coin is



You can thank my cat. She controls the blockchain.

[7#26#21 PM]
Johnson
:
Seeking Rollover Clarity: 

Is rollover all or nothing with current rollover requests? 

Meaning - have to rollover entire balance or 

if I want to rollover letʼs say 30% if my current balance to
A ENDGAME and let the other 70% stay in que for payout?

[7#26#45 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
No body should of put any money in this they couldnʼt afford to lose. If itʼs a 
scam hit refund pray you get paid and leave the
You need to find something to do

[7#28#11 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Nicks helpful CS Admin Tip of the day 

Announce each day how many of each plans are going out 
Example 

5 PS1
7YOP
6 ALT conv plans 
3 Rollovers 

Iʼm promise you support tickets and bitching  will drop dramatically :wink:

[7#30#18 PM]
Jason D.



:

> 
Johnson
> 
Seeking Rollover Clarity: Is rollover all or nothing with current rollover requests? 
Meaning - have to rollover entire balan
Yes, thatʼs what I did.

> 
Johnson
> 
Seeking Rollover Clarity: Is rollover all or nothing with current rollover requests? 
Meaning - have to rollover entire balan
Give them BTC amounts specific for rollover and payout and they will update on 
you dashboard.

[7#31#27 PM]
Johnson
:

> 
Jason D.
> 
Give them BTC amounts specific for rollover and payout and they will update on 
you dashboard.
Thanks

[7#31#40 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Johnson
> 
Thanks
Anytime

[7#36#31 PM]
Bob T
:



> 
Johnson
> 
Seeking Rollover Clarity: Is rollover all or nothing with current rollover requests? 
Meaning - have to rollover entire balan
Submit a ticket on website on contact us page and tell them how much to roll 
and how much to keep in balance. This is not hard. When they get to your ticket 
they will do what you requested.

[7#36#55 PM]
Squishy
:
CS admins. When you get a minute could someone look at ticket #7307. I just 
wanted verify that I didn't submit more than the 1

[7#39#28 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
All tickets are looked at in the order that they are sent in. 
We will get to everyoneʼs ticket  when itʼs their turn.

[7#42#59 PM]
Squishy
:
I couldn't tell if the 1st time went through my screen change really fast was 
refreshing either. So I did another Ticket..

*wasn't

[7#44#36 PM]
TXpaid
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
No body should of put any money in this they couldnʼt afford to lose. If itʼs a 
scam hit refund pray you get paid and leave the
Not being negative here but I hate this answer, agreed you shouldn't invest 
money that you don't want to lose but it's not lost. It's locked up, we have been 
told that. Techman has 23950 btc, more than enough. Don't spread FUD about 



money being lost. Just relax and let the system work.

[7#46#17 PM]
Tradin1
:
When will support chat be back up?

[7#48#59 PM]
Nick Nix
:

> 
TXpaid
> 
Not being negative here but I hate this answer, agreed you shouldn't invest 
money that you don't want to lose but it's not lost.
Moral to my story is about expectations. If you donʼt have any then your 
feelings are not offset. Learning to live life without expectations is game 
changer. 

With that being said holding people accountable is also important. 

Keep on keeping on 

Side note  itʼs super hard concept for woman especially not to have 
expectations :joy:

[7#53#34 PM]
Twin_river
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Nicks helpful CS Admin Tip of the day Announce each day how many of each 
plans are going out Example 5 PS1 7YOP 6 ALT conv
Letʼs not forget refunds. They wanted to have fun but were left out. Let the 
crypto gods bless them

[7#57#24 PM]
TXpaid
:



> 
Nick Nix
> 
Moral to my story is about expectations. If you donʼt have any then your 
feelings are not offset. Learning to live life without
I'm with you, it's like the old SNL skit lowered expectations. Some folks just get 
a little more anxious than others.

edited 
[8#04#22 PM]
Runamuck
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Iʼve been paid PS1 Iʼve been paid 7/30 alt dailyʼs and now 1/30 BTC daily. If you 
have doubts Iʼm real look me up or message me.
(Scout law) you forgot the....And always late!:wink: at the end.

[8#19#59 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:joy::joy:

[8#20#24 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Lol admin :joy::joy::joy::joy::joy::joy:

[8#22#55 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
Where do these ticket numbers come from, I have submitted 2 tickets in the 
last 5 weeks. I have never seen a ticket number maybe my tickets are not going 
thru, since I never get a response from cs

edited 
[8#25#27 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:



> 
Rapidrnr
> 
Where do these ticket numbers come from, I have submitted 2 tickets in the 
last 5 weeks. I have never seen a ticket number maybe
If you sign in (log into) the support site then there is a option called ‘My 
Acttivityʼ under your name.  All support tickets and chat sessions with CS are 
listed there with there corresponding number(s).

[8#26#05 PM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Funnyfarm69
> 
If you sign in (log into) the support site then there is a option called ‘My 
Acttivityʼ under your name. All support tickets an
Thanks, Iʼll do that

[8#26#13 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Rapidrnr
> 
Thanks, Iʼll do that
:+1:

[8#27#33 PM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Funnyfarm69
> 
:+1:
Nope, no activity under my name

[8#32#06 PM]
Funnyfarm69



:
Do you see the My Activities option, along with Edit my Profile, Change 
Password, etc.

[8#34#04 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Still 96 plans 
Iʼm buying more 
More coin for me 
Everyday 

Thanks CS

[8#34#12 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
No, I have none of those, I had my mom check hers and my buddy check his 
none of us have that

[8#34#30 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
Hmm...

[8#35#49 PM]
Nick Nix
:
@techman2020 can you drop BTC down to 5k for a few minutes so I can buy a 
coin. Then put it back to 6k :joy:

[8#36#02 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
See PM

[8#38#00 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
No activities option

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


[8#38#12 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Rapidrnr
> 
No, I have none of those, I had my mom check hers and my buddy check his 
none of us have that
Alan,

I will PM you with help.

[8#38#30 PM]
Jerry
:
I

[8#38#31 PM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Funnyfarm69
> 
Alan, I will PM you with help.
:+1:

[8#41#22 PM]
Marty Moose
:
My plans have been consolidated and rolled over. Thank you 
@JJ_CS_Support !!! Here's to another 230% in 40 days! :+1:

[8#43#14 PM]
Lolly
:

> 
Funnyfarm69

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40JJ_CS_Support


> 
If you sign in (log into) the support site then there is a option called ‘My 
Acttivityʼ under your name. All support tickets an
Thanks! I wondered how people had ticket numbers to check on too... i got it 
figured out.

[8#44#54 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
Hey bri, went to contact us, then clicked on submit a request

[8#48#55 PM]
Jason D.
:

🤯

[8#50#23 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
At no point in your rambling incoherent response were you even close to 
anything that could be considered a rational thought. Everyone in this room is 
now dumber for having listened to it. I award you no points and may god have 
mercy on your soul.

Can I please answer some of these gems!?!? :pray:

[8#57#08 PM]
MR BTC
:
CS I demand you refund them save yourself the headache 

🤕

 

🤯

:joy::joy::joy:

CS maybe you need to have an upgrade concierge service for some folks.   
Lolololol

[9#07#36 PM]
Red
:
Wow lol thatʼs up there with some putting their home address for their wallet 
addresses. I still laugh at that one!!! Keep those coming. They are funny!



[9#09#01 PM]
Tom
:
:joy::joy:

[9#09#16 PM]
Roger English
:
Ok. That was funny....

[9#17#54 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
:pray::pray::pray:

Please Crypto Deities,
let me receive a payout today!

Daddy needs to buy myself a Daily!

:pray::pray::pray:

[9#20#10 PM]
Ivan
:
If I was to roll over my weekly into endgame, how likely will my endgame payout 
be recieved? 
Hoping by then everything is running smoothly and can receive endgame 
payout

[9#23#09 PM]
P
:

🤣 🤣 🤣

[9#25#18 PM]
Lolly
:

> 
Funnyfarm69



> 
:pray::pray::pray: Please Crypto Deities, let me receive a payout today! Daddy 
needs to buy myself a Daily! :pray::pray::pray:
I second that motion for you and me... and many others

[9#27#11 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Itʼs ok Iʼll wait for my coins to come and then Iʼll put it next month

On daily s

[9#28#30 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
@techman2020 can you drop BTC down to 5k for a few minutes so I can buy a 
coin. Then put it back to 6k :joy:
Yesssss get on the side of your CS boys :joy:

:joy::joy:

[9#30#41 PM]
Kurray Quinn
:
That's the best thing I ever heard :point_up_2::laughing:

[9#32#18 PM]
Runamuck
:
Now that's funny! I needed a good laugh.

[9#32#24 PM]
Colin Mac
:
:joy: oh that had me tickled



[9#32#25 PM]
MR BTC
:
Hilarious

[9#38#25 PM]
Kouper
:
If that person is in here, hey its me ur wife.

Pm me and ill give you the wallet for half.

Muwahaha

[9#42#17 PM]
Tom
:
CS saving lives :joy:

edited 
@Bri_CS_Support though I still dont seem to receive your email responses, the 
issue described in the ticket has been resolved and correct balances are now 
shown on my page. Thanks for the help :+1::blush:

[9#44#49 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
Tom
> 
@Bri_CS_Support though I still dont seem to receive your email responses, the 
issue described in the ticket has been resolved an
If you pull up the incident in zen desk you will see the reply there as well.

[9#44#58 PM]
Tom
:
Nope I dont

I checked in activity tab

Theres only 2 old tickets from last yr

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Bri_CS_Support


[9#45#50 PM]
Nick Nix
:
“Risk nothing gain nothing 
Risk a little gain a little 
Risk everything gain everything” 

Sent another daily in !!! :tada::grimacing:

[9#46#05 PM]
Tom
:
Maybe has to do with the fact that I was not logged in with my username on 
zendesk when I originally submitted the ticket. I just had put my email in the 
header

edited 
[9#49#10 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Tom
> 
Maybe has to do with the fact that I was not logged in with my username on 
zendesk when I originally submitted the ticket. I jus
That should still link to your Support page. It has for mine in the past.

[9#49#37 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Thanks for quick response to rollover request!

[9#49#49 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
“Risk nothing gain nothing Risk a little gain a little Risk everything gain 



everything” Sent another daily in !!! :tada::grimacing:
I'd probably rephrase the last one into
"Risk everything, gain everything. Or loose it all and declare bankcrupcy"

:joy::joy:

> 
Funnyfarm69
> 
That should still link to your Support page. It has for mine in the past.
Yeah I was thinking it would. But that fact that my ticket didnt show up under 
my activities after I opened it also weird

NExt time I'll make sure to be logged in

[9#55#45 PM]
Funnyfarm69
:
:+1:

[10#03#03 PM]
Duncan Boyle
:
Will we be contacted if our address is invalid?

[10#03#16 PM]
Taye W
:
Is there anyone on here who has received their P1 in the last month?

[10#07#09 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Taye W
> 
Is there anyone on here who has received their P1 in the last month?
There were at least 3 people over the past 2 weeks saying they got it



[10#08#06 PM]
Taye W
:

> 
Tom
> 
There were at least 3 people over the past 2 weeks saying they got it
How does it look on your page when you get it or do you just check your wallet 
for confirmation of your withdrawal?

[10#08#30 PM]
Tom
:
The plan disappears from ur page once paid out

edited 
Until then its untouched/in queue

[10#09#11 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
There hasnʼt been anyone in the feed that has received their weekly yet 
correct?

[10#09#13 PM]
Taye W
:
Gotcha.  I've been checking everyday and I was wondering if I was looking at 
the wrong thing

[10#10#32 PM]
Tom
:

> 
Taye W
> 
Gotcha. I've been checking everyday and I was wondering if I was looking at the 
wrong thing
Nah just waiting game at this point nothing else to do about it



[10#11#09 PM]
Ivan
:
Question for admins, once weekly starts paying out will it be slow for a few 
weeks since there are other payouts (p1, matured plans) or will it all be payed 
out within a week?

[10#12#06 PM]
Tom
:
By the time weekly payouts starts, there should be no more p1 payouts left. No?

[10#13#22 PM]
Ivan
:

> 
Tom
> 
By the time weekly payouts starts, there should be no more p1 payouts left. No?
I think its random and not necessarily since dailies are getting paid when 
weekly and matured plans are not
But could be wrong and maybe there is a specific lineup in the queue

[10#14#03 PM]
Tom
:
It is randomized yes, but it sounded like the p1 payouts were given priority

That is its randomized within a payout category

[10#19#03 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Told my friend to send me coin and Iʼd get him into CS 

Now Iʼll get match and we both win 

More free money 

Thanks CS



[10#19#28 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Tom
> 
@Bri_CS_Support though I still dont seem to receive your email responses, the 
issue described in the ticket has been resolved an
Iʼve had the same problem as tom. Ticket # 6441 and have been waiting for 2 
weeks to get it fixed.   Any word on it?

[10#25#48 PM]
LdQ
:
I've never put a ticket in and no one from support has ever contacted me to 
thank me. Putting in 7 successive tickets now to address it...

[10#27#22 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Iʼm all matched CS is working fast on that thank you :pray:

🏻

[10#30#54 PM]
Kouper
:

> 
LdQ
> 
I've never put a ticket in and no one from support has ever contacted me to 
thank me. Putting in 7 successive tickets now to add
Make sure that each line of the ticket is a word from allstar

[10#31#21 PM]
MrIrish
:
What difference does the value of the coin make? We were all given an 
estimated pay out date of 7 days, 30 days or whatever and CS has grossly 
missed those dates. How can you possibly tell someone they need to have a 
long term investment mindset when the original deal was to pay whatever 



percent interest back to the person in 7 days? That is not a long term 
investment. It is a very short term investment. It is not a year over year 
investment.

[10#33#40 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
MrIrish
> 
What difference does the value of the coin make? We were all given an 
estimated pay out date of 7 days, 30 days or whatever and
Valid point, seen plenty saying this is long term... but 7 days is 7 days... 38 is 
38. 

Is that stating the obvious :joy:

[10#36#32 PM]
MrIrish
:
If I had someone who asked me to invest in their company and they would pay 
me back in 7 days at what point am I allowed to ask him for the real answer 
about where the money is? 30 days later, 60 days later, 180 days later? 
Remember he agreed to pay me back in 7 days. And how in the world am I (the 
investor) considered the jerk and treated like crap because I would like a 
truthful answer about what really happened to my money? If you are hanging 
onto it (interest free) so that you can continue to trade and make more money 
for the company, then just say that. Just tell us that you are unwilling to pay us 
back and that you want to keep making money with our coin. We would rather 
have the truth than a bunch of smoke screens.

[10#39#20 PM]
Kris
:

> 
MrIrish
> 
If I had someone who asked me to invest in their company and they would pay 
me back in 7 days at what point am I allowed to ask
:point_up_2#Truth



[10#39#25 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
What kind of company , besides CS 
Gives these kinds of returns ????

None that Iʼve researched

[10#39#44 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
MrIrish
> 
If I had someone who asked me to invest in their company and they would pay 
me back in 7 days at what point am I allowed to ask
Iʼm pretty sure he did say that in last nights podcast

[10#41#33 PM]
Evan S
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
What kind of company , besides CS Gives these kinds of returns ???? None that 
Iʼve researched
The point is the dates when investors were supposed to get the money back 
has not been met. We're all here because of the returns yes but when a date is 
said that's what the investor expects. If it was going to be 1 year for 250% or 
whatever then we would wait a year but when a plan was supposed to pay in 18 
days 10 months ago investors get upset.

[10#42#46 PM]
MrIrish
:

> 
Zackery Hunter
> 
What kind of company , besides CS Gives these kinds of returns ???? None that 



Iʼve researched
The returns are 0 until you are actually paid. And the amount of the return is 
irrelevant. They choose to offer the return of their own choosing. We decide if 
we want to invest on those terms or not. We all obviously agreed to those 
stated terms and so did they. However, they do not hold up their end of the 
bargain and then get super defensive when we ask where the money is. 
Whether they choose to give you 1% return of 1,000% return is irrelevant. I 
understand that the payout dates are 'estimated' but no one can make an 
argument that 8 months overdue on a 7 day investment is acceptable. 
Especially when they choose to take in new money and pay that out 
immediately.

[10#45#30 PM]
Evan S
:

> 
MrIrish
> 
The returns are 0 until you are actually paid. And the amount of the return is 
irrelevant. They choose to offer the return of th
1,000,000% agree period. The investment term was stated as such, it's 
irrelevant that other invests don't produce what CS is stating. If CS said 7 days 
and paid on day 8 (24 hours after the bot ends) but some other investment will 
only do 1% in those 7 days where CS does 25% then that argument is relevant.

[10#45#44 PM]
Kris
:
What I heard in the podcast was they "need new coin to keep the lights on". Is 
CS not making a profit from coin already in the system? Not making profit from 
all the missing payouts? If you are offering "returns that you will not see 
anywhere else," are you not making profits that cannot be made anywhere else?

> 
MrIrish
> 
The returns are 0 until you are actually paid. And the amount of the return is 
irrelevant. They choose to offer the return of th
Firehose of truth

[10#47#06 PM]



Johnson
:
From the podcast seems has the coin to payout but not willing to pull it 
because of what it would do to price......

....but getting to a point where it might be worth pulling large amount out of 
exchanges to make everyone happy w past due

- the dip can create a rebuy for some
Peeps - before the surge back up from the new plans purchased

[11#43#06 PM]
Johnson
:
Can we roll into it? Looks good

[11#43#28 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Chats will be muted temporarily to once again ask that my Support team
Be given the opportunity to work peacefully and focus on resolving issues for 
members who have submitted support tickets. 
We have thousands of members, many of who are not on Telegram and who 
have been patiently waiting for assistance.  
So To quickly address a few thing- 

Expired plans are currently in the queue to be paid out.  If you would like your 
plan to remain in the queue, leave it as is (the name may change to Balance 
Due).  If you would like to continue growth, we can happily assist you in rolling 
applicable plans into ENDGAME.

CS has no control over market or regulatory conditions and is not responsible 
for delays caused
by exchanges or by new regulations.

 The laws
surrounding crypto-currency are changing rapidly and new regulations, laws or 
protocols are
likely to develop and could impact the market or the viability of any strategy, 
protocol or
structure.

Before purchasing crypto currency or making any deposits, you must ensure 



that the nature,
complexity and risks inherent in the trading of cryptocurrency are suitable for 
your objectives in
light of your circumstances and financial position. 

Many factors outside of the control of CS will and could affect the market, 
including but not
limited to, changes in laws, national and international economic, financial 
regulatory, political,
terrorist, military and other events, positive or adverse news and publicity, and 
generally
extreme, uncertain and volatile market conditions. 

CS does not control the exchanges, nor the rate at which the exchanges 
release coin back to CS. CS must adapt and comply to the changes made by 
third parties. Frustration is absolutely understandable and expected. However 
the constant attacking occuring in this feed is not appreciated whilst the staff is 
working day in and day out jumping hurdles to resolve these delays.

(All of the above is directly from our membership agreement and risk 
disclaimer.)

--- 
Thursday, May 9, 2019

 ---

[5#01#17 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Good morning!

[5#01#17 PM]
Gary Lyman
:
Good morning/Good afternoon everyone! I hope everyone has an awesome 
Thursday and today is better than yesterday for you all!

[5#01#31 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Morning guys



[5#02#32 PM]
Gary Lyman
:

> 
ShirleyAnnTX
> 
Good morning!
Haha Shirley you beat me for the first message by a split-second 
LOL :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:

[5#02#48 PM]
Akintoba Akindoyin
:
It's good evening here in Qatar @ 7#02pm

[5#02#51 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Good morning Gary

[5#03#18 PM]
Gary Lyman
:
Yeah I forgot there are people all around the world on here it's High Noon 03 
here at the moment lol

[5#03#43 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Great! Good evening Akintiba Akindoyin

[5#03#59 PM]
Gary Lyman
:
Good morning CS support

[5#04#00 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:



5#03 pm here in Nigeria

Such a big family with intercontinental engagement

[5#05#05 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Here's to a less stressful day for all. But Techman 2020,  vinegar?

[5#06#21 PM]
Red
:
Morning everyone! 

That kind of plane ride in that video would be heavenly lol

[5#07#39 PM]
Gary Lyman
:
I don't know if this question has been asked but is it acceptable to submit an 
email to support to ask if you all could possibly provide us with a rough 
estimate on what number we are in queue for our payouts. I have listened to all 
the podcasts and I understand everything that's going on at the moment. I'm 
just thinking people might like knowing where they stand in line. As always 
thank you and your team for all the hard work you do.

[5#07#54 PM]
ShirleyAnnTX
:
Red,  like sleeping on a cloud. :wink:

[5#08#44 PM]
Red
:

> 
ShirleyAnnTX
> 
Red, like sleeping on a cloud. :wink:
Yes yes yes!! 

🤗



[5#09#21 PM]
MR BTC
:
Good morning from the sunshine State.

[5#09#47 PM]
Gary Lyman
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Good morning from the sunshine State.
Hello Florida!

[5#09#56 PM]
MR BTC
:
:+1:

🏻

edited 
[5#10#29 PM]
Red
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Good morning from the sunshine State.
One of my favorite places! My parents and aunt live in Destin!

[5#10#32 PM]
rain_coin
:

> 
Gary Lyman
> 
I don't know if this question has been asked but is it acceptable to submit an 
email to support to ask if you all could possibly
Not sure if that is possible since the payout is randomized.



[5#11#07 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Red
> 
One of my favorite places! My parents and aunt live in Destin!
:+1:

🏻

Very nice area. Iʼm on the Space-Coast

[5#11#48 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Good morning all woke up this morning to all my Dailys being lumped together 
and paid as one at 12#20 am PST :pray:

🏻

@cssupportbrett but I did notice two 
of my counters are still at 30. As much as I would love the extra bonus best to 
tell the truth and let admin know.

[5#12#01 PM]
Red
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
:+1:

🏻

Very nice area. Iʼm on the Space-Coast
Nice!

[5#12#45 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Good morning all woke up this morning to all my Dailys being lumped together 
and paid as one at 12#20 am PST :pray:

🏻

@cssupportbrett
Iʼm glad youʼre seeing some returns. I hope the prior obligations start to get 
funded ASAP

[5#14#56 PM]

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40cssupportbrett


Tradin1
:
Good afternoon from Puerto Rico 

B

[5#16#18 PM]
Kris
:
Glad to see that the long term investment of Dailies are being paid. Now how 
about some love for those of us that have not been paid since August. Rollovers 
are coming due!

[5#16#29 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Good Evening from Florence Italy :it:

[5#16#46 PM]
MR BTC
:
President Trump declares cryptocurrency money. Therefore no more taxes on 
it. And then I woke up.  :joy::joy::joy::joy:

Funny thing is, It really is money

[5#19#19 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
If payout are random. I must not be on that list. Or most of the people in this 
group. How do we get on the random list. Oh ya. Good morning

[5#21#08 PM]
Steve
:
Good Morning all from the lone star state. Woke up to daily being payed out. I 
had missed that payout feeling. :)

[5#23#11 PM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
Good for you for getting payed out... the rest of us are waiting, grey hairs are 



growing.

[5#24#16 PM]
Ivan
:
If anyone receives anything but a daily, please let us know! Give us all some 
hope

[5#24#39 PM]
Kris
:

> 
Ivan
> 
If anyone receives anything but a daily, please let us know! Give us all some 
hope
Yes Please!

[5#27#11 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
So you got payed

[5#27#42 PM]
Colin Mac
:
So if I get am daily plan AM I GETTING IT DAILY??

Or will it be one day and then excuse?

[5#29#00 PM]
Steve
:
positive thoughts!

[5#29#02 PM]
MR BTC
:
Something tell me this thread is going to be shut down here real soon for a 



cooling off period.

[5#29#16 PM]
Josh
:
So when the plan changes to balance due, then you are in the queue for 
payment correct?

[5#29#17 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
No it will be 1 week and excuse

[5#29#57 PM]
Josh
:
And yes. Way to early for bad vibes.

[5#30#26 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
ITʼS ANOTHER BEAUTIFUL DAY! Why??? Because youʼre breathing, reading 
this, and have the OPPORTUNITY to be part of this ONCE in a lifetime 
company! Smile MORE and worry LESS! Head up, ENJOY your day and keep 
moving forward!

[5#30#42 PM]
Colin Mac
:
I'm not doing bad vibes, I asking genuine question. Are dailies going to keep 
going without any excuses

[5#31#09 PM]
Red
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
ITʼS ANOTHER BEAUTIFUL DAY! Why??? Because youʼre breathing, reading 



this, and have the OPPORTUNITY to be part of this ONCE in a
Preach!

[5#31#11 PM]
Josh
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
ITʼS ANOTHER BEAUTIFUL DAY! Why??? Because youʼre breathing, reading 
this, and have the OPPORTUNITY to be part of this ONCE in a
Absolutely

[5#33#12 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Red
> 
Preach!
:raised_hands:

🏽

[5#33#17 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
Speaking of polls , what was the final outcome of yesterdayʼs poll

[5#33#21 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Josh
> 
Absolutely
:100:

[5#33#34 PM]
HodlerSavage



:
Sounds like 90% of you in here spent your last pennies doing these plans and 
such and youʼre freaking out cause youʼre broke cause of it.

[5#34#28 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
HodlerSavage
> 
Sounds like 90% of you in here spent your last pennies doing these plans and 
such and youʼre freaking out cause youʼre broke cau
Thatʼs a strong possibility

[5#35#12 PM]
Dustin Smith
:
It would be great to have a ticker that states how many of what plans were paid 
the previous 24 hours. I would love to say that would make people feel better. 
But, I can only speak for me and my group. I know my group would love a daily 
update like that.

[5#35#31 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
Good to know about daily. But my P1 and P2 have not been paid. Also all the 
individual I know haven't gotten paid. So all this people are not in the so called 
random list. Also there is no random in a computer. Computer does what you 
program. Please stop with the BS.

[5#35#50 PM]
MR BTC
:
Iʼd rather see CS under promise and over deliver than overpromise and under 
deliver.

[5#36#00 PM]
Kris
:



> 
HodlerSavage
> 
Sounds like 90% of you in here spent your last pennies doing these plans and 
such and youʼre freaking out cause youʼre broke cau
Last pennies no. There comes a point when you don't throw more money at a 
problem just because it appears appealing. Not being paid in 10 months for 40 
day plans, given excuses why it's not paid, should give pause to anyone 
thinking of putting more money in.

[5#36#09 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Is that a comment in regards to silencing me. I've put enough into CS to have 
concerns over not having any return and if I have a question in regards to 
putting coins into a daily... then I think I'm entitled to ask... with a slight 
negative twist due to previous form.

[5#38#03 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
I did not see any important info here. Jared.

[5#38#48 PM]
A Rogers
:
@ Admin: So on the plans page it lists how many plans I assume that's left to 
pay. Is there a way to show P1 progress? Show that number ticking down?

[5#39#06 PM]
MR BTC
:
Really wish we had a channel for information only from administrators that sit 
along side of this thread for comments

[5#39#40 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Well that's potentially 5 folk who have concerns but are aiming to put more coin 
in if they were given some confidence... let's see how things unfold.



I wasn't relieving frustration, I was asking a question as I'm basically about to or 
planning to getting on the daily train but it would be nice to be given 
confidence instead of someone jumping on about silencing me... and 4 
others :blush:

[5#39#57 PM]
MR BTC
:
No truck for you LOL

[5#40#08 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
I would just mute everyone here and make it for information only.

Poll that!

[5#40#31 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
Maybe you did not understand me. I don't need BS info I need actual facts and 
progress.

[5#40#48 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Really wish we had a channel for information only from administrators that sit 
along side of this thread for comments
:+1: asking CS questions and getting actual answers from them rather than 
comments from people with no clue

edited 
[5#40#52 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
Gary Lyman



> 
I don't know if this question has been asked but is it acceptable to submit an 
email to support to ask if you all could possibly
As coin becomes available to pay out from the exchanges, the system builds a 
batch of us randomly to come up with a group of people that equal the amount 
of coin available to pay out. That batch is then paid out. There is no real 
"positions in line", so to speak.

It has been suggested that people are paid in order of who has been waiting the 
longest, or whose plan matured first Etc, but that would require stopping 
payments for several days while new code was written.

[5#42#16 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
I would like to see a number that would show some progress in P1 payment 
each weak.

[5#42#31 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
Hahaha, but I have two trucks already, so I donʼt need one. But good come 
back:smile::smile::smile::innocent:

edited 
[5#42#47 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
How are people going to share payment success if the thread is muted that 
way?

I did vote

[5#43#30 PM]
Dr Nat
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
Really wish we had a channel for information only from administrators that sit 
along side of this thread for comments
Yes that is such a great idea so we donʼt have to read throw nonsense, 



bickering and social conversations from others.
It would also be interesting to learn csʼs opinions about market news i.e 
exposure to bitfinex,hack info and how cs protects our funds, technical trading 
info etc.

[5#44#12 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
I could use a new snowmobile though or supercub

[5#44#45 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Agree with that,we're all on the same boat and fed the same info time and time 
again and waiting... but I'm confident. I just wanted to hear from a CS that there 
will be no issue with daily but daily plan just bought anyway

[5#44#50 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
Did you get you P1 or p2. I'm waiting for both.

edited 
[5#44#51 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Dr Nat
> 
Yes that is such a great idea so we donʼt have to read throw nonsense, 
bickering and social conversations from others. It would
I concur. I still want this thread for Issues. But we need facts and information on 
a separate thread. Without all the banter

[5#46#13 PM]
Marty Moose
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 



Well that's potentially 5 folk who have concerns but are aiming to put more coin 
in if they were given some confidence... let's
Colin, if it makes you more comfortable, I had several dailies back in March (the 
good Olʼ days) and received payment every day for about 3 weeks until the 
solar flare and other issues caused havoc.

edited 
[5#46#56 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
How about a poll asking if CS should publish the number of queue payments 
made each day? This has been asked about repeatedly by several members.  
CS can make a separate update Telegram Group, or just send out e-mails for 
updates.

[5#47#13 PM]
Rapidrnr
:
:+1:

[5#47#24 PM]
BleacherBum
:
I voted, but will add this. By now Support certainly knows all the FAQ's. Please 
post the list and the official answers and LEAVE IT UP so all can see 24/7. 
Hopefully that will help stop all the bullshit and guessing.

[5#47#39 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
Colin, if it makes you more comfortable, I had several dailies back in March (the 
good Olʼ days) and received payment every day
Cheers Marty. I also received dailies back then but on ETH, have a fair bit of 
BTC and all balance due now but never received any BTC daily (past set up).

[5#49#14 PM]
Dustin Smith
:



Can we have 3 threads? 
1) official CS responses and Info (muted to all but CS admin)
2) specific CS question member thread
3) CS family thread (where we can talk about pets and vacations and other 
non-CS related stuff. 

Just a thought. I like this thread for all three reasons. But, it does get a little 
time consuming to catch up on everything amidst friendly banter and fun talk.

[5#49#16 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Plan already purchased :+1:. Long may they continue. Thamks

Thanks**

edited 
[5#49#27 PM]
Mhung
:
The few of us don't care to ask repetitive question (yes singular) can we get 
one called CS coffee cats?

[5#50#14 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:
Don't get me wrong if I had received the first investment that I had inputed In 
CS. I wouldn't worry just like you. But I haven't.

[5#50#29 PM]
Steve
:
I can confirm that i got my daily over night

[5#50#43 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
Gagik Tagaryan
> 
Did you get you P1 or p2. I'm waiting for both.



Iʼve gotten my P1 in March. Just waiting on my Rollover :ok_hand:

🏽

[5#51#20 PM]
Gagik Tagaryan
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
Iʼve gotten my P1 in March. Just waiting on my Rollover :ok_hand:

🏽

Thank that gives me a little hope.

[5#51#48 PM]
MR BTC
:
Itʼs obvious that the dailies were paid last night. 
 I think everybodyʼs concerned about P1 & P2 and the old dailies that were 
converted?

[5#52#19 PM]
Ainʼt No Fun Waiting Round to be a Millionaire
:

> 
Dustin Smith
> 
Can we have 3 threads? 1) official CS responses and Info (muted to all but CS 
admin) 2) specific CS question member thread 3) C
:+1:

[5#52#40 PM]
Ivan
:
I know all the people dont account for all members of cs but I havent heard 
anyone receieve any sort of payment except dailes in last week, is it strictly p1 
or all types?

[5#53#41 PM]
Evan S
:
When did you and your group recieve your P1? My guess is March



[5#53#42 PM]
MR BTC
:
Iʼm short a few pieces of that pie but Iʼm content waiting for them

[5#53#47 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
hahaha

[5#54#10 PM]
Zackery Hunter
:
Actually Iʼm enjoying an opera tonight in Florence Italy :it: 
But I see your point lol

[5#54#33 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
:sunny::sunglasses::surfer:♂

🏝

edited 
[5#55#46 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
I think this is very insensitive to those who took advantage of the dailies before, 
and wound up in the queue. Please. I am all for CS, but this kind of thing really?

[5#57#07 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
I think this is very insensitive to those who took advantage of the dailies before, 
and wound up in the queue. Please. I am all
Ostia is not wrong about that??

I love to take a vantage of those dailies. But I need to get my investment back. 



Just  like everybody else here.

[5#58#23 PM]
A Rogers
:

> 
Dustin Smith
> 
Can we have 3 threads? 1) official CS responses and Info (muted to all but CS 
admin) 2) specific CS question member thread 3) C
I second this

[5#58#28 PM]
Ivan
:
Funny dumb idea, but maybe convert weekly back to dailies? Since that actually 
pays out as apposed to weekly or any other plan 

I'm sure itll take time but we have already been waiting a long time so I'm sure 
itll work??

[5#58#46 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Ivan
> 
Funny dumb idea, but maybe convert weekly back to dailies? Since that actually 
pays out as apposed to weekly or any other plan
?

[5#59#12 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Itʼs a slap in the face for the people who were in dailies. Dailies stopped, got 
converted and put into a weekly queue. And then you started dailies again and 
start paying new plans. Sc has to see how that looks to us

[5#59#16 PM]



Evan S
:
Funny how new coin gets rewarded and paid on time perfectly but all past coin 
that has been waiting for 11 months to be paid is "in que" for some magical date 
in the future, "tomorrow" "next week" "later today" "it will be paid, I promise" 
"Gotta keep the lights on." How about paying the investment in the timeframe 
that was promised. It's WAY past the 3-5 day grace period, about 330 days 
past.

It happened because Techman called it

[6#01#09 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
Any real estate agents in here? Our brokerage is hiring in Canada and US. 

Let me know Iʼm taking apps

[6#01#29 PM]
Evan S
:
For you

[6#01#33 PM]
Runamuck
:
Sweet.... oh yeah.... nice job on getting it to 6000.:boom::boom:

[6#01#49 PM]
Colin Mac
:
:heart_eyes: oh I am looking forward to the day all my plans payout :grin::grin:. 
Confidence will be re-established and coin will grow further with CS again

[6#02#24 PM]
Andrew Vose
:
Nice thanks.

[6#02#31 PM]



MR BTC
:
This feed is just getting me more frustrated. When you open a new thread for 
just factual information only please let me know.

[6#03#49 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:+1::+1:

[6#04#15 PM]
Evan S
:

> 
MR BTC
> 
This feed is just getting me more frustrated. When you open a new thread for 
just factual information only please let me know.
There is no factual information so we won't see that.

[6#04#16 PM]
Colin Mac
:
You are able to mail them and roll it over, no?

[6#04#51 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Evan S
> 
There is no factual information so we won't see that.

🤯

[6#05#44 PM]
Evan S
:

> 



MR BTC
> 

🤯

I can give you a bunch of facts but let's save that for a later date

--- 
Monday, May 13, 2019

 ---
JJ Support invited M

--- 
Tuesday, May 14, 2019

 ---

[6#03#46 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
Latest Update!
https://www.buzzsprout.com/324689/1132682-update
Buzzsprout
Update. - CircleSociety's Podcast

Brett CS Support pinned «Latest Update! https://www.buzzsprout.com/
324689/1132682-update»

[7#00#49 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
We hear you loud and clear, you want this thread open for communication 
again. There are numerous Telegram groups continuously spreading 
misinformation and specualtion. So, 12-3pm PST each day this thread will open 
for communication. Do NOT PM the staff, do not fight in the feed, and do not 
spread misinformation. Any support inquiries are welcome here:

https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us
Bri CS Support pinned «We hear you loud and clear, you want this thread 

open for communication again. There are numerous Telegram groups 
continuously s»

JJ Support invited Todd Johnson
JJ Support invited Niki Sampson

https://www.buzzsprout.com/324689/1132682-update
https://www.buzzsprout.com/324689/1132682-update
https://www.buzzsprout.com/324689/1132682-update
https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us


[8#14#58 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
:+1:

[8#15#09 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
:+1::+1:

[8#15#12 PM]
Rick B
:
Hi All.  Admins - Thank you for opening this up once again!

[8#15#27 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Sorry we opened a few minutes late, we're working on tickets at the same time. 
We'll be here through 3pm. How's everyone doing? (:

[8#15#36 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Is it against policy to ask support in general to look at a ticket I have entered?

[8#15#46 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Rick B
> 
Hi All. Admins - Thank you for opening this up once again!
Hello! Sure thing!

[8#15#54 PM]



Brett CS Support
:
admin
Sorry about the delays, weʼre around 400+ tickets deep :ʼ)

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Is it against policy to ask support in general to look at a ticket I have entered?
When did you send it in? Weʼre extremely backed up

[8#16#21 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Woo hoo. Were back. Hello everyone

[8#16#28 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
8 days ago.

[8#16#35 PM]
Colin Mac
:
Thank you CS for paying dailies and for the opportunity to be part of CS

[8#16#43 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Good to seeing the thread open again. How has everyone been??

[8#17#18 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
8 days ago.



If thatʼs the case you may have a reply already, weʼre on may 7th currently

[8#17#29 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
8 days ago.
Me to!

[8#17#45 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Hello! Sure thing!
Look at ticket 6441 for me.   Itʼs almost 3 weeks with no resolve.   Please and 
thanks!

[8#17#52 PM]
DELETED
:
No reply

[8#17#53 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
I just looked and I donʼt see anything

[8#18#26 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 



I just looked and I donʼt see anything
If anything was sent after that it usually gets put back to the end of the cue on 
that side

[8#18#31 PM]
Coin Slayer
:
I just got a comment on a ticket I opened 13 days ago. No resolution yet, but a 
comment that they will look into the issue

[8#19#37 PM]
Travis
:
Thanks for this open chat time!

[8#19#52 PM]
Caleb Luketic
:
Had a plan scheduled to be done May 8... any time frame on when those get 
paid out? Iʼd like to be able to buy dailies after I get paid out... seem to have 
missed this opportunity for this round of dailies

[8#20#08 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Keep in mind Support doesn't have unlimited access to solve tickets. So if 
there's an issue we can't resolve ourselves, we forward it to the appropriate 
department and from there it's out of our hands.

[8#20#17 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Moving forward how long should I wait for a reply to my ticket. I donʼt want to 
be part of the backlog ticket problem

[8#20#39 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin



Sean I believe this is the case for your ticket specifically

Biggi not sure about you

[8#20#51 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Moving forward how long should I wait for a reply to my ticket. I donʼt want to 
be part of the backlog ticket problem
At the rate theyʼre coming in, it could be a week plus depending when it came 
in

[8#21#00 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
What's your ticket number Biggi?

[8#21#07 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Any status update on the balance due payments and when we might start 
seeing them?

[8#21#20 PM]
Sam
:
I am asking for a referral that is not on the feed.  Has anyone recieved payout 
on the dailies that were converted into weekly was due a while a go?

[8#22#16 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Sam



> 
I am asking for a referral that is not on the feed. Has anyone recieved payout on 
the dailies that were converted into weekly w
No

[8#22#28 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
No

[8#22#50 PM]
Daisy
:
Iʼm May 1 payout. One Podcast said they wanted to keep the bots going and 
that we would like the results.

[8#22#51 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
Weʼre not putting out any hard dates on those payouts until we are 110% set on 
no chances of issues arising

[8#22#52 PM]
Rick B
:

> 
Sam
> 
I am asking for a referral that is not on the feed. Has anyone recieved payout on 
the dailies that were converted into weekly w
No!

[8#22#59 PM]
Nick Nix
:
I was told current dailys will be paid between 12 and 2 is this still correct ?

[8#23#22 PM]



Brett CS Support
:
admin
All the new dailyʼs are paid every morning

[8#23#35 PM]
Anthony
:

> 
TeamRamRod6010
> 
Any status update on the balance due payments and when we might start 
seeing them?
Yes CS staff. Can u give us anything regarding this question. Is this the 
question you were answering Brett?

[8#23#39 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
Weʼre not putting out any hard dates on those payouts until we are 110% set on 
no chances of issues arising
Okay, are the payments on hold? Are they being sent out slowly?

[8#23#44 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
Weʼre not putting out any hard dates on those payouts until we are 110% set on 
no chances of issues arising
So payouts on expired dailys aren't being paid at this time?

[8#23#52 PM]
Brett CS Support
:



admin

> 
Anthony
> 
Yes CS staff. Can u give us anything regarding this question. Is this the 
question you were answering Brett?
Yes

[8#23#52 PM]
Nick Nix
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
All the new dailyʼs are paid every morning
No they were not

[8#24#22 PM]
DELETED
:
Request payment today

[8#24#52 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
TeamRamRod6010
> 
Okay, are the payments on hold? Are they being sent out slowly?
Some payouts are still going through, limited, but still going

> 
Nick Nix
> 
No they were not
They should be paid by this afternoon



[8#25#26 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
Some payouts are still going through, limited, but still going
Prove it

[8#25#38 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
All the new dailyʼs are paid every morning
Not today Brett 

🤔

[8#26#03 PM]
Clarissa
:
Hello admin and support staff. Many thanks for all you do. Is it possible to get 
an update on payout queue? A member at one point asked if status of type of 
payout and how many paid was possible. Thanks again

[8#26#14 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
DELETED
> 
Prove it
LOL

[8#26#24 PM]
Jason D.
:



> 
Brett CS Support
> 
All the new dailyʼs are paid every morning
My referral didnʼt receive his Daily this morning. Are they still going out? I hate 
to have his put in a ticket to add to the backlog. Thanks in advance

[8#26#34 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
So. No payout plan for balance due. No payout on p1.

[8#26#54 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Jason D.
> 
My referral didnʼt receive his Daily this morning. Are they still going out? I hate 
to have his put in a ticket to add to the ba
Yes, they just havenʼt processed yet, theyʼll be there by this afternoon

[8#27#03 PM]
Red
:
KYC form isnʼt on website and my referral was looking for it. Where can we find 
the KYC forms?

[8#27#09 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
Yes, they just havenʼt processed yet, theyʼll be there by this afternoon
Thanks

[8#27#17 PM]



Colin Mac
:

> 
Red
> 
KYC form isnʼt on website and my referral was looking for it. Where can we find 
the KYC forms?
News

[8#28#09 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Red
> 
KYC form isnʼt on website and my referral was looking for it. Where can we find 
the KYC forms?
click news on the site and they can be found via that or within our zendesk

[8#28#09 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
The exchanges are being difficult, these delays are a bigger headache to us 
than you can imagine. If we could force them to release everything we would, 
for obvious reasons it isn't like the staff enjoys being pummeled 24/7

[8#28#26 PM]
Tradin1
:
Hey CS!!

[8#28#31 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
Uhmmm

Tiring



[8#29#11 PM]
Lacey Boam
:
With the exchange hold up,  are balance due accounts even in the que to be 
paid?

[8#29#14 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
The exchanges are being difficult, these delays are a bigger headache to us 
than you can imagine. If we could force them to rele
This is in regards to previous plans isn't it? Not new dailies?

[8#29#16 PM]
Travis
:
Any chance of a daily status on progress of payments and total tickets? I think 
that would reduce the number of the same questions over and over.

[8#29#31 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
The exchanges are being difficult, these delays are a bigger headache to us 
than you can imagine. If we could force them to rele
Thanks for all the hard work.

[8#29#59 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Lacey Boam



> 
With the exchange hold up, are balance due accounts even in the que to be 
paid?
all the expired plans and balances due are in cue to pay, but obviously still have 
the delays attached to them

[8#30#00 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Yes Colin this is in regards to previous plans. recent Daily's are doing just fine. 
In the meantime, everyone has options. ENDGAME is a great plan and it's 
available for rolled over coin.

[8#30#53 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Yes Colin this is in regards to previous plans. recent Daily's are doing just fine. 
In the meantime, everyone has options. ENDGA
If it is rolled over into endgame do you foresee that paying on time or will that 
also be delayed? Or do you guys not know yet?

[8#31#22 PM]
RFdevil
:
So if the exchanges are the delay, why is that not effecting the new daily plans? 
Why are they given payout priority of available exchange withdrawals over 
those who have been waiting for months?

[8#31#48 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Travis
> 
Any chance of a daily status on progress of payments and total tickets? I think 



that would reduce the number of the same questio
I would be happy to give Daily updates on tickets! Payment progress is 
something Support doesn't have immediate acess to however we're working on 
options for that as well.

[8#32#21 PM]
Red
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
click news on the site and they can be found via that or within our zendesk
Check both places and not seeing forms. I even searched KYC in the tab and 
says no results.

[8#32#28 PM]
Rick B
:
Can the Rollover plan from KYC be rolled into Endgame

[8#32#47 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
TeamRamRod6010
> 
If it is rolled over into endgame do you foresee that paying on time or will that 
also be delayed? Or do you guys not know yet?
right now we are avoiding any hard yes or no's on that side, all we can say is 
that we are estimating that it should all be cleared up, emphasis on the 
'estimating'

[8#33#29 PM]
Lacey Boam
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 



all the expired plans and balances due are in cue to pay, but obviously still have 
the delays attached to them
Are they behind P1 payouts with them being new coin that wasn't from KYC? 
Just wondering if these are separate ques from the P1/P2 from KYC

[8#33#45 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
LOL
Glade you find my money (which I earned by working) so amusing.  Hope youʼre 
enjoying it Bri.  If that really is your name

[8#34#02 PM]
Dave Rawley
:

> 
Red
> 
Check both places and not seeing forms. I even searched KYC in the tab and 
says no results.
https://circlesociety.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/CS-KYC-IND-
Form-3.6.pdf

[8#34#06 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
RFdevil
> 
So if the exchanges are the delay, why is that not effecting the new daily plans? 
Why are they given payout priority of availabl
new daily plans are all ran seperately, obviously we are not going to place the 
same new stuff within the places with issues

[8#34#20 PM]

https://circlesociety.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/CS-KYC-IND-Form-3.6.pdf
https://circlesociety.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/CS-KYC-IND-Form-3.6.pdf


LdQ
:
And the children come out of the woodwork, tantrums in full swing.

[8#34#21 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
The exchanges are being difficult, these delays are a bigger headache to us 
than you can imagine. If we could force them to rele
Any chance you can check my ticket 6441

[8#34#39 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
LdQ
> 
And the children come out of the woodwork, tantrums in full swing.
Hahaha you read my mind

[8#34#52 PM]
Nick Nix
:
Mcdonald is successful because of the “system” no matter where you go itʼs 
the same 

When daily payouts occur at the same time every day and then boom doesnʼt 
occur it cause a shock to the “system” 

Consistency is key

[8#35#22 PM]
Coin Slayer
:
Rollover question. Do you have to roll the entire balance due or can you specify 
some for rollover and some for payout?



[8#35#42 PM]
Currie Downs
:
Brett CS Support

I want to rollover over to the Endgame plan but the rollover button in not on my 
page.  Can you help me?

[8#35#45 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Mcdonald is successful because of the “system” no matter where you go itʼs 
the same When daily payouts occur at the same time
Is there a reason daily didn't arrive at normal time today?

[8#35#45 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Lacey Boam
> 
Are they behind P1 payouts with them being new coin that wasn't from KYC? 
Just wondering if these are separate ques from the P1/
everything is mixed in together, portions are paid from both, obviously p1 over 
p2

[8#35#51 PM]
Johnson
:
Hey CS management. -

Monday was mentioned P1 and balance due plans were cued to payout - 

Any way you can share how many got paid out? Or was zero paid and only put 
in a “cue” for some undermined time to payout at a later date? 



Just want to see some
Form of progress for balance due / P1

[8#35#52 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Coin Slayer
> 
Rollover question. Do you have to roll the entire balance due or can you specify 
some for rollover and some for payout?
You can specify an amount.

[8#36#03 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Currie Downs
> 
Brett CS Support I want to rollover over to the Endgame plan but the rollover 
button in not on my page. Can you help me?
throw over to support and we will manually do this for you

[8#36#10 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Coin Slayer
> 
Rollover question. Do you have to roll the entire balance due or can you specify 
some for rollover and some for payout?
you can roll any amount of your plan you'd like and the remaining will be in the 
payout queue

[8#36#10 PM]
Nick Nix
:



> 
Colin Mac
> 
Is there a reason daily didn't arrive at normal time today?
Thatʼs what Iʼm waiting to find out

[8#36#11 PM]
DELETED
:
I hope you are wrong Iceman, but if it looks like a duck and quacks like a duck...  
you get it

[8#36#24 PM]
Travis
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
I would be happy to give Daily updates on tickets! Payment progress is 
something Support doesn't have immediate acess to however
Well that's a great start and hopefully the other info will come along soon. 
Thanks!

[8#36#34 PM]
Jason D.
:

> 
Currie Downs
> 
Brett CS Support I want to rollover over to the Endgame plan but the rollover 
button in not on my page. Can you help me?
You have to send an email specifically telling support what you want rolled over 
and they will take care of it.

[8#36#37 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin



> 
Coin Slayer
> 
Rollover question. Do you have to roll the entire balance due or can you specify 
some for rollover and some for payout?
we give options on % when you go to roll over, if it is through support we can 
also manually leave a portion

[8#36#45 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
Any chance you can check my ticket 6441
Took a look at your ticket. JJ responded to that in April. Are you not getting 
these responses?

[8#37#38 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Took a look at your ticket. JJ responded to that in April. Are you not getting 
these responses?
Responded to him as well.   Problem still not fixed.    Responding doesnʼt solve 
a problem.   Iʼm waiting for it to get fixed

[8#37#43 PM]
Ivan
:
I know you cant give hard dates for payouts only estimates, is it by this month, 
next month? Possibly July? Just want to gauge my next payout

[8#37#48 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin



> 
Colin Mac
> 
Is there a reason daily didn't arrive at normal time today?
its just human error on that side, less error more just not putting them through 
in time

[8#37#53 PM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
new daily plans are all ran seperately, obviously we are not going to place the 
same new stuff within the places with issues
What does that mean specifically?  Cause this is a question that tons of us 
have.  Does that mean coin from the new Dailyʼs was placed into a different 
exchange from where other funds were placed?  If so, then how can you 
guarantee that this exchange wonʼt have the same problem as previous ones?

[8#38#19 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
new daily plans are all ran seperately, obviously we are not going to place the 
same new stuff within the places with issues
Can you explain this further? Supposedly exchange diversity already happened 
before the first daily plans started. Why didn't that seem to help at all? There 
are only so many legitimate exchanges to choose from, why is the new 
exchange different than the old one?

[8#38#32 PM]
Lacey Boam
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 



everything is mixed in together, portions are paid from both, obviously p1 over 
p2
But are they from the same exchange? Bri just stated that the daily's were not 
put in to the same system that has the issues. So for the old dailys converted to 
weekly's, why would they be in the sme exchange with P1. Not trying to cause 
an issue by any means, just trying to make sure I'm understanding. Easier ti be 
patient if its fully understood 

🙂

[8#38#43 PM]
Colin Mac
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
its just human error on that side, less error more just not putting them through 
in time
Thanks for clearing up Brett... other than that they were paying 
perfect:ok_hand:

[8#39#13 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Took a look at your ticket. JJ responded to that in April. Are you not getting 
these responses?
All I want to know is ..am I getting expired year of pig..  and a timeline?

[8#39#16 PM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
Can you explain this further? Supposedly exchange diversity already happened 
before the first daily plans started. Why didn't th
Yes this, exactly



[8#39#19 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Scotty Two Shoes
> 
What does that mean specifically? Cause this is a question that tons of us have. 
Does that mean coin from the new Dailyʼs was
the issues which caused the initial issues are being avoided, we know the 
issues which caused the backup and we are approaching everything differently

[8#39#40 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
50 Desert Eagle
> 
Responded to him as well. Problem still not fixed. Responding doesnʼt solve a 
problem. Iʼm waiting for it to get fixed
JJ is a woman. She logged it for review. I'll bug the staff to see why it hasn't 
been updated.

[8#39#42 PM]
John Good
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
its just human error on that side, less error more just not putting them through 
in time
Hi Brett - to confirm we are on the 12#00 to 2#00 payouts for the dailies now?

[8#39#44 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 



Lacey Boam
> 
But are they from the same exchange? Bri just stated that the daily's were not 
put in to the same system that has the issues. So
no, everything is seperated on that side

[8#39#49 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
the issues which caused the initial issues are being avoided, we know the 
issues which caused the backup and we are approaching
All I want to know is ..am I getting expired year of pig..  and a timeline?

[8#39#57 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
John Good
> 
Hi Brett - to confirm we are on the 12#00 to 2#00 payouts for the dailies now?
correct, yes

[8#39#58 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
the issues which caused the initial issues are being avoided, we know the 
issues which caused the backup and we are approaching
That's not an answer. . .

[8#40#14 PM]
John Good
:



> 
Brett CS Support
> 
correct, yes
Thank-you Brett.

[8#40#38 PM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
the issues which caused the initial issues are being avoided, we know the 
issues which caused the backup and we are approaching
Um, what does that mean?  Can you please be specific?  That didnʼt actually 
address my question

[8#40#50 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
DELETED
> 
All I want to know is ..am I getting expired year of pig.. and a timeline?
yes, you will be paid out, timelines are no longer happening until we have a 
110% guarentee, obviously noone else wants to hear another date which will not 
be met

[8#41#51 PM]
50 Desert Eagle
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
JJ is a woman. She logged it for review. I'll bug the staff to see why it hasn't 
been updated.
Sorry. Didnʼt know that.   Anyway Iʼve talked to them 3 more times since the 
original ticket and they all said. “ we will take a look at it”.  Nothing has 



happened since.     Letʼs get it fixed!!

[8#42#21 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Scotty Two Shoes
> 
Um, what does that mean? Can you please be specific? That didnʼt actually 
address my question
they are placed into a different exchange, one which does not have the issues 
we are facing with others, the things which caused the other ones to have 
issues is something we are aware of and we are making sure we do not follow 
the same path

[8#42#24 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Sean I believe this is the case for your ticket specifically
Would it be better for you for me to send an email addressing my rollover and 
question or just wait for a reply to my ticket?

[8#43#18 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
yes, you will be paid out, timelines are no longer happening until we have a 
110% guarentee, obviously noone else wants to hear
Who should I notify outside CS W/ more clarity?  All investments have a timeline 
Bri.  Otherwise I never would have invited in you company

[8#43#20 PM]
Paul F



:
So when can we expect answers to our tickets?

[8#43#27 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Would it be better for you for me to send an email addressing my rollover and 
question or just wait for a reply to my ticket?
i'd wait on the reply, every time you reply to a ticket, it gets put backwards in 
the cue, considering we had around 300 come in over the weekend, that could 
set your ticket which was 5/6 back, 306 tickets back

[8#43#30 PM]
Ivan
:
Can we get a daily update of how many payments were paid out for each day, 
that way we all see progress

[8#43#31 PM]
JJ Support
:
admin

> 
Sean Gallacher
> 
Would it be better for you for me to send an email addressing my rollover and 
question or just wait for a reply to my ticket?
There are currently multiple tickets from you already please be patient and you 
will see a response shortly.

[8#43#41 PM]
Paul F
:
Ok



[8#44#28 PM]
Travis
:

> 
Ivan
> 
Can we get a daily update of how many payments were paid out for each day, 
that way we all see progress
They said they are not able to provide this right now. I asked earlier.

[8#44#31 PM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
Weʼre not putting out any hard dates on those payouts until we are 110% set on 
no chances of issues arising
Thatʼs good

edited 
[8#44#59 PM]
RFdevil
:
For CS staff, I'd like this question answered, please: Supposedly exchange 
diversity already happened before the first daily plans started. Why didn't that 
seem to help at all? There are only so many legitimate exchanges to choose 
from, why is the new exchange different than the old one(s)?

[8#45#11 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:

> 
JJ Support
> 
There are currently multiple tickets from you already please be patient and you 
will see a response shortly.
I have 2 open tickets and the second was sent in 7 days after the first one. So 
one can be closed if your working on it.



[8#45#22 PM]
Lacey Boam
:
Curious, how many coin is needed to be paid out vs what the exchange is 
provided weekly/ bi-weekly?

[8#45#35 PM]
Jared
:
Greetings, hope everyone is well!!

[8#46#36 PM]
Colin Mac
:
All good Jared, hope you're good and looking forward to scrolling through all 
these comments :blush:

[8#46#57 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:

> 
Jared
> 
Greetings, hope everyone is well!!
Not at all

[8#47#53 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
JJ Support
> 
There are currently multiple tickets from you already please be patient and you 
will see a response shortly.
Does having an open ticket give us better odds of getting payout?

[8#48#12 PM]
Colin Mac
:



Did I hear on the podcast that tickets raised to have funds rolled over would 
actually be rolled over from the expiry date of previous plan. Perhaps CS can 
clear that up for me... please? :blush:

[8#48#22 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:
Hey CS, can you clarify how "The Monthly" plan will work?

[8#48#51 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
DELETED
> 
Does having an open ticket give us better odds of getting payout?
Tickets have nothing to do with payouts. Tickets are a means of contacting 
support.

[8#49#06 PM]
Red
:
Lots of people have gotten paid. I got paid like clockwork from July until KYC 
happened and then Iʼve been rolling over. And people have posted when they 
got P1 etc.

[8#49#48 PM]
Mateo
:
Me voicing myself here but mine and Everyone heres Roll Over and P1 should 
really be priority to be paid this month!! Does CS not have the BTC liquid to pay 
them or what?????????????????????

[8#50#02 PM]
Wayne
:
When I get paid I'll be sure to mention it for everyone.



[8#50#07 PM]
Jesse S.
:
If I request a refund, how long will it take to be paid? Would it be the same 
timeline as if I waited for a payout?

[8#50#19 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:

> 
Mateo
> 
Me voicing myself here but mine and Everyone heres Roll Over and P1 should 
really be priority to be paid this month!! Does CS no
:+1::+1::+1:

[8#50#31 PM]
Rick B
:

> 
Colin Mac
> 
Did I hear on the podcast that tickets raised to have funds rolled over would 
actually be rolled over from the expiry date of pr
I heard that as well.  That would be good to get answered.

[8#50#47 PM]
Lisa
:
I put in a ticket a month ago regarding a missing commission & still haven't 
heard anything back.

[8#51#37 PM]
RFdevil
:

> 
Mateo
> 
Me voicing myself here but mine and Everyone heres Roll Over and P1 should 



really be priority to be paid this month!! Does CS no
That's what they've said, they don't have enough liquidity in their bitcoin to pay 
out at this time

[8#51#55 PM]
DELETED
:

> 
Wayne
> 
When I get paid I'll be sure to mention it for everyone.
Me too))

[8#52#02 PM]
RFdevil
:
Hence my following question: Supposedly exchange diversity already happened 
before the first daily plans started. Why didn't that seem to help at all? There 
are only so many legitimate exchanges to choose from, why is the new 
exchange that is paying out daily different than the old one?

[8#53#09 PM]
DELETED
:
So it sounds like we will get paid by Friday!!  Thanks CS.  I told all my friends 
you werenʼt a Scam!!

[8#53#11 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
I will make podcast in 15 min to address everything

Techman 2020 pinned «I will make podcast in 15 min to address 
everything»

[8#53#33 PM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:

> 



Brett CS Support
> 
they are placed into a different exchange, one which does not have the issues 
we are facing with others, the things which caused
Thank you

[8#53#35 PM]
Lacey Boam
:
Thanks

🙂

[8#53#35 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
When I read through this chat flow daily, what I see is the same questions being 
repeated.

For sure admins don't seems to like those things but it's rather unfortunate that 
when questions remained untreated, it will definitely keep coming up again.

The best answer to payment questions is the actual payment.

[8#53#48 PM]
Mateo
:
Thank you Techman! Just REALLLLY need some confirmed bitcoin paid to my 
wallet after a year now!

[8#53#49 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:

> 
Techman 2020
> 
I will make podcast in 15 min to address everything
:+1:

[8#54#04 PM]
MR BTC
:



Iceman how long have you been involved with CS?

[8#54#13 PM]
Damian Hunt Shameless
:
Just opened my chase account! About to transfer $ to get this invest meant 
startedddddd woooo! Dailyʼs here I come!

[8#54#19 PM]
Bryan
:

> 
RFdevil
> 
That's what they've said, they don't have enough liquidity in their bitcoin to pay 
out at this time
How can they not? They've taken in how much coin and paid out how little since 
late march?

[8#54#29 PM]
Roger Hughes
:
Good afternoon CS. On 5/7 I sent a request for info on moving rollover and 
balance due. Replied by JJ. But nothing happened. Sent a second request on 
5/13. My apologies for second request. Still no answer. Thank you

[8#54#49 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
10 dailyʼs left 

Please everyone 

Give me 15. Min to catch up read everything and respond
Techman 2020 pinned «10 dailyʼs left Please everyone Give me 15. Min to 

catch up read everything and respond»

[8#55#13 PM]
Techman 2020



:
admin
Iʼve frozen feed so I can review and respond

[9#53#52 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Hang tight everyone, reviewing a podcast. Sorry for running late.

[10#11#49 PM]
The JimBob
:
@techman2020 thank you for all you're doing!

[10#11#56 PM]
Jeremy Hughes
:
Good podcast we donʼt want legal making more money! I think people are 
freaking out but stay calm have faith in the boss man.

[10#12#43 PM]
HodlerSavage
:
@techman2020  

My name is HodlerSavage

My question is: Can you guys just roll anyone who has a current plan that 
already passed the due date.. take our payout we were supposed to get and roll 
that into a daily plan so we arenʼt missing out since those are being paid?

[10#12#54 PM]
Rick B
:
Let's not get this shut down.  Keep this train on its tracks!

[10#14#25 PM]
Jesse S.
:
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@techman2020 my name is jesse
My question is: If I request a refund, how immediate is it? Will I just be put into 
the que again? Will it be exactly like waiting for the payout? I donʼt Want to 
request a refund if it will be the same amount of time, obviously the payout will 
be worth much more then the refund of my original investment.

[10#14#44 PM]
RFdevil
:
@techman2020 Supposedly exchange diversity already happened before the 
first daily plans started. Why didn't that seem to help at all? There are only so 
many legitimate exchanges to choose from, why is the new exchange that is 
paying out daily different than the old one?

[10#16#01 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020 

in the “good old days” of dailies w China it was routine that 50-300btc plans 
where freely given out 

Almost a 1,000 btc worth. 

My question: 

If there was that much coin available to give out - 

Why has P1 been so underfunded and what immediate actions are being done 
to remedy pass due? 

(Beyond the “exchanges are holding all our coin” response)

[10#16#17 PM]
Damian Hunt Shameless
:
@techman2020 

My name is damian 

My question is since Iʼm just getting started trying to get funds together to get 
into this match coin plan If the slots expire and Iʼm unable are you planning to 
make more? Or do I have to wait for payouts before more become available? 
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Also are the dailyʼs-the only plans paying out at this time?

[10#16#25 PM]
John Good
:

> 
Techman 2020
> 
Iʼve frozen feed so I can review and respond
That was really well stated - very poignant at the same time.  Very mush 
appreciate your perserverence and it is clear to me that you are trying to do 
everything within your power to overcome obstacles that are out of your 
control.  Thank you.

[10#18#12 PM]
Rick B
:
My name is RickB. My question is - Can you not do away with the match on any 
plan and use any overage gained above that to go towards paying peoples 
accounts.  The returns stated without the match are more than generous as 
they are and they can't be found elsewhere?  Not a popular sugges or question 
to be sure, but I think could solve some immediate issues.

[10#19#30 PM]
Neil5611
:
Has anyone received P1 or balance due???

[10#20#10 PM]
Tim
:
? Don't understand.

[10#20#21 PM]
rain_coin
:
@techman2020 

My name is rain_coin.

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


Please trust me when I say that there are some of us who are genuinely 
concerned about your physical and mental health, and security. We have also 
discouraged individuals from getting into legal entanglement. 

We are family and we want to do our best to help, which can only be done if we 
know what is going on and how we can help. 

Most of us are on board with using VPN to continue to support this platform. If 
we are talking about migrating the site to a different continent, what would be 
the estimated timeframe to do so? What are some challenges? How can 
members help? Thank you

[10#20#31 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Tim
> 
? Don't understand.
check pm

edited 
[10#20#42 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Tim
> 
? Don't understand.
do not use any names, refer to staff as admin or the appropriate telegram 
username

[10#21#37 PM]
Red
:
@techman2020 my name is Red (Allison)

If you do take CS out of the US can those of us in US still participate? 

Iʼm all for doing whatever needs to be done to get this thing back to how it was 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


pre KYC and running smoothly! We do NOT want legal to get involved and get 
shut down. LAST THING WE NEED!!! Thanks for all you are doing to get all the 
issues fixed and paid!!

[10#22#14 PM]
Ivan
:
@techman2020 
Hi name is ivan 
Is it better to cease rollover in the meantime until payment is caught up? If we 
keep rolling over, then the amount of btc owed is significantly higher, and as 
much as we all want to keep making more in the meantime, wont it be too much 
for you guys to pay it all? Due to limited amount you're allowed to pull from 
exchanges

JJ Support invited Ryan Firth

[10#22#46 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
@techman2020 

Name: ostiacommerce   

Question:  Given what you know now, what is your best estimate for having all 
plans (P1, Rollover, Balance due) caught up? Weeks? Months? Years? Please, 
some estimate of time.

JJ Support invited Chuck Bove

[10#24#08 PM]
walkerworthless
:
@CSSupport1 off topic, but if I want to roll over, is it better for me to send a 
support ticket, or a message to the site support chat?

[10#24#48 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020 

Question: can we get a mon- fri total of P1/balance due paid out and home 
many left to go on the login screen or telegram group?
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[10#24#50 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
walkerworthless
> 
@CSSupport1 off topic, but if I want to roll over, is it better for me to send a 
support ticket, or a message to the site suppor
ticket definitely

[10#24#59 PM]
Tim
:
Ok "admin"...I have two questions. 1. You changed our dailies to weeklies but 
they have never paid. When will they pay? 2. How many P1'S are left to be paid 
and when will they be completed?

[10#26#30 PM]
rain_coin
:
guys I think the question is..  the amount of coins exchanges are willing to 
release to CS per week lol..

[10#27#04 PM]
MR BTC
:
@techman2020 
Hi tech me and my name is MR BTC.   

Thank you for what youʼre doing. It would be nice if you could maybe setup a 
virtually  UK business to run the site. without physically having to move there.

[10#27#17 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020

It was mentioned on Monday this week P1 was cued to pay then “balance due” 
a few hours later I. The day 
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Question: 

Are P1/balance due now different “batches” somehow? even tho my P1 was 
changed to “balance due”

[10#27#24 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
keep the questions coming, I'm recording them all for ya

[10#29#12 PM]
MR BTC
:
Techman2020 
 I really love your vision. I feel that you are very sincere. I hope we can continue 
earning as we once did!   SOON

[10#29#28 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:
@techman2020

My name is RocSchott

Can you clarify how "The Monthly" plan will work?

[10#29#49 PM]
Neil5611
:
I did

[10#31#00 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
@techman2020 

Another question, if possible. You mentioned considering a daily variable plan. 
Would that take effect immediately on ALL current principal balances, or just 
new coin in? Thank you.
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[10#31#19 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020

What if i gave up 10% of my expired plans as a fee to support so that they can 
get paid out this week?

[10#32#51 PM]
Sam
:
@techman2020 

why would you mirror an overseas site? 
If you proclaim as the website  says you are trading then why would you not 
have the accounts you have be audited and be reporting how much you make 
and withdraw and then when you pay out send out the 1099 or K1 for the taxes 
like all the other companies that take and trade on clients behalf. If you are  
paying out then it does not matter what people have filed at what government 
agency. You will be able to pass scrutiny by paying people out instead  of just 
taking in tokens and rolling them over.

[10#34#17 PM]
Jeremy Baja
:
@techman2020 
My name is Jeremy 

There was a podcast or post here or the old thread about everyone being 
required to use a VPN, whatʼs the latest with that? 
Also I believe it would put a bunch of people at ease if at the end of every week 
or day there was a total of how many of each type was paid. i.e. P1, past plans 
and balanced due. We donʼt care particularly care how much coin just the 
number of transactions. 

You guys are awesome,
Thanks

edited 
[10#36#03 PM]
LdQ
:
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@techman2020

My name is Lyman deKoquonut

My question, regarding the feed and CS in general, your transparency and 
openness is quite appreciated - but there must be limits.

As far as those who openly accuse CS of fraud or criminal activity, can they be 
removed from the feed and placed on refund status so the rest of us adults can 
have a civil conversation and participate without a minority of people making it 
unbearable to be involved?

[10#36#12 PM]
Diversehh
:
It amazes me how many peeps don't listen or follow instructions!!!!!

[10#36#14 PM]
Colin Mac
:
@techman2020 

Colinmacd15 

Trying to rollover several of my previous plans, it said in one of the podcasts 
that this would be rolled over from the expiry date of previous plans, can you 
confirm that... and whether you like marshmallows?

[10#36#41 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Good afternoon

[10#38#49 PM]
LdQ
:
Oh - oh...

[10#38#52 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
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> 
LdQ
> 
@techman2020 My name is Lyman deKoquonut My question, regarding the 
feed and CS in general, your transparency and openness is
I'll second that motion.  Reading the over 100 posts, some of these people are 
aggressive and threatening.   I'm glad they are only online.

Sheesh !!

And thank you CS admin and crew, for all u do !!

[10#38#57 PM]
Barbara Allen
:
@techman2020 My name is Barbara Allen  My question is:
Some have asked me..since the prior dailies that were changed to weeklies 
were all 'new' coin and in 'new' exchanges, why are they not able to paid out 
immediately like the 'newest' dailies are?  Thank you.

[10#39#00 PM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
@techman2020 

My name is Chad 

Can you tell us exactly how much coin the exchanges are letting you receive 
each week and what that coin is being used for besides the new daily plans? 
Because we havenʼt seen anyone say they have received either a p1 or the 
balance due payment in a few weeks. And thereʼs 400+ people in this chat. 

Thanks

[10#41#10 PM]
Red
:

> 
LdQ
> 
@techman2020 My name is Lyman deKoquonut My question, regarding the 
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feed and CS in general, your transparency and openness is
Yes I donʼt want ANYTHING or ANYONE to ruin this AMAZING opportunity!!

[10#41#10 PM]
Jarred Smith
:
@techman2020 MS twin here. 

First off thank you for all the exhausting work you and your team are doing. I'm 
glad to be part of your family and hope to be able to play in your field a long 
time. 

? - from a business perspective is it a viable option to dumb down everything 
and have it operate at a lower payout level, one that matches the estimated rate 
of pay the exchanges can produce, and turn the tide involving all the people 
that have less then 100% trust in you and the system. For a 30 - 90 day period. 
(I understand you could choose to, as el presidente, continue VIP as desired)
2nd ? - Is there a better screening process for members joining (perhaps less 
enticing commissions as it appears that there are a few get rich quick 
members) so that there is way to have less time handling questions and way 
more time focusing on solving the unforeseen growth issues. I know you've 
mentioned that something like 70% of the invested comes from only a few 
clients that offer no complaints...

Anyways, looking forward to great things here. Thank you!

[10#42#13 PM]
Sam Kerby
:
@techman2020 

My name is Sam Kerby

I like your idea of putting a percentage of our total coin due in our wallets daily 
until paid out. Many members would feel more at ease.  Question is how could 
we set that up and what percentages for total coin due would we get if it was 
possible? Thank you for the hard work.

[10#43#21 PM]
Akintoba Akindoyin
:

> 
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Sam Kerby
> 
@techman2020 My name is Sam Kerby I like your idea of putting a percentage 
of our total coin due in our wallets daily until p
:+1::+1::+1:

[10#43#49 PM]
Aanu Adeyemi
:

> 
Sam Kerby
> 
@techman2020 My name is Sam Kerby I like your idea of putting a percentage 
of our total coin due in our wallets daily until p
:+1::+1::+1:

[10#44#46 PM]
Niranjan
:
@techman2020 
Hi CS, great podcast - I really appreciate it. 
My questions are:
You mentioned that all account balances could be rolled into a unique perpetual 
daily that would pay out between 0.1%-5% depending on the account balance. I 
think that's a great idea! How fast could you start doing that? If you could do 
that, that is a huge thing! Would our investment still continue to grow? Could 
you please define the account balance brackets at which each percentage 
would be paid?

Thank you so much for all that you do for us!!

[10#45#28 PM]
Jarred Smith
:

> 
LdQ
> 
@techman2020 My name is Lyman deKoquonut My question, regarding the 
feed and CS in general, your transparency and openness is
:pray::pray:
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[10#46#04 PM]
Josh Giles
:
@techman2020 my name is JG, I understand that payouts are random but all 
saw support say last week that they are in order of the estimated bot end 
dates. Can you clarify if they are completely random or based on end dates and 
then random for all due on the same day? If they are in order by date, what date 
are the Balance Due plans currently at?

[10#46#42 PM]
Thom Peterson
:

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
I'll second that motion. Reading the over 100 posts, some of these people are 
aggressive and threatening. I'm glad they are o
I totally agree

edited 
[10#48#08 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
12 minutes remaining guys

[10#48#53 PM]
John Good
:
My name is John Good and this may be retracking old ground but for the 
amounts in our account that are balance due, if a single new plan system/
platform is implemented, could we put that on hold and roll it into the new 
platform as a daily payout (or whatever the chosen plan is)?

[10#49#06 PM]
Scott Preston
:

> 
Travis

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


> 
Any chance of a daily status on progress of payments and total tickets? I think 
that would reduce the number of the same questio
Amen to that

[10#49#46 PM]
T
:
Thanks for the updates.  Are Dailyʼs still going out today?
I and a referral didnʼt receive today.
Thank you,

[10#49#47 PM]
Josh Giles
:
@techman2020 my name is JG. Can you please tell us how much coin is owed 
to P1 and Balance Due plans? Then also tell us at current rate how much coin 
the exchanges let you take out every day? That will give people an estimate of 
how long till theyʼre paid. Thank you.

[10#49#48 PM]
Nick Nix
:
@techman2020 

My name is Mud 

How many daily match plans left and is todayʼs delay an isolated incident or are 
there still bugs to be worked out ? Also no one still seems to be getting them is 
there still an issue ?

[10#51#14 PM]
BlockZer0
:

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
I'll second that motion. Reading the over 100 posts, some of these people are 
aggressive and threatening. I'm glad they are o
I'll third that, if it hasn't already been :)
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[10#51#56 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
@techman2020 

No questions for me. Itʼs been a long road but Iʼve received multiple payments 
(to include my P1 back in March) and some earlier pre-KYC payments too. I just 
want to say THANK YOU to you and the CS Staff. I could be bitching and 
complaining about my rollover and wondering where is it. I know itʼs coming and 
heck, if I would have received it on May 3rd... it would have been a lot less than 
what BTC is at currently. So call this what you want, kissing ass, brown nosing, 
whatever... I appreciated this company and want you to know there is one less 
person complaining about CS. Life is too short to be angry, DONʼT GET 
DISCOURAGED! Iʼm sure everyone in here is a gambler and takes risks. Well 
taking a breath of air IS the ultimate risk... let this OPPORTUNITY work itself out 
and stop stressing so much! OUT!

edited 
[10#52#13 PM]
Dustin Smith
:
@techman2020 my name is DS

You mentioned before part of the problem with the exchanges is the 
information they are now requesting..ie W-9, coin history. Is that still the case 
and could we voluntarily send in that info if we donʼt mind doing it? Or, would it 
even help if all arenʼt willing?

[10#52#35 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
8 minutes

[10#54#16 PM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
LdQ
> 
@techman2020 My name is Lyman deKoquonut My question, regarding the 
feed and CS in general, your transparency and openness is
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:+1:, sounds good

[10#54#21 PM]
Daisy
:
My name is Jason, my question isinglass the bots I for what is now called 
balance due are still running, is it possible for those balance due plans to 
continue earning dividends?
I would like to Roll my dividends into another plan if, only iF, itʼs going to take 
two months to obtain the balance due. That way my calling is not sitting idle 
during the interim

[10#55#48 PM]
spectre
:
When will P1ʼs be all paid to all, to include the big whales?  Also we are told if 
we send a ticket your staff will respond and fix. Iʼve been trying to get my 
account w/ proof of a screen shot fixed for a month, and nothing has been 
done, with no response.  Iʼm put in bad position by this and it frustrating. Iʼm 
trying to be patient and not make waves.

[10#55#49 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
@techman2020 No questions for me. Itʼs been a long road but Iʼve received 
multiple payments (to include my P1 back in March) a
I'll 2nd this!! 

Calm down, let them fix things.

[10#55#55 PM]
Shaun
:
I donʼt see the podcast for some reason. Can someone share the link?

[10#57#12 PM]
BitcoinBarta



:
I like to open a bottle of wine every time I read this thread:)

[10#57#24 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
3 minutes

[10#57#24 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
just a few minutes left everyone get your questions posted

edited 
[10#57#52 PM]
LdQ
:

> 
BitcoinBarta
> 
I like to open a bottle of wine every time I read this thread:)
Not bad, a lot of people on here apparently do a truckload of meth before they 
start commenting.

[10#57#59 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
@techman2020  my name is BitcoinBarta

Can I still send support funny memes?

[10#58#25 PM]
LdQ
:
Funny to you, or funny to them?

[10#58#29 PM]
T
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:
@techman2020  my name is Tim,

Did Dailyʼs go out today?  Thanks so much

[10#58#34 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:
@techman2020 my name is BitcoinBarta

What if they are only mildly funny?

[10#58#34 PM]
Diversehh
:
@techman2020 
My name is Divershh
My question is:
If I have missed payments weekly and rollover..do I need to submit a ticket?  I 
am assuming you already  know...thank you

[10#58#39 PM]
Travis
:
@techman2020 
My name is Travis
 My question is, besides not inundating the staff with repeat tickets and direct 
messages. What can we do to help make things run smoother?

[10#58#48 PM]
BitcoinBarta
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Funny to you, or funny to them?
Haha. Exactly

[10#58#50 PM]
George Wiley
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:
@techman2020 my name is George

Will rollover buttons be available on all accounts this week?

[10#59#22 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
last minute

[10#59#49 PM]
Ibukun Ifetayo
:
P1 P1 P1 P1 pls. Thanks

[11#00#00 PM]
BTC TEAM
:

> 
LdQ
> 
And the children come out of the woodwork, tantrums in full swing.
12 months no payments will do that

[11#00#06 PM]
The JimBob
:
@techman2020
My name is JimBob1
What is the likelihood of the US being shut down to participation? What options 
would US citizens have at that point, if any?

[11#00#14 PM]
Jerry
:
@techman2020 is it possible to limit the number of times people can make 
smart ass remarks on here in a day:)
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[11#00#20 PM]
Rick B
:
Just a quick Thank you for all that you do!

[11#00#23 PM]
Javier H-R
:
Name Javier.. 
Question: Myself and some of my comrades are in the hundreds and or 
thousands BTC's area and have plans that are do now or going to be do soon, 
are we going to be pay all at once and if so how will it affect the company if CS 
owes more than what it has?

[11#00#42 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
okay, thats the call

we will go through all the questions above, get them all answered and get the 
podcast out to you

[11#03#44 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Everyone's questions are recorded! Thanks for taking the time to drop us some 
Q's. (:

 (except for you Barta... I'm sorry but you already know the rules for memes. 
They must be absolutely hilarious.)

[11#12#00 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
Only 8 pages of questions 
Thank you all Iʼll go get a cup of earl grey 
And then start answering questions

--- 



Wednesday, May 15, 2019
 ---

[12#27#03 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
Good Afternoon 

That was fun 52 minutes of my life 

https://www.buzzsprout.com/275978/1142033-answers-to-your-8-pages-of-
questions

Here are you answers 

Admin
Buzzsprout
Answers to Your 8 pages of questions - CS News
Answers To questions

JJ Support invited Jackie Mulgrew

[2#12#28 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
24 KB
 

[2#12#57 AM]
TeamRamRod6010
:
Thank you for answering the questions techman.

[2#13#20 AM]
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Jennifer Humes
:
:+1:

🏻

[2#13#36 AM]
LdQ
:
Everyone have a fine evening!

[2#13#41 AM]
Josh
:
Variable plans sound simply amazing

Good night all

[2#13#54 AM]
Barbara Allen
:
Thank you!

[2#13#55 AM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Everyone have a fine evening!
You too!:+1:

[2#14#06 AM]
MR BTC
:
Still listening excellent

[2#15#10 AM]
Pollo Prosper
:
Thanks for the podcast Techman.



[2#15#43 AM]
Anthony
:
Thank u

[2#15#45 AM]
KDrod
:
Thanks Techman. I appreciate all that you do

edited 
[2#15#54 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
I personally like the idea of the one plan idea paying vaiable daily, especially if it 
can be implemented in a reasonable amount of time and pays daily without a 
queue. I presume the balance used to calculated the variable daily payment 
would be the sum of the "Return Amount" showing in our plans list.

[2#15#55 AM]
Zack H
:
Thank you Techman

[2#17#23 AM]
MR BTC
:
TECHMAN2020 :+1:

🏻

[2#17#53 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
#variabledaily

[2#19#44 AM]
Funnyfarm69
:
Thank you CS Admin.

tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=variabledaily


[2#20#13 AM]
Bob T
:
You the man Admin!

[2#21#13 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
Thank you @techman2020

[2#21#22 AM]
rain_coin
:
Very good podcast. My only question would be if CS can give more detailed 
clarity over the Ku Coin balloon withdrawl. 

I am grateful either way with or without that info and excited to see the 
company grow. I think the one page idea is great!

Thank you techman and again, remember your fish oils and B vitamins

[2#21#54 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
rain_coin
> 
Very good podcast. My only question would be if CS can give more detailed 
clarity over the Ku Coin balloon withdrawl. I am gra
NO MORE QUESTIONS TONIGHT... for the love of God. Cant we talk about cats 
again? 

🤣 🤣 🤣

[2#22#40 AM]
Gran
:
Thank you Techman, we "red headed Grannies" appreciate your continued hard 
work you do for us and being up front..  GREAT recording. Thanks 

🤗

[2#23#05 AM]
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rain_coin
:

> 
Bradley Oprendek
> 
NO MORE QUESTIONS TONIGHT... for the love of God. Cant we talk about cats 
again? 

🤣 🤣 🤣

Count it for tomorrow then ha!

[2#23#16 AM]
Chef Crypto
:
Thank you @techman2020 your an absolute inspiration in this feed. Was a 
great message today. Have a great evening, you need to enjoy your off time 
rather then trading for us as a group. Well deserved my friend.

[2#23#17 AM]
Joseph F
:
Thank you @techman2020    I would the idea of balances rolled into a variable 
plan

[2#23#17 AM]
Bradley Oprendek
:

> 
rain_coin
> 
Count it for tomorrow then ha!
DEAL! Ha!!

[2#23#19 AM]
Bob T
:
We are a family here and I am sorry that some bad apples are in here but all 
families have them.

[2#24#31 AM]
John Good
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:
Amen!!

[2#24#37 AM]
Chef Crypto
:

> 
Bob T
> 
We are a family here and I am sorry that some bad apples are in here but all 
families have them.
any family has a few sour apples in the bunch, use those to make a fruit pie?

[2#24#57 AM]
rain_coin
:
1 Cor 13

4 Love is patient and kind. Love is not jealous. It does not brag, does not get 
puffed up,  5 does not behave indecently, does not look for its own interests, 
does not become provoked. It does not keep account of the injury.  6 It does 
not rejoice over unrighteousness, but rejoices with the truth.  7 It bears all 
things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things

[2#25#30 AM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Bob T
> 
We are a family here and I am sorry that some bad apples are in here but all 
families have them.
I prune my family tree.  :)

[2#26#49 AM]
John Good
:

> 
rain_coin



> 
1 Cor 13 4 Love is patient and kind. Love is not jealous. It does not brag, does 
not get puffed up, 5 does not behave indecent
Love that verse

[2#27#22 AM]
Bob T
:

> 
Chef Crypto
> 
any family has a few sour apples in the bunch, use those to make a fruit pie?
I want to see what you could bake them into!

[2#28#01 AM]
Tom
:
Thanks for the extensive update :v::rocket:

[2#28#03 AM]
Bob T
:

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
I prune my family tree. :)
Your cut throat.

[2#28#25 AM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
A dead limb bears no fruit

[2#28#30 AM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
Respect :fist:

🏾

 @techman2020
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[2#29#20 AM]
Niranjan
:
Thanks alot @techman2020 for taking the time to answer so many questions. 
Wow really amazing CS team. We know you are doing the best. This is truly a 
great opportunity and my family and I are grateful for this. Circle Society is a 
great program guys!!!

[2#29#42 AM]
Marty Moose
:
In @techman2020 we trust :pray:

[2#31#20 AM]
Ivan
:
Patience is key, let them figure out a solution and trust that they execute the 
changes needed to keep everything running smoothly and resume payments for 
all

[2#31#43 AM]
Chef Crypto
:

> 
Ivan
> 
Patience is key, let them figure out a solution and trust that they execute the 
changes needed to keep everything running smooth
exactly

[2#32#11 AM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Bob T
> 
We are a family here and I am sorry that some bad apples are in here but all 
families have them.
Agree, all of cs has acted accordingly as family, thank you

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
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[2#35#33 AM]
Jared
:
So what I summarized from the lengthy and thorough update ( Thanks 
Techman) 

Is Patience is just something we all have to endure for a little while longer... 

And anyone who might of had concerns or worries about coin not being in place 
or CS being something other than authentic can rest a little better tonight... 

I really hope everyone can take to heart what they heard and do their best to 
hold in a little longer... 

Iʼve been frustrated as anyone… And I have 16 people to manage within my 
group... so Iʼm only sharing the philosophy that Iʼve cultivated throughout this 
experience which has brought me peace of mind, because there was quite a 
while there where I went without it. 

Excited about the coming transitions and what it means for us in the long 
term... 

🥳

> 
Bob T
> 
We are a family here and I am sorry that some bad apples are in here but all 
families have them.
We all have those weird cousins… And that one crazy uncle 

🤣

[2#38#05 AM]
Bob T
:

> 
Jared
> 
We all have those weird cousins… And that one crazy uncle 

🤣

Just tell him to stop trying to touch me ok.

[2#40#08 AM]
Jarred Smith
:



Mad respect Techman2020.

[2#40#44 AM]
Nick Nix
:
Daily still not paid :sleepy:

Blockchain wallet

[2#41#41 AM]
TXpaid
:
Daily was paid here guys

Took longer than usual but came thru as stated earlier today

[2#42#57 AM]
Bob T
:
Forwarded message: 

CryptoWhale
 [
May 15, 2019 1#53#22 AM
] 
BTC $8031.720
L: $7,692.70|H: $8,267.83
1h:    0.44%    

😏

24h:   0.19%    

😏

7d:   37.47%    

🌙

Vol: $36,137,498,834

Follow us on Twitter :bird:

[2#43#49 AM]
Dr Nat
:
Thanyou techman 2020

[2#44#11 AM]
Rapidrnr

tg://unsafe_url?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwhalebot.co%2Ficebergy


:

> 
Jared
> 
We all have those weird cousins… And that one crazy uncle 

🤣

Maybe cousin it, but just wait, when we get btc in our wallets, and we will soon, 
all kinds of cousins will be wanting to visit

[2#44#41 AM]
Kouper
:

> 
Rapidrnr
> 
Maybe cousin it, but just wait, when we get btc in our wallets, and we will soon, 
all kinds of cousins will be wanting to visit
Fortunately none of mine will know.

[2#45#24 AM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Fortunately none of mine will know.
:+1:
Ding Fries are Done.

[2#45#29 AM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Kouper
> 
Fortunately none of mine will know.
:+1:

[2#45#33 AM]



Red
:
GREAT PODCAST!!! Thanks techman!!! Answering the questions helped so 
much! Thank you for all you and your staff do! CS is only going to continue to 
get better!!!

[2#46#54 AM]
Nick Price
:
Thanks tech man! Loved the answers feel like I have a really good 
understanding now how CS works.

[2#50#24 AM]
Jared
:

> 
Rapidrnr
> 
Maybe cousin it, but just wait, when we get btc in our wallets, and we will soon, 
all kinds of cousins will be wanting to visit
Itʼll be flooding people at that juncture... and something tells me that could be 
sooner than later 

🙃

[2#51#50 AM]
Ankit
:
Thanks Techman 2020 for a very detailed Q&A sesh, learned a lot! You and the 
staff are doing an amazing job! Keep it up! :+1:

🏽

:smiley:

[2#56#14 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
@HitBit2
You are not muted anymore 
Had you messaged me I would have done this sooner 

Admin

[2#56#48 AM]
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Kouper
:
Thank you very much for all the answers and time @techman2020

[2#58#16 AM]
Rick B
:
Thanks Techman2020. Looking forward to seeing what you all may come up 
with.

[3#00#48 AM]
MR BTC
:
Communication is key. A lot of my confidence has been restored.

Techman get some rest have a good night.:zzz::crescent_moon::sleeping:

Good night everybody

[3#12#31 AM]
Robert
:
Best podcast ever!

[3#12#34 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
Thanks everyone for keeping things mellow, for reference, there are 505 
support tickets currently, so itʼs going to take a while if you put a ticket in today

[3#13#49 AM]
Joel Atherton
:
Would it be possible to have a separate email address specifically for people 
wanting a rollover?

[3#16#31 AM]
George Wiley
:
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> 
Joel Atherton
> 
Would it be possible to have a separate email address specifically for people 
wanting a rollover?
Great idea

edited 
[3#17#01 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
We will likely add a rollover option to the support subject in as soon as we get a 
chance, for now throw them in under telegram :) (support has an option to send 
with telegram as the subject)

[3#17#04 AM]
Bob Abrams
:
Great idea joe:+1:

[3#18#01 AM]
Robert
:
Summary: there are 300 ish accounts to be paid P1 payments. P1 payouts will 
be helped by KU coin balloon payment. It would be illegal for CS to pay P1 or 
any KU coin affected coins from post KYC funds.....which is directly why they 
have not been paid. I think that is correct..

[3#18#03 AM]
Joel Atherton
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
We will likely add a rollover option to the support subject in as soon as we get a 
chance, for now throw them in under telegram
OK thanks!

[3#19#24 AM]



Brett CS Support
:
admin
Separate email would mean having to get everyone in the know about it which 
is honestly a nightmare, but currently we usually send someone to scan 
through them to pull out a bunch of rollovers, if you put rollover in the first line 
it makes it super easy to see

[3#19#28 AM]
Madeline Alvarado
:
So many people I have that want to get on board... BUT.. I don't want to steer 
them wrong being I have not been paid any of my plans since 18".. Last thing i 
want is to bring someone on board and drop dope money.. and not see pay out. 
I am patiently waiting. Still have faith and hope. Peace out

[3#21#50 AM]
Bob Abrams
:
I agree Madeline have clients waiting on the sidelines 

🤔

[3#22#01 AM]
Diversehh
:
Summary: there are 300 ish accounts to be paid P1 payments. P1 payouts will 
be helped by KU coin balloon payment. It would be illegal for CS to pay P1 or 
any KU coin affected coins from post KYC funds.....which is directly why they 
have not been paid. I think that is correct..

Robert where did you get that

[3#22#22 AM]
Robert
:
Podcast

[3#22#57 AM]
Diversehh
:
Oh that's ks... I haven't finished listen ing



[3#29#27 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
25 KB
 

[4#49#01 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
185 KB
 

JJ Support invited Jarom
JJ Support invited Ghost Uhane

JJ Support invited Coffeetimewithkc

[7#22#47 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
106 KB
 

JJ Support invited Varuj Tagaryan

[7#50#43 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Hey guys, feed will be open 12-1 for our members Q&A 



(Relevant) QUESTIONS ONLY please. (that means no more asking stuff like ‘Do 
you like marshmallows?ʼ :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:)

All other comments will be deleted 
during this open question forum.

Please Do not address staff by name. Only address question directly to “Admin”

The feed will close at 1
So admin can answer questions via podcast to be posted later today. 

At 3pm-5pm 
Feed will resume for general chat 
Then close for the day

[8#00#39 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Open for questions

[8#00#50 PM]
Bradley Oprendek
:
@techman2020 

Hello, I submitted a ticket yesterday (5-14) to rollover an amount into an 
Endgame Plan from my rollover amount balance which ended on 5-2. I 
requested to rollover some BTC into an ENDGAME PLAN and leave some still 
for withdraw. I know you have hundreds of tickets to go through... My question 
is once you get to my ticket and say you honor my request, will my Endgame 
plan be retroactive to the date (5-14) it was requested on when I submitted the 
ticket or will my plan start the day you get to my ticket and honor the request? 

Thank you for all the continued efforts!

[8#01#43 PM]
Nick Nix
:
@techman2020 
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Itʼs only been 5 days and now new dailys are all jacked. Not an isolated issue it 
appears. Why could they pay perfectly at first and now a mess ? Missing day 
and match pays already. Was lump pay for 4 days now back to individual 
pays ?!?

edited 
[8#02#27 PM]
MR BTC
:
Hi CS.  @ Techman2020
This is Mr. BTC

How confident are you that if I purchase another daily plan with the match. That 
It will reach Payout daily to its end date with minimal issues?

[8#03#14 PM]
The JimBob
:
@techman2020 
My name is JimBob1

Thank you for all the information yesterday and for taking the time to answer 
questions.
For U.S. citizens, you mentioned yesterday about 1099 and W9 forms. First, 
what is the threshold amount to receive a 1099 from CS? Second, the W9 is 
required for any payment over 2.5 BTC? Or is the W9 only for withdrawal 
(refund) requests and not for ongoing plan payouts for continuing members?
Thank you.

[8#03#17 PM]
Mateo
:
@techman2020 hello my question would be what's the fastest way to get 
confirmed BTC in our wallets Asap* can we put all the expired plans into 
balance due and payout a % daily?? Thank you truly for all your efforts helping 
the human race with Wealth and in turn the 
World:earth_americas::money_with_wings::v:

[8#03#27 PM]
Coin Slayer
:
Hi @techman2020 
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I have a question about support tickets. A few days ago, I opened a ticket to 
ask a question. You answered that question in yesterday's podcast. Is there a 
way for me to cancel or delete the ticket or do I need to wait for support to 
clear it?

[8#03#33 PM]
Sir Francis Drake
:
Dear Techman, Here is my question: 
Like the original Sir Francis Drake, I look forward, with your help, to loading my 
ship to overflowing with coin! The LTC & Ether dailies were paying out so 
beautifully! As you stated in the past, can you explain again exactly and in more 
detail why the lawyers said no more of these? On the exchanges once my KYC 
is done, it applies to all types of coin not just BTC, so why would the type of 
coin matter? Thank you, and I still owe you a drink by the way!

[8#03#41 PM]
Rob Linke
:
@techman2020 

I'm Rob. 

Just looking to see if there is a specific time payouts generally go out, not just 
dailies payouts? There was an update a little while back that had a breakdown 
of when certain plans got paid out. Was that the normal times? 

Thanks!

[8#03#44 PM]
Garrett Noble
:
@techman2020 

Gw here,
Is p1 paid only from the ku coin exchange? 
Are plans paid in order of expiration date?

edited 
[8#04#09 PM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
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@techman2020 
This is Esmail.. here is my question?

If we rollback to end game, is the beginning of the plan back dated to bot end 
date. And when you do start paying back the “Balance Due” daily in 
percentages, will there be a separate amount being paid out based on 
balances. Thanks for everything you do.

[8#04#13 PM]
Nathan Frank
:
@techman2020 

My questions n is similar to Nick's. It looks like I haven't gotten my daily payout 
from yesterday or today. I know there are payouts this afternoon but I am 
wondering what I can expect. Can I expect my daily payout from yesterday and 
today to be paid all at once? Do I need to open a ticket for this or is the issue 
more widespread?

[8#04#22 PM]
Dave O
:
Techman my name is Dave
I have a Rollover plan that was due to be paid May 1st 2019 
and a weekly plan that was due  to be paid May 3rd 2019
will you please give me a firm date when these two plans will be paid?
Is there anything I need to do to get these plans in the payment queue?

[8#04#29 PM]
Tom
:
Hey @techman2020 !

Following question regarding W-9 form;

Did I understand yesterday's podcast correct,  in order for CS to pay us out 
above the equivalent of $20,000 we are required to submit a W-9 form? So if 
my current balance due is for example 10BTC, I would only be able to get about 
2.5BTC at current price? Or does the $20,000 include ALL payouts received 
since joining CS?

[8#04#40 PM]
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Dustin Smith
:
Hello Admin this is DS

I brought up the W-9 and other info you may need from us yesterday. What 
specifically will you need from us and is there a way you want that information 
sent to you so we can get that done and not have it be a hang up later?

[8#04#45 PM]
Denon Williams
:
Dear admin
I didnʼt get my daily pay yesterday and havenʼt seen one today as of yet.  I am 
on east coast so that may be some of the delay (time difference).  With less 
than 200 plans why canʼt this run smoothly?

[8#05#20 PM]
Leonard
:
Hello techman, 

This is Leonard

Can you do a short term plan from now until we can roll over our balance to the 
perpetual plan? So that our coin doesnʼt sit in our page doing nothing. We 
appreciate all you are doing. Thank you!

[8#05#53 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020

Could you expand on the mention of a “balloon payment” that is due from 
Kucoin and what it will mean for P1? 

Bonus: if it will create a significant payout for the 300ish people waiting for P1 
could you say a % of how much the balloon payment will cover?

@techman2020

Could you provide 100% clarity on - do we need to have a w9 on file w CS to 
see any payout over 2.5 btc? 
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So far heard both mandatory and that lawyers are pushing but not 
required ....yet

[8#07#34 PM]
William Lucito
:
@techman2020

Hello I submitted a ticket a few days ago asking to have both of my accounts 
rolled over into the endgame. I do not want to submit another ticket for the 
same problem so any possible info on this would be greatly appreciated. My 
name is William Lucito. Also, are we supposed to have a rollover button on our 
accounts? Thank you.

[8#07#46 PM]
Denon Williams
:
Is the $20,000 amount for W-9 for any payout larger than $20,000 or once 
multiple payouts reach $20,000 then you must have W-9

[8#07#56 PM]
Mateo
:
@techman2020 when is this "Balloon payment" from an exchange exactly? Is 
that the payments CS is waiting on for p1's?

[8#08#26 PM]
Ethan Alvarado
:
@techman2020 

I have Bitcoin in my wallet right now that I am waiting to put into a Daily. Some 
of the funds are just on hold for a couple of days so I canʼt send it all to the 
Daily plan yet. My question is: if you do take away the dailyʼs, will you be putting 
them back eventually or would there be a way I could acquire a daily plan still?

[8#09#16 PM]
Thai Coin
:
@techman2020 what exact plans that we have in our account now, can rollover 
into plans? And what exact plans are we able to rollover into? Thank you!
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[8#10#32 PM]
Denon Williams
:
Yesterday you mentioned that there was one account holder that had 9999 
BTC.  I think you also said that there was over 10,000 BTC in all of CSʼs 
exchanges.  So what I heard (which may be wrong) is that CS barely has 
enough coin to cover that one account if and whenever they decide to 
withdraw. 
Did I hear incorrectly?

[8#11#53 PM]
Ostia Commerce
:
@Techman2020

Question in two parts: 

1) What makes it possible to consider doing a one daily for all plan if past 
dailies were a tranwreck for only a smaller part of the members because of the 
volumn/exchange limits? 

2) When will you make a final decision on the "one daily for all" option?

[8#11#53 PM]
Suren Baregamian
:
Hi what if I donʼt want W-9 can you give us 1099 form ?

[8#12#23 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020 

Are you able to share a range of how much btc exchanges allow to withdraw 
and the rate at which withdrawals can be made?

[8#14#30 PM]
Anthony
:
@techman2020 thank u for hearing us. Such a better approach.  I and many 
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others are here since pre-kyc. There were a few plans offered just after kyc-45 
that we were told would not be affected by the kyc, for instance, “Devils Prada”.  
Can this still be paid and taken out of the “rollover” and the total rollover be 
adjusted accordingly?

[8#14#35 PM]
Pollo Prosper
:
Hello @techman2020 

This is P. Prosper 

Appreciate all you doing. 

How much longer until the rollover button is activated in the back office for all 
accounts.?

[8#17#47 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020

Could you explain how the Rolex plan works? (How is the set selected and time 
table to receive? Would set be delivered even if the btc plan payout gets held 
up ?

[8#18#04 PM]
James007
:
@techman2020 
My name is James

the previous dailies were converted to weeklies so free up the system. Why are 
dailies now back on the table (other than because everyone likes them?). I 
assume they are automated payments once you hit the button however if they 
involve any manual work I canʼt imagine how much hassle that is. Isnʼt lesser 
transactions easier for you? I think most people would be fine with a weekly 
payout if it was like clockwork...

[8#19#08 PM]
FuMan ChuStu
:
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Good day @techman2020 
Iʼm wondering if you can give any insight into reporting CS gains for tax 
purposes? From what Iʼve been able to gather on different tax topics, mining 
income is recognized once it hits a wallet. My thought process is that the CS 
payment value at the time they are received minus the value of the coin at the 
time it is sent to CS equals reportable investment gain/loss. Just want to avoid 
getting on the wrong side of the tax man. Asking for a friend ;-)

[8#19#22 PM]
Sir Francis Drake
:
Dear @Techman 2020, Here is my question:
I referred 2 people that I had buy a daily plan this week. On the website the 
Endgame plan says “No Commission”. The Daily plan does not say, No 
Commission. That is exactly why I chose the Daily plan for them. I have not 
received my Commission/Referral Fee. Can you please clarify this. Thank You 
Again.

edited 
[8#19#44 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:
@techman2020   This is RocSchott  Can you please update us on what is 
happening with the new daily plans?  Did all of them finally get paid yesterday?  
What is status today at this point?  Are dailies becoming a problem again with 
the exchanges?

[8#19#48 PM]
Robert
:
@techman2020  a snapshot of the computer screen of the total amount of BTC 
in the CS account at Kucoin would put most of us at ease?

[8#20#53 PM]
TM
:
@techman2020 in regards to the W9, I can certainly understand the need if CS 
were paying out earnings in fiat similar to an exchange you would be sending 
out 1099 forms at the end of the year. My knowledge is that is only needed for 
BTC to fiat conversions similar to the one I received from Gemini for all the fiat I 
received from them last year only for BTC that I sold through the exchange. Are 
you certain this is a requirement for BTC earnings needing to be reported to the 
IRS? My CPA is telling me only if you sold it for fiat itʼs reportable. Please clarify.
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[8#21#09 PM]
Aj
:
@techman2020 
Questionfrom Aj

Is it possible to merge my P1 withdrawal into my Endgame Plan please?

Also after mentioning the W9 form etc... will there be requirements for UK 
residents to receive coin that we could get underway to relieve any further 
issues?

Thank you.

[8#21#51 PM]
CoinHippy
:
Hello Admin: just wondering why the new daily plans were able to be  paid in 
13.5 seconds with super node and now we are having issues already. Explain 
plan moving forward. also would it be possible to pput these podcast in a 
newsletter form??

edited 
[8#23#29 PM]
MagicRat
:
@techman2020

Question from MagicRat

I had a plan complete in February that disappeared when the site was updated. 
Support indicated that corrections were being done and mine was forwarded to 
be included. Have those account balance corrections been completed and mine 
overlooked, or are they still in progress. If so, any estimate on timing to 
complete all corrections? Thanks!

[8#23#30 PM]
Nano princess
:
@techman2020 
Question from Jenna T
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Question, I have a plan that ended early last month still no pay out. Is there any 
update for the expired plans and when we will see payouts?

edited 
[8#24#02 PM]
Traykon Johnston
:
Hi @techman2020 

Question from Tray

My question, I have a few YOP plans that matured the middle of April. Along 
with my P1 and Weekly plan! Are we waiting for the balloon payment from Qu 
Coin to get these paid? Or are they in the cue to be paid?

[8#24#15 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
@techman2020 

If you enter a ticket then enter a second ticket does it push both tickets to the 
back of the line? Or is it every time you comment on a ticket it resets it to the 
back of the line?

edited 
[8#24#20 PM]
LdQ
:
@Techman2020

Lyman from Topeka here.  Long time listener, first time caller.  When will Suren 
Baregamian get his (or her?) P1?  Asking for a friend.

I'll hang up now and listen to your answer.

[8#24#27 PM]
Marty Moose
:
@techman2020 

Marty here. 

I felt much better after your podcast last night, but now Iʼm hearing that not all 
dailies were paid yesterday, so now Iʼm getting worried again. 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
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Can you calm my fears about putting new coin into the system? 

It is difficult to send new coin to CS with so much uncertainty around when we 
might be paid. 

Thank you,
MM

[8#25#44 PM]
Robert
:
Thank you admin for all your answers!
My question: With your last podcast fully addressing the if and when of 
payouts, now I am down to how - specifically regarding taxation. Could you 
please either ask your corporate accountant or have him join you in podcast to 
help bridge the following: a move from CS wallet to my wallet, if above $20K in 
fiat value triggers a W-9 and 1099 on your side - a taxable event for CS. From 
what I gathered a taxable event on my side happens when I move BTC to fiat. 
Would greatly appreciate any insight in terms of long term vs short term capital 
gains. Thank you .

[8#27#05 PM]
BleacherBum
:
how is Kucoin able to limit your withdrawals when they are not doing that for 
other customers? or is every single trader on their platform getting hosed too?

[8#29#01 PM]
Nano princess
:
@techman2020 
Jenna 

Why are you raffling off a truck when the coin used to buy that truck could 
easily pay off a ton of members?

[8#31#07 PM]
Tradin1
:
Hello techman! tradin1 here. 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


Can you please provide more specific details on the ballon payment you are 
expecting from ku coin, such as when do you expect it to happen and what 
would the results ultimately be for all outstanding P1 people?

Can you also elaborate on the variable daily payout plan, more specifically 
when would it start and would it be 1% for 100 days up to 5% for 20 till the 
balance due is zeroed out?

We appreciate all your hard work and transparency. 

Thx!

[8#36#40 PM]
Danny Huaco
:
@techman2020 
hello admin! my name is Danny. i apologize if this has already been asked for 
this podcast, i havenʼt the time to read it all. 

my question is: 
if I recently submitted a ticket to rollover (all of) my matured YOP into 
ENDGAME, could I make a correction and request to withdraw a certain amount 
of coin and rollover the rest? would that withdraw pay out faster than P1 or 
would it fall in the same queue?

thank you CS team, these Q&Aʼs are great. they seem to be putting out the 
dumpster fire that this chat once was.

[8#37#41 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
We have a half hour left. Get your questions in! But please for the sake of my 
sanity follow the very simple format as instructed. Makes my job more efficient.

@techman2020
This is _______
Question question etc.

[8#39#59 PM]
Mikey Deluxe
:
@techman2020 why are there dailys when you are describing the involvement 
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in CS as a long term investment?
JJ Support invited Geffrard Charles

edited 
[8#41#20 PM]
Ivan
:
@techman2020 
Ivan here
If I was to rollover a plan (YOP) that expired in the last week of April, into 
endgame, would the start date of that plan be from the day I rollovered? Or 
when the YOP matured? I've been missing alot of growth during that time. I 
thought it was best to wait a couple days but shouldve rolled it over

[8#42#47 PM]
Scott Preston
:
Hello @techman2020 
Scott in Oregon here
My question is:
Would it help to get paid out sooner of some amount if we lowered our amount 
due by rolling over partial balances? I have a Weekly and a rollover (P2) that still 
show their plan names & expiration dates not "balance due" same with my 
referral. Does that indicate that our accounts have not even been considered 
yet for payout? I suppose knowing where we stand in relation to payment queue 
and the possibility of realizing what we see onscreen would put most of us in a 
more relaxed mindset. Setting realistic expectations is critical for good 
business. I still don't have a good feel for why there is so much trouble with the 
exchanges. Thank you.

[8#43#16 PM]
Lolly
:
@techman

Would it be possible to sort these questions into group categories and do a 
separate in depth update for each?

[8#43#47 PM]
James007
:
@cssupportbrett 
Thinking about rolling over, the dailies apparently pay on time, an incorrect in 
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assuming the other plans wonʼt/donʼt..

[8#43#59 PM]
Johnson
:
@techman2020

If a big ballon payment does come from kucoin soon - can you describe how 
and to who payouts would go to? All P1 from oldest to now? Or completely 
random no control?

[8#45#16 PM]
Nick Nix
:
@techman2020 

What is your estimate of where BTC will be at in 30, 60 and 90 days

[8#45#27 PM]
Tom V
:
Greetings Techman, my question is, when will we get our P2 payouts so that we 
can take some profit and then reinvest some? Thank you.

[8#46#32 PM]
Thom Peterson
:
Hello tech man, this is thom.
If you go to variable dailies, would you also keep one of the other plans such as 
endgame

edited 
[8#48#33 PM]
RFdevil
:
@techman2020 would you be ok with some members selling their expired plans 
to other members? The seller gets immediate coin if they need it and buyer 
gets to essentially buy a plan at a discounted rate.

[8#51#54 PM]
Dr Coin
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:
@techman2020
My name is cvb21xdrt

If the CS operation is moved over seas would Americans be excluded from 
participating because we do not have European addresses or European bank 
accounts?  If we secured a European address and/or bank account is it fair to 
assume we could remain members of CS?

[8#52#00 PM]
Pmoney3
:
@techman2020 if you move the company out of the US. Will US citizens still be 
able to participate?

edited 
[8#52#40 PM]
Asa
:
@Techman2020

I suggest at a minimum payout 1% of all due balances every day Monday thru 
Friday until everyone is made whole. This would lower the group stress level, 
keep the market stable, and create coin flow for new plans.

[8#54#20 PM]
Jeremy Reheis
:
@CSSupport1 question would be all my plans have become due, even P1 is 
there a way I can create a small payout and roll the rest back into a slow 5% 
long term cap gain type plan

[8#56#45 PM]
Russ
:
@techman2020 
Hello, this is Russ. Similar to Asa's question, if 1% could not be paid out daily, 
how about a one time payment either measured at a percentage or 1 BTC 
maximum?

@techman2020
Hello this is Russ again. With ALT plans converted into dailys some have 
reported (including myself) that the conversion to BTC was incorrect. I put a 
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support ticket in when weeklys were created and haven't had my plans fixed. 
Do you have an ETA as to when those will be addressed?

[8#59#20 PM]
Rick B
:
@Techman2020 This is RickB.  Just curious if all the trading that you are doing 
now and all the trading that you were doing thru the wee hours of the morning 
over the weekend is producing just enough coins to meet the obligations due 
for the new dailies or if it is producing more than enough to allow payouts 
towards all other outstanding plans?  Thanks

edited 
[8#59#50 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
@techman2020 I asked if any technical people could help and was pretty much 
laughed at saying "I'm all the tech we need".  You seem overloaded and maybe 
getting more tech savy staff is a good option.  Ever thought to post roles you 
need help with on the site?

[8#59#51 PM]
Micah Theard
:
@techman2020 How is that Kucoin can legally stop CS from withdrawing its 
coins?  And why would they hold on to a customers  coin for several months 
without a reason

[9#00#16 PM]
Marty Moose
:
For support - how do we see the tickets we have submitted? Is there 
somewhere on our back office?

[9#01#01 PM]
Bryan
:
@techman2020 

Bryan here,

Instead of a podcast, could we get these answers in a FAQ that's posted on the 
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website? That would allow members to point other members to something 
official to read up on rather than forcing everyone to scrub through an hour 
long podcast.

[9#01#43 PM]
Golden Coiner
:
Also love the 1% idea or some small payout to all P1 or expired plans would 
instill a ton of trust and take a huge load off of support, can it be done?

[9#03#18 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
alrighty everyone that's all

edited 
I'm going through and deleting non questions to keep everything nice and neat. 
So everyone can follow along without any interuptions (:

[10#25#43 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
Dear All ,

Here are the answers to your questions
in 2 parts...there was more today.

Part 1:
https://www.buzzsprout.com/275978/1150193-part-1-of-2-answers-to-
questions

Part 2:
https://www.buzzsprout.com/275978/1150199-part-2-of-2

Regards

Admin
Buzzsprout
Part 1 of 2 Answers to Questions - CS News
Answers To QuestionsPart 1 of 2 
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Techman 2020 pinned «Dear All , Here are the answers to your questions in 
2 parts...there was more today. Part 1: https://www.buzzsprout.com/

275978»

[10#38#31 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
7 dailyʼs left and then. No more 
Hurry ,,,,,,

--- 
Thursday, May 16, 2019

 ---

[12#00#59 AM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Thanx CS and admin for great QnA.

[12#01#08 AM]
Ivan
:
Can I turn w9 through my phone with hand writing? Or prefer cleaner text over 
computer?

[12#02#25 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Ivan
> 
Can I turn w9 through my phone with hand writing? Or prefer cleaner text over 
computer?
I mean you can certainly try. but if it's illegible then you'll have to do it all over 
again you know?

[12#03#34 AM]
Andy Novotny



:
Sent W-9 to w9@circlesociety.com and recieved auto reply...

"Our email support has changed, your email will not be read

we have recently changed over support systems and are no longer attached to 
this email, please resubmit to https://circlesociety.zendesk.com/hc/en-us and 
use the live chat or call, or just send a ticket through."

[12#03#34 AM]
Mark
:
Hey CS. Assume those not in USA do not have to fill in W9s. Thanks

[12#03#53 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Andy Novotny
> 
Sent W-9 to w9@circlesociety.com and recieved auto reply... "Our email 
support has changed, your email will not be read we hav
we should have that deactivated now

email is still in there so disreguard

[12#04#14 AM]
Joel Atherton
:
A verified institutional account on KuCoin can withdraw 500 BTC every 24 
hours. Why is it 2 weeks for CS?

[12#04#25 AM]
Pollo Prosper
:
Thanks. CS team :busts_in_silhouette: for answering all of our questions. 
@techman2020 great podcast.

[12#04#45 AM]
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Marty Moose
:
@techman2020 I would like to do one more daily + match but need another 24 
hours to get the funds to CS. If you could extend one more day I would greatly 
appreciate it :pray:

[12#05#52 AM]
Jarred Smith
:
Sent W9 to w9email

[12#06#08 AM]
Bryan
:

> 
Joel Atherton
> 
A verified institutional account on KuCoin can withdraw 500 BTC every 24 
hours. Why is it 2 weeks for CS?
Kucoin support told me today thats it 100btc / 24hr period, not 500

[12#06#10 AM]
John Good
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
we should have that deactivated now
W-9 sent.

[12#06#14 AM]
Jarred Smith
:
Still working on getting through the two recordings but love it. Thank you!

[12#06#39 AM]
Esmail Shaikh
:
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> 
Mark
> 
Hey CS. Assume those not in USA do not have to fill in W9s. Thanks
No you donʼt

[12#07#57 AM]
Patrick
:
Bummer we have to hand over Social security numbers

[12#08#36 AM]
Nick Nix
:
Just borrow one from a local day worker at Home Depot :wink:

[12#10#11 AM]
Bryan
:

> 
Nick Nix
> 
Just borrow one from a local day worker at Home Depot :wink:
...but you STILL might be handing over your own SSN! Lol

[12#10#57 AM]
HodlerSavage
:
Sent my w9:)

[12#20#07 AM]
Roger Hughes
:
W-9 for employees. Or a 1099 for income. After talking to my tax person.  He 
suggested 1099. Thank you

[12#22#24 AM]
Bryan
:



Is the reasoning behind the request for the W9 in todays podcast?

[12#23#43 AM]
Niranjan
:
Hi CS,
Thanks alot again!!! Once again great podcast can't ask more than that. I have 
also submitted my W-9 as requested. You guys are really awesome!!!

[12#26#52 AM]
A Rogers
:
Have had a busy week. Haven't gotten to the podcast.  I'm assuming they want 
us to submit a w9.

[12#27#27 AM]
Blair Kelley
:
A w9 is not required in this case. A 1099 is for us to file.
We should not have to file a w9 as we are not being paid in fiat

[12#30#18 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
Wouldnt they need the w9 to get the tax iD info to send you a 1099?

[12#34#20 AM]
Marne Buckner
:
Every time we win money in a Team Roping Competition we have to fill out a 
W9. What they are asking for is appropriate. 
Thank you CS!

[12#35#58 AM]
Dr Nat
:
A w-9 is used to report a ss no or federal tax id number  Companies or 
subcontractors submit a w-9 and receive a 1099 to account for $ paid.



[12#36#37 AM]
LdQ
:

> 
Marne Buckner
> 
Every time we win money in a Team Roping Competition we have to fill out a 
W9. What they are asking for is appropriate. Thank y
What you do in your own home is your business, and possibly not appropriate 
to talk about here...

[12#36#52 AM]
Dr Nat
:
1099 reports income in fiat not any other assets

[12#37#08 AM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
What you do in your own home is your business, and possibly not appropriate 
to talk about here...

🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣

[12#37#10 AM]
CS Manager
:
admin
A 1099 is the form you use to file your taxes. The W-9 is it Declaration of funds 
receipt

[12#38#26 AM]
Dr Nat
:
We are not receiving funds only btc which what I read was considered an asset 
according to the IRS

Until you sell your btc for fiat it is non taxable I believe



[12#40#17 AM]
MR BTC
:
https://medium.com/cindx/is-bitcoin-a-currency-a-security-or-a-commodity-
its-all-of-these-74b0b962e6d1

[12#40#22 AM]
Nick Nix
:
A 1099 is what CS will file to the IRS with the amount we have been paid and 
with info provided on the W9 ....

Well if they have to

[12#41#12 AM]
FuMan ChuStu
:
A W9 is a tax payer identifier and certification stating that we are who we say 
we are. If CS is reporting investment income, then they will send us a 1099 
showing what we have earned. We then report that amount on our tax filings. 
I donʼt think CS is reporting that though. My understanding is that we are 
responsible to report our investment income. Not a CPA or tax attorney so 
consult your own tax pro.

[12#42#20 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
w-9 is to collect the info, 1099 is to report it

[12#43#09 AM]
Funnyfarm69
:

> 
Brett CS Support
> 
w-9 is to collect the info, 1099 is to report it
:+1:
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[12#43#16 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
How about we get paid first, then worry about the taxes later. :)

[12#43#16 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
https://fitsmallbusiness.com/w9-vs-1099/
W9 vs 1099: IRS Forms, Differences & When to Use Them 2018
A W9 (W-9) is an Internal Revenue Service (IRS) form that's used to gather 
information about a contractor, so that their earnings can be reported at y...

[12#43#31 AM]
Wayne
:
I submitted my W9

[12#46#42 AM]
John
:
Hello Techman2020
1% Daily on balance due is a great idea and will build lots of momentum for 
cs .lets get some coins rolling into wallets.
Is there a way to get Crazy berry bot back of something similar ( a wild card 
plan)?
Thank you very much for everything soo far all this hard work is truly 
appreciated .
You are the Man
:+1:

🏻

:+1:

🏻

:+1:

🏻

:+1:

🏻

:+1:

🏻

JJ Support invited Parth Thakore

[12#49#08 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
I am looking forward to details about the .01-3% variable, such as what level of 
coin the VIP level starts at. Hope the minimum could be raised to more than .01 
percent. On that amount, even with a 12 btc account, your payment for that one 
day would be $10 in fiat value.

https://fitsmallbusiness.com/w9-vs-1099/
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JJ Support invited Sheryl Hanna
JJ Support invited Brad Nagel

[12#50#47 AM]
Dee Zlo
:
Can we get all of these updates and requirements in an email please??  Some of 
us have lives and canʼt read telegram chats all day.

[12#52#00 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Dee Zlo
> 
Can we get all of these updates and requirements in an email please?? Some of 
us have lives and canʼt read telegram chats all d
I'll look into this for you now

[12#52#27 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:
Admin said there would be  newsletter update monday.

[12#53#41 AM]
Jane
:
Hi Admin,

[12#53#42 AM]
Ben Wilson
:
I agree even 1% paid out daily on balance due would be awesome

[12#53#48 AM]
Tony Hall
:
To Admin: Can the daily please be extended for one day. I worked all week to 



get the funds for one BTC for the daily and can wire tomorrow and get the BTC 
to CS tomorrow. I had a daily and it never got started because of the problems. 
I really need to have this happen for many reasons. Can u help?

[12#54#48 AM]
Jane
:
I am wanting to know if I can use a tax ID number for my trust account....or a 
corporation that I have..Thanks

[12#54#56 AM]
Dee Zlo
:
Thanks

JJ Support invited Marsh
JJ Support invited Brett Harte

[12#56#03 AM]
Ostia Commerce
:

> 
Jane
> 
I am wanting to know if I can use a tax ID number for my trust account....or a 
corporation that I have..Thanks
Yes Jane the w9 includes that information, if your CS account is in the name of 
your company, you can use that and the EIN

I know this because I use an LLC for CS
JJ Support invited Randy

[12#58#59 AM]
Jane
:
My question above is for Admin...in regards to the use of a trust tax id number 
or corporate EIN..if that is ok to use..thanks

[12#58#59 AM]
CSSupport - Alex
:



admin
While we are waiting on a final confirmation from out tax attorney, I'll share 
what I have dealt with from past experiences.  A 1099 is sent annually to an 
investor based on payouts received against the current fiat at the time of 
withdrawal.  Aka...if you withdraw one coin,  and if BTC was $4000 at the time 
of withdrawal to your wallet, you will be taxed on $4000. This works the same 
way as stocks and other commodities.  To file you will need your 1099 and a 
1040 schedule D form. You are required to list your investments in fiat value. 
And if you are thinking the IRS doesn't get crypto.. be aware, as if this year, you 
can now receive your tax refunds in Bitcoin.

[12#59#28 AM]
Karl Roller
:
You can get an EIN number for a trust as well

[1#00#55 AM]
Coin Slayer
:

> 
CSSupport - Alex
> 
While we are waiting on a final confirmation from out tax attorney, I'll share 
what I have dealt with from past experiences. A
Thank you for the explanation.

[1#01#34 AM]
Golden Coiner
:
Will our account page tell us when the W9 form has been received?

[1#01#37 AM]
abc2e01
:
for those of us who weren't online at the time can you please send this 
afternoon's podcast links again? don't seem to be able to get back to the earlier 
chat before it opened again.

[1#03#28 AM]
CSSupport - Alex



:
admin
It should be pinned at the top of the feed

[1#07#07 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Golden Coiner
> 
Will our account page tell us when the W9 form has been received?
as long as your email has sent it should be fine, we will contact you if nothing 
has came

[1#07#32 AM]
Golden Coiner
:
Cool, thanks @cssupportbrett

sent mine already fyi

one more question, i have a friend in the system as well, we do some mining 
together and would like to run the income through our partnership, there a 
problem using the same info for both accounts?

[1#09#30 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Golden Coiner
> 
one more question, i have a friend in the system as well, we do some mining 
together and would like to run the income through ou
send a ticket through support on that one as we will need to go a little deeper 
into it, our system throws alarms up for any matching things across accounts

[1#09#48 AM]
Golden Coiner
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:
gotcha

will do

[1#10#20 AM]
CoinHippy
:
question techman, are todays dailies done paying out??

[1#11#39 AM]
Wayne
:
Did support mention if we wanted to roll over to end game from our latest 
balance due to tag under "telegram" in the ticket? I know it sounds strange, but 
thought I saw it and possibly heard it.

[1#11#42 AM]
Rick B
:
I sent my W9 earlier to the email address that was there previously.  Do I need 
to resubmit this at the new address

I sent it w9@circlesociety.com

[1#14#54 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Please everyone feel free to message support for these questions

> 
Rick B
> 
I sent it w9@circlesociety.com
This is the proper email, you're okay.

[1#15#27 AM]
Rick B
:

mailto:w9@circlesociety.com


Thank you much!

edited 
[1#15#45 AM]
LdQ
:
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wrong and need to be 
redone.

If you have sent in your W9, verify it on this feed in the following format:

Your Name

Date and time the W-9 was emailed.

Color of ink used to sign the W-9.

Your answer to this security question: "How much wood would a woodchuck 
chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?"

[1#16#18 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr
Lyman!!!

[1#17#29 AM]
Kouper
:

> 
Marty Moose
> 
For support - how do we see the tickets we have submitted? Is there 
somewhere on our back office?
My name is kouper



Color was ff #000000

Sent  about 4pm mdt on the 15th of may 2019 ac,

Honestly not much with those little arms.

[1#17#31 AM]
LdQ
:
Just trying to help :confused:

> 
Kouper
> 
My name is kouper Color was ff #000000 Sent about 4pm mdt on the 15th of 
may 2019 ac, Honestly not much with those little ar

☘ ☘ ☘ ☘ ☘

[1#17#55 AM]
Wayne
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr
Reoinizing your comment now....http://sebpearce.com/bullshit/

[1#18#14 AM]
Marne Buckner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr

🤣 🤣 🤣 🤣

 on it!!!

[1#18#42 AM]

http://sebpearce.com/bullshit/


Chef Crypto
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr
your off your rocker. LOL

[1#18#59 AM]
Tony Hall
:
for support - can my account name be changed to an LLC by submitting KYC 
info to support?

[1#19#16 AM]
Golden Coiner
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr
What color of ink is a digital signature?

I should ask woodchuck

[1#19#50 AM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin

> 
Golden Coiner
> 
What color of ink is a digital signature?
that depends on your screen resolution

[1#21#50 AM]
LdQ



:

> 
Tony Hall
> 
for support - can my account name be changed to an LLC by submitting KYC 
info to support?
Resubmit a new W-9 with #WOODCHUCK. Support will then email the old W9 
back to you which should be printed, shredded, the shreds burned and the 
ashes flushed down the toilet.

[1#22#38 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
iF yOu haVe SupPoRt QueStIONs pLEaSE sENd ThEm TheRe 

🙃 🙂 🙃 🙂 🙃

[1#26#06 AM]
CS Manager
:
admin
***Circle is required by law to report to the IRS , the amount paid per annum, to 
its members. A w9 is required so that taxes can be filed appropriately and 
correctly for the individuals or organizations. Failure failure to report accurately 
to the IRS, would placeCircle Society in violation of tax law..*****
And nobody wants that to happen.

Because the IRS classifies cryptocurrency as "property," every exchange of 
cryptocurrency is a taxable event, even if it does not involve fiat

[1#26#48 AM]
Bryan
:

> 
LdQ
> 
Could everyone who is sent in a W-9 and posted verification on this forum, 
please be aware that previous posts were formatted wr
A woodchuck would chuck as much wood as a woodchuck could chuck if a 
woodchuck could chuck wood

tg://search_hashtag?hashtag=WOODCHUCK


[1#27#09 AM]
Denon Williams
:
I still havenʼt been paid my daily yesterday or today.  Techman said if your 
wallet is at Blockchain it was a simple transfer.  My wallet is at Blockchain so 
whatʼs the problem?

[1#28#59 AM]
Mateo
:
Please have a Check or green confirmed button when you receive our W9 :)

[1#29#30 AM]
Ivan
:
I sent an email a couple days ago to legal circle society, how soon can I expect 
a reply?

[1#32#41 AM]
CS Manager
:
admin
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-14-21.pdf

[n-14-21.pdf]
 42 KB

This is the IRS guide on crypto tax

[1#33#18 AM]
Sketchy_Detail
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
I'll look into this for you now
Me too pretty please with sugar on top.

[1#34#35 AM]

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-14-21.pdf


Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
Me too pretty please with sugar on top.
Podcast is posted on the banner

[1#35#04 AM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Podcast is too long, I can skim read faster

[1#35#08 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Please Everyone send support questions to the support desk

[1#38#00 AM]
CS Manager
:
admin

[1#38#02 AM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Ostia Commerce
> 
How about we get paid first, then worry about the taxes later. :)
i Concur

[1#41#15 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin



[
Voice message 
]
121 KB
 

[1#43#23 AM]
C.B. Schottland
:
The blockchain is really backed up right now

Probably causing delays with dailies...

edited 
[1#44#00 AM]
MR BTC
:
my payment went though in 10min from my ledger

I did pay and extra fee though

[1#45#22 AM]
CoinHippy
:

> 
Sketchy_Detail
> 
Podcast is too long, I can skim read faster
totally agree

[1#45#37 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
6 dailyʼs left 

Regardless Iʼll be deleting them tonight from system 

======



Blockchain 5-10 hours behind now

Trick 

Go to send 
Click priority
Then custom
Then priority 
Then custom again 
The high number of Satoshi add 10
And send 
So should be custom 130-150
Per transfer 
This will speed your transfer up 

Only from blockchain wallet 
Exodus calculates auto fee

[1#45#54 AM]
rain_coin
:
Srry guys I missed the part about non us resident needing to submit W9 ?

[1#46#03 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

> 
MR BTC
> 
I did pay and extra fee though
Thatʼs the trick

> 
rain_coin
> 
Srry guys I missed the part about non us resident needing to submit W9 ?
You donʼt need it

[1#46#38 AM]



rain_coin
:
Thanks Techman

edited 
[1#46#56 AM]
MR BTC
:

> 
Techman 2020
> 
Thatʼs the trick
I learned that from you Boss.   TY

[1#49#10 AM]
Rapidrnr
:
When we get a email Confirming that a problem was fixed would you rather us 
just not return a reply thanking you for working on the problem because we 
would be sending back another email you would have to read or is it just 
understand we appreciate it

[1#49#27 AM]
Nathan Frank
:
So am I understanding correctly that all of the latest dailies should hopefully be 
paid out in the next 5-10 hours? I ask because I was paid out last Friday which 
was the first day of my dailies and I was also paid out Monday morning for the 
2nd day. As of right now though my account still says 28 payouts left and I 
haven't received my daily payouts from yesterday or today yet. I don't mean to 
be a bother but I'm just looking for some clarification on what I can expect.

[1#53#15 AM]
MR BTC
:
How do we know you guys rec our w-9?

[1#53#23 AM]
walkerworthless
:
Admin



Once our W-9 has been received. Will we start receiving payments. Or will we 
we be stuck waiting for everyone to submit their W-9s as well.
Also, I understand the coins being withheld by Kucoin not paying out, but how 
does that hold up our payouts on new coin plans (such as the dailies that were 
converted) that had nothing to do with the kucoin related funds. It is 
reasonable to expect that those being new funds should be available for 
immediate payout once a W-9 is received.
Didn't get a chance to ask during the question time.

[1#53#46 AM]
Leonard
:
There is no need for hatred here people!!!! The last thing we need is for this 
company to be destroyed!!!! We are all in the same boat and experiencing the 
same frustrations. Iʼm optimistic about the changes that soon will take affect. 
Letʼs calm down and hope for the best. Spread positivity and we will see the 
fruits of our investments. :pray:

[1#55#16 AM]
Nathan Frank
:
Thank you for the quick audio reply to my question about the dailies. I'll keep 
watching in the coming days for my daily payouts to get caught up. Thanks 
again!

[1#55#44 AM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin

> 
Rapidrnr
> 
When we get a email Confirming that a problem was fixed would you rather us 
just not return a reply thanking you for working on
Support certainly would not mind anyone not responding with a thank you 
because it truly does save time. Thank yous are appreciated but resolving as 
many tickets as possible is definitely a priority

[1#58#21 AM]
MR BTC
:



@Techman2020      After a daily shows up on your page  how long for match to 
show up?    also

edited 
MR BTC, 
How do we know you guys rec our w-9?

[1#58#45 AM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
92 KB
 

[1#59#07 AM]
Rapidrnr
:

> 
Bri CS Support
> 
Support certainly would not mind anyone not responding with a thank you 
because it truly does save time. Thank yous are apprecia
I wonʼt reply then, but thanks to all admin for the prompt and thorough 
response to my 2 request

[2#00#57 AM]
MR BTC
:
Thank you you are the man techman

[2#04#31 AM]
Bryce Wilkin
:
Good night thank you for your hard work

[2#06#17 AM]
CS Manager

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Techman2020


:
admin
In an effort to clean up the feeds and prevent the spread of misinformation, We 
will be enforcing chat curfew and muting the feeds. 
 TONIGHTS CHAT CURFEW: 
6pm PST we will reopen the feed at noon Monday

We know some of you are likely unsure of how to spend your free time- Donʼt 
worry! CS has got you covered! 

We recommend: 
 -Read this-

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-14-21.pdf

Have a nice evening everyone

[n-14-21.pdf]
 42 KB

CS Manager pinned «In an effort to clean up the feeds and prevent the 
spread of misinformation, We will be enforcing chat curfew and muting the 

fee»

--- 
Friday, May 17, 2019

 ---
Techman 2020 pinned «In an effort to clean up the feeds and prevent the 

spread of misinformation, We will be enforcing chat curfew and muting the 
fee»

[8#02#02 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin

[
Voice message 
]
507 KB
 

Techman 2020 pinned «Audio»
Techman 2020 invited Sufyaan Irfan

https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-14-21.pdf


[10#14#00 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
1 plan just added for nyc group
Welcome to the program

To others Iʼll remove it after they buy in

[11#06#21 PM]
Techman 2020
:
admin
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://www.irs.gov/pub/
irs-drop/n-14-21.pdf&data=02|01||38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6|
84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa|1|0|
636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliu
GAPKcic=&reserved=0

[n-14-21.pdf]
 42 KB

Tax review

--- 
Tuesday, May 21, 2019

 ---

edited 
[8#03#07 PM]
CS Manager
:
admin
Hey guys, feed will be open 12-2 for our members Q&A 

(Relevant) QUESTIONS ONLY please. (that means no more asking stuff like ‘Do 
you like marshmallows?ʼ :stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:)

All other comments will be deleted 
during this open question forum.

Please Do not address staff by name. Only address question directly to “Admin”

https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-drop%2Fn-14-21.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliuGAPKcic%3D&reserved=0
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-drop%2Fn-14-21.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliuGAPKcic%3D&reserved=0
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-drop%2Fn-14-21.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliuGAPKcic%3D&reserved=0
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-drop%2Fn-14-21.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliuGAPKcic%3D&reserved=0
https://nam05.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-drop%2Fn-14-21.pdf&data=02%7C01%7C%7C38bdb33c725e4ae8304e08d6db127fa6%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C636937269823075616&sdata=e45z0LqEWGOrBbDeyNwOc4crQKI84h4MSliuGAPKcic%3D&reserved=0


The feed will close at 2
So admin can answer questions via podcast to be posted later today. 

At 3pm-5pm 
Feed will resume for general chat 
Then close for the day

edited 
[8#03#43 PM]
Tom
:
@techman2020  @Bri_CS_Support @cssupportbrett (not sure who to tag here)

Hey guys I submitted a rollover request for one of my expired plans 7 days ago, 
but havnt heard back nor is it rolled over yet. I know you guys are busy. But 
would u mind checkin on ticket #8208?

I have another 5 plans that I would also like to roll into endgame, but that is 
contingent on a response to a question I attached to the rollover request :) I 
didnt want to open another ticket and risk further delays

[8#03#57 PM]
Niranjan
:
Hi Techman
 According to your previous podcast, you stated that all plans will be combined 
to one balance and will be paid  perpetually between 1% to 3% (give or take) 
each day. From my understanding you will start paying that way between June 
12th to 15th. Is this still the plan or is there a change of plan on payouts and 
dates? Also, the dailies have all been paid mostly on time recently. Will these 
payouts also hit our wallet as fast as the dailies? Thank you Techman, I know 
even though its been a wait, its worth it! You are the man and shout out to the 
entire CS team for their hard work!!!

[8#04#23 PM]
Tony Hall
:
Techman – 1. Can you give priority to correcting balances that have been in 
error since the new system. Several support request have been submitted. (for 
someone else, not me)
2. Why is the support site not taking new request?

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Bri_CS_Support
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40cssupportbrett


[8#04#36 PM]
Kouper
:
General support question, im currently unable to submit requests at all.

[8#04#51 PM]
Tony Hall
:
Admin - I had a year of the Pig expire on 4/29. I did not rollover because I 
needed to be paid. Now that it has been almost a month I wish I had requested 
it. Is the payout really scheduled (tentatively) for mid June? If so, I will request 
the rollover now knowing it will not be paid before then.

[8#05#28 PM]
C.B. Schottland
:
Hi Techman,

Did any dailies go out as planned last night.  Suppose to get the 4 from last 
week.  I did not get any nor did others I spoke with.

[8#05#52 PM]
Sean Gallacher
:
Admin:

On 5/6 I created ticket #7103. On 5/13 I created #7971 checking on the status 
of the first ticket. On 5/15 I sent an email requesting a status update on my 
original ticket which generated ticket #8386. Admin in a previous Q and A you 
said if we hadnʼt received any feedback on a ticket after 48 hours send an 
email/ticket for further info. So on 5/17 I sent in an email to 
“manager@circlesociety.com”  asking for an update. Iʼm getting a bit frustrated 
here. People I have sponsored have sent in tickets requesting rollovers and 
been answered during this time frame and had an answer within 24 hours. 
Could I PLEASE have someone look at my tickets and contact me with any 
questions. Have I violated a policy? If so I apologize, just looking for some 
feedback.

[8#06#30 PM]
Jackie Mulgrew
:

mailto:manager@circlesociety.com


Hi Admin, I submitted my w9 last Thursday. When will my page reflect that you 
received it?

Hi Admin, I submitted a ticket last Thursday asking to roll over into the 
endgame to have a chance to win the truck.  That never happened.  Do I need 
to submit another ticket to cancel that request?

[8#08#23 PM]
Tradin1
:
Hey techman. 

1. When do you expect us to start receiving the variable payout payments? 

2. When do we find out what rate we will qualify for?

Thx for all of your hard work!

[8#08#53 PM]
Joel Atherton
:
@techman2020

If it's been a few days since we requested a rollover, do we need to email our 
requests again?

[8#09#03 PM]
Dee Zlo
:
Admin - we as members been very patient and did our part and have yet been 
paid on plans and now you are asking for our most sensitive information, our 
SSN which was not required when you happily accepted out BTC...   Why 
should we trust giving this information and in full transparency, can we have the 
owners names of CS, a good address and phone # for our safety?

[8#09#50 PM]
P
:
Hello

@techman2020

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


My question.

With the new never ending plan I see an issue with payouts. Lets say I have 
20btc and with the range of payments mentioned (.1%-3%). If I got the average 
everyday of 1.5% even after 365 days of payouts my balance is .08 btc.

That over a year too not even get the full 20btc paid to me. That doesn't 
include growing the account on any days or days where I get less then the 
average %. How will that keep us investors happy if its gonna take a year to get 
my coin?

Keep grinding much appreciated!

Second question. On the perpetual plan. What do you see the growth % of our 
plan daily? Right now we can do some crazy fast growth but this plan is seems 
to be reducing the growth by a ton.

Third question.

Wouldn't it be easier and make more sense to keep plans going as is and when 
a plan finishes it gets added to our account balance in which we can request a 
withdrawl from. That withdrawl goes into a payment mode which pays out 
5-10% daily until Finished? Then the account balance that isn't in withdrawl can 
be rolled into new plans, etc?

[8#10#04 PM]
Jackie Mulgrew
:
Hi admin, I have 2 plans called THE Rollover with bots ending May 2 and may 7.  
When should I see payout to my wallet? Thanks for all you are doing.

edited 
[8#10#45 PM]
Chuck Bove
:
Good afternoon.... I have BTC owed to me according to my account.  I asked for 
those coin to be transferred to daily ‘s.  It seems that daily payments are 
occurring yet my past owed coin has not been paid.  How can you pay current 
and recent plans and not pay plans that have expired more than once now. I 
would like payment but if not Iʼd like to place them into dailies so I can get some 
payments now



[8#10#52 PM]
Ashley G
:
General Support / Techman:

In regards to the W9ʼs what steps are Canadian members and required to take 
to ensure payouts as W-9s donʼt apply to us. Are there equivalent forms we 
should be filling out.

[8#14#14 PM]
Aanu Adeyemi
:
@techman2020 How are u doing today? I just want a clarification on these two 
plans as stated last week. 1. Balloon Payment for clearing our pending Ph.1 by  
mid June and 2. The direct payment of a % between 0.1 to 3% into our wallets. 
DO we have a fixed date for those two category of payments now??? Thanks

[8#14#25 PM]
Lacey Boam
:
Admin, 

Will expired plans be paid once the W9 is received and how soon will it show on 
the account to show you received. I also have tried to rollover to endgame for 
the truck but have had no response to my voicemail from over 2 weeks ago or 
my ticket I have submitted.

Thanks for all your doing.

[8#16#01 PM]
Wayne
:
@techman2020 

If I have a group interested in meeting to learn more how would I set that up?

[8#17#40 PM]
Cara Wiley
:
Admin, 
I hear a lot of talk about daily payouts but I'm not hearing much about P1 
payouts that so many of us are waiting for. I also hear you saying that payouts 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020
https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


are in the queue in the computer but I admit I dont understand how this all 
works yet which is why I'm seeking some answers. So 3 questions...#1 - are 
people still getting P1 payouts every day? Im not seeing people posting this 
anymore on the feed.#2 - if this is computerized why aren't P1 payouts just 
running all night long instead of only certain times a day? #3- I realize you may 
not have enough coin to pay everyone out fast so why not have a payment plan 
so we can all get at least something?

[8#17#42 PM]
Dee Zlo
:
Techman...  are any plans other than the daily plans been paid yet?  Ei. Past due 
rollover plans?

[8#21#12 PM]
Ivan
:
Hi techman or support
I sent a ticket nearly a week ago asking to rollover my expired plans into 
endgame and have not receive a reply or update, I dont have a ticket number as 
I dont have one but hopefully my ticket is somewhere on your side. Thank you 
very much

edited 
[8#21#18 PM]
Jerry
:
@Techman2020
Can you be very specific and let us know exactly what the Kucoin balloon 
payment is going to pay.. for example will it cover all unpaid P1's, Daly's, unpaid 
weeklies and past due YOP's.. Thank you.

[8#21#56 PM]
B-rad
:
Admin

I have plans that ended may 1st, 3rd, 5th. Seeing how we are in "limbo" why can 
you not implement rollover buttons for us on all plans so we can roll over our 
expired plans into the same plan and or another plan of our choosing instead of 
just Year of Pig and Endgame. This would be no different than us receiving our 
payment from you and turning around and putting it right back into the system 
into the plan of our choosing. This way our coin is not just sitting there untill 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40Techman2020


things get back into a normal flow.

edited 
[8#22#03 PM]
walkerworthless
:
@techman2020 

Once our W-9 has been received. Will we start receiving payments?(mine was 
submitted the day it was on the site)

Also, I understand the coins being withheld by Kucoin not paying out, but how 
does that hold up our payouts on new coin plans (such as the dailies that were 
converted) that had nothing to do with the kucoin related funds. Is it 
reasonable to expect that those being new funds should be available for 
immediate payout once a W-9 is received.

In addition. Can you please have tickets #8227 and #8251 checked. They are in 
regards to rolling over a plan.

Thank you

[8#23#28 PM]
Riley Schuit
:
Admin/techman,  I'm going to rephrase my question from last time.  It sounds 
like CS needs more staff to answer tickets and technical people to assist you.  
How can people apply or get involved to be on the team?  Many people state 
not getting answers on tickets and follow ups get unanswered.  In my 
experience, the tickets people _WANT_ to answer, get answered while others 
stay unanswered(thus people get frustrated).  If they need to be escalated, the 
owner of that ticket simply needs to say something to the requestor.

[8#23#44 PM]
Rob Duncan
:
Our phase 1 payouts were based on lawyers suggesting that if your account 
was less than 10 BTC you could withdraw 50%, if it were more than 10 BTC your 
withdrawal could only be 5%.  This decision making was based on keeping the 
system running solvent and bot performing at its optimum.  Was this the case 
or is this not the case?

Are we able to ever roll existing coin from expired plans to new promotions, 
plans,or giveaways?  Or is this mainly for new coin?

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


If we donʼt get paid out by mid June, what will happen then?

edited 
[8#24#26 PM]
Squishy
:
Admin, 
I, try to stay in the background. But everyone who knows me knows that I have 
always been and will always be a huge supporter of CS. I know It works.  But, I 
have an extremely pressing issue. I have submitted ticket #7307 with messages 
over 14 days ago. Every one of my plans are finished. Please help me. So I 
might be able resolve this issue. Reinvest and continue to grow my retirement. 
God bless you for all your efforts.

[8#25#29 PM]
Shaun
:
@techman2020

As a Canadian I assume I donʼt have a requirement to complete a W9?

How do I get this requirement removed or shown as completed on my CS 
dashboard so I can still receive my outstanding payments?

edited 
[8#27#38 PM]
Dave O
:
When will there be a confirmation on our page so that we know you have 
received our w-9s and when will the rollover and weekly plans be paid

[8#28#11 PM]
Joseph F
:
Hi admin,  how many tiers will there be if the variable rate is implemented? And 
how soon? Ex 10 btc 1 % 30 btc 2.5 %

[8#28#19 PM]
Chad Hunter
:
Admin, can you comment on approximately what percentage of P1 payouts 
have been completed and the estimated percentage that are still in the 

https://web.telegram.org/#/im?p=%40techman2020


withdrawal request / payment queue to be paid out?

[8#31#07 PM]
Dr Coin
:
Hi Techman2020
From:  cvb21xdrt

If Iʼm not mistaken, in the May 15 podcast you said that you had all support 
tickets deleted due to repetitive questions being asked.  Do I need to submit 
another ticket to rollover my plan that expired on May 3?  Eleven days ago I 
created ticket #7771.  It has not been answered and still shows as “open.”  
Thanks!

[8#32#22 PM]
Brandon Olson
:
Submitted a ticket to roll over my expired end game plans to another.

Will this still happen now that there are no plans available?

Do I need to resubmit since I hear that tickets were purged due to this question 
and answer podcast?

I want to roll another plan if possible.

[8#34#33 PM]
Jerry
:
@Techmann2020

Do you know  or do you  have a best guess of when the Kucoin balloon will 
arrive.  If it's your best guess do you feel it will be  before or after June 15th
Thank you!

[8#34#40 PM]
Brandon Olson
:
Iʼve been rolling over and re investing... 
Once plans start paying, Iʼm expecting some large payouts... will this cause a 
“flag” on my wallet provider since itʼs never seen the likes of this size deposit? 
Is there a preferred wallet so prevent this, or is it not a worry?
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I think once the system is set to pay 1% or similar daily, the wallets shouldnʼt 
have an issue. Just thinking out loud...

[8#35#58 PM]
spectre
:
Admin... Iʼm glad for this Q&A opportunity. Itʼs a great idea. 
1. I need to know, and I know others need to know also when we will be paid our 
P1 payment?????????
This P1 issue is like a can being kicked down the road endlessly, while other 
things and other payouts are important, the P1 many of us are owed should be 
#1. 
2.  Why canʼt I get an email or a call about 5 tickets Iʼve sent through proper 
channels in the last 1.5 months?  I have a major discrepancy in my total number 
of btc that needs action.

[8#36#24 PM]
Brandon Olson
:
Forwarded message: 

Tom
 [
May 21, 2019 8#03#43 PM
] 
@techman2020  @Bri_CS_Support @cssupportbrett (not sure who to tag here)

Hey guys I submitted a rollover request for one of my expired plans 7 days ago, 
but havnt heard back nor is it rolled over yet. I know you guys are busy. But 
would u mind checkin on ticket #8208?

I have another 5 plans that I would also like to roll into endgame, but that is 
contingent on a response to a question I attached to the rollover request :) I 
didnt want to open another ticket and risk further delays

[8#36#42 PM]
Robert
:
Admin: is it possible for the CS CPA to provide recommendations for other 
crypto savvy CPAʼs in US, for us to contact on our own? Would like to try and 
avoid scammers. With gratitude- Robert
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[8#36#58 PM]
Dee Zlo
:
Admin

Is the W9 100% required to receive any payment?

[8#41#46 PM]
Scotty Two Shoes
:
@techman2020

For clarity, is it an absolute 100% CS policy from this moment forward that to 
receive ANYTHING from CS we MUST submit a W9?  Even if our CPAʼs say 
differently?

If so, how can we get clarity from Ed as to WHY he/CS perceives the W9 to be 
necessary?  What is the actual law ir legal precedent being cited?  CS members 
have asked him for clarity on the situation, and his response was for us to 
check with our CPAʼs.  That did not answer the question

Thank you!

[8#44#36 PM]
Marty Moose
:
Techman:

Your message from Monday said: “Daily Payouts will go out 3pm-6pm for all 4 
missing days!! Then next will be Tuesday noon-3pm the new times!!”

It is 12#40pm pst on Tuesday and I have not received any Daily payouts yet. 
Please provide an update on Dailies. Thank you

[8#46#12 PM]
Reid Francom
:
@techman2020 or @admin 
If I am missing coin from December 16 and have contacted admin a number of 
times and was told it probably was rolled into my balance and I know it wasnʼt 
what should I do?  The plan was to be paid out in 5 days and now itʼs no where 
to be seen!
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[8#47#37 PM]
Eric Corrick
:
@techman2020 or @CSSupport1 
Question:
Is there anyway you can possibly check on 
ticket #8450
and
ticket #8452

It's a friend I referred and he sent those 2 tickets in (separate isdues) over 6 
days. He didnt want to resubmit  and clog the system up, and wanted me to 
check if you could check on them. He said their still "open.

Thanks so much CS for all you do!

[8#48#24 PM]
Reid Francom
:
@techman2020 it seems like a dream to have coin in my wallet from CS whatʼs 
the hold up on P1 payouts again?  KuCoin ?  Whatʼs the update ?

[8#49#03 PM]
Michael
:
@techman2020

Firstly thank you all that youʼre doing and your extreme attempt at transparency 
and doing all you can to keep the flock calm.    

Onto the questions.  

1.   Is sending a message and submitting a ticket via the mobile site the same 
thing?   Or does it equate to the same result?
2.  I apologize if I misquote, but at an attempt to paraphrase, a few days or so 
ago it was said that due to some factor messages were going to be deleted and 
it will start fresh.  I have sent a message about rolling over and havenʼt heard 
back.  Should I resend?

[8#50#06 PM]
Ace Nilson
:
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@Admin
@techman2020 

W9 submitted as requested.

One ticket submitted in last 12 months, no response so far.  

No payments received since March.  Please advise on status of P1, weekly and 
rollover.  If we are truly going to be paid a % of total balance due, when will 
these payments begin?

Thanks for your continued efforts and for this amazing opportunity!

[8#50#29 PM]
Denon Williams
:
Admin
1.  I have 5 smaller plans that ended at the beginning of May.  I would like to 
have those pay out as soon as possible but if we have to wait till the balloon 
payment in mid June I might as well roll them over. Do you have any timelines 
on when these would get paid or is your recommendation to roll them over?
2.  Today is my 6th day with no daily payouts.  When can this get caught up?
3.  I have a wallet at Blockchain.  I thought you said that was an easy 
transaction for CS.  It doesnʼt seem to matter where your wallet is.  Is this the 
case?

Thanks 
Denon

[8#52#38 PM]
Robert
:
Admin: Are there banks that you would avoid dealing with...inversely 
recommend - as many of us are hopping (this year) to have a “out of norm” 
deposit?

[8#54#21 PM]
CS-Support
:
admin

> 
Scotty Two Shoes
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> 
@techman2020 For clarity, is it an absolute 100% CS policy from this moment 
forward that to receive ANYTHING from CS we MUST su
Form W-9 (officially, the "Request for Taxpayer Identification Number and 
Certification")[1] is used in the United States income tax system by a third 
party who must file an information return with the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS).[2] It requests the name, address, and taxpayer identification information 
of a taxpayer (in the form of a Social Security Number or Employer 
Identification Number).

The form is never actually sent to the IRS, but is maintained by the individual 
who files the information return for verification purposes. The information on 
the Form W-9 and the payment made are reported on a Form 1099.

[8#56#11 PM]
Sketchy_Detail
:
Is the w9 needed if you are not taking out more than 20k?

edited 
[8#59#10 PM]
Nick Nix
:
@techman2020 

It clearly states on Kucoin FAQ that 500 coin a day (24hrs) can be withdrawn. 
You have stated to the contrary. After contacting Kucoin they affirmed yes on 
500 coin a day withdrawal. Who is telling the truth ? To clarify Kucoin stated all 
Verified Institutional accounts 500 BTC and individual 100btc

Thatʼs a lot of daily coin that can be paid out.

edited 
[9#00#45 PM]
M
:
@techman2020 and @admin

Name: Milda
Thanks for all that you guys are doing.

I have a question from my sponsor.
He was creating a solo IRA LLC with the help of GW. From this creation, support 
has suspended his accounts. Does CS not support these types of account 
anymore? A ticket has been submitted and has not heard back.
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[9#02#52 PM]
BlockZer0
:
@techman2020 someone I sponsored had their account deactivated and he 
has close to 2 btc in it. Are you guys purging accounts with less than 2 btc now 
or was this a mistake?

[9#10#43 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
gotta keep it to questions for now guys, no need to speculate when the answer 
will be thrown into the podcast

[9#12#20 PM]
Daisy
:
@techman2020 
Like many others, we just want an estimate on payments, and specifically for 
us, the Balance Due payout time estimate and rollover possibilities. 

I believe that paying partial payments to everyone would save you a lot of grief 
because it would calm everyone down by restoring their faith in cs, knowing 
that the machine is still operational by something actually happening in lieu of 
many words repeated.

We contacted support multiple times, at least 72 hours apart asking about 
rollovers into endgame or another plan with a May 3 start date and the truck 
with no answer. A rollover button would save you many tickets

[9#13#12 PM]
Roland Soto
:
@techman2020 @CSSupport1 
Hi this name is rolandsoto

I started a weekly plan with newer funds other than my original investment.  I 
believe that these funds were not subject to kyc hold ups.  The plan had an 
estimated bot end date of 5-3.  I believe I should be eligible or these funds to 
pay out now, just like those who have started newer daily plans.  Is that 
correct?  Can supportcheck my account?  I have sent a ticket but no response.  
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Thanks!

edited 
[9#13#55 PM]
Dr. Nefario
:
@techman2020 

What does the future look like for US citizens and continuing to be able to 
participate in CS? Will you guys be able to keep this rocket in flight or will this 
have to eventually be moved out of the US and no longer allow US 
participation? If it did move, would there be a way to still participate? Just 
trying to see what the future holds :). Thanks for everything!

[9#14#24 PM]
Paul
:
@techman2020

Is the Ku Coin exchange coin the only coin P1's are being paid with? If so then 
500 coin released per fortnight, or every 2 weeks, should have been approx 
3000 coin released for March, April and May.  If this is the case, is that not 
enough to clear P1 balances? Thank you.

[9#21#24 PM]
Micah Theard
:
Hi Techman, my site never had a balance due. It has “return amount” and dates 
that are past. I have no roll over button either. Can you please do a written 
instructions on what I can do from here. How to request withdrawal and what to 
do if I want to refund lol over but withdraw a portion of the Bitcoin.

@techman2020  I sent 3 tickets in regards to a commission that was not paid 
March 7th. It has not been paid and no response. How do I handle that issue 
successfully?

[9#28#34 PM]
Dave Karakas
:
@techman2020, 2 Questions.

1) When purchasing Plans, each provide the following statement on the 
purchase page:
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    "*Payment will be received 24 Business hours after end date"

When will CS be cabable of honoring this part of the purchase agreement?

Note: I have a YoP that expired on 4/25.  I rolled a portion of it and left some 
BTC as balance due. The balance due was set to a Est Bot End Date of 5/10 
despite actually maturing on 4/25.  Its now 5/21 and its unclear when I'll get my 
balance due payout.  This is holding up other investments I would like to be 
making right now.

2) Since our Dailys were moved into Weeklys, and our Weeklys were moved into 
Balance Due, why are these not paid within a day or two of maturity?  I havent' 
received a payout since 3/31 and these were all 'Daily' plans.

[9#32#54 PM]
Rick B
:
@techman2020
When Dailies were introduced for BTC and ETH in March all seemed well and I 
had a few plans that were paying on time.  Life was good.  Then the "Solar 
Flare" hit and caused a major backup/stoppage of payouts.  From that, all 
Dailies were 'Rolled" into Balance Due plans.

Since this was new coin used to buy into those Dailies and not rollover coin, 
can these be slated for other plan actions, ie payout a percentage of the plan, 
rollover a percentage, etc.  Again, this was new coin and not rollover coin.

Are there any other actions that can be done with these plans besides hurry up 
and wait, and also get the opportunity to watch other new Dailies be paid while 
we get to sit on the sidelines?

I believe that many, if not most, will just turn around and join new plans with 
coins received from a payout.

[9#33#28 PM]
Andy Novotny
:
Techman 2020
Andy Novotny here:
My question:
Is this real?  We joined this investment group because we trusted the integrity 
of the individual who referred us (and still do).  As a business owner myself, I 
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know that the success of my business is contingent upon my ability to deliver 
the goods or services that Iʼm offering.  When I deliver what is expected 
(promised), I get repeat business and referrals for new clients.  Everybody wins.  
If I donʼt follow through, I get neither.
Iʼve been told by people who claim to know you that “dishonesty is not in your 
DNA”, and I have been clinging to that.  I understand that there are technical 
issues and/or regulation changes that you encounter that cause hiccups to your 
business model.  Do you have backup plans in place for these situations or are 
you doing everything “on the fly”?
I want this to work.  I want to reinvest.  I want to trust that you will do what you 
say you are going to do when you say that you are going to do it.  But I need 
evidence, consistency.  Going forward, will you deliver that?  How?

[9#34#02 PM]
Mel L
:
Admin,

What are your thoughts on using the super node for all payouts? Maybe 
distribute the cost of running the super node to members by 1) giving members 
less of a return or 2) having a fee for members to join?

[9#40#42 PM]
Dave Karakas
:
Perhaps a transaction fee similar to sending coin to others.

[9#42#16 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
questions end in 18 minutes

[9#45#24 PM]
Ivan
:
Admin

Once ballon payment comes in mid June and pays all of p1 will that remove a 
big weight off your shoulder and things should be running smoothly after that? 
Or are there still other obstacles that you just overcome to ensure that we all 
recieve our payments in time after the balloon payment?



[9#45#58 PM]
Cara Wiley
:
For people getting a lot of coin a fee is no big deal but for those getting just a 
little why would they want to pay for something they should be getting anyways

[9#50#11 PM]
Brett CS Support
:
admin
10 minutes left

[9#54#24 PM]
Jane
:
It was my understanding that new plans would be discontinued until the current 
payouts owed were all caught up.  It was said to us that this would help morale.  
Whey are there so many plans offered right now? Thanks

[9#55#47 PM]
Keith
:
Admin, 
Question #1, about support tickets. According to several podcasts, CS support 
is overwhelmed by support tickets and many members submit the same thing 
multiple times. My experience is that when I submit a ticket, my webpage 
doesnʼt change. Would it be possible to program in a banner or something 
letting us know the request has been submitted? Would it be possible to 
receive an email shortly after reaffirming that it was received? 
Question #2, about rollover button, is it going to be available soon? This seems 
to be one of the common requests that I have heard. Might alleviate several 
support requests. 
Thank you.

[9#57#31 PM]
Rob Duncan
:
Would it be a better solution to put support tickets on hold and focus on 
payouts?  Would this eliminate a lot of the support tickets anyway?



[9#58#52 PM]
Kris
:
@techman2020 
Name: Kris
Question: Can you please post proof of legal communication exchange between 
CS and KuCoin. Pretty obvious that people here have worked out that payments 
by the exchange are  advertised to be of larger amounts than are being claimed 
by CS

[9#59#38 PM]
King Deville
:
Woke up to check this today so might as well add in as well.  

The newest daily plan / the one = 200 only sold - advertised as non-delayed 
like its predecessor that got turned into weekly and halted... this new plan  due 
to small number sold was said to be easily paid in Que... it was super attractive 
and fail safe, so I bought in :)

Several days late now - Iʼm sure confidence will be restored shortly since this 
plan is clearly designed to be quick and focused; thanks team ~ not a fan of 
chat but my tickets werenʼt answered and guess this goes here. :heart:

[10#00#19 PM]
Bri CS Support
:
admin
Deleting anything that's not a question for the podcast now

JJ Support invited Naresh Lalchandani

[10#29#03 PM]
CS-Support
:
admin
15 pages of questions 
Thank you

Iʼll address these in morning 

Iʼm busy programming today
CS-Support pinned «15 pages of questions Thank you Iʼll address these in 
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●

morning Iʼm busy programming today»
JJ Support invited Jon Jac
JJ Support invited Brandon
JJ Support invited Jon Cole

JJ Support invited Nathan Childress
JJ Support invited William Herschberger

JJ Support invited Tim Garrett
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